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Summary
Dr. Morten Goodwin obtained his Ph.D. in 2011 from the Department for Computer Science, Aalborg
University, Denmark, with the thesis title: “Towards Automated eGovernment Monitoring” under the
supervision of Professor Christian S. Jensen. From 2012 he joined the University of Agder as an
Associate Professor, where he dedicates his time into teaching, project management, leading research
groups (e.g., research center), and education groups (e.g., graduate students and scholarly
development of studies), doing research, and communicating science.
Teaching:
Dr. Goodwin has been an active university teacher since 2005. He has had course responsibility for 7
bachelor and master level courses and been an active teacher in 6 additional courses. He has also
supervised 41 Master’s theses and more than 100 student projects in master and bachelor level courses.
His work on test-driven proficiency learning (testdrevet ferdigshetslæring) completely transformed how
programming on all levels was taught in engineering degrees at the University of Agder, which gave him
a nomination to Education Quality Award of the Ministry of Education (Kunnskapsdepartementets
utdanningskvalitetspris) in 2016.
Project Management and Administrative Experience:
Dr. Goodwin is the co-founder and deputy director of “Centre for Artificial Intelligence Research” (CAIR)
and has been a critical person for ensuring the center’s position within Artificial Intelligence in Norway
and abroad. He holds a leadership position (coordinator, work package leader) and has been central to
acquiring the funding for 9 externally funded research projects and has been actively involved in 7 other
projects. Dr. Goodwin has part of numerous program committees, including board membership in two
national conferences. He has been responsible for Master ICT (both five-years and two-years of study)
and Master AI (five-years of study).
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Research:
Dr. Goodwin has developed novel theories and algorithms within mainly the fields of artificial intelligence,
machine learning, pattern recognition, with applications in complex real-world problems. He has
published his work in 23 journals in prestigious venues, of which 11 journals ranked as level 2, according
to the Norwegian ranking system, and the rest in prestigious journals with remarkably high impact factors
(e.g., 11.470, 7.351, and 6.395). Dr. Goodwin has also published one book chapter, 81 conference
articles. He has so far one Ph.D. candidate completed and 5 candidates ongoing, all as principal
supervisor. The research of Dr. Goodwin can be broadly classified into four areas: 1) Automated Web
Monitoring, 2) Interpretable Machine Learning Algorithms, 3) Learning in Random Environments, and
4) Machine Learning for Complex Real-world Applications. He has a citation count 707, and a rapidly
rising h-index of 13, and i10-index of 18.
Science Communication:
Dr. Goodwin has always had a passion for science commination and in particular popular science
dissemination. He is a public speaker and debater with more than 300 invited talks, keynotes,
newspaper interviews, radio, TV appearances including national venues such as NRK Dagsrevyen, TV2
Underhuset, and recurrent appearances on Abels Tårn, and NRK Ekko. Dr. Goodwin is considered a
go-to resource in artificial intelligence in general, and machine learning in particular.
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Education
2011,

Philosophiae Doctor (Ph.D) at Department for Computer Science, Aalborg University,
Denmark. Thesis title: “Towards Automated eGovernment Monitoring”.

2005,

Master of Science in Information and Communication Technologies, at Faculty of
Engineering and Science, Agder University College, Norway with Thesis title:
“Incremental Web Crawling as a Competitive Game of Learning Automata”.

2003,

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science at Faculty of Engineering and Science, Agder
University College

Positions and Commissions of Trust
Current Positions
2012 – date,

Associate Professor University of Agder, NO. Research in Artificial Intelligence.
Teaching artificial intelligence, programming, as well as supervising projects on master
and Ph.D. level

2017 – date,

Deputy
Director
University of Agder

2016 – date,

Public Speaker Coordinated by talerlisten.no

Centre

for

Artificial

Intelligence

Research

(CAIR),

Commissions of Trust
2020 – date,

Board Member UNIT Digitalization Strategy for Universities and Universities Colleges

2020 – date,

Board Member Norwegian Conference for Image Analysis and Pattern Recognition

2020 – date,

Invited Expert for evaluation of User-driven Innovasjonsprosjekt Næringslivet (IPN),
Norwegian Research Council,

2020 – date,

Board Member Nora.Startup Organising startup collaboration with The Norwegian
Artificial Intelligence Research Consortium

2019 – date,

Invited Expert for evaluation of User-driven Research based Innovation
Norwegian Research Council,

2017 – date,

Board Member Norwegian conference for teaching and didactics in IT subjects (Norsk
konferanse for undervisning og didaktikk i IT-fagene) UDIT

2008, 2010,

Invited Expert for
(UNPAN/UNDESA)

2008 – date,

Program Committee Member and Reviewer for journals and conference proceedings
referee IEEE Transactions on Cybernetics, Journal of Civil Engineering, Journal of
Swarm Intelligence, Journal of Computational Science, International Journal of
Operational Research, Journal of Computing In Civil Engineering, Norsk
Informatikkonferanse (NIK), International Conference on Swarm Intelligence (ANTS),
Norwegian Conference for Image Analysis and Pattern Recognition (NOBIM),
Norwegian Conference for Use of Information Technology in Organizations
(NOKOBIT), Norwegian Artificial Intelligence Society (NAIS), International Conference
on Industrial, Engineering and Other Applications of Applied Intelligent Systems
(IEA/AIE), Information Systems for Crisis Response and Management Community
(ISCRAM), Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICCS)

2005 – date,

Recurring External examiner for multiple courses and project including Master’s theses
at University of Tromsø (UiT), Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU), OsloMet, University of South-Eastern Norway (USN), University of Stavanger
(UiS), University of Bergen (UiB), University of Oslo (UiO)

the

Bi-annual

United

Nations

eGovernment

(BIA),

Survey
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Previous Positions
2014 – 2016,

Senior Adjunct Researcher Teknova working on Data Mining for energy nets.

2012

Senior lecturer Noroff University College

2011 – 2012,

Principal researcher Tingtun AS

2008 – 2011,

Scientific developer in Tingtun AS (alongside doctoral studies)

2005 – 2008,

Researcher
/
Teacher
Agder
Main developer for the EU-funded EIAO project.

University

College.

Major Industry Collaboration
2020 – date,

NORA.AI.Startup Board Member

2020 – date,

I4Helse4Business, Board Member

2020 – date,

USUS - Næringsklynge for reiseliv-, kultur- og opplevelser på Sørlandet, Board Member

2019 – date,

Digin, IKT-Klynge Sørlandet
Board Member

2019 – date,

Norwegian Advisory for Digital Ethics. (Norsk Råd For Digital Etikk – Norde) headed by
the
Norwegian
Computer
Society
(Den
Norske
Dataforeningen)
Board Member and leader of Data Group

2019 – date,

Sentient AS, Board Member

2018 – date,

SCICODE, Startup emerged from research project coordinated by Dr. Goodwin

2017 – date,

Main academic partner in funded research projects (BIA, Industrial Ph.D.) together with
companies Egde Consulting, Rema 1000, Fjong AS, Felleskjøpet

with 90 private and public

sector

members,

Institutional Responsibilities
2018 – 2020,

Coordinator International 5-year Master’s programme in ICT, University of Agder

2017 – date,

Deputy Director and co-founder Centre for Artificial Intelligence Research,
University of Agder, NO

2017 – date,

Member of the Research Education Committee University of Agder, evaluating all Ph.D.
projects for suitability.

2016 – date,

Ph.D. Evaluation Committee Administrator (2 PhD Defences)

2016 – date,

Member of the committee for PhD candidate recruitment, University of Agder, NO

2014 – 2018,

Coordinator International Master's Programme in ICT, University of Agder, NO
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Fellowships, Awards, and Prizes
2020

Best student award at the 17th International Conference on Information Systems for
Crisis Response and Management ISCRAM 2020

2019

Best paper award at the annual conference of the International Society of
Applied
Intelligence
(IEA-AIE
2019)
https://ieaaie2019.ist.tugraz.at/index.php/conference-awards/

2018,

Best paper award at the Thirty-eight SGAI International Conference on
Artificial
Intelligence
(SGAI
AI-2018)
http://www.conferenceexpert.org.uk/admin/papers2.php?conf=ai2018&f=f3

2017 – date,

Member of Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI)

2016

Nominated
for
‘’Kunnskapsdepartementets
utdanningskvalitetspris”
(The
Ministry
of
Education
Quality
Award)
https://old.norgesuniversitetet.no/artikkel/to-nuv-prosjekter-nominert-til

2014, -16, -20 Supervisor for best Master’s thesis of the year at University of Agder ICT.
2009,

Best paper award at the third International Conference on Digital Society
(ICDS-2009)
https://www.iaria.org/conferences2009/AwardsICDS09.html

2005,

Winner of best master thesis of the year at Faculty of Engineering and sciences
Agder University College.

Mobility
2009,

United Nations Public Administration Network, New York, working with the United
Nations eGoverment survey.
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Project Management Experience
Dr. Goodwin has been an active research manager and leader. During his Ph.D. he completed the
course Management of Research and Development (2.5 ECTS). He is the co-founder and deputy
director of “Centre for Artificial Intelligence Research” (CAIR) and has been a critical person for
ensuring the center’s position within Artificial Intelligence in Norway and abroad. He has a leadership
position and has been central to acquiring the funding for 9 externally funded research projects. He
has been responsible for Master ICT (both five-years and two-years of study) and Master AI (fiveyears of study).

Externally Funded Research Projects
In the following 9 research projects, Dr. Goodwin has had an active role in acquiring funding. The
concrete role is listed under each project.

Project Coordinator or Work Package Coordinator
2020 – 2024,

Fjong 2025 – The stAIlist
Role: Workpackage leader and main research partner
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council. User-driven Research based
Innovation (BIA)
Project partners: Fjong, University of Agder, BI,
Fjong 2025 is developing a scalable platform that handles the complex logistics of a
sharing model. The project will optimize personalized recommendations and explore
ways to use artificial intelligence and machine learning to provide a superior user
experience for both lenders and users.

2020 – 2024,

Kornmo – production optimization, quality control and sustainability through
the grain value chain (produksjonsoptimalisering, kvalitetsstyring og bærekraft
gjennom verdikjeden for korn)
Role: Workpackage leader and main research partner
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council. User-driven Research based
Innovation (BIA)
Project partners: Felleskjøpet Agri SA, inFuture AS, NHO Mat og Drikke
The Kornmo-project will develop models to optimize volume, quality, and sustainability
in grain production and track the grain "from soil to table". The project will develop
machine learning approaches for the entire value chain from each shift, via grain
reception and further plant structure and end products.

2020 – 2024,

CreateView – Insight to more than what you see (Utsikt til mer enn du ser)
Role: Workpackage leader, technical leader, and main research partner
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council. User-driven Research based
Innovation (BIA)
Project partners: Veterinærinstituttet, Havforskningsinstituttet, University of Agder,
The project plans to develop an image scanner for dead fish and to link this information
with diagnostics, production parameters, and environmental records, welfare
parameters from live fish cage images. The analytics of massive amounts of data is
done using machine learning, enabling aggregate information to look for contexts that
can be difficult to analyze.
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2019 – 2023,

A machine learning approach for non-intrusive physiological and behavioural
monitoring in mental healthcare settings
Role: Main research partner
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council. Industrial Ph.D.
Project partners: Egde, University of Agder
The central objective of this project is to develop a machine learning-based monitoring
and decision-making system using data collected from non-intrusive sensors. The
system will observe sleep patterns and do behavioral and psychological assessments
of mental health patients using deep learning algorithms.

2019 – 2022,

Wonderful new world? How does the use of artificial intelligence in the
customer relationship affect Sparebanken Sør's ability to act as an ethical,
socially responsible relationship player?
Role: Main research partner
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council. Industrial Ph.D.
Project partners: Sparebank Sør, University of Agder
The project aims to provide increased knowledge about how the use of artificial
intelligence can affect the bank's ability to act as an ethical, socially responsible
relationship player. The ambition is to provide insight that will strengthen the bank's
ability to make the right decisions in its work with digitization, automation, and the use
of artificial intelligence.

2019 – 2022,

Predictive maintenance of drilling equipment using deep neural networks
Role: Main research partner
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council. Industrial Ph.D.
Project partners: MhWirth, University of Agder
This project explores the potential for using deep learning to predict drilling
equipment problems and estimate the remaining useful life. The project will specifically
address this problem by using real-time data from 11 rigs in operation. The focus will
be to develop and apply deep neural networks to enable autonomous decision-making
for improving service performance through condition-monitoring, predictive
maintenance, and spares management.

2019 – 2022, Deep Neural Networks for Energy Efficiency in High Tech Warehouses
Role: Main research partner
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council. Industrial Ph.D.
Project partners: Login Eiendom, Rema 1000, University of Agder
The goal of this project is to promote the latest innovations in artificial intelligence (AI)
for energy-related operations in warehouses. More specifically, the output of this
research will be to automatize the energy-related management in a technologically
advanced warehouse to reduce the operational cost and to improve the energy
efficiency based on various data inputs and the-state-of-the-art deep neural network.
2015 – 2017,

Test-Driven Proficiency Learning in Programming (T-FLIP – Testdrevet
Ferdighetslæring i Programmering).
Role: Coordinator
Main funding partner: “Norgesuniversitet”
Project Partners: University of Agder, University of Stavanger, Noroff University
College, Oslo and Akershus University College (now OsloMet).
T-FLIP examined out new learning technologies for the students in programming
subjects. This project developed solutions and tools closely linked to the test-driven
skills training the students need in the workplace. The critical project's contributions
were an adaptation of automatic evaluation of program code and feedback of student
assignments in addition to simple check-in assignments.
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2017,

iTRACK: Integrated system for real-time TRACKing and collective intelligence in
civilian humanitarian missions (2016-2019)
Role: Working Coordinator half a year. Technical Coordinator one year.
Main funding partner: H2020-BES-2015
Project Partners: Trilateral Research, Treelogic, Knowledge Now, Teleplan Glode ,
Svenska Handelhögskolan, Teknova, ARTTIC, University in Delft, NL, WFP, IT;
IMMAP, US.
iTRACK is designed to be a cost effective open source system, supporting
organisations where resources may be limited. To further facilitate its uptake by
humanitarian organisations operating conflict and disaster missions, we design
technology and policies in with humanitarian practitioners with pilot applications with the
World Food Programme and iMMAP in on-going conflict disasters in the Middle East.

Active Research Partner
Dr. Goodwin has been an active research partner in the following projects
2018 – 2022,

Chatbots for loyalty
Role: Active Researcher
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council. User-driven Research based
Innovation (BIA)
Project partners: Anzyz, Boost.AI, edTech Foundry, NKI Kompetanse, SpareBank 1
SR-bank Sintef, University of Agder
The goal is to strengthen the role chatbots may take as point of contact between
customers, users, and companies with special focus on user-centred design of chatbots
and machine learning for prediction of next best actions.

2017 – 2020,

Social Health Bots
Role: Active Researcher
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council. HELSEVEL
Project partners: Sintef, Oslo University Hospital, University of Agder
The core idea of Social Health Bots is that online chatbots will lower the threshold for
young people to ask for information and help concerning mental health issues and,
thereby, strengthen their access to trustworthy informational support and also provide
a gateway to more extensive support.

2017 – 2022,

Human-Chatbot Interaction Design
Role: Active Researcher
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council. IKTPLUS
Project partners: Sintef, Oslo University Hospital, University of Agder
Through unsupervised machine learning, we aim to establish the basis for chatbots to
identify the conversational context, understand the user, and provide good responses.
Through human-computer interaction we aim to provide the interaction design needed
for helpful conversations between humans and chatbots.

2016 – 2019,

Felles Telemedisinsk Løsning Agder (TELMA)
Role: Active Researcher
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council. IPO
Project partners: University of Agder, Sørlandet Sykehus, 30 municipalities, Karde,
Siemens.
The project developed and evaluated a telemedicine solution with machine learning to
remotely follow up on patients with chronic disorders and comorbidity.
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2013 – 2016

Electricity Usage in Smart Village Skarpnes
Role: Active Researcher
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council.
This project investigated how the electrical distribution network can be optimally
dimensioned in the future specially low-energy homes with photovoltaic plants is
expected to give rise to consumption patterns, and new models for efficient operation
and
investment
in
the
electricity
grid
are
coming.

2012 – 2015

Electricity Usage in Smart Village Skarpnes
Role: Active Researcher
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council.
The SmartRescue project explores how communication technology can be used in
acute crisis situations through mobile smart phones and artificial intelligence.

2008 – 2011,

eGovMon
Role: Active Researcher
Main funding partner: Norwegian Research Council. VERDIKT
Project partners: University of Agder, Difi, 22 Norwegian Municipalities,
The eGovMon project which create an Observatory for monitoring accessibility,
transparency, efficiency and impact.

2005 – 2008,

European Internet Accessibility Observatory (EIAO)
Role: Active Researcher
Main funding partner: EU-Commission under the 6th framework
Project partners: University of Agder, Evangelische Stiftung Volmarstein, The
Manchester Metropolitan University, Aalborg University
The EIAO project has established the technical basis for a European Internet project
has established the technical basis for a European Internet Accessibility Observatory
for large-scale assessment of websites accessibility.
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Research
Dr. Goodwin has developed novel theories and algorithms within the fields of artificial intelligence,
machine learning, pattern recognition, with applications to complex real-world problems. He has
published his work 22 journal papers, one book chapter, 80 conference articles, all in prestigious venues.
He has presented his work as a popular science public speaker/keynote speaker at popular science
conferences, radio- and TV-shows with numerous public appearances.
He is in the program committee for an extensive number of national and international conferences and
scientific journals, as well as a regular reviewer of a number of other international journals. He has been
an invited expert both for the UN eGovernment survey, expanding his doctoral work, and an evaluator
for NFR proposals.
As Deputy Director of Centre for Artificial Intelligence from 2017, Goodwin has been a key person for
ensuring the centre’s position in artificial intelligence research in Norway and internationally. Dr.
Goodwin has assured external funding and been the research coordinator / leading research partner /
significant research partner in 9 externally funded research projects (NFR BIA, NFR Industrial Ph.D.,
Norgesuniversitetet, H2020), including working as a coordinator for an H2020 project.
Dr. Goodwin’s research has, in all brevity, introduced new and novel machine learning approaches and
applied them in complex scenarios. He has introduced innovative solutions in text and time series
mining, including original methods for string similarities, sound detection approach, as well as social
media and web analytics. He has presented fundamentally new interpretable algorithms building on the
principals of swarm intelligence, pursuit, distributed, and s-learning learning automata, and applied them
for optimization and classification. He has provided fundamental solutions to the online knapsack and
stochastic searching on the line problems. Dr. Goodwin has also introduced methods to improve the
sampling efficiency in reinforcement learning scenarios using generative variational autoencoders.
Dr. Goodwin has moreover conducted research on novel machine learning algorithms and applied his
findings to complex real-world problems including escape planning and evaluation with neural networks
and swarm techniques, and neural models for fire evacuation and detection, biometrics fish detection,
cooling system modeling, electrical demand price, and consumption forecasting, intrusion detection,
web site, and government monitoring, and web accessibility measurement.
Dr. Goodwin has carried out fundamental research in four directions.
1. Automated Web Monitoring:
In his doctoral thesis, Dr. Goodwin developed techniques and algorithms for automated
electronic government (governments on the web) monitoring, including machine learning
methods for accessibility measurements as a means for inclusive design, and optimal resource
allocation for web polling. In addition to publishing highly ranked academic articles, his approach
was adopted by the United Nations e-government Survey in 2010 and 2012, and several
Norwegian agencies. Since his doctorate, he has continued in this direction with social media
and web analytics, together with his doctoral candidates and other collaborators. He has
introduced innovative solutions in text and time series mining, including novel methods for string
similarities measurement and applied those to social media and web analytics for disaster
management.
Selected papers to exemplify depth and breadth (attached to the application):
a. Goodwin, Morten; Susar, Denis; Nietzio, Annika; Snaprud, Mikael; Jensen,
Christian S.
Global Web Accessibility Analysis of National Government Portals
and Ministry Web Sites
Journal: Journal of Information Technology and Politics 2011
Level 1
Role in paper: Principal author and researcher
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b. Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Myrer, Svein Arild; Oommen, B. John; Olsen, Morten
Goodwin.
Learning automata-based solutions to the nonlinear fractional knapsack problem
with applications to optimal resource allocation.
Journal: IEEE Transactions on Cybernetics 2007 ;Volume 37.(1) s.166-175
Level 1. Impact Factor 7.35
Role in paper: Researcher and collaborator
c. Lazreg, Mehdi Ben; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer
Combining a Context Aware Neural Network with a
Denoising Autoencoder for Measuring String Similarities
Journal: Computer Speech & Language 60, 101028
Level 2: Impact Factor 1.857
Role in paper: Principal supervisor for Ph.D. candidate

d. Berntzen, Lasse; Olsen, Morten Goodwin.
Benchmarking e-government : A comparative Review of Three
International Benchmarking studies.
Conference: The Third International Conference on the Digital Society (ICDS 2009).
IEEE 2009 s.77-82
Winner of Best Paper Award
Role in paper: Collaborator and researcher

2. Interpretable machine learning:
Dr. Goodwin has presented fundamentally new interpretable machine algorithms building on
the principals of swarm intelligence and pursuit, distributed, and s-learning learning automata,
and applied these for solving optimization and classification problems. His work has opened a
completely new approach for classification in a few dimensions with numerical features. He has
also had profound contributions to the collaborative work on the newly launched Tsetlin
machine, receiving heightened attention by the community.
Selected papers to exemplify depth and breadth (attached to the application):
a. Goodwin, Morten; Tufteland, Torry; Ødesneltvedt, Guro; Yazidi, Anis.
PolyACO+: A multi-level Polygon-based Ant Colony Optimisation Classifier.
Journal Swarm Intelligence 2017 ;Volume 11.(3-4) s.317-346
Level 1. Impact Factor 3.778
Role in paper: Principal author and researcher
b. Abeyrathna, K Darshana; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer, Zhang, Xuan, Jiao, Lei,
Goodwin, Morten
The regression Tsetlin Machine: a Novel Approach to Interpretable Nonlinear
Regression
Journal: Journal Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A Mathematical,
Physical and Engineering Sciences
Level 1: Impact Factor 3.09
Role in paper: Co-supervisor and collaborator
c. Goodwin, Morten; Yazidi, Anis; Jonassen, Tore
Distributed Learning Automata-based S-learning Scheme for Classification
Journal: Pattern Analysis and Applications, 1-16
Level 1: Impact Factor: 1.436
Role in paper: Main idea, author, researcher, and collaborator.
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3. Learning in random environments:
Dr. Goodwin has been interested in the advancements of learning algorithms in random and
realistic environments. He has provided solutions stochastic searching on the line and the
fractional knapsack problem in random environments. He has developed machine learning and
reinforcement methods for complicated dynamic scenarios such as escape planning and highly
dynamic games such as Dominion, and model-based reinforcement learning in industrial
environments and robotic character control, as well as numerous game environments for
reinforcement learning.
Selected papers to exemplify depth and breadth (attached to the application):
a. Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Radianti, Jaziar.
Escape planning in realistic fire scenarios with Ant Colony Optimisation.
Journal: Applied intelligence (Boston) 2014 ;Volume 42.(1) s.24-35
Level 2. Impact Factor 2.882
Role in paper: Principal author and researcher
b. Andersen, Per-Arne; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer
Increasing Sample Efficiency in Deep Reinforcement Learning using Generative
Environment Modeling,
Journal: Expert Systems https://doi.org/10.1111/exsy.12537
Level 2. Impact Factor 1.505
Role in paper: Principal supervisor for Ph.D. candidate
c.

Sharma, Jivitesh; Andersen, Per-Arne; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin,
Morten
Deep Q-Learning with Q-Matrix Transfer Learning for Novel Fire Evacuation
Environment.
Journal: IEEE transactions on system man and cybernetics: systems
Level 1. Impact Factor 7.35
Role in paper: Supervisor for Ph.D. candidates

d. Yazidi, Anis; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Oommen, John; Goodwin, Morten
A novel strategy for solving the stochastic point location problem using a hierarchical
searching scheme.
Journal: IEEE Transactions on Cybernetics 2014 ;Volume 44.(11) s.2202-2220
Level 1. Impact Factor 7.35
Role in paper: Research idea and collaborator
e. Andersen, Per-Arne; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer
Towards Safe Reinforcement-Learning in Industrial Grid-Warehousing,
Journal: Information Sciences Informatics and Computer Science Intelligent Systems
Applications
Level 2. Impact Factor 5.542
Role in paper: Research idea and collaborator
(Accepted, not yet published)
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4. Learning Algorithms for Complex Real-world Applications:
Dr. Goodwin has spent much of his research applying novel machine learning algorithms to
complex real-world applications. He has worked on swarm and neural networks for escape
planning, fire evacuation, and detection. His work has also involved deep neural networks for a
myriad of application areas including biometric fish detection, patient exacerbation and
diagnosis, sound detection, and intrusion detection. Dr. Goodwin has additionally developed
neural techniques for adaptive controls and complex system modeling, covering modeling of
cooling systems and forecasting of price and consumption. He has created unique neural
network algorithms for natural language processing incorporating novel text, chatbots, and
automated matching of student assignments.
Selected papers to exemplify depth and breadth (attached to the application):
a. Goodwin, Morten; Yazidi, Anis
A Pattern Recognition Approach for Peak Prediction of Electrical Consumption.
Journal: Integrated Computer-Aided Engineering 2016 ;Volume 23.(2) s.101-113
Level 1. Impact Factor 4.904
Role in paper: Principal author and researcher
b. Opalic, Sven Myrdahl; Goodwin, Morten; Jiao, Lei; Nielsen, Henrik Kofoed;
Pardiñas, Angel Alvarez; Hafner, Armin; Kolhe, Mohan
ANN modelling of CO2 Refrigerant Cooling System COP in a Smart Warehouse,
Journal: Journal of cleaner production
Level 2. Impact Factor 6.395
Role in paper: Main initiator, supervisor and collaborator
c. Lazreg, Mehdi Ben; Noori, Nadia Saad; Comes, Tina; Goodwin, Morten
Not a Target. A Deep Learning Approach for a Warning and Decision Support System
to Improve Safety and Security of Humanitarian Aid Workers.
Conference: 2019 IEEE/WIC/ACM International Conference on Web Intelligence (WI
2019). Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) 2019 ISBN 978-1-4503-6934-3.
s.378-382
Role in paper: Principal supervisor for Ph.D. candidate
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Research Supervision
Dr. Goodwin is the principal supervisor for 6 Ph.D. candidates. One candidate has completed his
thesis and is accepted by the evaluation committee with a scheduled defense in April 2020. The
remaining candidates are ongoing, and the next is expected to complete his doctorate by 2020. He is
also a co-supervisor for eight more candidates, and has been an early career advisor for one
candidate (Postdoc candidate).

Principal Supervisor of Doctoral Candidates
1. Mehdi Ben Lazreg,
A Neural Network-Based Situational Awareness Approach for Emergency Response,
2016-2019 (defense April 23 2020)
First job after completion: PostDoc NTNU
2. Per-Arne Andersen,
Model-Free Neural Network Predictions for Real Time Strategy Games,
2017-2020 (expected)
3. Vera Barstad,
Image Analysis of Medical Three-Dimensional Images,
2019-2022 (expected)
4. Martin Holen,
Reinforcement Learning-based Autonomous cars
2019-2022 (expected)
5. Michael Dutt,
A machine learning approach for non-intrusive physiological and behavioural monitoring in
mental healthcare settings,
2020-2024 (expected)
6. Daniel Biermann,
An inception-based neural network model for conversational robots
2020-2023 (expected)

Co-Supervisor of Doctoral Candidates
7. Jivitesh Sharma,
Deep Neural Networks for emergency response,
2017-2020 (expected)
8. Sven Opalic,
Deep Neural Networks for Energy Efficiency in High Tech Warehouses,
2018-2022 (expected)
9. Nils Jakob Johannesen,
Machine Learning Applications for Operation and Management of Smart Electrical Energy
Systems,
2019-2022 (expected)
10. Rupsa Saha,
Building a Language Model for Chatbots using a Tsetlin Machine,
2019-2022 (expected)
11. Rohan Kumar Yadav,
The Context based Personalized Learning Chatbots for Education,
2019-2022 (expected)
12. Vera Szabo,
Predictive maintenance of drilling equipment using deep neural networks
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2019-2022 (expected)
13. Elisabeth Austad Asser,
Vidunderlige nye verden? Etiske konsekvenser ved bruk av kunstig intelligens i
kunderelasjonen,
2020-2023 (expected)
14. Darshana Abeyrathna,
A Novel Tselin Machine for Spatio-Temporal Forecasting with Application to Disease
Outbreaks,
2018-2021 (expected)

Early Career Advisor
1. Vimala Nunavath (PostDoc),
Deep Neural Networks for medical predictions,
2018-2020
First job after completion: Associate Professor University of South East Norway
2. Rebekka Oommen (PostDoc)
Deep Learning for Fish
2020-2023
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Academic Publications
Dr. Goodwin currently has 23 journal papers, one book chapter, 81 peer-reviewed conference articles
in proceedings corresponding article in conference proceedings. 10 of his published journals are in
venues ranked as level 2, according to the Norwegian ranking system, and the rest also in very
prestigious journals with remarkably high impact factors (e.g., 11.470, 7.351, and 6.395).

Journals
2020
0.

Knausgård, Kristian Muri; Wiklund, Arne; Sørdalen, Tonje Knutsen ; Halvorsen,
Kim ; Kleiven, Alf Ring; Jiao, Lei; Goodwin, Morten
Temperate Fish Detection and Classification, Applied Intelligence
Level 2. Impact Factor 2.882
(In the review process)

1.

Nunavath, Vimala; Johansen, Sahand; Johannessen, Tommy Sandtorv; Hansen,
Bjørge Herman; Berntsen, Sveinung; Jiao, Lei; Goodwin, Morten, Deep learning for
Classifying Physical Activitiesfrom Accelerometer Data, Artificial intelligence in medicine
(In the review process)

2.

Abouzeid, Ahmed; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Webersvik, Christian; Goodwin,
Morten, Learning Automata-based Misinformation Mitigation via Hawkes Processes,
Information Systems Frontiers,
(In the review process)

0. Gorji, Saeed Rahimi; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Glimsdal, Sondre; Edwards,
Jonathan; Goodwin, Morten
Increasing the Inference and Learning Speed of Tsetlin Machines with Clause Indexing
(In the review process)
1. Abeyrathna, K. Darshana; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten; Matheussen,
Bernt Viggo
Extending the Tsetlin Machine With Integer-Weighted Clauses for Increased
Interpretability
(In the review process)
2.

Ben Lazreg, Mehdi; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer
A Neural Turing Machine for Conditional Transition Graph Modeling, IEEE Transactions
on Neural Networks and Learning System
Level 2. Impact Factor 11.683
(In the review process)

0.

Nunavath, Vimala, Johansen, Sahand, Johannessen, Tommy Sandtorv, Jiao, Lei,
Hansen, Bjørge Herman, Stølevik, Sveinung Berntsen, Goodwin, Morten Deep
Learning for Classifying Physical Activities from Accelerometer Data, Artificial intelligence
in medicine
Level 2. Impact Factor 3.574
(In the review process)

1.

Johannesen, Nils Jakob; Kolhe, Mohan Lal; Goodwin, Morten.
Smart Load Prediction Analysis for Micro-grid with Holiday Cabins in Norwegian Rural
Area. Journal of Cleaner Production 2019 ;Volume 218. s.555-564
Level 2. Impact Factor 6.395
(Accepted, not yet published)

2.

Yazidi, Anis; Abolpour Mofrad, Asieh; Goodwin, Morten; Hammer, Hugo; Arntzen,
Erik Balanced Difficulty Task Finder: An Adaptive Recommendation Method for Learning
Tasks Based on the Concept of State of Flow”, Cognitive Neurodynamics
Level 2. Impact Factor: 3.021
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(Accepted, not yet published)
3.

Andersen, Per-Arne; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer
Towards Safe Reinforcement-Learning in Industrial Grid-Warehousing, Information
Sciences Informatics and Computer Science Intelligent Systems Applications
Level 2. Impact Factor 5.542
(Accepted, not yet published)

4.

Abeyrathna, K. Darshana; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Zhang, Xuan; Goodwin,
Morten; Matheussen, Bernt Viggo
An Encoding Scheme for Continuous Input to the Tsetlin Machine, Applied Intelligence
Level 2. Impact Factor 2.882
(Accepted, not yet published)

5.

Yazidi, Anis; Bouhmala, Noureddine; Goodwin, Morten
A Team of Pursuit Learning Automata Applied to Optimization
Applied Intelligence
Level 2. Impact Factor 2.882
(Accepted, not yet published)

6.

Opalic, Sven Myrdahl; Goodwin, Morten; Jiao, Lei ; Nielsen, Henrik Kofoed;
Pardiñas, Angel Alvarez; Hafner, Armin; Kolhe, Mohan
ANN modelling of CO2 refrigerant cooling system COP in a smart warehouse.
Journal of cleaner production
Level 2. Impact Factor 6.395

7.

Andersen, Per-Arne; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer
Increasing Sample Efficiency in Deep Reinforcement Learning using Generative
Environment Modeling
Expert Systems
https://doi.org/10.1111/exsy.12537
Level 2. Impact Factor 1.505

8.

Goodwin, Morten; Yazidi, Anis
Distributed learning automata-based scheme for classification using novel pursuit
scheme
Applied Intelligence 10.1007/s10489-019-01627-w
Level 2. Impact Factor 2.882

9.

Lazreg, Mehdi Ben; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer
Combining a context aware neural network with a denoising autoencoder for measuring
string similarities
Computer Speech & Language 60, 101028
Level 2. Impact Factor 1.857

10.

Sharma, Jivitesh; Andersen, Per-Arne; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten.
Deep Q-Learning with Q-Matrix Transfer Learning for Novel Fire Evacuation
Environment.
IEEE transactions on system man and cybernetics: systems
Level 1. Impact Factor: 7.351

11.

Abeyrathna, K Darshana; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer, Zhang, Xuan, Jiao, Lei,
Goodwin, Morten
The regression Tsetlin machine: a novel approach to interpretable nonlinear regression
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A: Mathematical, Physical and
Engineering Sciences
Level 1: Impact Factor 3.093
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2019
12.

Goodwin, Morten; Yazidi, Anis; Jonassen, Tore
Distributed Learning Automata-based S-learning scheme for classification
Pattern Analysis and Applications, 1-16
Level 1. Impact Factor: 1.436

13.

Berge, Geir Thore; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Tveit, Tor Oddbjørn; Goodwin, Morten;
Lei, Jiao; Matheussen, Bernt Viggo.
Using the Tsetlin Machine to Learn Human-Interpretable Rules for High-Accuracy Text
Categorization With Medical Applications. IEEE Access 2019 ;Volume 7.
Level 1. Impact Factor: 4.098

14.

Johannesen, Nils Jakob; Kolhe, Mohan Lal; Goodwin, Morten.
Relative evaluation of regression tools for urban area electrical energy demand
forecasting. Journal of Cleaner Production 2019 ;Volume 218. s.555-564
Level 2. Impact Factor 6.395

15.

Sharma, Jivitesh; Giri, Charul; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten.
Multi-layer intrusion detection system with ExtraTrees feature selection, extreme learning
machine ensemble, and softmax aggregation. EURASIP Journal on Information Security
2019 ;Volume 2019.(1)
Level 1. Impact Factor 1.537

2017
16.

17.

2016
18.

19.

2015
20.

21.

Goodwin, Morten; Tufteland, Torry; Ødesneltvedt, Guro; Yazidi, Anis.
PolyACO+: a multi-level polygon-based ant colony optimisation classifier.
Swarm Intelligence 2017 ;Volume 11.(3-4) s.317-346
Level 1. Impact Factor 3.778
Ølberg, Jan-Vidar; Goodwin, Morten.
Automated Dental Identification with Lowest Cost Path-Based Teeth and Jaw Separation.
Scandinavian Journal of Forensic Science 2017
Level 1. Impact Factor N/A
Yazidi, Anis; Oommen, John; Goodwin, Morten.
On solving the problem of identifying unreliable sensors without a knowledge of the
ground truth: the case of stochastic environments.
IEEE Transactions on Cybernetics 2016 ;Volume 47.(7) s.1604-1617
Level 1. Impact Factor 11.470
Goodwin, Morten; Yazidi, Anis.
A pattern recognition approach for peak prediction of electrical consumption.
Integrated Computer-Aided Engineering 2016 ;Volume 23.(2) s.101-113
Level 1. Impact Factor 4.904
Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Radianti, Jaziar.
Escape planning in realistic fire scenarios with Ant Colony Optimisation.
Applied intelligence (Boston) 2014 ;Volume 42.(1) s.24-35
Level 2. Impact Factor 2.882
Radianti, Jaziar; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Sarshar, Parvaneh; Goodwin, Morten;
Dugdale, Julie Anne; Gonzalez, Jose J.
A spatio-temporal probabilistic model of hazard- and crowd dynamics for evacuation
planning in disasters. Applied intelligence (Boston) 2014 ;Volume 42.(1) s.3-23
Level 2. Impact Factor 2.882

2014
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22.

2011
23.

Yazidi, Anis; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Oommen, John; Goodwin, Morten.
A novel strategy for solving the stochastic point location problem using a hierarchical
searching scheme.
IEEE Transactions on Cybernetics 2014 ;Volume 44.(11) s.2202-2220
Level 1. Impact Factor 11.47
Goodwin, Morten; Susar, Denis; Nietzio, Annika; Snaprud, Mikael; Jensen,
Christian S.
Global Web Accessibility Analysis of National Government Portals and Ministry Web
Sites
Journal of Information Technology and Politics 2011
Level 1.

2007
24.

Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Myrer, Svein Arild; Oommen, B. John; Olsen, Morten
Goodwin.
Learning automata-based solutions to the nonlinear fractional knapsack problem with
applications to optimal resource allocation.
IEEE Transactions on Cybernetics 2007 ;Volume 37.(1) s.166-175
Level 1. Impact Factor 11.47

Book Chapters
2015
25.

Goodwin, Morten, Auby, Christian; Andersen, Rune; Barstad, Vera
Educating Programming Students for the Industry
Digital Media in Teaching and its Added Value, Waxmann Verlag, 2015

Conferences
2020
26.

Opalic, Sven Myrdahl; Goodwin, Morten; Jiao, Lei; Nielsen, Henrik Kofoed; Kolhe,
Mohan
A Deep Reinforcement Learning scheme for Battery Energy Management
5th International Conference on Smart and Sustainable Energy

27.

Andersen, Per-Arne; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer
Interpretable Option Discovery using Deep Q-Learning and Variational Autoencoders
3rd International Conference on Intelligent Technologies and Applications INTAP 2020

28.

Andersen, Per-Arne; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer
Safer Reinforcement Learning for Agents in Industrial Grid-Warehousing
The Sixth International Conference on Machine Learning, Optimization, and Data
Science LOD 2020

29.

Lazreg, Mehdi Ben; Anjum, Usman; Zadorozhny, Vladimir; Goodwin, Morten
Semantic Decay Filter for Event Detection ISCRAM 2020
Winner of best student paper award

30.

Holen, Martin; Goodwin, Morten, Omlin, Christian Road Detection for Reinforcement
Learning based autonomous cars, International Conference on Information Science and
Systems, 2020

31.

Giri, Charul, Goodwin, Morten, Oppedal, Ketil. Deep 3D Convolution eural Network for
Alzheimer’s Detection, The Sixth International Conference on machine Learning,
Optimization and Data science - LOD 2020
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32.

Sharma, Jivitesh; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten;Environment Sound
Classification using Multiple Feature Channels and Attention based Deep Convolutional
Neural Network, Interspeech 2020 (Not yet accepted)

33.

Sharma, Jivitesh; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten; Emergency Analysis:
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks for Fire Emergency Scene Segmentation IEEE
SMC 2020 (Not yet accepted)

34.

Yadav, Rohan Kumar; Bhattarai, Bimal, Jiao, Lei; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, OleChristoffer
Indoor Space Classification Using Cascaded LSTM
The 15th IEEE conference on Industrial Electronics and Applications 2020

35.

Sharma, Jivitesh; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten.
Emergency detection with Environment Sound using Deep Convolutional Neural
Networks. The International Conference on Information and Computer Technologies,
2020

36.

Abeyrathna, Kuruge Darshana; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten.
A Regression Tsetlin Machine with Integer Weighted Clauses for Compact Pattern
Representation
Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) 2020;

37.

Gorji, Saeed; Glimsdal, Sondre; Edwards, Johhnny; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer;
Goodwin, Morten.
Increasing the Inference and Learning Speed of Tsetlin Machines with Clause Indexin
Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) 2020;

2019
38.

Johannesen, Nils Jakob; Kolhe, Mohan; Goodwin, Morten
Deregulated Electric Energy Price Forecasting in NordPool Market using Regression
Techniques, 2019 IEEE Sustainable Power and Energy Conference (iSPEC)

39.

Abeyrathna, Kuruge Darshana; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Zhang, Xuan, Goodwin,
Morten.
A Scheme for Continuous Input to the Tsetlin Machine with Applications to Forecasting
Disease Outbreaks
Advances and Trends in Artificial Intelligence. From Theory to Practice pp 564-578

40.

Abdulrahem Abouzeid, Ahmed; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer, Webersik, Christian;
Goodwin, Morten, Causality-based Social Media Analysis for NormalUsers Credibility
Assessment in a Political Crisis, 25th Conference of Open Innovations Association, 2019

41.

Abeyrathna, Kuruge Darshana; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Lei, Jiao; Goodwin,
Morten.
The Regression Tsetlin Machine: A Tsetlin Machine for Continuous Output Problems. I:
Progress in Artificial Intelligence. EPIA 2019. Springer 2019 ISBN 978-3-030-30244-3.

42.

Abouzeid, Ahmed Abdulrahem Othman; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Webersik,
Christian; Goodwin, Morten.
Distributed Learning Automata-based Intelligence for Propagation-based Fake News
Detection on Social Media During Crisis. I: Proceedings of the 16th International
Conference on Information Systems for Crisis Response and Management, Valencia,
May 19-22 2019. Valencia: ISCRAM 2019 ISBN 978-84-09-10498-7. s.1403-1404

43.

Andersen, Per-Arne; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer.
Towards Model-Based Reinforcement Learning for Industry-Near Environments. Lecture
Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) 2019 ;Volume 11927 LNAI. s.36-49
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44.

Fidje, Jahn Thomas; Haraldseid, Christian Kråkevik; Granmo, Ole Christoffer;
Goodwin, Morten; Matheussen, Bernt Viggo.
A Learning Automata Local Contribution Sampling Applied to Hydropower Production
Optimisation. I: Lecture Notes In Computer Science. 2019 ISBN 3540425748.

45.

Olsvik, Erlend; Trinh, Christian M.D.; Knausgård, Kristian Muri; Wiklund, Arne;
Sørdalen, Tonje Knutsen; Kleiven, Alf Ring; Lei, Jiao; Goodwin, Morten.
Biometric fish classification of temperate species using convolutional neural network
with squeeze-and-excitation. Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) 2019
;Volume 11606 LNAI. s.89-101
Winner of Best Paper Award

46.

Opalic, Sven Myrdahl; Goodwin, Morten; Lei, Jiao; Nielsen, Henrik Kofoed; Kolhe,
Mohan Lal.
Modelling of Compressors in an Industrial CO 2-Based Operational Cooling System
Using ANN for Energy Management Purposes. I: Engineering Applications of Neural
Networks. EANN 2019.. Springer 2019 ISBN 978-3-030-20256-9.

47.

Gorji, Saeed Rahimi; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Phoulady, Adrian; Goodwin, Morten.
A Tsetlin Machine with Multigranular Clauses. Lecture Notes in Computer Science
(LNCS). ISSN: 0302-9743. doi:10.1007/978-3-030-34885-4_11.

48.

Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Glimsdal, Sondre; Lei, Jiao; Goodwin, Morten; Omlin,
Christian; Berge, Geir Thore.
The Convolutional Tsetlin Machin in Springer Journals Editorial Office Machine Learning
(Accepted, not published) arXiv.org 2019

49.

Johannesen, Nils Jakob; Kolhe, Mohan Lal; Goodwin, Morten.
Load Demand Analysis of Nordic Rural Area with Holiday Resorts for Network Capacity
Planning. I: 2019 4thInternational Conference on Smart and Sustainable
Technologies(SpliTech). IEEE 2019 ISBN 978-953-290-091-0.

50.

Lazreg, Mehdi Ben; Noori, Nadia Saad; Comes, Tina; Goodwin, Morten.
Not a Target. A Deep Learning Approach for a Warning and Decision Support System to
Improve Safety and Security of Humanitarian Aid Workers. I: 2019 IEEE/WIC/ACM
International Conference on Web Intelligence (WI 2019). Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM) 2019 ISBN 978-1-4503-6934-3. s.378-382

2018
51.

Abeyrathna, Kuruge Darshana; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten.
A Novel Tsetlin Automata Scheme to Forecast Dengue Outbreaks in the Philippines.
Proceedings - International Conference on Tools with Artificial Intelligence (ICTAI) 2018
;Volume 2018-November. s.680-685

52.

Abeyrathna, Kuruge Darshana; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten.
Effect of Data from Neighbouring Regions to Forecast Dengue Incidences in Different
Regions of Philippines Using Artificial Neural Networks. NIK: Norsk Informatikkonferanse
2018

53.

Albrigtsen, Svein Inge; Imenes, Alexander; Goodwin, Morten; Lei, Jiao; Nunavath,
Vimala.
Neuroevolution of Actively Controlled Virtual Characters - An Experiment for an EightLegged Character. I: 19th International Conference on Engineering Applications of Neural
Networks. Springer Publishing Company 2018 ISBN 978-3-319-98203-8. s.94-105

54.

Andersen, Per-Arne; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer.
Deep RTS: A Game Environment for Deep Reinforcement Learning in Real-Time
Strategy Games. I: 2018 IEEE Conference on Computational Intelligence and Games
(CIG). IEEE conference proceedings 2018 ISBN 978-1-5386-4359-4.
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55.

Andersen, Per-Arne; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer.
The dreaming variational autoencoder for reinforcement learning environments. Lecture
Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) 2018 ;Volume 11311 LNAI. s.143-155
Winner of Best Paper Award

56.

Dutt, Micheal; Nunavath, Vimala; Goodwin, Morten.
A Multi-Layer Feed Forward Neural Network Approach for Diagnosing Diabetes. I: 11th
International Conference on Developments in eSystems Engineering (DeSE). IEEE
conference proceedings 2018 ISBN 978-1-5386-6712-5. s.300-305

57.

Svendsen, Arne Brufladt; Tollefsen, Trond; Gjengedal, Terje; Goodwin, Morten;
Antonsen, Stian.
Digitalization of the power business: How to make this work?. I: Safety and Reliability –
Safe Societies in a Changing World. Proceedings of ESREL 2018, June 17-21, 2018,
Trondheim, Norway. CRC Press 2018 ISBN 9781351174657. s.2513-2520

58.

Johannesen, Nils Jakob; Kolhe, Mohan Lal; Goodwin, Morten.
Comparison of Regression Tools for Regional Electric Load Forecasting. I: 2018 3rd
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SMART AND SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGIES
(SPLITECH) - IEEE. IEEE 2018 ISBN 978-953-290-083-5. s.304-309

59.

Johannesen, Nils Jakob; Kolhe, Mohan Lal; Goodwin, Morten.
Urban Area Load Forecasting using k-Nearest Neighbour Regression Tool Considering
Weather Parameters. Energy Systems Conference 2018; 2018-06-19 - 2018-06-20

60.

Kamphaug, Åsmund; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten; Zadorozhny,
Vladimir.
Towards Open Domain Chatbots — A GRU Architecture for Data Driven Conversations.
I: Internet Science - INSCI 2017 International Workshops IFIN, DATA ECONOMY, DSI,
and CONVERSATIONS - LNCS10750. Springer Nature 2018 ISBN 978-3-319-77546-3.
s.2013-2022

61.

Nunavath, Vimala; Goodwin, Morten.
The Role of Artificial Intelligence in Social Media Big data Analytics for Disaster
Management - Initial Results of a Systematic Literature Review. I: 2018 5th International
Conference on Information and Communication Technologies for Disaster Management
(ICT-DM). IEEE conference proceedings 2018 ISBN 978-1-5386-6638-8.

62.

Nunavath, Vimala; Goodwin, Morten; Fidje, Jahn Thomas; Moe, Carl Erik.
Deep Neural Networks for Prediction of Exacerbations of Patients with Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease. I: 19th International Conference on Engineering
Applications of Neural Networks. Springer Publishing Company 2018 ISBN 978-3-31998203-8. s.217-228

63.

Sharma, Jivitesh; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten.
Deep CNN-ELM Hybrid Models for Fire Detection in Images. Lecture Notes in Computer
Science (LNCS) 2018 ;Volume LNCS 11141. s.245-259

2017
64.

65.

Andersen, Per-Arne; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer.
FlashRL: A Reinforcement Learning Platform for Flash Games. NIK: Norsk
Informatikkonferanse 2017
Andersen, Per-Arne; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer.
Towards a deep reinforcement learning approach for tower line wars. Lecture Notes in
Computer Science (LNCS) 2017 ;Volume 10630 LNAI. s.101-114
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66.

Fidje, Jahn Thomas; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Haraldseid, Christian Kråkevik;
Goodwin, Morten; Matheussen, Bernt Viggo.
A Learning Automata Local Contribution Sampling Applied to Hydropower Production
Optimisation. I: Artificial Intelligence XXXIV: 37th SGAI International Conference on
Artificial Intelligence, AI 2017, Cambridge, UK, December 12-14, 2017, Proceedings.
Springer Publishing Company 2017 ISBN 978-3-319-71077-8.

67.

Følstad, Asbjørn; Brandtzæg, Petter Bae; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, OleChristoffer.
Chatbots for loyalty: From technology push to human touch. CONVERSATIONS 2017;
2017-11-22 - 2017-11-22

68.

Lazreg, Mehdi Ben; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer.
Vector Representation of Non-standard Spellings Using Dynamic Time Wrapping and a
Denoising Autoencoder. I: 2017 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC).
IEEE conference proceedings 2017 ISBN 978-1-5090-4601-0. s.1444-1450

69.

Sharma, Jivitesh; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten; Fidje, Jahn Thomas.
Deep convolutional neural networks for fire detection in images. Communications in
Computer and Information Science 2017 ;Volume 744. s.183-193

70.

Yazidi, Anis; Oommen, John; Goodwin, Morten.
Identifying Unreliable Sensors Without a Knowledge of the Ground Truth in Deceptive
Environments. Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) 2017 ;Volume 10604. s.741753

2016
71.

Andersen, Per-Arne; Haraldseid, Christian Kråkevik; Goodwin, Morten; Yazidi,
Anis.
Adaptive Task Assignment in Online Learning Environments. I: Proceedings of the 6th
International Conference on Web Intelligence, Mining and Semantics, WIMS 2016.
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) 2016 ISBN 978-1-4503-4056-4. s.1-10

72.

Goodwin, Morten; Yazidi, Anis.
Ant colony optimisation-based classification using two-dimensional polygons. Lecture
Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) 2016 ;Volume 9882 LNCS. s.53-64

73.

Goodwin, Morten; Yazidi, Anis; Jonassen, Tore Møller.
Distributed learning automata for solving a classification task. I: 2016 IEEE Congress on
Evolutionary Computation, IEEE World Congress on Computational Intelligence 2016.
IEEE conference proceedings 2016 ISBN 978-1-5090-0622-9. s.3999-4006

74.

Hansen, Bjørnar; Loland, Leonard Christopher; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, OleChristoffer.
Towards Evacuation Planning of Groups with Genetic Algorithms. I: The 29th Annual
Workshop of the Swedish Artificial Intelligence Society (SAIS). Linköping University
Electronic Press 2016 ISBN 978-91-7685-720-5. s.20-30

75.

Lazreg, Mehdi Ben; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer.
Deep Learning for Social Media Analysis in Crises Situations. I: The 29th Annual
Workshop of the Swedish Artificial Intelligence Society (SAIS). Linköping University
Electronic Press 2016 ISBN 978-91-7685-720-5. s.31-36
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76.

Lazreg, Mehdi Ben; Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer.
Information abstraction from crises related tweets using recurrent neural network. IFIP
Advances in Information and Communication Technology 2016 ;Volume 475. s.441-452

77.

Tufteland, Torry; Ødesneltvedt, Guro; Goodwin, Morten.
Optimizing PolyACO training with GPU-based parallelization. Lecture Notes in Computer
Science (LNCS) 2016 ;Volume 9882 LNCS. s.233-240

2015
78.

Goodwin, Morten; Drange, Tom.
Teaching Programming to Large Student Groups through Test Driven Development Comparing Established Methods with Teaching based on Test Driven Development. I:
CSEDU 2016 Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Computer Supported
Education, proceedings volume 1. SciTePress 2016 ISBN 978-989-758-179-3. s.281-288

79.

Lian, Thomas Andreé; Llave, Marilex Rea; Goodwin, Morten; Bouhmala, Nourddine.
Towards multilevel ant colony optimisation for the Euclidean symmetric traveling
salesman problem. Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) 2015 ;Volume 9101.
s.222-231

80.

Tollisen, Robin; Jansen, Jon Vegard; Goodwin, Morten; Glimsdal, Sondre.
AIs for dominion using Monte-Carlo tree search. Lecture Notes in Computer Science
(LNCS) 2015 ;Volume 9101. s.43-52

81.

Yazidi, Anis; Oommen, John; Goodwin, Morten.
On Distinguishing between Reliable and Unreliable Sensors Without a Knowledge of the
Ground Truth. I: IEEE/WIC/ACM International Conference on Web Intelligence and
Intelligent Agent Technology, WI-IAT 2015, Volume II.. IEEE 2015 ISBN 978-1-46739618-9. s.104-111

82.

Yazidi, Anis; Oommen, John; Goodwin, Morten.
On Distinguishing between Reliable and Unreliable Sensors Without a Knowledge of the
Ground Truth. IEEE/WIC/ACM International Conference on Web Intelligence and
Intelligent Agent Technology; 2015-12-06 - 2015-12-09

2014
83.

Barstad, Vera; Goodwin, Morten; Gjøsæter, Terje.
Predicting Source Code Quality with Static Analysis and Machine Learning. NIK: Norsk
Informatikkonferanse 2014 ;Volume 2014.

84.

Evensen, John Daniel; Lindahl, Sindre; Goodwin, Morten.
File-type Detection Using Naïve Bayes and n-gram Analysis.
Norsk Informasjonssikkerhetskonferanse (NISK) 2014

85.

Goodwin, Morten; Yazidi, Anis.
A Pattern Recognition Approach for Peak Prediction of Electrical Consumption. I: Artificial
Intelligence Applications and Innovations. 10th IFIP WG 12.5 International Conference,
AIAI 2014, Rhodes, Greece, September 19-21, 2014, Proceedings. Springer 2014 ISBN
978-3-662-44653-9. s.265-275

86.

Karlsen, Lasse; Goodwin, Morten.
Evaluating prediction models for electricity consumption. NIK: Norsk Informatikkonferanse
2014 ;Volume 2014.
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87.

Yazidi, Anis; Oommen, John; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten.
On Utilizing Stochastic Non-linear Fractional Bin Packing to Resolve Distributed Web
Crawling. I: 17th IEEE International Conference on Computational Science and
Engineering, CSE 2014. IEEE conference proceedings 2014 ISBN 978-1-4799-7981-3.
s.32-37

88.

Yazidi, Anis; Oommen, John; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten.
On Utilizing Stochastic Non-linear Fractional Bin Packing to Resolve Distributed Web
Crawling. 2014 IEEE 17th International Conference on Computational Science and
Engineering (CSE); 2014-12-19 - 2014-12-21

2013
89.

Barstad, Vera; Shulgin, Volodymyr; Goodwin, Morten; Gjøsæter, Terje.
Towards a Collaborative Code Review Plugin. I: Norsk informatikkonferanse NIK 2013,
Universitetet i Stavanger, 18. - 20.november 2013. Akademika forlag 2013 ISBN 978-82321-0365-2. s.37-40

90.

Goodwin, Morten.
Towards Automatic Assessment of Government Web Sites. I: Proceedings of the 3rd
International Conference on Web Intelligence, Mining and Semantics WIMS'13.
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) 2013 ISBN 978-1-4503-1850-1.

91.

Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Radianti, Jaziar; Sarshar, Parvaneh;
Glimsdal, Sondre.
Ant Colony Optimisation for Planning Safe Escape Routes. I: Recent Trends in Applied
Artificial Intelligence. Springer 2013 ISBN 978-3-642-38576-6. s.53-62

92.

Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Radianti, Jaziar; Goodwin, Morten; Dugdale, Julie
Anne; Sarshar, Parvaneh; Glimsdal, Sondre; Gonzalez, Jose J.
A Spatio-Temporal Probabilistic Model of Hazard and Crowd Dynamics in Disasters
for Evacuation Planning. I: Recent Trends in Applied Artificial Intelligence. Springer
2013 ISBN 978-3-642-38576-6. s.63-72

2012
93.

Goodwin, Morten; Iain, Sutherland; Roarson, Frode; Drange, Tom.
Assessing the Accessibility of E-learning. I: NOKOBIT 2012 :Universitetet i Nordland 19. 21. november 2012 : Norsk konferanse for organisasjoners bruk av
informasjonsteknologi. Akademika forlag 2012 ISBN 978-82-321-0185-6. s.145-158

94.

Nietzio, Annika; Eibegger, Mandana; Goodwin, Morten; Snaprud, Mikael.
Following the WCAG 2.0 Techniques: Experiences from Designing a WCAG 2.0
Checking Tool. I: Computers Helping People with Special Needs 13th International
Conference, ICCHP 2012, Linz, Austria, July 11-13, 2012, Proceedings, Part I. Springer
Science+Business Media B.V. 2012 ISBN 978-3-642-31521-3. s.417-424

95.

Yazidi, Anis; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Oommen, John; Goodwin, Morten.
A Hierarchical Learning Scheme for Solving the Stochastic Point Location Problem. I:
Advanced Research in Applied Artificial Intelligence : 25th International Conference 25th
International Conference on Industrial Engineering and Other Applications of Applied
Intelligent Systems, IEA/AIE 2012 Dalian, China, June 9-12, 2012 Proceedings. Springer
2012 ISBN 978-3-642-31086-7. s.774-783

2011
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96.

Goodwin, Morten.
A solution to the exact match on rare item searches. I: Proceedings of WIMS '11,
International Conference on Web Intelligence, Mining. ACM Publications 2011 ISBN 9781-4503-0148-0.

2010
97.

Nietzio, Annika; Olsen, Morten Goodwin; Snaprud, Mikael Odd H..
Accessibility of eGovernment web sites: Towards a collaborative retrofitting approach.
Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) 2010 ;Volume 6179.

98.

Olsen, Morten Goodwin; Snaprud, Mikael Odd H.; Nietzio, Annika.
Automatic Checking of Alternative Texts on Web Pages. Lecture Notes in Computer
Science (LNCS) 2010 ;Volume 6179.

99.

Snaprud, Mikael Odd H.; Nietzio, Annika; Olsen, Morten Goodwin.
eGovernment Monitor prosjekt. Kvalitetskonferanse 2010; 2010-11-30 - 2010-11-30

100.

Snaprud, Mikael Odd H.; Olsen, Morten Goodwin.
eGovernment Monitor prosjekt. VERDIKT conference; 2010-11-01 - 2010-11-01

2009
101.

Berntzen, Lasse; Nietzio, Annika; Olsen, Morten Goodwin; Aboughonim, Ahmed
Abdeltawab Abdelgawad S.; Snaprud, Mikael Odd H..
State-of-the-art review: transparency indicators. San Francisco: eGovMon eGovernment
Monitoring, Creative Commons 2009 33 s.

102.

Berntzen, Lasse; Olsen, Morten Goodwin.
Benchmarking e-government : A comparative review of three international benchmarking
studies. I: The Third International Conference on the Digital Society (ICDS 2009). IEEE
2009 s.77-82
Winner of Best Paper Award

103.

Olsen, Morten Goodwin; Snaprud, Mikael Odd H.
Benchmarking and improving the quality of Norwegian municipality web sites. Eighth
international EGOV conference 2009; 2009-07-17 - 2009-07-17

104.

Olsen, Morten Goodwin; Snaprud, Mikael Odd H.
eGovernment: New chance or new barrier people with disabilities?. Eighth international
EGOV conference 2009; 2009-08-30 - 2009-09-03

2008
105.

Olsen, Morten Goodwin; Snaprud, Mikael Odd H.
Monitoring Accessibility of Governmental Web Sites in Europe. I: Springer Lecture Notes
in Computer Science. Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag 2008 s.410-417

106.

Snaprud, Mikael Odd H.; Olsen, Morten Goodwin
eGov evaluation and perspectives. Expert Group Meeting - E-Government Survey:
Getting to the Next Level; 2008-12-11 - 2008-12-12

107.

Ulltveit-Moe, Nils; Olsen, Morten Goodwin; Pillai, Anand Balachandran; Thomsen,
Christian; Gjøsæter, Terje; Snaprud, Mikael Odd H.
Architecture for large-scale automatic web accessibility evaluation based on the UWEM
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methodology. I: Norsk informatikkonferanse : NIK 2008. Tapir Akademisk Forlag 2008
s.95-106
2007
108.

Annika Nietzio, Nils Ulltveit-Moe, Terje Gjøsæter, Morten Goodwin, Mikael Snaprud
A Framework for Quality Assurance for Data from Large Scale Accessibility
Evaluations
HCI International 2007

109.

Anis Yazidi, Morten Goodwin
Increasing participation for mobile map applications
Technology for Participation 2007

110.

Trabelsi Walid, Morten Goodwin
Distributing resource allocation based on simulated user interaction
Technology for Participation 2007

2006
111.

Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Oommen, B. John; Myrer, Svein Arild; Olsen, Morten
Goodwin.
Determining Optimal Polling Frequency Using a Learning Automata-based Solution to the
Fractional Knapsack Problem. I: IEEE International Conference on Cybernetics and
Intelligent Systems (CIS 2006). IEEE 2006

112.

Snaprud, Mikael Odd H.; Ulltveit-Moe, Nils; Balachandran, Anand Pillai; Olsen,
Morten Goodwin.
A proposed architecture for large scale web accessibility assessment. Lecture Notes in
Computer Science (LNCS) 2006 ;Volume 4061. s.234-241

113.

Ulltveit-Moe, Nils; Snaprud, Mikael Odd H.; Nietzio, Annika; Olsen, Morten
Goodwin; Thomsen, Christian.
Early results from automatic accessibility benchmarking of public European web sites
from the European Internet Accessibility Observatory (EIAO). Design for All (DfA) 2006;
2006-09-13 - 2006-09-15

2005
114.

Olsen, Morten Goodwin
Adapting to feasible polling rates in an incremental web crawler using learning
automata
Workshop on Web Accessibility and Metamodelling 2005
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Pedagogical Achievements
Dr. Goodwin has been an active university teacher since 2005, including having complete course
responsibility for 7 bachelor and master level courses, and an active teacher in 6 more courses. After
starting as an Associate Professor, he quickly completed both pedagogical courses:
•
•

University Pedagogics (UHPED Basiskurs i universitetspedagogikk) (200 hours), and
Developing Doctoral Supervision (200 hours)

He has supervised 6 Ph.D. candidates (5 candidates ongoing) as a principal supervisor, and 8 as cosupervisor. Goodwin has further supervised 41 Master’s theses, and more than 100 student projects in
numerous master level and bachelor level courses. His work on Testdrevet Ferdigshetslæring
completely changed how programming on all levels was thought in engineering degrees at the University
of Agder, which gave him a nomination to Kunnskapsdepartementets utdanningskvalitetspris
(The Ministry of Education's Education Quality Award) in 2016. Dr. Goodwin has been also the
coordinator International Master's Programme in ICT at University of Adger from 2014 to 2020.

Pedagogical Awards and Nominations
2016
•

Nomination for Kunnskapsdepartementets utdanningskvalitetspris
(The Ministry of Education's Education Quality Award)
https://old.norgesuniversitetet.no/artikkel/to-nuv-prosjekter-nominert-til

Master’s Thesis Supervision
Dr. Goodwin has supervised 41 Master’s theses mostly at University of Agder.
IKT591 (60 ECTS – One year research thesis)
2020
1. Giri, Charul
On Treedimensional Convolutional Networks for Medical Images
2019
2. Dutt, Michael
Deep Learning for Classification of Diabetes and Cardiac Arrhythmia
IKT590 (30 ECTS)
2020
3. Lindseth, Eivind
An Encoder-Decoder based Deep Learning Approach for Anonymization of Visual
Surveillance Media with Preservation of Utility
4. Lee, Jisu
A Contextual Aware Chatbot (expected)
5. Mathisen, Christer Steffensen
On Monitoring of Power Lines
6. Olsen, Ørjan Langøy; Kalhagen, Espen Stausland
Hierarchical Fish Species Detection in Real-Time Video Using YOLO
7. Nikolai Kjærem Ellingsen
Imitation Accelerated Q-learning on a Simulated Formula Student Driverless Racecar
8. Tokheim, Erik Bleie; Abohaikel, Amir
A machine learning approach for intrusion detection
9. Andreassen, Øystein
Towards a Neural Attention-based Summarizer for Norwegian News Manuscripts
10. Grundetjern, Morten; Borgersen, Karl Audun Kagnes
A Generative Adversarial Network approach using Latent Space Manipulation for Clothing
Display on Synthetic Images
Winner of best thesis award
2019
11. Walde, Aline, Knudsen, Eirik, Isaksen, Runar
Calories and weight estimation for food images using machine learning
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12. Vatne, Vegard and Taraldsen, Peter Arenzt
Expanding on the end-to-end memory network for goal-oriented dialogue
13. Johnsen, Einar Martin Egeland Heer, Jonas Gunneng
A Machine Learning Approach to Predict Accidents using Real Spatiotemporal Road Data
14. Anderson, Nicolas, Sognnes, Johnny, Paavola Mikael A.
On the use of Denoising Autoencoders and Deep Convolutional Adversarial Networks for
Automated Removal of Date Stamps
15. Samdal, Ellen Synnøve
A Deep Learning Segmentation Approach for Automatic Invoice Identification
16. Prebensen, Nicolai
A comparison of database systems for rapid search results in large amounts of leaked data
2018
17. Fredrik Bore, Andreas Taraldsen
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks for Semantic Segmentation of Multi-Band Satellite
Images
18. Jone Kristoffersen Bakkevig, Magnus Methi
Non-contractual churn prediction using Hierarchical Temporal Memory
19. Kristoffer Christianse
Emotion Detection with Convolutional Neural Networks
20. Sahand Johansen, Tommy Johannessen
A Deep Learning Approach for Recognizing Daily Movement Patterns through Accelerometer
Data
21. Erlend Olsvik, Christian Trinh
Biometric fish classification
2017
22. Per-Arne Andersen
Deep Reinforcement Learning using Capsules in Advanced Game Environments
23. Reiten Tore Elias Gjervik
Classification with Multiple Classes using Naïve Bayes and Text Generation with a Small Data
Set using a Recurrent Neural Network
24. Fauskanger Thomas
Fast and Accurate Deep Learning for Human Detection in Top-Down Images
25. Natten Jonas
Generative Adversarial Networks for Improving Face Classification
26. Haraldseid Christian Kråkevik, Fidje Jahn Thomas
A novel learning automata game with local feedback for parallel optimization of hydropower
production
27. Alexander Imenes, Svein Inge Albrigtsen
Neuroevolution of Actively Controlled Virtual Characters
2016
28. Tufteland, Torry, Ødesneltvedt Guro
A Many-Dimensional Polygon-based Ant Colony Optimization Classifier with Parallelization
and Multi-Leveling,
Winner of Best Thesis Award
2015
29. Rune Borge Kalleberg
Towards Detecting Textual Plagiarism Using Machine Learning Methods
30. Jan Vidar Ølberg
Towards Automated Human Identification Using Dental X-ray Images
31. John Daniel Evensen
Clustered File Type Identification
2014
32. Volodymyr Shulgin
Identifying Top Influences in Social Media Across Languages and Locations
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33. Vera Barstad
Automatic and Collaborative Code Review
34. Saeed Zanderahimi
Mining Travel Patterns from Mobile Ticket Applications 2014
35. Thomas Andre Lian, Marilex Rea Llave
Towards a Multilevel Ant Colony Optimization;
Winner of Best Thesis Award
36. Jon Vegard Jansen
Robin Tollisen;An AI for Dominion Based on Monte-Carlo Methods
2013
37. Leonard Loland and Bjørnar Hansen
Groupwise Evacuation With Genetic Algorithms
38. Haakon Bakkevig Steinsholt, Daniel Aasen
Examining Ant Colony Optimization Performance for Ship Evacutation
39. Mahsa Hassankashi
Medical Diagnosis based on Face Images
2008
40. Lida Zhu
Automatic Categorization of Web Sites
41. Patrick Gamper, Andreas Pattynama
Implementation of automated web accessibility testing tool according to WCAG 2.0;
(Diplomarbeit Zurich University of Applied Sciences)

Project Supervision in Other Courses
Graduate Level Projects
• IKT442 ICT Seminar 3: AI Project
(~5 project per semester 2013 – date)
• IKT441 ICT Seminar 2: Data Mining / Deep Neural Networks
(All ~30 students per semester 2014 – date)
• IKT407/IKT441 ICT Seminar 1: Learning Systems
(~5 project per semester 2013 – date)
• IKT402 Basic Project (1 project)
• IKT411 Advanced Project (~5 project per semester 2013-2015)
• IKT508 Specialization Project (~5 project per semester 2013-2015)
• IKT414 Distributed Systems (All ~30 students per semester 2006-2007)
• IKT407 Web-Mining and Data Analysis (All ~30 students per semester 2005-2007)
Undergraduate Level Projects
• DAT304 Bachelor Project (9 projects)
• DAT215 ICT Project (1 project)
• DAT234 Scripting and Hacking (All ~20 students 1/2 of the project 2014 – 2016)
• DAT233 Programming Concepts (All ~20 students 1/3 of the project 2014 – date)
• DAT101 Introduction to Programming (All ~100 students per semester 2012 – 2017)
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Other Teaching Activities
Course Responsible
Dr. Goodwin has had the primary responsibility for the following courses, including the majority, in
most cases all, of the lecturing.
He has also had the administrative responsibility for several other courses on bachelor, master and
doctoral level without actively teaching. Courses with only administrative responsibility are not
included here.
2017 – date,

IKT442 ICT Seminar 3 Artificial Intelligence Project
A Master level course that allows the students to delve into an artificial intelligence or
machine learning project of their choosing under supervision.

2017 – date,

IKT441 ICT Seminar 2 Deep Neural Networks
A Master level course that introduces artificial neural networks and deep learning,
including convolutional and recurrent networks. The course focuses on the
mathematical aspects of the neural models but also lets the student develop and
program models.

2016 – 2018,

IKT113 Software Development 2
Bachelor course introducing object -oriented programming to students already with
imperative programming languages

2014 – 2018,

IKT590/IKT591 Master’s thesis
Final project for the Master students in ICT

2012 – 2017,

DAT101 Introduction to Programming (Programmering Grunnkurs)
A Bachelor course as introductory to programming. First preparatory course on
programming to engineering students, focusing on basic programming in an objectoriented manner.

2012 – 2013,

IKT416 Scientific Method Seminar
The Master level course introduces the students to the scientific method, including
giving them a hands-on experience with quantitative and qualitative approaches to
science.

2005 – 2007,

IKT407 Web-mining and Data Analysis
The Master level course is on applied machine learning with special focus on dataand web mining.

Course Involvement
Dr. Goodwin has been actively involved in the following courses lecturing a significant portion of the
course, without principal responsibility for these courses.
He has also had numerous small guest lectures at University of Agder, University of Oslo, and
OsloMet, but these are not included here.
2016 – date,

ORG453 Communication, Cooperation and Research Methods
Master level course on collaboration and research methods

2014 – date,

DAT233 “Programmeringskonsepter” (Programming Concepts)
Bachelor level course on concepts for programming and programming paradigms,
including functional and declarative programming

2014 – date,

IKT507/IKT440 Machine Learning and Data Analytics / Learning Systems
The Master level course is on techniques for constructing learning systems, such as
reinforcement learning, learning automata, and various forms of Bayesian learning

2014 – 2016,

DAT234 Scripting and Hacking
Bachelor level course on Python-, Bash- and Powershell-scripting for students
working on network maintenance.
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2012 – 2014,

DAT202 Databases
Bachelor level course on basic database theory with special emphasis on
relational databases.

2006 – 2007,

IKT404 Distributed Systems
The Master level course is on distributed computing approaches.
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Popular Science Communication
Invited Talks and Keynotes
Dr. Goodwin is frequently invited for talks and keynotes, mostly in the popular science genre, on
aspects of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and deep learning.
2020
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
2019
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Kunstig Intelligens i HR, HR-konferansen om offentlig sektor, January
The inconvenient truth about Artificial Intelligence in healthcare, Nordic Fertility
Conference, January
The amazing truth about artificial intelligence, Tekna talk, January
Kunstig Intelligens trenger ikke Hype, Evry Insight Winter, February
Kunstig Intelligens og fremtidens helse, Samarbeid om velferdsteknologi Agder, February
Uten deling, ingen intelligens, Haugelandskonferansen, March
Bedre Fly(t) med kunstig intelligens, Flytkonferansen, March
Teknologioptimisme og Kunstig Intelligens, Kristiansand Rotary, June
Kunstig intelligens for programmerere, KnowIt Grimstad, June
Sannheten om Kunstig Intelligens i Helse, Helsedirektoratets Fagdag, January
Sannheten om Chat HR-Konferansen for Offentlig Sektor, January
bots og Kunstig intelligens, Social Health Bots SINTEF, January
Rettningslinjer for personvern ved bruk av chabots, Social Health Bots SINTEF, January
Bankette Karrieredagen, February
Practical Artificial Intelligence, House of CAIR, February
Kunstig intelligens i Agder, Digin foredrag, February
Hvordan Kunstig Intelligens påvirker oss, Lørdagsuniversitetet, February
Etisk riktig kunstig intelligens, De nasjonale forskningsetiske komite NENT, February
Kunstig intelligens, Videregående skole Porsgrunn, March
Kunstig intelligensm Videregående skole Dahlske, March
Kunstig intelligens. Hvor smart er den egentlig, Kommunikasjonsdagen, March
Sannheten om Fremtidens Kunstige intelligens, Kruse Smith konferansen, March
Sannheten om Fremtidens Kunstige intelligens, Copenhagen Bussiness School, March
Artificial Intelligence studiedagen, March
Kunstig intelligens i skolevesenet, Fylkesmannen skolevesenet, March
Kunstig Intelligens + Bærekreaft = Sant, Horrisontkonferansen NFR, March
Praktisk kunstig intelligens, Digitalkonferansen, March
Sannheten om kunstig intelligens, Senioruniversitetet Arendal, March
Dyp, Dypere, Dyp læring, NNUG Kristiansand, March
Hemmeliget ved å få til kunstig intelligens, Basware, March
Den kommunikative Kunstige Intelligens, Callcenterdagene, April
Slik får vi til kunstig intelligens NODE workshop, April
Kunstig intelligens i krig og fred Miles, April
Sannheten om Kunstig Intelligens, Thales, May
Sannheten om en rekrutterende kunstig intelligens, Webcruiter brukerforum, May
Kunstig intelligens i helse, Smart Care Cluster, May
Kunstig intelligens på sørlandet, Sørlandetkonferansen Oslo
Produksjon + Kunstig intelligens = Business, Viken Teknologiklyngen 4.0, May
Kunstig Intelligens i Helsesektoren, Muligheter og Begrensninger.
E-helsealliansen. August
Kunstig intelligens gjør at kreftoverlevere lever lengst mulig og best mulig,
UiA-Teltet Arendalsuka. August
Vi utfordrer hypen rundt kunstig intelligens og helse. Accenture. August
Helsesektoren, sykehus og databruk, Fagseminar: Ansvarlig AI PwC. September
Ti år fra nå: slik kan kunstig intelligens endre hverdagen vår. Parat Tønsberg. September
Kunstig intelligens og sivilombudsmannens rolle, Sivilombudsmannen. September
Sannheten om kunstig intelligens(AI) i helse- og kontoradministrasjon. September
Sannheten om kunstig intelligens og reiseliv. Usus Reiselivskonferanse. September
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47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
2018
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.

Kunstig Intelligens, Realfagsdag på UiA i Grimstad. September
Kunstig Intelligens, Realfagsdag på UiA i Kristiansand. September
Debatt: Kjøpe Stordata fra Kina?, Norsk Regnesentral, September
Kunstig Intelligens og Ungdomskolen, kvadraturen skolesenter, September
Kunstig Intelligens og Ungdomskolen, Kristiansand katedralskole Gimle, October
Arbeid, Lykke og Kunstig Intelligen, Nito UNG Kristisansand, October
Den kommunale Kunstig intelligens, eKommune 2019, October
Kunstig intelligens og skolen, Sørlandske Lærerstevne, October
Fantasi eller virkelighet – Sannheten om kunstig intelligens, LO IKT-konferansen 2019,
November
Kunstig Intelligens, Digitaldagen, November
Slik Grunder vi med Kunstig Intelligens, Grunderuka, Apotekergården Grimstad,
November
Bærekraft og Kunstig intelligens, Sørveiv Tech , November
Kunstig Intelligens og Ungdomskolen, kvadraturen skolesenter, November
Arbeid, lykke og kunstig intelligens, Skagerak Business Summit, , November
Kunstig Intelligens i utdanningen, Spot-konferansen 2019, November
Kommunikatørens nye rolle, Forskning.no Kommunikasjonsdagene,
Abels Tårn NRK, Lever vi i en simulering? , November
Kunstig Intelligens trenger ikke Hype, Insight Stavanger, , November
Utfordringer med kunstig intelligens i medisinske problemstillinger, Stavanger
Universitetssykehus, December
Personvern og kunstig intelligens, Normkonferansen 2019, December
Sannheten om Kunstig Intelligens, Grimstad Rotary, December
Slik bygger vi en kunstig intelligens, Amara.AI, December
Kunstig intelligens i Samfunnet, Kristiansand Katedralskole, December
Big data og AI-teknologi, Norsk Industri Futurum,November
Det Digitale Diktatur,, Media Mecca, November
Den taleføre kunstig intelligens, Epinova Personalseminar,November,
Mangel på IKT-systemer bremser bruken av genteknologi i helsevesenet, eHiN,November
Bank, Finans, og Kunstig Intelligens, Sparebank Øst Personalseminar,November
Hypen om kunstig intelligens, Webstep,November
Sannheten om Kunstig Intelligens, Atea Community Oslo,November
Kunstig intelligens endrer HR-bransjen, HR-Forum,November
Menneskets digitale kommunikasjon, Bio-konferansen October
Den menneskelige kunstige intelligens, Humanetisk Forbund Høstseminar,October
Nasjonalt EVU-forum, Europakontoret,October
Kunstig intelligens på sørlandet, Europakontoret,October
Kunstig intelligens, roboter og arbeid, Kåkånomics,October
Fanget av oppmerksomhetsøkonomien. Hva med politikken? Kåkånomics,October
The existential risk of artificial intelligence, Kåkånomics,October
Hemmeligheten om kunstig intelligens, Realfagsdagene, October
Teknologigigantene og oss, Attac Telt Talk,October
Sannheten om Kunstig Intelligens, Atea Community Kristiansand,October
Sannheten om Kunstig Intelligens, Attea Community Bergen,September
Kunstig Intelligens i offshore drilling, MHWirth Ledergruppesamling,September
Sannheten om Kunstig Intelligens, Nordig Egde Expo,September
Menneskeverd og AI, Humanetisk forbund,,September
Kunstig intelligens i elektronisk kommunikasjon, Frekvensforum 2018, September
Sannheten om Kunstig Intelligens, Atea Community Trondheim,September
Artificial Intelligence, Data Driven Modelling Conference,September
Sannheten om Kunstig Intelligens, Atea Community Tromsø,September
Kunstig intelligens og Helse, Norsk sykepleierforbund,September
Artificial intelligence and medicine, Nordic IVF Laboratory Society,August
Kunstig intelligens endrer HR-bransjen, HR-dagen i Trondheim,August
Kunstig intelligens til folket!, Arendalsuka,August
Algoritmer og tekst, Arendalsuka,August
Har vi tillett til kunstig intelligens i helsesammenheng? Arendalsuka,August
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102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
2017
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.

Morten Goodwin;Hasta la vista baby ? kunstig intelligens og kunsten, Festspillende i
NordKan kunstig intelligens bli som oss mennesker og når kan dette eventuelt skje?,Seirt IT
Festspillseminarene,June
Kunstig Intelligens og ledelse,Oslo Business Forum,June
Kunstig Intelligens bygger vinnerlaget,Obs Bygg Teknologikonfersanen,June
Kunstig intelligens og etikk,NENT - Den nasjonale forskningsetiske komite for
naturvitenskap og teknologi,May
Artificial Intelligence and GDPR,Norway Summit,May
Kunstig Intelligens og fremtidens industri,Eliaden,May
Kunstig Intelligens i HR,Spama,May
Hemmeligheten bak kunstig intelligens for Regnskap,Revolusionen med Kunstig
Intelligens,May
Revolusjonen med Kunstig Intelligens,Teknologikonferansen 2018,May
Kunstig Intelligens i helsevesenet,Medisinsk-filosofisk forum Sør,May
Kunstig intelligens ,Fremtidens teknologier i Larvik,May
Kunstig intelligens ,Fremtidens teknologier i Kristiansand,April
DET SVARTE SPEILET ? TEKNOLOGISK ANGST I SOFAKROKEN,K?K?
Stavanger,April
Sannheten om Kunstig Intelligens,Tekna - Paneldebatt,April
Hva vet internett EGENTLIG om deg?,Tekna - Paneldebatt,April
Kunstig intelligens og Regnskap,Regnskap Norge Workshop,April
Teaching Machines,Fra St. Peter til Peter Smart,May
Hemmeligheten om lærerens rolle og kunstig intelligens,Uniped,April
Kunstig Intelligens i Agder,Digin Digitaliseringskonferansen,April
Kunstig Intelligens,Javabin,April
CAIR in collaboration with SINTEF makes artificial intelligence available to anyone with
smarter chatbots ,CAIR one year celebration,March
Kappløpet om kunstig intelligens,Telemark Studiegruppe,March
Kunstig Intelligens for politiet,Oslo Politidistrikt Workshop,March
Hemmeligheten for god beslutningsstøtte er kunstig intelligens med mye data,Data-driven
decision making 2018,March
Vann og Avløp i fremtiden,Rogaland Driftsoperatør Forening,February
Kunstig Intelligens og påvirkning på utdanningssektoren,Pulslunch,February
Nye muligheter med teknologi,Atea Aalesund,February
Teknologirevolusjonen og Automatisering,,February
Norwegian,popular science presentation,Aust Agder SV
Kappløpet om kunstig intelligens,Atea Landstreff,January
Kunstig intelligens,Norsk Tipping Handelskonferansen,January
Kunstig intelligens. Fra hype til her-og-nå,Epinova Frokostseminar,December
Kunstig Intelligens og bevissthet,Personalseminar Tekreal,December
Roboter med ambisjoner,TV2 Underhuset,December
Kunstig intelligens (AI) samarbeid n?ringsliv og akademia,Den norske
dataforeningen,November
Transhumanisme,Kåkå Stavanger,November
Kunstig intelligens, en juridisk revolusjon,Tvistelovsseminaret 2017,November
Hemmeligheten bak kunstig intelligens,Jernbanedirektoratet,November
Hemmeligheten bak kunstig intelligens,smartPack n?ringsklynge,November
Kappløpet om Kunstig Intelligens,introduksjon til informasjonssystemer,November
Muligheter med kunstig intelligens,Avdeling for barn og unges psykiske helse,November
Kappløpet om Kunstig Intelligens,Innovasjon, IKT og ledelse,November
Hvorfor kunstig intelligens revolusjonerer og endrer det arbeidslivet og samfunnet vi
kjenner i dag,Tekna - Det digital skiftet,November
Kunstig intelligens i banken,S?gne og Geipstad Sparebank,October
Kappløpet om Kunstig Intelligens,Kommunikasjonsforeningen i Agder,October
Kappløpet om Kunstig Intelligens,VISMA,October
Artificial Intelligence and tomorrows library,BIBSYS International workshop about future
library systems,October
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Artificial Intelligence - Assessment Intelligence,,October
Kunstig Intelligens endrer handleopplevelsen,Linbakkonferansen 2017,October
Kunstig Intelligens,IT-samling Vestagder Fylkeskommune,October
Kunstig intelligens - Frelser eller Monster,Studentersamfunnet Bergen,October
Kunstig Intelligens. Hva betyr det?,Handelshøgskolen UiA,October
Kunstig Intelligens i regnskapsbransjen,Accountor Forum,September
Kunstig Intelligens endrer spillereglene i regnskapsbransjen,Overskudd 2017,September
Teknologiene som kan drive frem utviklingen til autonome driftstøttesystemer - en
populærvitenskapelig innføring,,September
Artificial Intelligence,MIT Accelerator Summer School,August
The Future,Viken Young Arbeidsmøte,August
Forsknings på Kunstig Intelligens,Arendalsuka 2017,August
Roboter til samfunnstjeneste,Arendalsuka 2017,August
Kunstig intelligens - Skremmende eller Spennende ,Arendalsuka 2017,August
New reality and AI,Kortfilmfestivalen,June
Kunstig intelligens og personvern,Datatilsynet,June
Kunstig intelligens for eHelse,Digin eHelse-konferansen,May
Man vs Machine,Effective Altruism UiO,May
Introduksjon til kunstig intelligens og maskinl?ring,Eramet,May
Kunstig intelligens og Roboters effekt på virksomheter,EVRY,May
Kunstig intelligens, p&åvirkning på samfunnet,,May
Presentasjon of Centre for Artificial Intelligence Research,Samfundsmøte,March
Robotisering, Arbeidsplasser og Kunstig Intelligens, Finn.no kickoff,,March
Kreativ kunstig intelligens,Komponistforeningen,December
Kunstig Intelligens og Roboters Effekt på Selskaper, Nets Teller Kundedag,,November
Kunstig intelligens og roboters effekt på selskaper,,Opus Capita, Inspiration
Day,September
Trender innen kunstig intelligens Utdanningsvalg UiA,May
Hva er kunstig intelligens,Åpen DAG UiA,April

2015
177.
178.

Kunstig Intelligens,UiA Podcast,March
Hva er kunstig intelligens,åpen DAG UiA,April

2013
179.

ACO for evacuation planning,Smart Rescue Workshop,November
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Popular Science Dissemination in Public Media
Dr. Goodwin often appears in popular media, including science TV- and Radio shows, and often
interviewed or asked to write feature articles. All his appearances are on widespread science
dissemination, mostly within computer science and artificial intelligence.
2020
180.

Goodwin, Morten
AI, Myten Om Maskinene Popular Science Book, Humanist Forlag, 2020-10 (expected)

181.

Goodwin, Morten; Kjørstad, Elise; Slavkovik, Marija
Slik svarte kunstig intelligens på hva som er rett og galt
https://forskning.no/kunstig-intelligens/slik-svarte-kunstig-intelligens-pa-hva-som-er-rettog-galt/1688332

182.

Goodwin, Morten; Widerberg, Ketil
Hva er viktigst, hytta eller helsen?
Aftenposten: https://www.aftenposten.no/meninger/debatt/i/wPwOzn/kort-sagt-torsdag-25juni

183.

Goodwin, Morten
VG: Ikke noe teknologi-helvete i sikte
https://www.vg.no/nyheter/meninger/i/xPaJ78/ikke-noe-teknologi-helvete-i-sikte

184.

Goodwin, Morten; Gravensteen, Ida Kathrine; Bjorå, Charlotte Sletten, Gjemterud,
Torkild
Abels Tårn: Fører gammel urin til krybbedød
https://radio.nrk.no/podkast/abels_taarn/l_056ee81e-f944-4d71-aee8-1ef9443d7142

185.

Goodwin, Morten
Starter forskerskole for kunstig intelligens
https://khrono.no/starter-forskerskole-for-kunstig-intelligens/497011

186.

Berg, Karen Marie; Sagen, Tore; Goodwin, Morten
Vil robotene ta over og drepe oss alle? NRK
https://www.nrk.no/kultur/vil-robotene-ta-over-og-drepe-oss-alle_-1.14879279

187.
188.

Goodwin, Morten
10 raske med Morten Goodwin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOF4eDEWEY4

189.

Goodwin, Morten
Kraftbransjen: – Droner gjør inspeksjoner sikrere, men brukes for lite
https://www.uasnorway.no/kraftbransjen-droner-gjor-inspeksjoner-sikrere-men-brukes-forlite/
Goodwin, Morten
Abels Tårn Radio, Kan en kunstig intelligens lage kaker? Vi prøvesmaker resultatet
Tore Sage, Morten Goodwin
Kunstig intelligens, Tore Sages Podcast, January 2020
Morten Goodwin
Modellyrket kan forsvinne. TV Haugeland January 2020
Strumke, Inga, Goodwin, Morten
Når AI blir demonen i datamaskinen, Digi.no, 2020-03-14
Goodwin, Morten.
Hvorfor gjør vi egentlig det vi gjør?. Dagens Næringsliv - På nattbordet [Tidsskrift] 202001-03

190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
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216.
217.

Goodwin, Morten; Borgan, Eldrid.
Chatbotten Tay blev mandschauvinistisk og racistisk. Hvad kan vi gøre for at stoppe det?.
videnskab.dk [Internett] 2020-01-10
Goodwin, Morten
Virkeligheten er mye mer spennende enn fantasien, https://www.nora.ai/news-andevents/news/virkeligheten-er-mye-mer-spennende-enn-fantasien.html
Goodwin, Morten
I am not an expert, but... Nordisk råd for digital etikk podcast ⁃
https://www.listennotes.com/podcasts/norde/im-not-an-expert-but-Lhv2_x5joc4/
Goodwin, Morten
Dronemagasinet denne uken: Inspeksjon, AI, droneregler og knallgode fototips
https://www.uasnorway.no/dronemagasinet-denne-uken-inspeksjon-ai-droneregler-ogknallgode-fototips/

Bjørkeng, Per Kristian
(Fagekspert til boken) Kunstig intelligens den usynlige revolusjon
Bergsjø, Leonora Onarheim; Goodwin, Morten.
Riktig helseteknologi kan gi færre unge uføre. Dagens Medisin [Internett] 2019-12-02
Borgan, Eldrid; Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens blir mannssjåvinistiske rasister. Hva kan vi gjøre for å stoppe det?.
forskning.no [Internett] 2019-11-29
Goodwin, Morten.
Dagsrevyen: griefbots. NRK Dagsrevyen [TV] 2019-07-29
Goodwin, Morten.
Deep learning med Morten Goodwin fra CAIR. Meetup; 2019-03-27 - 2019-03-27
Goodwin, Morten.
Det digitale diktatur. Agderposten 2019 s.32-33
Goodwin, Morten.
Det er enkelt å gå seg vill i algoritmeverden. Forskning.no : nettavis med nyheter fra norsk
og internasjonal forskning 2019
Goodwin, Morten.
Det er enkelt å gå seg vill i algoritmeverden. Fædrelandsvennen 2019
Goodwin, Morten.
Game Over: Julespesial - Kunstig intelligens lager nye julekaker. Youtube [Internett] 201912-20
Goodwin, Morten.
Går bedrifta di konkurs neste år? Det kan denne studentbedrifta fortelje deg. UiA
[Internett] 2019-05-07
Goodwin, Morten.
Horisont, Forskning som redder verden - AI + SDG = hjerte, Morten Goodwin. Horizon Forsking som redder verden; 2019-03-20 - 2019-03-2
Goodwin, Morten.
Kina vinner det digitale kappløpet. NRK Ytring 2019
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens blir en revolusjon. Kampanje TV [TV] 2019-04-09
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens har begynt å virke! Hva nå?. Misjon Vestlandet pwc [Radio] 2019-10-24
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens og hvordan det kan påvirke vårt samfunn. Lørdagsuniversitet i
Kristiansand; 2019-02-16 - 2019-02-16
Goodwin, Morten; Bjørkeng, Per Kristian.
Tekstrobot så smart at den ikke slippes løs. Aftenposten [Avis] 2019-03-06
Goodwin, Morten; Blekastad Almås, Gry.
Grenseløs: Digitalt diktatur: Kina planlegger sosialt poengsystem. NRK TV [TV] 2019-0205
Goodwin, Morten; Brevik, Stella Marie.
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Roboter og kunstig intelligens inntar kunsten. Stavanger Aftenblad [Avis] 2019-03-27
Goodwin, Morten; Elnan, Cathrine.
Vi ba tre eksperter om å se 15-20 år inn i fremtiden og fortelle oss hva vi bør frykte – og
forvente – av den fjerde industrielle revolusjon.. Altså [Tidsskrift] 2019-09-27
Goodwin, Morten; Enoksen Hollander, Lill Iren.
Skap en smart salong!. NORSKE FRISØR- OG VELVÆREBEDRIFTER [Internett] 201906-25
Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Larsen, Arne Martin.
Fikk råd om kunstig intelligens. UiA Nyheter [Internett] 2019-03-14
Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Larsen, Arne Martin.
Fikk råd om kunstig intelligens https://www.nora.ai/news-and-events/news/fikk-rad-omkunstig-intelligens.html. NORA [Internett] 2019-03-12
Goodwin, Morten; Grønning, Tuva Bønke.
Juridiske ingeniører, legal designers – framtida trenger folk med jusbakgrunn kombinert
med andre ting. Juristen [Fagblad] 2019-04-08
Goodwin, Morten; Hauso, Anett Jorunn.
Teknologielever fra Telemark nysgjerrige på UiA. UiA [Internett] 2019-03-15
Goodwin, Morten; Jemterud, Torkild.
Hva er kunstig intelligens?. NRK - Abels Tårn [TV] 2019-04-09
Goodwin, Morten; Karlsen, Håvard.
Norge i 2029: Borgerlønn og høy arbeidsledighet?. Aftenposten [Avis] 2019-03-03
Goodwin, Morten; Karlsen, Håvard.
Norge i 2029: Borgerlønn og høy arbeidsledighet?. Stavanger Aftenblad [Avis] 2019-03-03
Goodwin, Morten; Karlsen, Håvard.
Norge i 2029: Borgerlønn og høy arbeidsledighet?. Fædrelandsvennen [Avis] 2019-03-02
Goodwin, Morten; Karlsen, Håvard.
Slik blir hverdagen din i 2029. Fædrelandsvennen [Avis] 2019-02-23
Goodwin, Morten; Krüger, Frida Jørstad.
Instastjernas hemmelighet. NRK [Internett] 2019-07-01
Goodwin, Morten; Larsen, Hege.
Nytt senter: Vil ha kunstig intelligens i alle fagfelt. Khrono [Internett] 2019-02-09
Goodwin, Morten; McDonald Gerhardsen, Sarah.
Superdatamaskin i verdensklasse og internasjonal AI-hub i Grimstad. Digi.no [Internett]
2019-03-29
Goodwin, Morten; Pedersen, Sergei.
Trenger vi kunstig intelligens i klasserommet?. Lærerbloggen [Internett] 2019-12-20
Goodwin, Morten; Pettersen Jevne, Ina.
Bør Susanna frykte sin nye robot-kollega?. Dagsavisen [Avis] 2019-10-31
Goodwin, Morten; Reinertsen, Rune.
Én million til studentbedrift. Fædrelandsvennen [Avis] 2019-05-23
Goodwin, Morten; Skaar, Stein Erik.
T-FAI, Testdrevet Ferdighetslæring for AI-kurs.
Goodwin, Morten; Steinkopf Sund, Steinar.
Nordmann har utviklet «drømmealgoritme»: – Jeg håper å kunne bruke den innenfor
medisin. Digi.no [Avis] 2019-01-25
Goodwin, Morten; Steinkopf Sund, Steinar.
Norsk ekspert frykter ikke nyutviklet AI som skriver troverdige falske nyheter. Digi.no
[Internett] 2019-05-13
Goodwin, Morten; Steinkopf Sund, Steinar.
Slik skal kunstig intelligens lære å huske. digi.no [Internett] 2019-08-20
Goodwin, Morten;
NRK, Tenker dyr på døden? Kan en datamaskin gjøre det? Hva er en tanke? Abels Tårn,
2019-08-16
Goodwin, Morten; Thommessen, Louise.
Et møte med mitt digitale jeg. NRK [Internett] 2019-06-25
Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten; Karlsen, Kjetil.
Kunstig intelligens gir store muligheter. Grimstad Adressetidende [Avis] 2019-03-14
Olsen, Alf Ragnar; Goodwin, Morten.
«Facebook serverer deg annonser som bevisst bommer helt – sånn at du ikke skal bli
skremt og føle deg overvåket». FriFagbevegelse [Internett] 2019-10-24
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Goodwin, Morten.
Datatilsynet, se til Facebook!. NRK Ytring
Goodwin, Morten.
Jobber som forsvinner av kunstig intelligens. NRK Sørlandet [Radio] 2018-01-10
Goodwin, Morten.
Kappløpet om kunstig intelligens. Atea Landstreff; 2018-01-27 - 2018-01-27
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig Intelligens. Jordsmonn [Radio] 2018-02-16
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens. Årsberetning Attac Norge - Telt Talk; 2018-10-13 - 2018-10-13
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens og Facebook. NRK Ytring [Radio] 2018-02-25
Goodwin, Morten.
Radio debate with the topic Kunstig intelligens og personvern. Ytring [Radio] 2018-02-18
Goodwin, Morten.
Roboten Milfred er gjest. NRK Radio [Radio] 2018-01-10
Goodwin, Morten.
Vil studere kunstig intelligens. NRK Sørlandet [Radio] 2018-03-16
Goodwin, Morten; Alvik, Ole.
Kunstig intelligens er ikke en fremtidsversjon – det er her og nå. Ledernett [Tidsskrift]
2018-04-18
Goodwin, Morten; Firing Lunde, Anders.
Doktor kunstig intelligens. Morgenbladet [Avis] 2018-02-23
Goodwin, Morten; Gallefoss, Frode; Raustøl, Håvard.
Jobber som forsvinner av kunstig intelligens. NRK Sørlandet [Radio] 2018-01-11
Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Ditlefsen, Heidi.
Hør roboten Milfred lese andakten på NRK. NRK Sørlandet [Internett] 2018-01-14
Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Ditlefsen, Heidi; Krogstad, Morten.
Robot skal hjelpe ungdom som sliter. NRK Sørlandet [Internett] 2018-01-10
Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Tolfsen, Caroline.
I fremtiden kan mobilen redde livet ditt. NRK [Internett] 2018-02-05
Goodwin, Morten; Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Tolfsen, Caroline.
Kunstig intelligens. NRK Dagsrevyen [TV] 2018-02-03
Granmo, Ole-Christoffer; Goodwin, Morten; Ditlefsen, Heidi.
Robot skal hjelpe ungdom som sliter. NRK Sørlandet [Internett] 2018-01-10
Christiansen, Atle; Goodwin, Morten.
Datamaskin skal gi råd om psykisk helse. Forskning.no [Internett] 2017-03-01
Goodwin, Morten.
Debatt om kunstig intelligens i rettsvesende. NRK Ekko [Radio] 2017-08-24
Goodwin, Morten.
Debatt om kunstig intelligens i rettsvesende. NRK Ytring [Radio] 2017-07-07
Goodwin, Morten.
Dette har lenge vært science fiction, men nå er det like før det bare blir science. Teknisk
Ukeblad [Avis] 2017-04-01
Goodwin, Morten.
Dømt av dataprogram. nrk.no/ytring 2017
Goodwin, Morten.
Et enormt kraftig verktøy. Morgenbladet 2017
Goodwin, Morten.
Facebook-sjefen og Tesla-toppen «krangler» om kunstig intelligens. Aftenposten
[Tidsskrift] 2017-07-26
Goodwin, Morten.
Forsker på kunstig intelligens som kan redde liv. Sørnett.no [Internett] 2017-02-10
Goodwin, Morten.
Fremtids-mennesket. Dagens Perspektiv [Avis] 2017-06-26
Goodwin, Morten.
Hemmeligheten bak Kunstig Intelligens. Telia IoT Symposium; 2017-09-03 - 2017-09-03
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Goodwin, Morten.
Hva er egentlig kunstig intelligens?. digi.no [Internett] 2017-07-03
Goodwin, Morten.
Intervju om Kunstig intelligens og monopol. NRK Ytring [Radio] 2017-08-20
Goodwin, Morten.
IT-giganter har monopol på kunstig intelligens. NRK Ytring 2017
Goodwin, Morten.
Krever Stoppknapp mot kunstig intelligens. Aftenposten Vitenskap 2017
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens - Frelser eller Monster. [Radio] 2017-10-09
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens er det neste store. Grimstad Adressetidende [Avis] 2017-03-01
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens for eHelse. Digin eHelse-konferansen; 2017-05-23 - 2017-05-23
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens i retten. NRK Sørlandet [Radio] 2017-07-10
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens må ikke lenger trenes av mennesker. Aftenposten [Avis] 2017-03-30
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens oppdager kredittkortsvindel for deg. Overskudd 2017 2017
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens på CES. Dagens Næringsliv [Avis] 2017-01-01
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens til folket!. NRK Ytring [Internett] 2017-08-28
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens ved sørlandet sykehus. NRK Sørlandet [Radio] 2017-09-06
Goodwin, Morten.
Norges første forskningssenter for kunstig intelligens. e-politikk [Internett] 2017-02-24
Goodwin, Morten.
Norges første forskningssenter for kunstig intelligens: Mener Norge ligger bakpå. E24
[Internett] 2017-02-24
Goodwin, Morten.
Nytt forskningssenter: Tar opp kampen mot Google og IBM om forskning på kunstig
intelligens. Dagens Perspektiv [Avis] 2017-02-24
Goodwin, Morten.
Radiointervju om Kunstig Intelligens. NRK Sørlandet [Radio] 2017-02-07
Goodwin, Morten.
Radiointervju om Kunstig Intelligens in NRK Sørlandet. NRK Sørlandet [Radio] 2017-0201
Goodwin, Morten.
Roboter i rettsalen. Dagens Perspektiv [Avis] 2017-08-09
Goodwin, Morten.
Skarpest på kunstig intelligens. Dagens Næringsliv [Avis] 2017-01-11
Goodwin, Morten.
Snart erstatter datamaskinene regnskapsførerne. Fædrelandsvennen [Avis] 2017-07-08
Goodwin, Morten.
Snart kan kunstig intelligens styre vannkraftverkene. Kraftnytt [Internett] 2017-03-08
Goodwin, Morten.
Sønnen min er født i 2012. Han vil aldri få lappen. UiB-magasinet : nytt fra Universitetet i
Bergen 2017
Goodwin, Morten.
Tester ut kunstig intelligens på pasientjournaler. Aftenposten [Avis] 2017-04-04
Goodwin, Morten.
Utfordrer Google og IBM. Computerworld [Internett] 2017-02-24
Goodwin, Morten.
Vi gir fra oss makt med kunstig intelligens. 3min 2017
Goodwin, Morten.
5 spørsmål om kunstig intelligens. Teknisk Ukeblad [Tidsskrift] 2017-07-14
Goodwin, Morten; Grelland, Hans.
What is AI?. VIMEO [Internett] 2017-06-16
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Goodwin, Morten; Løberg Skår, Kari; Pedersen, Kjell.
Mener Sørlandet sykehus bør bli universitetssykehus. NRK Sørlandet [Internett] 2017-0906
Lian, Anne; Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens endrer HR-bransjen. https://hrnorge.no/aktuelt/kunstig-intelligensendrer-hr-bra [Internett] 2017-12-04
Goodwin, Morten.
Bruk av kunstig intelligens for behovsbaserte studentoppgaver. Norgesuniversitet.no
[Internett] 2016-06-01
Goodwin, Morten.
Fikk næringslivet til å holde pusten. [Internett] 2016-09-01
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens inspirert av maur. [Internett] 2016-04-01
Goodwin, Morten.
Kunstig intelligens: Revolusjonen er nå. Dagens Perspektiv [Avis] 2016-09-01
Goodwin, Morten.
Møt vår nye medarbeider. Agderposten 2016
Goodwin, Morten.
NOKUTs utdanningskvalitetspris. Norgesuniversitetet.no [Internett] 2016-09-01
Goodwin, Morten.
Ny læringsteknologi med automatisk evaluering. Elektronikknett 2016
Goodwin, Morten.
Podcast om kunstig intelligens i livet og på arbeid. Skvulp Podcast [Radio] 2016-12-01
Goodwin, Morten.
Stor begeistring for MOOC-konferansen. [Internett] 2016-04-01
Goodwin, Morten.
Studie: Forskar: Førarlause bilar er tryggare enn vanlege. Dagens Perspektiv 2016
Goodwin, Morten.
Studie: Urealistiske nordmenn forstår ikke hvor fort robotiseringen går. E24 2016
Goodwin, Morten.
T-FLIP månedens prosjekt. [Internett] 2016-09-01
Goodwin, Morten.
Trender innen kunstig intelligens. Utdanningsvalg UiA; 2016-05-05 - 2016-05-05
Goodwin, Morten.
Unik læringsteknologi. HjemmePC 2016
Goodwin, Morten.
Vi blir alle utkonkurrert av kunstig intelligens. Forskning.no 2016
Goodwin, Morten; Grelland, Hans.
Podcast om kunstig intelligens. UiA Podcast [Radio] 2016-04-01
Goodwin, Morten; Sund, Steinar.
Ny læringsteknologi med automatisk evaluering. Elektronikknett [Internett] 2016-06-07
Goodwin, Morten.
Teaching tomorrow's computer programming methods. ScienceNordig [Avis] 2014-06-03
Goodwin, Morten.
Vi underviser gårsdagens programmerere. Forskning.no [Avis]
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15 Academic Papers to Demonstrate Research
Expertise, Depth, and Breadth
This document is part of Morten Goodwin’s application for full professorship
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ABSTRACT. Equal access to public information and services for all is an essential part of the United
Nations (UN) Declaration of Human Rights. Today, the Web plays an important role in providing information and services to citizens. Unfortunately, many government Web sites are poorly designed and
have accessibility barriers that prevent people with disabilities from using them. This article combines
current Web accessibility benchmarking methodologies with a sound strategy for comparing Web accessibility among countries and continents. Furthermore, the article presents the first global analysis of the
Web accessibility of 192 United Nation Member States made publically available. The article also
identifies common properties of Member States that have accessible and inaccessible Web sites and
shows that implementing antidisability discrimination laws is highly beneficial for the accessibility
of Web sites, while signing the UN Rights and Dignity of Persons with Disabilities has had no such
effect yet. The article demonstrates that, despite the commonly held assumption to the contrary, mature,
high-quality Web sites are more accessible than lower quality ones. Moreover, Web accessibility conformance claims by Web site owners are generally exaggerated.
KEYWORDS. Antidisability discrimination, Benchmarking Web Sites, e-government, e-participation,
Web accessibility

Web accessibility barriers are problems that
prevent people with special needs or disabilities from using Web sites. For example, a poorly
designed Web site may contain images without
alternative textual descriptions. Information in
these images will be lost to anyone who cannot
see them, such as visually impaired users relying on screen reader technology. As more and
more government services are moved online, the
accessibility of government Web sites plays an
increasingly important role. Inaccessible Web
sites can prevent a visually impaired person
from paying his or her taxes online; a Web site
that requires the use of a mouse can prevent a
physically impaired person from applying for
social benefits. Web sites without such obstacles
are barrier-free and accessible, while Web sites
containing barriers that prevent some people
from using them are inaccessible.
Several laws and agreements signify that people with disabilities should not be hindered
from using government Web sites or portals.
However, no global analysis of the accessibility
of government Web sites exists. Thus, to date, no
empirical evidence exists to show which efforts
have had a practical, positive influence on the
accessibility of public Web sites.
This article presents the first publically
available results from a global Web accessibility analysis of government Web sites from
all UN Member States.1 It also provides an
analysis of common properties of Member
States having accessible and inaccessible Web

sites—providing strong indications of what
influences Web accessibility and which policies
work well, as well as an analysis of how Web
site quality relates to accessibility. This article
also extends existing Web accessibility evaluation methodologies with sound methods for
comparing Web accessibility on the national and
international levels.
Equal access to public information and public
services for all is a universal human right (UN
Rights and Dignity of Persons with Disabilities,
2009). In particular, one trend in recent years
has been to make public services available on
the Internet (Gauld, 2009). As nations promote
e-government and make government services
available online, persons with disabilities stand
to benefit greatly. For the first time in history, people who used to be dependent on help
from others have the opportunity to use public
services without assistance.
Unfortunately, many public Web sites are
designed without accessibility in mind. This
omission creates significant barriers for people with special needs, and it prevents some
people from gaining access to both the information available online and government services on the Web. Often, simple adjustments
to Web sites can remove such barriers and
thus increase the quality of life for disabled
citizens.
Studies have shown a correlation between
Web usability and Web accessibility (Petrie &
Kheir, 2007), as well as between accessibility
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and user satisfaction (Frøkjær, Hertzum, &
Hornbæk, 2000). But the accessibility of a Web
site does not by itself say anything about its services or how useful its content is to citizens.
For example, from a theoretical point of view,
it is possible for a site to be almost content-free
but still score well in most accessibility tests.
Similarly, it is possible to have a well-developed
Web site that is full of accessibility barriers,
making it inaccessible to persons with disabilities. In fact, it is a common belief that making
Web sites accessible is equivalent to providing
simplified Web pages (Lopes & Carriço, 2009)
and that accessible Web sites are less mature and
are generally of lower quality than inaccessible
Web sites. Many Web site owners also claim
that their Web sites are accessible, by explicitly adding accessibility logos on the sites. It is
assumed in the literature that these logos are not
exaggerated (Petrie, Badani, & Bhalla, 2005),
but little empirical data are available to support
this assumption.
Web accessibility measurements have been
carried out on local, national, and international
levels. Even though most of the evaluations
are based on the Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines (WCAG) (World Wide Web
Consortium, 1999, 2008), they are mostly oneoff studies using specialized methodologies. To
deal with this problem, the development of a
Unified Web Evaluation Methodology (UWEM)
(Velleman, Strobbe, Koch, Velasco, & Snaprud,
2007; Web Accessibility Benchmarking
Cluster, 2007) was initiated by the European
Commission.
This article is organized as follows. First,
we review the current state of Web accessibility and assessments of e-government. The
Methodology section presents a brief description of the methodology used for carrying out
the article’s comparative analysis. Furthermore,
the Web Accessibility Measurement section
extends UWEM to include a sound Web accessibility comparison on the ministerial, national,
and continental levels, as well as a description
of the methodology used for measuring Web
accessibility of national portals and ministerial
Web sites. The Results section presents a ranking of the 192 UN Member States2 based on the
first publicly available global evaluation of Web
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accessibility of national portals and ministerial
Web sites. The Findings and Comparison section
(including, for the first time, empirical evidence)
analyzes a set of common hypotheses in the
Web accessibility literature. Examples include
Member States with antidisability discrimination laws have more accessible Web sites, Web
sites that conform to accessibility standards are
less mature, and Web sites that claim conformance to accessibility standards using accessibility logos are more accessible.

CURRENT STATE
This section outlines the current state of Web
accessibility including large-scale Web quality
assessment and political initiatives.

Equal Rights for All Citizens
The right to public information and services
is stated in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (Morsink, 2000):
• Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights states that “Everyone has
the right . . . to seek, receive and impart
information and ideas through any media
and regardless of frontiers.”
• Article 21 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights states that “(2) Everyone
has the right of equal access to public
service in his country . . .”
Naturally, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, signed in 1948, long before the invention of the Web, does not explicitly address
Web accessibility. However, it addresses the
notion of everyone having equal rights to public information and services. Thus, whenever
public services are made available through inaccessible Web sites, some groups are prevented
from accessing the public information and services, which is in violation of the Declaration of
Human Rights.
More recently, the UN Convention on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(Global Initiative for Inclusive Information and
Communication Technologies, 2007; UN, 2006)
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presented measures for promoting access for all,
including the following:
• “Promote other appropriate forms of assistance and support to persons with disabilities to ensure their access to information.”
• “Promote access for persons with disabilities to new information and communications technologies and systems, including
the Internet.”
The convention introduces Web accessibility as
a right for persons with disabilities and strongly
encourages governments to make their Web sites
accessible to all.
The ambition to make Web sites barrier-free
is not limited to conventions and laws, but has
been on the agendas of governments and public agencies for some time. For example, the
European Commission introduced e-inclusion
as part of the Lisbon Strategy in 2000 (Silver
Economy Network of European Regions, 2000),
which states that governments must “Ensure that
every citizen should have the appropriate skills
needed to live and work in a new Information
Society for all.” The European Union also has,
as part of its i2010 strategy, a goal of making all
public Web sites barrier-free by the year 2010
(European Commission, 2006).

United Nations Global E-Government
Survey
Every second year the UN conducts an
e-government survey (previously e-readiness)
[United Nations Department of Economic and
Social Affairs (UNDESA), 2008, 2010] that
aims to indicate which governments are progressive pioneers in relation to e-government
technology.3 The resulting publication receives
substantial attention, both as a representation of
how information and communication technology (ICT) is used for e-government, and as a
way of acknowledging the Member States that
perform well and thus promote good practices.
The survey has been in operation since 2002,
and the most recent e-government report was
published in 2010. In this article, all references
to the UN e-government survey refer to 2010,
unless otherwise stated. This includes references

to the UN e-government benchmarking methodology (UNDESA, 2009), as well as the Web site
URLs4 to the national and ministerial Web sites.
It should be noted that all information related
to the UN e-government survey, including the
URLs for the evaluated Web sites, is available
through the UNDESA (2008, 2009, 2010).
The UN survey is based on a questionnaire
that assigns a binary value to each indicator
based on the presence or absence of specific
online services. These values are further combined into an e-government index that ranges
from 0 to 1. Thus, a Member State offering developed e-government services receives
a high e-government score, whereas a Member
State offering few government services online
receives a low score. In 2010, the Republic
of Korea (South Korea), the United States
of America, and Canada received the highest
scores, while San Marino, Somalia, and Tuvalu
had “most improvement potential” scores.
The e-government survey assesses the same
questions on the same or similar sites in each
country to ensure consistency. The primary site
is the national portal or the official government home page of the UN Member State. The
remaining sites are the five ministries of Health,
Education, Social Welfare, Labor, and Finance,
which are representative of the public services
required the most by citizens. Each ministerial
site is assessed according to the same set of
questions.
The questions from the survey are divided
into four sections:
1. Enhanced presence, intended to give an
indication of how present a Member State
is on the Internet. An example of a question is whether the state’s Web sites have
been updated within the last three months.
2. Interactive presence, indicating the online
services’ degree of usability and interactivity. For example, it poses a question
regarding whether the Web site meets
the Web content accessibility guidelines
level WAI-A. (See the Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines section for
details on accessibility levels.)
3. Transactional presence, indicating the
Web site’s service delivery level. An
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example of a question is whether there
is any online tracking system for typical
government requests like permits.
4. Networked presence, indicating the
government’s communication level. For
example, the question is posed as to
whether or not statements encouraging
citizen participation are present.
The UN Member States are ranked according to
their e-government score. This ranking can be
seen as both an acknowledgment to the Member
States focusing on e-government and a motivation for countries having improvement potential.

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG) developed by the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) constitute the de facto
standard for Web accessibility. Version 1.0
(WCAG 1.0) (World Wide Web Consortium,
1999) was superseded by version 2.0 (World
Wide Web Consortium, 2008) at the end of
2008. The intention is that Web sites conforming
to the guidelines are accessible and thus can be
used by all people, including those with special
needs and disabilities.
The WCAG are categorized into 14 main
guidelines that are further organized into 65
checkpoints. The main guidelines cover issues
such as textual alternatives of visual content and
clear navigation. Furthermore, each of the 65
checkpoints is assigned as priority level 1, 2, or
3 based on its impact on Web accessibility.
The W3C Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI)
presents three possible conformance claims for
the WCAG 1.0 at the Web site level depending
on which checkpoints are satisfied:
• WAI-A: All priority 1 checkpoints are
satisfied. W3C states this as a minimum
requirement; if it is not satisfied one or
more groups of people will find it impossible to use the Web site.
• WAI-AA: All priority 1 and 2 checkpoints
are satisfied. W3C express that one or more
groups of people will find it difficult to
access the Web site if this priority level is
not satisfied.
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• WAI-AAA: All priority 1, 2, and 3 checkpoints are satisfied. W3C says that one or
more groups will find it somewhat difficult
to access information if this priority level
is not satisfied.
All checkpoints, main guidelines, and priority
levels can be found on the W3C (1999). Any
Web site owner claiming conformance to the
above checkpoints can express this by placing a
logo on its Web site. These WAI logos represent
accessibility conformance claims, but are not
verified by any third party (Petrie et al., 2005).
It should be noted that the WCAG are
guidelines for creating Web sites and do not
by themselves provide the tools for measuring accessibility. Despite this, measurements
according to the WCAG are carried out on
global and national levels, as well as on local
government Web sites. One consequence of this
approach is that the measurement methodologies differ in subtle, but important ways, such
as which pages within a Web site may be sampled and how an accessibility score of a Web
site is calculated. This leads to difficulties in
comparing accessibility results from different
surveys (for example comparing two countries’
Web accessibility levels).

Unified Web Evaluation Methodology
To deal with the problem of having many different methodologies for measuring Web accessibility, a Unified Web Evaluation Methodology
(UWEM) was commissioned by the European
Commission and developed by 24 partners in the
Web Accessibility Benchmarking Cluster (Web
Accessibility Benchmarking Cluster, 2007). The
UWEM is based on the WCAG 1.0 and intends
to provide a unified and repeatable methodology that is independent of implementation
and software. It also takes into account that
certain accessibility tests are more efficient
when applied automatically, while others require
human judgment. In total, the UWEM includes
144 accessibility tests (of which 26 can be
run automatically). The UWEM tests are all
designed in such a way that all elements that
have accessibility problems are counted as
barriers.
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Essentially, the UWEM can be used in four
ways (Nietzio, Strobbe, & Velleman, 2008):
1. Conformance claim: The intention is to
verify that a Web site is accessible. A Web
site owner can claim that a Web site is
accessible by passing all the UWEM tests.
This is a claim similar to having a W3C
WAI logo on a Web site.
2. Evaluation of a single Web site: Evaluating a single Web site is less strict than
conformance claims. The evaluation can
be carried out manually, automatically, or
as a combination of both. Depending on
the procedure, either a manual sample of
representative Web pages or an automatic,
uniform set of Web pages is selected.
After an evaluation has been carried out,
a report with potential barriers within the
Web site can be presented. Based on this
type of report, Web developers and content providers can identify and fix the
accessibility barriers on their Web site.
3. Evaluation of a single Web page:
Evaluating an entire Web site is time
consuming and cannot be done directly on
demand even when performed automatically. However, barriers within Web sites
are often replicated across several pages
(Thompson, Burgstahler, & Comden,
2003). Because of this, it is helpful for
Web developers to assess the barriers on
single Web pages. Several online tools for
assessing Web accessibility on Web pages
have emerged. These services evaluate
a single Web page and return a list of
barriers (Nietzio, Olsen, Snaprud, &
Brynn, 2009; Olsen, Nietzio, Snaprud, &
Fardal, 2009).
4. Monitoring and comparison of Web accessibility: The UWEM also includes largescale monitoring of Web sites. This
approach allows Web accessibility evaluation of many Web sites and thus introduces
the possibility of determining which Web
sites are more and less accessible than
others. Similarly, the Web accessibility
of geographical regions such as countries
and continents can be compared using the
Web sites within the respective regions.

Evaluating large numbers of Web sites is
time consuming and can therefore only
be carried out automatically. The complete approach is presented in the Web
Accessibility Measurement section.

Measuring Progress of E-Accessibility
in Europe (MeAC)
The “Assessment of the Status of eAccessibility in Europe” (Cullen, Kubitschke, & Meyer,
2007) and a follow up report (Kubitschke
et al., 2008) surveys the e-accessibility of
the European Union (EU) Member States,
Australia, Canada, and the USA. The studies
include a survey of e-accessibility policies
in the evaluated countries. Furthermore, the
studies include measurements based on key
indicators and results from questionnaires sent
to stakeholder groups.
MeAC covers accessibility evaluations of
both hardware (such as televisions and telephones) and software (such as public and private
Web sites). The Web accessibility evaluation
was carried out as a combination of automatic
and manual evaluations to test for WCAG 1.0
WAI-A conformance. In total, 314 Web sites
were evaluated.
The surveys show that there is in fact an
increase in the number of failure results (Web
accessibility barriers), and a decrease in the number of passing results, from 2007 to 2008. MeAC
plans to provide annual surveys in the future.

Other Global Web Accessibility
Evaluations
Some smaller, international, one-off surveys
on Web accessibility exist. In 2009, Kuzma,
Yen, and Oestreicher carried out an accessibility evaluation on a global scale using
Tests de Accessibilidad Web (TAW) (Lauke,
2006). Results are presented as barriers on
WAI conformance levels A, AA, and AAA.
The comparative study also considers whether
a country has strong or weak Web accessibility regulations, and whether the country has signed the UN Rights and Dignity
of Persons with Disabilities Convention and
Optional Protocol (UN Rights and Dignity of
Persons with Disabilities, 2009). Furthermore,
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the study presents the number of errors (barriers)
as a measurement. Unfortunately, this survey
was limited to only 12 countries, and thus cannot
be considered globally representative.
Additionally, Chodrie, Ghinea, and Weerakkody (2004) conducted a global evaluation
of five countries assessing Web accessibility,
HTML validation, and broken links using the
tools WebXact and Vischeck. Their survey
presents the accessibility results as the number
of errors for the WCAG 1.0 WAI-A, WAI-AA,
and WAI-AAA.
The above two surveys use the number of
errors as a measurement, which has a significant
bias because the number of barriers is directly
related to the Web page size (number of bytes).
Thus, the results of Kuzma et al. (2009) and
Choudrie et al. (2004) are biased, and the conclusions based on these results are consequently
unsound. Details on why the number of failed
tests is significantly biased are presented in the
Web Site section.

METHODOLOGY
This article uses both quantitative and qualitative research methods. Measurements of Web
accessibility of public Web sites of all UN
Member States are carried out, as well as a comparative study of the accessibility results among
the Member States. The aim is to identify properties of Member States with accessible and
inaccessible Web sites in order to identify policies that work well. Such properties include the
existence of antidiscrimination laws, the signing of the UN Rights and Dignity of Persons
with Disabilities Convention, the high-quality
Web sites, and accessibility claims on public
Web sites. The methodology for measuring Web
accessibility is addressed in the next section,
Web Accessibility Measurement.

Web Accessibility Measurement
This article aims to measure the accessibility of public Web sites of all UN Member
States. There exists no directly applicable
benchmarking methodology, but the UWEM is
close to being applicable (Nietzio, Ulltveit-Moe,
Gjøsæter, Olsen, & Snaprud, 2007; Nietzio
et al., 2008; Web Accessibility Benchmarking
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Cluster, 2007). This article also extends the
UWEM to support a sound aggregation on the
ministerial, national, and continental levels.
Each step of the measurement, from a single
test and evaluation of a Web site to aggregating the results on UN Member State levels, is
covered here. Each place where the methodology in this paper differs from the UWEM is
clearly mentioned, and details of the differences
are provided.
An overview of the formal notations is provided in Table 1.

Tests
The tests detect single Web accessibility barriers, such as an image without alternative text.
In total, 23 automated tests are applied, of
which 21 tests address (X)HTML,5 and two tests
address CSS.6 These tests are all defined in the
UWEM.
For each Web page p, each test t is applied
to each element to which it is applicable. Most
tests are defined on the element level, an example of which is a test detecting whether an image
has an alternative description. Images without
alternative text cause challenges for, for example, people who rely on screen readers. Thus, if a
test finds an image without an alternative text, a
potential barrier exists, and the test reports a failing result; otherwise, the test reports a passing
result. Formally, this test detects the presence
of the alt attribute in the tag. A Web page may
contain many images (many tags).
Other tests are defined on the Web page
level, for instance the test for a valid document
type. For each Web page, a test can only detect
whether it has a valid document type or whether
no valid document type is present.
The list of all tests applied can be found in
the Appendix. The way that tests are aggregated
into a Web site accessibility score is described
in the Web page and Web site sections. Note
that there is no weighting of the tests. This is
in contrast to some research aiming at finding
the severity of barriers (Brajnik, 2008; Lopes &
Carriço, 2008; Mbipom, 2008). However, most
current research does not weigh barriers based
on severity. In our approach, any feature of a
Web page that is likely to cause accessibility
problems for users with any kind of disability
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TABLE 1. Formal Definitions
Formal definition
Tests
T
t
Web Page
p
Np
Bp
Web Site
s
Ns
Bs
F (s)
Ministry
M
NM
BM
F (M)
UN Member State
c
Nc
Bc
F (c)

Continent
C
NC
BC
F (C)

Description

All tests
A single test with the possible result
of fail-pass
Web page
Number of tests for page p
Number of fail test results (barriers)
for page p
Web site
Number of tests for site s
Number of fail test results (barriers)
for site s
Web site accessibility score (lower
score is better)
Ministry Web sites
Number of tests for a ministry M
Number of fail test results (barriers)
for a ministry M
Ministry accessibility score (lower
score is better)
UN Member State
Number of tests for a UN Member
state c
Number of fail test results (barriers)
for a UN Member state c
UN Member State Accessibility
Score (lower score is better)
For presentation purposes, F(c) can
further be discretized into the
letters
A, B, C, D, and E, where A is the best
score, B second best, and so on.
The cut-off values are defined as
following (Nietzio et al., 2007):
A: F(c) = 0%
B: 0% < F(c) ≤ 12.5%
C: 12.5% < F(c) ≤ 25%
D: 25% < F(c) ≤ 50%
E: 50% < F(c) ≤ 100%
Continent of UN Member States
Number of tests for a continent C
Number of fail test results (barriers)
for a continent C
Continent accessibility score (lower
score is better)

is counted as a barrier. It is a subject of great
controversy to determine severity weights for
accessibility barriers, because the weights could
be interpreted as an importance ranking of the

disabilities themselves. For instance, are barriers for blind users more severe than barriers
affecting people with motor impairments?

Web Page
A Web page is a resource identifiable by a single URL, each typically consisting of multiple
elements such as images, headings, and text paragraphs. The number of times a test t is applied
on a page p is denoted as Npt , while the total
number of applied tests for all types of tests is
denoted as Np . Similarly, the number of barriers
detected by a given test t for page p is denoted as
Bpt . The total number of barriers found on page
p independent of tests is denoted as Bp .
Formally,
• Total
 number of tests for page p: Np =
Npt
t∈T

• Number of barriers for page p: Bp =
Bpt
t∈T

For example, if a Web page consists of only
10 images, and two of these are lacking alternative textual descriptions, the number of tests is
10 (Np = 10) and the number of barriers is two
(Bp = 2).

Web Site
A Web site is a collection of Web pages that
naturally belong together, such as Web pages
from one organization. The Web site definition
in the UWEM and the definition from the UN
e-government report are not compatible. The
UWEM defines a Web site as a set of Web
pages, typically identified by a domain name
such as www.example.com. In contrast, the UN
e-government report defines a Web site as an
official URL where a ministerial or national Web
site can be reached. In the UN e-government
report, a tester will use the URL as an entry
point. Answers for any survey question should
be attainable from this URL.7 This means that
certain Web sites will be identified by a domain
name, just as in the UWEM. However, for
other Member States, several ministries share
the same domain name. In these situations, the
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domain name will itself not be representative of
an individual ministry.
An example of a Web site compatible with
both the UWEM and the UN e-government
report is the United States Ministry of Finance
(Department of the Treasury) available at:
http://www.treasury.gov. All URLs starting
with http://www.treasury.gov are part of the
Department of the Treasury.
An example of a Web site from the UN
e-government report that is not compatible with
the UWEM is the Web site of the Swedish
ministries, which are all available under
the domain name http://www.regeringen.se.
The Ministry of Finance (Finansdepartementet)
is available at http://www.regeringen.se/sb/d/
1468. Similarly, the Ministry of Education
(Utbildningsdepartementet) is available at http://
www.regeringen.se/sb/d/1454. To include the
entire domain http://www.regeringen.se would
be incorrect and lead to biased results. All ministries that are a part of the Swedish government
would be included, while only five selected ministries are to be part of the e-government report.
Since this article uses the same Web sites as the
UN e-government report, the sites are defined
the same way—as a single URL.
The score for an individual Web site is calculated as the fraction of the number of detected
barriers over the number of applied tests. The
number of tests applied (Ns ) for a Web site s is
the sum of all tests applied for every evaluated
Web page within the site. Similarly, the number
of barriers detected (Bs ) for Web site s is the sum
of all detected barriers for every evaluated Web
page within the site. Formally:
• Number
 of tests applied to a Web site:
Ns =
Np
p∈s

• Number
 of barriers found on a Web site:
Bp
Bs =
p∈s

• Web site accessibility score: F(s) =

Bs
Ns

Note that other studies use only the number
of barriers (Bp ) as a measure of accessibility
(Choudrie et al., 2004; Kuzma et al., 2009).
However, the number of tests and the number of barriers are directly dependent on the
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Web page size (number of bytes). For example, concerning our data, the Pearson correlation
coefficient between Web page size and number
of barriers detected is 0.86.8 A graphical representation of this can be seen in Figure 1(a). The
Web page size should not by itself have such
a discriminatory effect on the results, since the
size of the Web page alone does not necessarily say anything about the accessibility of the
page. In contrast, the Web site accessibility score
[F(s)] has no such correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient of only 0.038). Further statistical
justification for the score is offered by Nietzio
et al. (2007).

Ministry
For this study, ministries with an online presence are identified by their Web sites. The sites
considered in this study are those in the 2010
UN e-government survey, which includes the
national Web sites for the Member States as
well as five ministries: Education, Labor, Social
Affairs, Health, and Finance. For most Member
States, there are six Web sites, one national site,
and one site for each of the ministries.
In the UN e-government survey, each Web
site is either a ministerial or a national site,
although for certain Member States, not all
ministries exist or have independent Web sites,
while in other states, ministries have several
sites. Finally, not all ministries of the UN
Member States fit into the five ministries defined
by the UN e-government survey. For example,
several Member States have their Ministry of
Labor and Ministry of Social Affairs combined
into one ministry.
The UWEM is not designed for aggregating
national accessibility scores based on ministry
and national Web sites. Thus, the UWEM’s simple average of the Web sites for a country is
not sufficient, as a simple arithmetic average
would not weigh all ministries equally. Using
the UWEM’s simple arithmetic average means
that adding Web sites to a ministry may significantly change the accessibility score—even if
the Web sites added are simple mock ups. It also
means that ministries that have one inaccessible, but otherwise mature, Web site and several
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FIGURE 1. (a) Correlation between the size in bytes of the Web pages and number of barriers
detected. (b) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in Member States versus percentage of population with access to the Internet. (c) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in Member States
versus GNI per Capita. (d) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers versus the ICT Development
index.
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• Numberof tests applied for a ministry:
NM =
Ns
s∈M

• Numberof barriers found on a ministry:
BM =
Bs
s∈M

• Ministry accessibility score: F(M) =

BM
NM

UN Member State
In this study, UN Member States with an
online presence are identified by their national
and ministerial Web sites. Using the same
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approach for Member States as for ministries,
the Member State accessibility score F(c) is
defined as the percentage of barriers over the
applied tests. Note that not all ministries in all
countries have Web sites. If a ministry does not
have a Web site, this ministry is not included in
the score calculations. This is formally noted in
the following manner:
• Number of 
tests applied for a Member
State: Nc =
NM
M∈c

• Number of barriers
found on a Member

State: Bc =
BM
M∈c

• UN Member State accessibility score:
Bc
F(c) =
Nc
For presentation purposes, the UN Member
accessibility state score can further be discretized into the letters A–E as outlined in
Table 1.

Continent
Continents are the UN’s macro-geographical
regions.9 The continent accessibility score is
also calculated as the percentage of barriers
over the applied tests. This means there is no
explicit weighting for the size of a Member State
(population or similar). All Member States—for
example the United Kingdom and Monaco—
contribute equally to the European continent
score. In contrast, pages with a larger number of tests applied implicitly contribute more.
Formally, the continent score is calculated in the
following manner:
• Number
of tests applied for a continent:
NC =
Nc
c∈C

• Number
of barriers found on a continent:
BC =
Bc
c∈C
BC
• Continent accessibility score: F(C) =
NC

RESULTS
Member State Ranking List
Table 2 ranks the Member States according
to their country Web accessibility score [F(c)] as
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TABLE 2. UN Member States ranked (R.) with
Member State Score [F(c)] and Number of
Web Sites (#)
R.

Country

F(c)

#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Germany
Portugal
Spain
Netherlands
Palau
Hungary
Equatorial Guinea
Czech Republic
Italy
Japan
Australia
Belgium
Colombia
Guinea
Togo
Iceland
Cape Verde
France
Canada
Vanuatu
Ireland
USA
Estonia
Brazil
Ukraine
Grenada
New Zealand
Slovakia
Viet Nam
Norway
Lao
Central African Republic
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Bulgaria
Switzerland
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Ethiopia
Slovenia
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Congo
Mozambique
Bangladesh
Nauru
Sweden
Burundi
UK and Northern Ireland
South Africa
Turkey
Antigua and Barbuda
Republic of Korea
Ecuador
Latvia
Azerbaijan

1.28%
2.43%
2.59%
3.60%
4.06%
4.85%
5.51%
5.85%
6.16%
6.73%
8.55%
9.95%
10.03%
11.11%
11.11%
11.11%
12.23%
13.29%
14.81%
14.89%
15.03%
15.22%
15.44%
15.51%
15.55%
15.61%
15.77%
15.96%
16.28%
16.67%
16.67%
18.00%
18.26%
18.61%
18.75%
18.97%
20.00%
20.18%
20.18%
20.42%
20.63%
20.88%
22.14%
22.22%
22.22%
22.22%
22.22%
22.27%
22.92%
23.21%
24.14%
24.56%
24.76%
24.78%

5
6
6
6
4
6
1
6
6
6
7
5
4
1
1
5
5
6
5
1
6
5
7
6
3
5
6
6
4
7
2
1
6
5
6
6
4
4
5
4
2
5
6
1
7
1
5
7
5
6
5
6
5
5

(Continued)
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TABLE 2. (Continued )
R.
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

Country
Philippines
Guatemala
Tajikistan
Gabon
Malaysia
Poland
Mongolia
Malta
Micronesia
Croatia
Greece
Kiribati
Finland
Mexico
Tonga
Austria
Lithuania
Syrian Arab Republic
Romania
Liberia
Botswana
Yemen
Monaco
Luxembourg
Uzbekistan
Armenia
Panama
Chile
Swaziland
Seychelles
Benin
Mauritania
Uruguay
Maldives
Bhutan
Jordan
Burkina Faso
Algeria
Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines
Tuvalu
Madagascar
Kenya
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Mali
United Arab Emirates
Venezuela
Kuwait
Cambodia
Chad
Sierra Leone
Iraq
Haiti
Belize
Dominica
Trinidad and Tobago
Bahamas

TABLE 2. (Continued )
F(c)

#

R.

24.96%
25.00%
25.00%
25.23%
25.32%
25.48%
25.93%
26.48%
26.49%
26.61%
26.61%
26.63%
26.98%
27.02%
27.20%
27.45%
27.62%
27.66%
27.68%
28.01%
28.02%
28.16%
28.18%
28.21%
28.38%
28.40%
28.83%
29.13%
29.27%
29.30%
29.32%
29.40%
30.00%
30.08%
30.15%
30.16%
30.75%
30.77%
31.19%

6
3
4
2
6
6
5
5
3
6
6
2
6
5
4
7
5
3
5
2
4
1
2
5
7
5
6
5
5
5
2
4
3
6
5
5
5
5
5

31.43%
31.51%
31.64%
31.65%
31.88%
31.95%
32.46%
32.53%
32.64%
32.91%
32.97%
33.04%
33.33%
33.33%
33.33%
34.55%
34.62%

2
4
6
4
4
5
6
4
4
2
3
4
1
4
1
6
5

111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153

(Continued)

154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165

Country

F(c)

#

El Salvador
Bolivia
Belarus
Barbados
Sao Tome and Principe
Pakistan
Peru
Kazakhstan
Guyana
Myanmar
Russian Federation
Samoa
Côte d’Ivoire
Republic of Moldova
Papua New Guinea
Cyprus
Andorra
Morocco
Singapore
Nepal
Cameroon
Nigeria
Malawi
Qatar
Israel
Gambia
Nicaragua
Costa Rica
Zimbabwe
Thailand
Kyrgyzstan
Solomon Islands
Eritrea
Egypt
Argentina
Jamaica
Afghanistan
Tunisia
Guinea-Bissau
Namibia
Bahrain
Comoros
The former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia
Iran
Democratic Republic of the
Congo
Montenegro
Paraguay
Albania
Indonesia
Senegal
Rwanda
Cuba
Georgia
Timor-Leste
Zambia

34.87%
35.13%
35.69%
35.73%
36.06%
36.17%
36.18%
36.21%
36.61%
37.03%
37.04%
37.20%
37.26%
37.65%
37.80%
37.86%
37.93%
38.33%
38.45%
38.62%
38.93%
39.65%
39.78%
39.80%
40.11%
40.14%
40.16%
40.93%
41.03%
41.31%
41.53%
41.61%
41.67%
41.81%
42.06%
42.31%
42.34%
42.62%
42.86%
43.75%
44.03%
44.04%
44.30%

4
5
6
6
5
4
5
5
5
7
6
5
5
6
4
5
4
7
6
5
3
2
7
6
7
5
5
7
5
6
3
3
1
6
6
4
6
9
1
6
9
1
5

45.29%
45.33%

6
3

45.39%
45.43%
45.74%
45.98%
46.62%
46.63%
46.75%
46.96%
47.25%
47.84%

3
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
6
1

(Continued)
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TABLE 2. (Continued )
R.
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191

Country
Somalia
Lebanon
Suriname
Honduras
China
Turkmenistan
Uganda
San Marino
Oman
Fiji
Sudan
Serbia
India
Sri Lanka
Angola
Niger
Ghana
Mauritius
Saudi Arabia
Liechtenstein
Marshall Islands
Djibouti
Brunei Darussalam
Saint Lucia
Lesotho
United Republic of
Tanzania
Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea

F(c)

#

48.97%
49.32%
50.00%
50.08%
50.48%
50.88%
51.56%
51.67%
52.40%
53.44%
54.17%
54.54%
54.57%
54.61%
56.25%
56.31%
56.52%
57.45%
57.87%
58.10%
59.42%
59.43%
59.81%
60.65%
66.17%
66.75%

5
7
1
5
5
2
4
6
9
6
5
5
7
6
4
1
5
10
5
3
1
4
6
6
5
6

-

0

described in the Web Accessibility Measurement
section. The only UN Member State missing is the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North
Korea) because it has no online presence—no
real national or ministerial Web sites exist.
It should be noted that the Web site accessibility score does not by itself say anything about
usefulness of the content of the Web sites. For
example, the Palau Web sites are more accessible than most other Web sites in this survey.
However, these Web sites are also simpler than
most. Thus, we cannot in any way suggest that
the Palau Web sites are more useful or better
to its citizens than, for example, the Web sites
of the United States of America; we can only
conclude that they contain lower percentages of
barriers, which will cause fewer problems for
people with special needs.
The Member State ranking is also presented
as an intensity map in Figure 2. Each UN
Member State is colored according to the Web
site accessibility score in the corresponding
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country, ranging from close to 0% barriers
detected (light color) to more than 60% of the
tests detecting barriers (dark color).10

Continent Ranking List
Certain strategies for dealing with Web
accessibility have been devised, which hold the
potential for influencing Web accessibility on
the continent level. One example of this is the
European Union i2010 goal of making all public Web sites barrier free within the year 2010
(European Commission, 2006) and the commissioning of the UWEM (Web Accessibility
Benchmarking Cluster, 2007). Similar goals
regarding the other continents do, to the best of
our knowledge, not exist. A comparison on the
continent level shows what impact the European
Union i2010 goal has had on Web accessibility
in Europe and if it has had positive effects that
are not present in the Web accessibility of the
other continents.
Figure 3 indicates that there is a difference
in accessibility of the Web sites found in the
different continents. This section presents the
barriers per continent. The accessibility score
F(C) is calculated as described in the Web
Accessibility Measurement section. Figure 3
shows that Europe has the most accessible Web
sites, with 24.9% of the tests detecting barriers.
Following this are Oceania and America, with
32%–35% of the tests detecting barriers. Asia
and Africa come in last with 39%–42% of the
tests detecting barriers.
It is worth noticing that 24.9% of the tests
detecting barriers is a significant amount of
barriers. This means that, on average, about onefourth of all checked elements represent a potential barrier. This suggests that many users are
prevented from accessing public services. Even
though Europe has better accessibility scores
than the other continents, it is also an undeniable
fact that the goal of making all public European
Web sites accessible within 2010 has failed.

FINDINGS
Most Common Web Accessibility Barriers
This section presents the most common Web
accessibility barriers found in the survey. The
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FIGURE 2. Intensity map representing the Web accessibility of UN Member States. The colors
range from close to 0% barrier detected (light color) to more than 60% of tests detected barriers
(dark color).

UWEM tests are designed so that all accessibility problems are counted as barriers. It should
be noted that the UWEM has not been designed
explicitly to present statistics at the barrier level,
but rather at the Web page and Web site levels. Different tests have different properties. For
instance, there is only one document type (doctype) per Web page, and it can only be valid
or invalid. Thus, this test can at the most provide a failing result once per Web page. In
contrast, a Web page may have several images
that can have missing alternative textual descriptions. Consequently, this type of barrier may
occur several times within a Web page. Further
details on test applicability can be found in
the UWEM (Web Accessibility Benchmarking
Cluster, 2007).
This leads us to three different ways of presenting the most common barriers:
1. Percentage of test detecting barriers: The
number of barriers divided by the number
of tests applied. This is derived directly

from the UWEM score and is intended as a
representation of a Web site’s accessibility.
It is, however, not intended to be presented
for individual tests, as it does not address
the comparison between tests.
2. Average barriers on each page: The number of barriers divided by the number of
pages. This approach does not distinguish
well between barriers that can only occur
once per page and barriers that may occur
many times. For example, images without alternative textual description would
be overrepresented compared to missing
document types.
3. Percentage of Web pages with barrier:
The number of Web pages in which the
barrier occurs at least once. A disadvantage
of this is, however, that multiple barriers
detected from the same test are not taken
into account. There is no way to distinguish
between a page with only one image and
a page with five images lacking alternative
texts.
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FIGURE 3. The most common Web accessibility barriers per continent as well as the continent
accessibility score F(C).
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Table 3 shows the most common barriers
detected in the evaluated UN Member States.
To provide completeness, all three numbers are
presented. In addition, the table also shows
also how the tests are related to the WCAG
1.0 (World Wide Web Consortium, 1999) and
WCAG 2.0 (World Wide Web Consortium,
2008). It should be noted that the UWEM is
based on the WCAG 1.0. Therefore, all tests can
be mapped to the WCAG 1.0 checkpoints. In
contrast, the mappings from the UWEM IDs to
the WCAG 2.0 only contain information on how
the existing UWEM IDs match the WCAG 2.0
guidelines. The degree to which the WCAG 2.0
can be automated has not been considered, since

automating the WCAG 2.0 testing is beyond the
scope of this article.
Figure 3 presents the most common barriers (percentage of Web pages with barriers)
grouped by continent. It is evident that the trends
between continents are similar. However, there
are some noticeable differences. For instance,
images without alternative text (1.1.HTML.01)
comprise a much more common barrier in
Africa and Asia when compared to America,
Europe, and Oceania. A possible explanation for
this might be that missing alt attributes are often
used as a typical example of Web accessibility
and have been discussed at length in Europe and
America (Slatin, 2001).
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TABLE 3. Most common barriers represented with the UWEM IDs
UWEM
11.1.HTML.01
3.2.HTML.02
11.2.HTML.02
1.1.HTML.01
13.1.HTML.01
3.2.HTML.01
3.2.CSS.01
11.2.HTML.01
6.4.HTML.01
12.4.HTML.01
1.1.HTML.06
12.1.HTML.01
12.4.HTML.02
7.3.HTML.01
7.5.HTML.01
3.5.HTML.03
3.6.HTML.03
12.3.HTML.01
7.2.CSS.02
7.2.HTML.01
7.4.HTML.01
12.3.HTML.03
9.1.HTML.01

Short description

(a)

(b)

(c)

WCAG 1.0

WCAG 2.0

Latest W3C technology not used
Invalid (X)HTML
Deprecated elements
Non-text without text alternative
Links with the same title but
different target
Invalid doctype
Invalid CSS
Deprecated (X)HTML attributes
Mouse required
Form without legend
Non-text without embed
Frames without description
Form without label
Marquee element used
Page redirect
Levels skipped in heading
Number list ∼ulated
Fieldset without description
Blink element used in CSS
Blink element used in HTML
Refresh used
Optgroup without legends
Server side image maps

92.90%
52.00%
45.10%
36.30%
33.20%

5.3
166.7
283.3
98.2
56.9

92.90%
76.20%
100.00%
55.20%
21.70%

11.1
3.2
11.2
1.1
13.1

–
4.1.1
–
1.1.1
2.4.9

33.10%
32.60%
29.20%
17.10%
16.50%
12.70%
9.10%
8.70%
6.60%
5.60%
1.90%
0.70%
0.40%
0.40%
0.30%
∼0.0%
∼0.0%
∼0.0%

1.9
37.6
85.1
26.2
3.6
1.4
3.9
2.2
0.6
1.3
0.7
0.1
0.5
∼0.0
0.1
∼0.0
∼0.0
∼0.0

37.30%
44.90%
100.00%
73.10%
62.40%
17.20%
95.30%
69.50%
9.00%
5.60%
14.30%
1.50%
43.80%
0.40%
0.60%
∼0.0%
∼0.0%
∼0.0%

3.2
3.2
11.2
6.4
12.4
1.1
12.1
12.4
7.3
7.5
3.5
3.6
12.3
7.2
7.2
7.4
12.3
9.1

4.1.1
4.1.1
–
2.1.1, 2.1.3
4.1.2
1.1.1
4.1.2
4.1.2
2.2.2
2.2.1, 3.2.5
2.4.10
1.3.1
2.4.10
2.2.2
2.2.2
2.2.1, 2.2.4
2.4.10
–

The tests are ranked according to (a) percentage of Web pages with at least one barrier, (b) average barriers on each page,
and (c) percentage of fail test results, as well as how the tests relate to the WCAG 1.0 and the WCAG 2.0 checkpoints.

Figure 3 also shows that Africa, Asia, and
Oceania are using more outdated technologies than Europe and America. The barriers
11.2.HTML.02 (deprecated elements) and
11.2.HTML.01 (deprecated attributes) are much
more common in Africa, Asia, and Oceania when
compared to Europe and America.
In contrast, there are significantly fewer
European Web sites using the latest W3C technologies (11.1.HTML.01) when compared to
the other continents, while invalid use of these
technologies is less represented. This indicates
that while Africa, America, Asia, and Oceania
declare that they use the most recent W3C technologies more often than Europe, they use these
technologies incorrectly.

COMPARISONS
Many hypotheses and assumptions regarding
Web accessibility have been made in the literature. Unfortunately, very few of these are properly supported by empirical evidence. Similarly,
there exist several common intuitions regarding

Web accessibility where no empirical evidence
has been presented in literature.
This section addresses several of these intuitions and assumptions, formulated as hypotheses, and confirms or disproves the assumptions
with empirical data.
The comparisons are graphically represented
with box-plots in Figures 1, 4, and 5. In these
plots, the median is represented by a wide black
line, the box is drawn between the quartiles
(from the 25th percentile to the 75th percentile),
and the whiskers (dashed line) extend to the
minimum and maximum values (not including
outliers). For presentation purposes, the country
accessibility score [F(c)] is presented with the
letters A–E as explained in Table 1.
Hypothesis (1): Developed Member States
have more accessible Web sites than
Member States with developing and
emerging economies.
It is commonly believed that when resources
are sparse, such as during a financial crisis,
accessibility for all is prioritized less than other
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FIGURE 4. (a) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in Member States versus UN e-government
score. (b) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in Member States versus e-particiaption
score. (c) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in Member States versus infrastructure. (d)
Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in Member States versus human capital component index.
(e) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in Member States versus online services.
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commitments (Quinn, Degener, & Bruce, 2002).
We would therefore expect Member States with
developing and emerging economies, which
often have limited resources, to focus less on
accessibility compared to wealthier Member
States. Based on this expectation, we assume
this will be reflected in the accessibility of
the public Web sites. Thus, we can expect that
the wealthy Member States have better Web site
scores than Member States with developing and
emerging economies.11

B
C
D
E
Country Accessibility Score – F(c)

Figure 5(a) presents a box-plot of the Web
accessibility score [F(c)] in developed and
developing countries. The figure supports this
hypothesis, and it shows that developed countries have on average a significantly lower Web
accessibility score. On average, a developed
country has 18.8% of the tests detecting barriers on its Web sites, while a developing country
has on average 33.3% of the tests detecting barriers. The Pearson correlation coefficient of this
data is 0.38. The only outlier is Liechtenstein:
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FIGURE 5. (a) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in Member States with developing and
emerging economies. (b) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers versus Member States with
and without antidisability discrimination laws. (c) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers versus Member States who have signed and not signed the United Nations Rights and Dignity of
Persons with Disabilities Convention. (d) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers versus detected
WAI conformance claims.
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While even though being a developed country, it
has many accessibility barriers on its Web site.
Hypothesis (1) conclusion: Confirmed.
Hypothesis (2): The wealthier a country is
(GNI per capita), the fewer barriers will be
present on its Web sites.

WAI–A
(7 sites)

WAI–AA
(8 sites)

WAI–AA
(2 sites)

The cost of making a Web site accessible is
addressed in the literature. On the one hand, it
is clear that having a Web site accessible for all
users is cost effective (Sierkowski, 2002). On the
other hand, fixing usability problems after a Web
site is launched is up to 100 times more expensive than addressing the problems in the design
and development phases (Slatin & Rush, 2003).
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Based on this fact, we would expect to see
a correlation between wealth of a UN Member
State and the Web accessibility scores of its public Web sites. This is also in line with the obvious intuition that wealthy countries can spend
more on Web accessibility when compared to
poor countries and thus develop more accessible
Web sites. A commonly used measure of country wealth is gross national income (GNI) per
capita.
The accessibility intensity map in Figure 2
reveals the difference in the accessibility of the
Web sites of wealthy and poor Member States.
The figure shows that both North America and
Western Europe have more accessible Web sites
because these regions are drawn in lighter colors. In comparison, the figure also shows that
Africa, Middle America, and parts of the Middle
East have less accessible Web sites, as these
regions are darker.
Figure 1(c) shows that there is a correlation
between the GNI per capita and Web accessibility [F(c)]. The Pearson correlation coefficient
between these data sets is –0.42, which indicates that there is a correlation between country
wealth and Web site accessibility.12
Based on this data, we can confirm that the
hypothesis is true and that richer Member States
have fewer barriers on their Web sites.
The GNI per capita data is extracted from the
World Bank national accounts data (The World
Bank, 2009) and OECD National Accounts
data files 2008 (Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development, 2009a, 2009b).
Note that the UN Member States and World
Bank Countries do not match completely.
Therefore, only the 186 countries that were in
both data sets are compared.
Hypothesis (2) conclusion: Confirmed.
Hypothesis (3): The higher the percentage of the population who has access to
the Internet in a Member State, the fewer
barriers there are on its Web sites.
The literature shows that technology can be
used to fuel social inclusion (Adam & Kreps,
2006; Ferro et al., 2009). Furthermore, technology such as public Web sites can be used to
include disabled people into society. Thus, in
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Member States where most people have access
to the Internet, it is important that the government Web sites are promoting social inclusion
rather than preventing people with disabilities
from participating. From this assertion, we can
derive the hypothesis that Member States in
which more people have access to the Internet
have better Web site accessibility scores.
Figure 1(b) shows a correlation between the
UN Member State Web accessibility score and
percentage of people with access to the Internet.
Based on this, we can confirm that the hypothesis is correct and that the higher the percentage
of the population with access to the Internet
in a country, the more accessible its Web sites
tend to be. The data13 has a Pearson correlation coefficient of –0.43. Note that, in line
with the natural intuition, there is a very strong
correlation (0.83) between GNI per capita and
percentage of Internet users.
The number of Internet users is taken from
the World Bank national accounts data. It originates from the International Telecommunication
Union, World Telecommunication Development
Report and database, and World Bank estimates.
Note that the United Nation Member States and
World Bank Countries do not match completely,
so only the 186 countries that were in both data
sets are compared.
Hypothesis (3) conclusion: Confirmed.
Hypothesis (4): High e-government quality
means low accessibility.
Even though we are starting to see mature,
accessible Web sites, it is often understood
that making Web pages accessible is equivalent to providing overly simplified versions
of the content (Lopes & Carrico, 2009). The
UN e-government evaluation creates benchmarks for the maturity of Web sites (UNDESA,
2008, 2010). If it is the case that accessible Web sites are overly simplified, this
should be seen when measuring the correlation
between Member States’ accessibility scores
and e-government scores. Thus, countries that
have a high UN e-government score (mature
e-government) would be expected to have a high
accessibility score (many accessibility barriers).
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However, Figure 4(a) shows that the opposite
is evident. The Pearson correlation coefficient
between the e-government score14 and Web
accessibility of UN Member States is –0.36.
It should be noted that checking for conformance to the WCAG 1.0 level WAI-A is
already part of the UN e-government evaluation.
Because the UWEM includes tests for WAIA and WAI-AA conformance of the WCAG
1.0, there are overlapping tests between the
e-government survey and the UWEM scores.
However, Web accessibility is only one of 40
questions in the UN e-government survey. The
correlation is stronger than what would be
expected from this factor alone.
More insights on how the quality of
e-government is related to accessibility can
be gained by examining the e-government
index in more detail. The UN e-government
index is a combination of three components: telecommunication infrastructure, human
capital, and online service. The correlations
between the Web accessibility score and the
three individual metrics are graphically represented in Figures 4(c-e), and they have
Pearson correlations of –0.39, –0.24, and –0.32,
respectively.
The correlation between the accessibility
score and the telecommunication snfrastructure index (–0.39), which represents the citizen access to the Internet, surprisingly is not
similar to the correlation between the accessibility score and the percentage of population
with access to the Internet (–0.43). The Pearson
correlation coefficient between the telecommunication infrastructure index and the percentage of population with access to the Internet
is 0.95.
The human capital component index captures a combination of literacy and education
opportunities in the Member States. The Pearson
correlation coefficient between the human capital component index and the Web accessibility
score is only –0.24. Regarding this factor, we
can conclude that literacy and education opportunities have less impact on Web accessibility
than the other areas of the UN e-government
score.
The Online Service index aims to measure
the sophistication of the online government (for

example Web sites). There is a stronger correlation between the Web accessibility score and the
online service index (–0.32) than between the
Web accessibility score and the human capital
component index (–0.24). This strongly suggests that sophisticated government Web sites
are more accessible than government Web sites
that are not that advanced.
Finally, the UN Global e-government Survey
2010 also includes e-participation, which targets
the quality and usefulness of online government services and information. This indicator
is strongly correlated with the Web accessibility
results, having a Pearson correlation coefficient
of –0.40. A graphical representation of the correlation can be seen in Figure 4(b). Again, this
strongly suggests that Web accessibility goes
hand-in-hand with the usefulness and quality
of services and information: E-government Web
sites with useful content and high quality are
more likely to be accessible than e-government
Web sites without useful content or high quality.
Hypothesis (4) conclusion: Disproved.
Hypothesis (5): High ICT quality produces
accessible Web sites.
Since mature Web sites (Web sites with high
UN e-government score) have a better accessibility score, we may expect to see similar correlations between Web accessibility and other
e-government and ICT quality measurements.
A well known ICT quality measurement
tool is the UN International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) digital opportunity index (DOI)
(UN International Telecommunication Union,
2007). The DOI combines 11 indicators to
represent ICT capabilities, affordability, and
quality of the Member States. In 2008, the
DOI was superseded by the ICT Development
Index (IDI). The IDI extends the DOI as
well as incorporates a digital access index15
and ICT opportunity index (UN International
Telecommunication Union, 2009).
Figure 1(d) shows that the Web accessibility score of the UN Member States and IDI are
highly correlated. The Pearson correlation coefficient between Web accessibility score and IDI
is –0.53. Thus, Member States with high ICT
quality have more accessible Web sites.
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Hypothesis (5) conclusion: Confirmed.
Hypothesis (6): Countries with antidisability discrimination laws have more accessible Web sites.
Some Member States explicitly focus on
reducing discrimination against people with disabilities by introducing national laws on antidisability discrimination or disability discrimination acts (Henry, 2009; WebAIM, 2009; World
Wide Web Consortium, 2009). In other countries, no such explicit focus exists.
A natural hypothesis from this is that countries with such focus on antidiscrimination are,
in general, more accessible in most levels of
society—including when it comes to online public services such as official government Web sites.
Although this has been expressed in the literature
(Kuzma et al., 2009), it has not been examined
without real, unbiased empirical evidence.
By comparing the countries with explicit
antidisability discrimination laws, we obtain a
high Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.48. A
graphical representation can also be seen in
Figure 5(b). The figure shows that Member
States with explicit accessibility laws have on
average a score of 16.0%, while countries without explicit laws have in average an accessibility score of 35.7%. Seventy-five percent of the
Member States with explicit laws have a country
accessibility score lower than 26.5%. In contrast, 75% of the countries without explicit laws
have a score larger than 26.5%. It is interesting
to note that the data indicate that explicit accessibility laws have a stronger influence on the
Web accessibility of a country than its wealth
(developed/developing or GNI per capita).
Hypothesis (6) conclusion: Confirmed.
Hypothesis (7): Countries that have signed
the UN Rights and Dignity of Persons with
Disabilities Convention have more accessible Web sites.
As in the case of existence of national antidiscrimination legislation, it would be expected that
countries that have signed the UN Rights and
Dignity of Persons with Disabilities Convention
and the Optional Protocol (UN Rights and
Dignity of Persons with Disabilities, 2009)
would have more accessible Web sites.
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However, in contrast to national antidisability
discrimination legislation, there is no high level
of correlation between Member States that have
signed the convention and those that have not:
the correlation coefficient is only 0.10. A graphical representation can be seen in Figure 5(c).
This is consistent with findings in the literature (Kuzma et al., 2009). It should be noted
that the UN convention is relatively new, and it
may take several more years before the effects
on Web accessibility can be detected by measurements.
Hypothesis (7) conclusion: Disproved.
Hypothesis (8): Web sites with WAI logos
have better Web site accessibility scores.
Web site owners and content providers can
claim that their sites are accessible by putting
WAI logos on them. The logos represent the priority level of the WCAG that a Web site has
met. A Web site with a WAI-A logo should
conform to the WCAG priority level 1, while
a Web site with logo WAI-AA should conform
to both Priorities 1 and 2 of the WCAG, and
so on. Details on the conformance claims and
priority levels are presented in the Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines section.
There is no verification—by WAI or other
independent organizations—that a Web site is
actually meeting the conformance claim of the
WAI logos. This means that the Web site users
need to trust the Web site owners regarding
the assertions that the accessibility of the Web
site corresponds to the logo’s claim. The claims
are often exaggerated and disputed (McConnell,
2002; Petrie et al., 2005). Because of this dispute, it is interesting to see whether the presence
of WAI logos actually coincides with a better
Web site accessibility score.
Figure 5(d) presents the Web site accessibility
score versus WAI conformance claim logos and
shows that there is a trend that Web sites with
the WAI logos have fewer barriers. Furthermore,
Web sites with the WAI-AA conformance claim
have lower percentages of barriers than Web
sites with only the WAI-A conformance claim.
Note that only two Web sites with WAI-AAA
conformance logo were detected.
The tests carried out in this study all correspond to Levels 1 and 2 of the WCAG 1.0
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checkpoints. This means that if the WAI conformance claims were correct, the Web sites with
the WAI-AA and WAI-AAA logos would have 0
barriers. However, Figure 5(d) shows that this is
far from being the case. From this finding, we see,
in line with the literature, that the accessibility
claims indicated by the logos are highly exaggerated (Petrie et al., 2005). However, there is a
greater chance that a Web site is accessible if a
WAI logo is present. In addition to the three WAI
conformance logos, we also detected the presence of the “Valid (X)HTML” logo, because valid
HTML is also on of the accessibility criteria
defined in the UWEM. However, as can be seen
in Figure 5(d), there is no correlation between
the Web site accessibility score and the “Valid
(X)HTML” logo. It is worth mentioning that 35%
of the Web pages that had a “Valid (X)HTML”
logo in fact did not have valid HTML.
Hypothesis (8) conclusion: Confirmed.

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER
RESEARCH
This article presents the first global Web accessibility overview of national government portals
and ministry Web sites from all UN Member
States. The evaluation methodology is based on
the Unified Web Evaluation Methodology, but
has also been extended to enable a sound representation of Web accessibility on the ministerial,
national, and continental levels. The Web accessibility score of each Member State is calculated
as a percentage of accessibility barriers found
among all the tests applied.
Web accessibility barriers exist for all evaluated Member States. This causes significant problems for people with special needs,
including people with disabilities. The Member
States with the fewest accessibility barriers are
Germany, Portugal, Spain, Netherlands, and the
simple official Web sites in Palau.
The most commonly detected Web accessibility barriers are incorrect use of the HTMLstandard, including the uses of deprecated
HTML and missing alternative descriptions for
images. Such barriers cause significant problems
for people with disabilities, for example blind or
dyslexic users who rely on assistive technologies
(such as screen readers) to use public Web sites.

Furthermore, the results indicate that Web sites
in Africa, America, Asia, and Oceania state use
the most recent Web technologies more often
than Web sites in Europe, but they use these
technologies incorrectly.
The results also show that there is a great
difference between the accessibility of the evaluated Web sites. Public Web sites in Western
Europe and North America are more likely to
have fewer accessibility barriers on their Web
sites. The analysis further shows that accessible Web sites are more common in countries
with developed economies, high GNI per capita
and where a large percentage of the population
has access to the Internet. However, even though
there is a strong correlation between the economy of a country and the accessibility of its Web
sites, exceptions to this rule were found.
Furthermore, the results show that, despite
popular assumptions, accessible Web sites are
not in any way less mature or have lesser quality
than inaccessible Web sites.
The analysis shows that there are correlations
between the obtained accessibility scores and
all the addressed quality measures. Most significantly, there is a strong correlation between the
UN e-government index, which aims to measure the quality of the e-government services,
and the accessibility score. Thus, e-government
Web sites with high quality and useful content
are more likely to be accessible than Web sites
without useful content or high quality.
Web sites that claim to be accessible using
WAI logos generally have fewer accessibility barriers than those where no such logo is
present. However, the claims are exaggerated
and do not represent the actual accessibility of
the Web sites.
This article shows that significant work
remains to be done to make governmental Web
sites accessible, but all hope is not lost. Even
though the financial status dictates the accessibility of national portal and ministerial Web
sites, some countries are able to attain good
accessibility scores even with limited resources.
The results further indicate that there is a substantial correlation between antidisability discrimination laws and the reached accessibility
scores. This strongly suggests that introducing
antidisability discrimination laws and policies
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has a significant positive effect on Web accessibility in a country. In contrast, there are no
differences between Member States that have or
have not signed the UN Rights and Dignity of
Persons with Disabilities Convention.
Future research includes examining in more
detail the properties of the results’ outliers. This
may answer questions such as the following:
Why is it that Palau has accessible Web sites
even though it is a country with a developing and emerging economy and without any
antidisability discrimination laws?
The authors plan to extend the accessibility testing beyond the UWEM. This allows for
more elaborate test results at the Web page and
Web site levels. This is helpful for developers and content providers who want to improve
the accessibility of their Web sites. Such tests
include, for example, checking for the validity
of alternative texts in addition to merely detecting their presence. Furthermore, the tests and
methodology are planned to be updated to the
WCAG 2.0.
Finally, the authors plan to extend the measurement methodology and implementation and
to include other important e-government areas
such as transparency.

NOTES
1. The methodology is based on the UWEM with
focus on automatic monitoring and comparing Web accessibility. The tests are carried out using the eGovMon tool.
The eGovMon tool is Open Source and can be downloaded
from http://www.egovmon.no. All results presented in
this article can be replicated using the eGovMon tool.
Results on single Web pages can also be replicated
on the Web interface http://accessibility.egovmon.no. All
results and the URLs to the Web sites can be found at:
http://mortengoodwin.net/GlobalWebAccessibility. Note
that the Web sites are likely to have been updated since the
evaluation was carried out, which influences the results.
2. A list of all 192 UN Member States can be found
at http://www.un.org/en/members/index.shtml.
3. E-government and eGovernment are equivalent
terms used in the literature. For readability purposes, this
article consistently uses the term e-government.
4. A uniform resource locator (URL) is an address
that identifies a Web page, such as http://www.example.
com/index.html.
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5. (X)HTML is a common abbreviation for both
extensible hyper text markup language (XHTML) and
hyper text markup language (HTML). These technologies
are most often used for Web pages.
6. Cascading style sheets (CSS) is a language used
to describe layout and presentation of Web pages with
respect to factors such as background color, font type, and
the like.
7. In the UN e-government report, “attainable” is
defined as available within two clicks from the home page.
This does not mean that testers are limited to two clicks,
but that the testers are confident that they have found what
they are looking for within two clicks, even though they
may have to click further.
8. A Pearson correlation (Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient) is a standard statistical measure of
correlation between two data sets. Independent data sets
will have a Pearson correlation close to 0, while two data
sets with a very strong correlation will have a measure
close to 1 or –1. What determines a strong correlation
depends on the properties of the data sets. However, in
general, any correlation less than –0.5 or larger than 0.5
indicates a large correlation between the data sets. Any
measure between 0.5 and 0.3 (and between –0.5 and –0.3)
is considered a medium correlation, while anything larger
than 0.1 and smaller than –0.1 is considered a significant
(yet small) correlation. It should be noted that correlation can be used as evidence of a possible relationship
between the data sets, but cannot by itself indicate what
the relationship is.
9. The definitions of the continents can be found at:
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/methods/m49/m49regin.htm.
10. The map has been generated using Google Fusion
Tables and is not intended to be geographically accurate.
In fact, it has deliberately been modified in order to reduce
space.
11. In this article, all 135 Member States part of G77,
but not considering the group of 24, are defined as having
developing and emerging economies. More information
can be found at: http://www.g77.org/.
12. The data are reciprocal: The more accessible the
Web site, the lower percentage of barriers (best accessibility score 0%). In contrast, a wealthy country will have a
higher GNI per capita than a poor country.
13. The data are reciprocal: The more accessible the
Web site, the lower percentage of barriers (best accessibility score 0%). In contrast, the higher percentage of people
who have access to the Internet, the higher the number.
14. The data are reciprocal: The more accessible Web
site, the lower the percentage of barriers (best accessibility
score 0%). In contrast, the best e-government score is 1.
15. The digital access index focuses on to what extent
individuals in a country are able to access and use ICT.
Accessibility is not part of this indicator.
16. A doctype is a document declaration specifying
which (X)HTML type is used in the document.
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APPENDIX: ACCESSIBILITY TESTS
This section presents the list of applied tests.
These are all part of the fully automatable tests
of the UWEM. A full description of the tests,
including implementation details, can be found
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in Web Accessibility Benchmarking Cluster
(2007).
This section extends the UWEM descriptions
by adding an explanation of why a test with a
failing result can represent a barrier. It should be
noted that barriers are highly individual. What
may be perceived as a barrier for one person may
not be a barrier for another, even if they have
similar disabilities (Rømen & Svanæs, 2008).
Whether a barrier is encountered or not depends
on the expertise of the user, the assistive technology available, and whether the user is familiar
with the Web site. It should be noted that our
examples are in no way intended to represent
all possible barriers that can be encountered by
failing the tests—additional scenarios/barriers
exist.

Missing Alternative Textual Descriptions
Using graphical elements without textual
alternative is a very common barrier. The most
typical example is using images without alternative text (no alt or longdesc attribute present).
Tests part of this barrier:
• 1.1.HTML.01 – Non-text content without
text equivalent
• 1.1.HTML.06 – Non-text elements embedded using the embed element (which does
not support a textual alternative)
• 12.1.HTML.01 – Frames without description
Why this may be a barrier: This causes problems for people who are visually impaired who
are unable to see the images. Any information
conveyed in the image is lost to these users
whenever the textual alternative is missing.

Use of Invalid or Outdated W3C
Technologies
The most common barrier is invalid or deprecated (X)HTML and/or CSS. The recent versions of (X)HTML and CSS have some built
in accessibility features, which makes it easier
for assistive technologies to successfully present
the content. By not using the latest version, or
using it wrongly, the accessibility features are
not utilized and there is no guarantee that the

Web page will be presented equally in different
Web browsers.
Tests part of this barrier:
• 3.2.HTML.02 – Invalid (X)HTML
• 3.2.CSS.01 – Invalid CSS used
• 11.2.HTML.01 – Deprecated (X)HTML
elements
• 11.2.HTML.02 – Deprecated (X)HTML
attributes
• 11.1.HTML.01 – Latest W3C technology
is not used
• 3.2.HTML.01 – No valid doctype16 found
Why this may be a barrier. A typical example
is the use of the font tag, which is an outdated
HTML element. The font tag provides design
information such as font type, font size, and
similar features. Such information is now part
of CSS. Users with customized CSS, such as
users who want to increase the font size, may
encounter problems if the font element is part of
the (X)HTML. Furthermore, some user agents
might not be able to present the content of the
document as it is intended.

Nondescriptive Links
Having links with the same text and title but
with different targets is a common barrier. Quite
often, links do not describe the target pages well.
Tests part of this barrier:
• 13.1.HTML.01 – Links with the same title
but different targets

Why this may be a barrier. A typical example is the link text “read more,” which will
only make sense when used in context. For fast
and efficient navigation, some accessibility tools
present all links within a Web page to the user in
a list. However, if all links have the same text
“read more,” such a list will become useless for
navigation. More descriptive links such as “read
more about the Nobel Peace Prize” will solve
this problem.
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Mouse Required
Another typical barrier is Web pages implemented in such a way that they require the use
of a mouse. Tests part of this barrier:
• 6.4.HTML.01 – Mouse (or similar)
required for navigation
Why this may be a barrier. For people with
motor impairments, or people using devices
without a mouse such as mobile phones, this
causes a severe challenge. One example is a Web
site implemented with menu items that can only
be accessed by clicking with a mouse. People
with motor impairments are often not able to use
such Web sites at all.

Blinking or Moving Content
Web pages are implemented in such a way
that they cause elements to move or blink. Tests
part of this barrier:
•
•
•
•

7.2.HTML.01 – Blink element used
7.2.CSS.02 – Blink property used in CSS
7.3.HTML.01 – Marquee element used
7.4.HTML.01 – Page refreshing used

Why this may be a barrier. Blinking content causes problems for slow readers as well as
people with photosensitive epilepsy.

Wrong Use of Structural Elements
Structural elements are used to increase the
navigability similar to chapters in a book. Not
using these properly can lead to confusion
regarding the structure of a page.
Tests part of this barrier:
• 3.5.HTML.03 – Levels are skipped in the
heading hierarchy
• 12.3.HTML.01 – Fieldset without legend
Why this may be a barrier. If headings are
skipped or otherwise used wrongly, it becomes
more challenging to navigate a Web page. This
is especially true for people who have the Web
page read out loud, such as visually impaired
users.
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Missing Labels or Legends in Form
Elements
Another common barrier is form elements
without labels. Tests part of this barrier:
• 12.4.HTML.02 – Form control without
labels
• 12.4.HTML.01 – Form element without
legend
Why this may be a barrier. An example is not
correctly marking a search button as “search.”
The fact that a Web site is searchable is often
understood by the context of the search field,
such as showing a magnifying glass nearby.
However, people using screen readers are unable
to see this magnifying glass. If a button is not
clearly marked as a search button, there is no
way of knowing that it is intended for searching
the Web site.

Refresh and Redirection
Automatic refreshing may disorient users and
can disrupt a browser’s history of visited pages.
Tests part of this barrier:
• 7.4.HTML.01 – Page refreshing used
• 7.5.HTML.01 – Page redirection used
Why this may be a barrier. Refreshing and
redirecting can be a challenge for people with
limited reading abilities who have problems
concentrating.

Numbered List Simulated
Ordered lists help nonvisual users navigate.
Nonvisual users may get lost in lists not formally
marked as such.
Tests part of this barrier:
• 3.6.HTML.03 – Numbered list simulated
Why this may be a barrier. For people who
use screen readers, ordered lists are of great
navigational assistance. When such lists are not
formally marked as such, these users may get
lost in the navigational process.
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Fractional Knapsack Problem With Applications
to Optimal Resource Allocation
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Abstract—This paper considers the nonlinear fractional knapsack problem and demonstrates how its solution can be effectively
applied to two resource allocation problems dealing with the
World Wide Web. The novel solution involves a “team” of deterministic learning automata (LA). The first real-life problem relates
to resource allocation in web monitoring so as to “optimize” information discovery when the polling capacity is constrained. The disadvantages of the currently reported solutions are explained in this
paper. The second problem concerns allocating limited sampling
resources in a “real-time” manner with the purpose of estimating
multiple binomial proportions. This is the scenario encountered
when the user has to evaluate multiple web sites by accessing
a limited number of web pages, and the proportions of interest
are the fraction of each web site that is successfully validated by
an HTML validator. Using the general LA paradigm to tackle
both of the real-life problems, the proposed scheme improves a
current solution in an online manner through a series of informed
guesses that move toward the optimal solution. At the heart of the
scheme, a team of deterministic LA performs a controlled random
walk on a discretized solution space. Comprehensive experimental
results demonstrate that the discretization resolution determines
the precision of the scheme, and that for a given precision, the
current solution (to both problems) is consistently improved until
a nearly optimal solution is found—even for switching environments. Thus, the scheme, while being novel to the entire field of
LA, also efficiently handles a class of resource allocation problems
previously not addressed in the literature.
Index Terms—Game playing, learning automata (LA),
nonlinear knapsack problem, resource allocation, stochastic
optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Motivation of Application-Domain Problems
Dealing with the web is particularly fascinating because it
leads to numerous extremely interesting problems involving
real-life resource allocation and scheduling. Such problems are
even more intriguing when access to resources is constrained
and the parameters of the underlying system are unknown and
not easily estimated. One such classic problem is that which
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involves “optimal search,” where a user has to determine the
amount of time a particular “site” (which may be a web-site,
a library, or in general a geographical area) is to be searched
when the probability of locating the object searched for in that
site cannot be estimated, e.g., because the underlying event is
unobservable [20].
The first problem that we study in this paper involves another
such captivating problem, namely, the problem of “optimizing”
the allocation of polling resources in web page monitoring1
when the polling capacity is restricted [12], [18]. Consider
a basic web monitoring resource allocation system. Such a
system may involve n web pages that are updated periodically,
although with different periods. Clearly, each web page can be
polled with a maximum frequency, which essentially involves
polling every single web page at “every” time step. Obviously,
this would effectively “flood” the system with “status-probing”
polls, as opposed to information-delivering searches. We consider the problem of determining the web page polling frequencies that the system must use, so as to maximize the number
of web page updates detected, without exceeding the available
monitoring capacity.
The above problem has been previously modeled as a
knapsack problem.2 This has been achieved by making the
polling frequencies correspond to material amounts and the
restricted polling capacity correspond to a knapsack of fixed
volume. Typically, the parameters of such knapsack problems
are “estimated,” e.g., based on a tracking phase where the web
pages are polled mainly for estimation purposes [12], [18]. One
major disadvantage of the latter approach is that the parameter
estimation phase significantly delays the implementation of the
optimal solution. This disadvantage is further aggravated in
“dynamic” environments where the optimal solution changes
over time, introducing the need for parameter reestimation.
The second problem that we study in this paper is the
problem of “minimizing the variance” while estimating3 “multiple binomial proportions” when the sampling resources to be
1 Web page monitoring consists of repeatedly polling (i.e., observing) a
selection of web pages so that any changes or updates that may occur over
time are detected.
2 The fractional knapsack problem concerns n materials each characterized
by its “value per unit volume.” The problem involves filling a knapsack of fixed
volume with a mixture of materials so as to attain a maximal value [1].
3 If we are only interested in ranking the proportions, we do not actually
need to estimate them (for example, using a maximum likelihood or Bayesian
computation). Rather, we could just as well attempt to “learn” their comparative
values, for example, using a random race [9].
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allocated are limited. This is, for instance, the scenario encountered in web monitoring when “evaluating” multiple web
sites by accessing a limited number of web pages, and the
proportions of interest are the fraction of each web site that
is successfully validated by an HTML validator [14] and/or a
web content accessibility guidelines (WCAG)-based validator
[19]. In the latter problem, the web site sample sizes correspond
to material amounts, and the restricted combined sample size
corresponds to the fixed knapsack volume.
Again, the problem becomes intriguing when the underlying distributions are unknown, which is often the case when
dealing with the world wide web. Indeed, dealing with the web
introduces further complexity to the problem in focus because
web data are becoming increasingly dynamic and are possibly
relevant for only a limited period of time as it either rapidly
changes, gets replaced, or becomes part of the deep web.4
In this paper, we propose a “single” generic solution applicable to both of the above problems, and also, hopefully, to a
number of similar problems. The solution involves modeling
the problem as a fractional knapsack (FK) problem and using a
“team” of learning automata (LA) to solve it.
B. Variants of the Knapsack Problem
Several variants of the knapsack problem have been studied
in the literature [7]. In the interest of posing our problem in the
right perspective, we “briefly” catalogue them below.
Linear FK Problem: The linear FK problem is a classical
continuous optimization problem that also has applications
within the field of resource allocation. The problem involves
n materials of different value vi per unit volume, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Each material is available in a certain amount xi ≤ bi . Let
fi (xi ) denote the value of the amount xi of material i, i.e.,
fi (xi ) = vi xi . The problem is to fill a knapsack of fixed volume
cwith the material mix x = [x1 , . . . , xn ] of maximal value
n
1 fi (xi ) [1].
Nonlinear Equality FK (NEFK) Problem: One important
extension of the above classical problem is the NEFK problem
with a separable and concave objective function. The problem
can be stated as [7]
maximize

n


fi (xi )

1

subject to

n


xi = c

1

0 ≤ xi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

Since the objective function is considered to be concave, the
value function fi (xi ) of each material is also concave. This
means that the derivatives of the material value functions fi (xi )
with respect to xi (hereafter denoted as fi ) are nonincreasing. In
other words, the material value “per unit volume” is no longer
constant as in the linear case, but decreases with the material
amount. The latter problem characteristics have led to efficient
4 Data

from the deep web are dynamically produced in response to a direct
request, usually involving a searchable database.
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solution methods based on the principle of Lagrange multipliers. In short, the optimal value occurs when the derivatives fi of
the material value functions are equal, subject to the knapsack
constraints [3], [6]
f1 (x1 ) = · · · = fn (xn )
n


xi = c

1

0 ≤ xi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

Stochastic NEFK Problem: In this paper, we generalize the
above nonlinear equality knapsack problem. First, we let the
material value per unit volume for any xi be a “stochastic”
function Fi (xi ), where the function5 Fj (xj ) need not be related
in any way to Fk (xk ) if j = k. Furthermore, we consider the
distribution of Fi (xi ) to be “unknown.” That is, each time
an amount xi of material i is placed in the knapsack, we are
only allowed to observe an instantiation of Fi (xi ) at xi , and
not Fi (xi ) itself. Given this stochastic environment, we intend
to devise an online incremental scheme that learns the mix
of materials of maximal “expected” value through a series of
informed guesses.
Stochastic Knapsack Problems—State-of-the-Art: To the
best of our knowledge, our targeted stochastic NEFK problem
has not been addressed in the literature before. However, one
does find several studies on related problems. For example, the
works in [5] and [15] consider solution policies for stochastic generalizations of the so-called NP-hard “linear” integer
knapsack problem. Value distributions are considered known
and constant, which makes dynamic programming a viable
solution. Another variant of the knapsack problem is found in
[13], where a deterministic knapsack is used, however, with
objects arriving to and departing from the knapsack at random
times. The optimization problem considered is to accept/block
arriving objects so that the average value of the knapsack is
maximized.
Contributions of This Paper: We base our work on the principles of LA [8], [16]. LAs have been used to model biological
systems [17] and have attracted considerable interest in the last
decade because they can learn optimal actions when operating
in (or interacting with) unknown stochastic environments. Furthermore, they combine rapid and accurate convergence with
low computational complexity. Recently, Oommen [10] proposed an LA-based mechanism for locating the optimal point
on a line. An environment tells the learning mechanism whether
its point guesses lie to the left or to the right of the optimal point,
possibly erroneously, and by interacting with the environment,
the learning mechanism converges toward selecting the optimal
point with arbitrary accuracy, i.e., the scheme is  optimal.
While the latter work considers stochastic optimization of a
single parameter, we target optimization of n parameters (n
material amounts), where the different parameters are mutually
5 Typically, in stochastic processes, the symbol F is used to represent a
distribution, and f is used to represent the corresponding density. This is not
the case in our current notation.
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constrained (the knapsack). Furthermore, our environment is
less informative compared to the environment in [10] because
our environment does not tell us whether a parameter guess
xi lies to the left or to the right of an optimal value. The
environment only replies with an instantiated unit volume value
at xi drawn from the stochastic unit volume value function
Fi (xi ). The solution to this stochastic generalization is then
used to solve the two resource allocation problems from web
monitoring described earlier.
Thus, in all brevity, to the best of our knowledge, the salient
contributions of this work are as follows.
1) We present the first reported solution to the stochastic
NEFK problem in which the material values per unit
volume are “stochastic” with “unknown” distributions.
2) We present the first reported solution to the stochastic
NEFK problem that uses a team of LA operating in a
multidimensional environment.
3) Unlike the work in [10], we do not require the “Oracle” to
inform us of whether the current parameter guess xi lies
to the left or to the right of the optimal value.
4) We present the first reported solutions to the polling
frequency determination problem and to the so-called
sample size determination problem when modeled in
unknown stochastic settings.

Let us now assume that the material unit volume values
are “random” variables {V1 , . . . , Vn } with “time-invariant” and
“known” distributions. Furthermore, for the sake of conceptual
clarity, let us only consider binary variables Vi that instantiate
to the value of either 0 or 1. Let p0i denote the probability
that Vi = 0 and p1i = 1 − p0i denote the probability that Vi = 1.
Then the value Fi (xi ) of the amount xi of material i also
becomes stochastic, i.e., Fi (xi ) = Vi × xi . In other words,
Fi (xi ) takes the value 0 with probability p0i and the value xi
with probability p1i . Under such conditions, the above greedy
strategy can
 be used to maximize the “expected” value of the
knapsack n1 E[Fi (xi )] by simply selecting the material based
on the expected unit volume values E[Vi ] = p1i rather than
actual unit volume values.
However, the above-indicated solution approach is obviously
inadequate when the distributions of Fi (xi ) and Vi are unknown. The problem becomes even more challenging when the
distribution of the material value per unit volume is no longer
constant but rather depends on the amount xi . Let Fi (xi ) denote
the stochastic function that determines the unit volume value
of material i given material amount xi . To elaborate, Fi (xi )
takes the value 0 with probability p0i (xi ) and the value 1 with
probability p1i (xi ). Under the latter conditions, our aim is to find
a scheme that moves toward optimizing the following NEFK
problem online

C. Organization of the Paper
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present
a “game” of LA that is designed to solve our stochastic version
of the NEFK problem incrementally and online. In Section III,
we detail the polling frequency determination problem and
present a solution to it based on the LA knapsack game (LAKG)
scheme from Section II. The solution to the variance minimization problem is then presented in Section IV. For both
of the proof-of-concept optimization problems, we evaluate the
LAKG scheme empirically based on simulating stationary and
nonstationary environments with as many as 500 materials.
We conclude this paper in Section V and offer prospects for
further work.
II. N ONLINEAR K NAPSACK G AME OF F INITE A UTOMATA
A. Overview of the LAKG Solution
In order to put our work in the right perspective, we start this
section by briefly discussing solution concepts for more basic
variants of the knapsack problem. As indicated in Section I,
solving the classical linear FK problem involves finding the
most valuable mix x = [x1 , . . . , xn ] of n materials that fits
within a knapsack of fixed capacity c. Each material is available
in a certain amount xi ≤ bi . The value of the amount xi of
material i, fi (xi ) = vi xi , is linear with respect to xi , and
accordingly, the material value per unit volume is constant,
i.e., fi (xi ) = vi . Because a fraction of each material can be
placed in the knapsack, the following greedy algorithm from
[1] finds the most valuable mix: “Take as much as possible of
the material that is most valuable per unit volume. If there is
still room, take as much as possible of the next most valuable
material. Continue until the knapsack is full.”

maximize

n


E [Fi (xi )]

1

subject to

n


xi = c

1

0 ≤ xi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

Note that we allow only instantiations of the material value
per unit volume Fi (xi ) to be observed. That is, each time an
amount xi of material i is placed in the knapsack, an instantiation of Fi (xi ) at xi is observed. We shall assume that xi is any
number in the interval (0, 1]. The question of generalizing this
will be considered later.
The crucial issue that we have to address is that of determining how to change our current guesses on xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We
shall attempt to do this in a discretized manner by subdividing
the unit interval into N points {(1λ /N λ ), (2λ /N λ ), . . . , (N −
1)λ /N λ , 1}, where N is the resolution of the learning scheme,
and λ > 0 determines the linearity of the discretized solution
space.6 We will see that a larger value of N will ultimately
imply a more accurate solution to the knapsack problem.
At this juncture, it is pertinent to mention that although
the rationale for this updating is the stochastic point location
solution proposed in [10], the two schemes are quite distinct
for the following reasons.
1) The scheme in [10] is linear.
2) The method proposed in [10] assumes the existence of an
Oracle that informs the LA whether to go “right” or “left.”
6 The importance of this parameter will become evident in Sections III and
IV, where empirical results are presented.
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the functions randomly by sampling them from a probability
distribution proportional to x.
3) Team of LA: Each material i is assigned a finite fixed
structure automaton LAi with states 1, . . . , N . Let the current state of automaton LAi be si (t). When the automaton
acts, it suggests the amount xi (t) = (si (t)λ /N λ ) of material
i to the Scheduler, which in turn interacts with the stochastic
environment. Assume that vi (t) and φ(t) are the resulting
feedbacks from the stochastic environment. Then the state of
the automaton is updated as
si (t + 1) := si (t) + 1,
Fig. 1. “Team” of LA interacting with a Scheduler and an unknown stochastic
environment.

In our application domain, this has now to be “inferred”
by the system.
3) The method proposed in [10] assumes that there is only
a single LA in the picture. Here, we specifically understand that there are multiple LAs, each of them being
constrained to work together with the others.7
4) As opposed to the scheme in [10], our present approach is
also applicable to dynamic (nonstationary) environments.
B. Details of the LAKG Solution
At the heart of our scheme is a “game” between n finite
automata that interact with a Scheduler and a stochastic environment. Fig. 1 provides an overview of this interaction and is
explained below.
1) Stochastic Environment: The environment consists of a
set of stochastic material unit volume value functions F  =
{F1 (x1 ), F2 (x2 ), . . . , Fn (xn )}. If amount xi of material i is
suggested to the environment, Fi (xi ) takes the unit volume
value vi = 0 with probability p0i (xi ) and the unit volume value
vi = 1 with probability p1i (xi ). In addition, the environment
provides a signal φ that indicates whether the knapsack is
full, i.e.,


true, if ni=1 xi ≥ c
φ=
false, otherwise.
2) Scheduler: The scheduler takes material amounts x =
[x1 , . . . , xn ] as its input. The purpose of the Scheduler is
1) to render accesses to the stochastic environment sequential,
and 2) to make sure that the unit volume value functions
F1 (x1 ), F2 (x2 ), . . . , Fn (xn ) are accessed with frequencies
proportional to x.
The reader should note that our scheme does not rely on
accessing the unit volume value functions sequentially with
frequencies proportional to x for solving the knapsack problem.
However, this restriction is obviously essential for solving the
problem “incrementally” and “online” (or rather in a “realtime” manner). For the sake of simplicity, we choose to access
7 It is conceivable that this problem can be resolved with a single LA
possessing an extended number of actions. But we do not recommend it for
scalability reasons—the action space would grow exponentially. Furthermore,
the benefit of having a decentralized decision making process would be lost
(e.g., for distributed environments such as wireless sensor networks).

si (t + 1) := si (t) − 1,
si (t + 1) := si (t),

if vi (t) = 1 and 1 ≤ si (t) < N
and not φ(t)
if vi (t) = 0 and 1 < si (t) ≤ N
and φ(t)
otherwise.

Notice that although the above state-updating rules are deterministic, because the knapsack is stochastic, the state transitions
will also be stochastic.
The purpose of the above LA game is to form a stochastic
competition between the n automata so that the competition
directs the automata toward the optimal solution. In essence,
the competition is governed by two situations, namely: 1) there
is still room for more material in the knapsack, and 2) the
knapsack is full.
In the first situation, the competition consists of increasing
the material amount guesses as quickly as possible. However,
a guess xi can only be increased when the corresponding unit
volume value function Fi (xi ) instantiates to 1. Accordingly, if
p1i (xi ) < p1j (xj ) for materials i and j, then automaton j will
have an edge in the competition. The second situation is the
opposite of the first one. In the second situation, each automaton i “decreases” its material amount guess xi whenever the
corresponding unit volume value function Fi (xi ) instantiates
to 0. Accordingly, if p1i (xi ) < p1j (xj ) for materials i and j,
then automaton i will have an edge, rather than automaton j.
Operating simultaneously, the two situations of the competition
are designed to stochastically move the current allocation of
materials toward the knapsack capacity with the aim of approaching the optimal expected knapsack value.
Note that because each automaton LAi acts (e.g., polls a
web page) with an average frequency proportional to xi (t), the
Fi s are accessed with a frequency corresponding to the current
knapsack solution. In other words, our scheme actually applies
the “current solution” when seeking its improvement. As we
will see in Sections III and IV, the latter property permits us to
use the scheme incrementally and online.
III. A PPLICATION I: P OLLING
F REQUENCY D ETERMINATION
Recent approaches to resource allocation in web monitoring
attempt to “optimize” the performance of the system when the
monitoring capacity is restricted [12], [18]. The principle cited
in the literature essentially invokes Lagrange multipliers to
solve a “nonlinear equality” knapsack problem with a separable
and concave objective function [7]. Thus, for example, a basic
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web monitoring resource allocation problem may involve n
web pages that are updated periodically, although with different
periods. Clearly, each web page can be polled with a maximum
frequency, which would result in a sluggish system. The problem that we study involves determining the web page polling
frequencies (i.e., how often each web page is accessed by the
monitoring system) so as to maximize the number of web page
updates detected. Observe that this must be achieved without
exceeding the available monitoring capacity, e.g., the maximum
number of web pages that can be accessed per unit of time
as dictated by the governing communication bandwidth, and
processing speed limitations.
The approaches that represent the state-of-the-art assume that
the knapsack problem is “deterministic” and fully “known.”
However, from a web monitoring perspective, the web must
often be seen as a stochastic and more or less unknown environment. In such cases, the parameters of the knapsack problem
could be “estimated” instead, e.g., based on a tracking phase
where web pages are polled mainly for estimation purposes
[12], [18]. The main disadvantage of the latter approach is
that the parameter estimation phase significantly delays the
implementation of the optimal solution. This disadvantage is
further aggravated in “dynamic” environments where the optimal solution may change over time, introducing the need for
parameter reestimation.
A. Problem Background

By way of example, consider the scenario that a web page
remains unchanged in any single time step with probability
0.5. Then polling the web page uncovers new information with
probability 1 − 0.53 = 0.875 if the web page is polled every
third time step (i.e., with frequency 1/3) and 1 − 0.52 = 0.75
if the web page is polled every second time step. As seen,
increasing the polling frequency reduces the probability of
discovering new information on each polling.
Given the above considerations, our aim is to find the page
polling frequencies x that maximize the expected number of
pollings uncovering new information per time step, i.e.,
maximize

n

1

subject to

n


xi × di (xi )
xi = c

1

0 ≤ xi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

Note that in the general web monitoring case, we are not able
to observe di (xi ) or qi directly; polling a web page only reveals
whether the web page has been updated “at least once” since our
last poll.9 As such, web monitoring forms a proof-of-concept
application for resource allocation in unknown stochastic
environments.
B. LAKG Solution

Although several nonlinear criterion functions for measuring
web monitoring performance have been proposed in the literature (e.g., see [12] and [18]), from a broader viewpoint, they
are mainly built around the basic concept of “update detection
probability,” i.e., the probability that polling a web page results
in new information being discovered. Therefore, for the purpose
of clarification and for the sake of conceptual clarity, we will
use the update detection probability as the token of interest
in this paper. To further define our notion of web monitoring
performance, we consider that time is discrete with the time
interval length T to be the atomic unit of decision making.
In each time interval, every single web page i has a constant
probability qi of remaining “unchanged.”8 Furthermore, when
a web page is updated/changed, the update is available for
detection only until the web page is updated again. After that,
the original update is considered lost. For instance, each time
a newspaper web page is updated, previous news items are
replaced by the most recent ones.
In the following, we will denote the update detection probability of a web page i as di . Under the above conditions, di
depends on the frequency xi that the page is polled with and is
modeled using the expression
1
x

di (xi ) = 1 − qi i .
8 Note that in our empirical results, we also report high monitoring performance even with changing qi . The high performance can be explained by the
ability of our scheme to adaptation.

In order to find an LAKG solution to the above problem,
we must define the stochastic environment that the LAs are
to interact with. As seen in Section II, the stochastic environment consists of the stochastic unit volume value functions
F  = {F1 (x1 ), F2 (x2 ), . . . , Fn (xn )}, which are unknown to
the team of LA. We identify the nature of these functions by
applying the principle of Lagrange multipliers to the above
maximization problem. In short, after some simplification, it
can be seen that the following conditions characterize the
optimal solution:
d1 (x1 ) = d2 (x2 ) = · · · = dn (xn )
n


xi = c

1

0 ≤ xi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

Since we are not able to observe di (xi ) or qi directly, we
base our definition of F  on the result of polling web pages.
Briefly stated, we want Fi (xi ) to instantiate to the value 0
with probability 1 − di (xi ) and to the value 1 with probability
di (xi ). Accordingly, if the web page i is polled and i has been
updated since our last polling, then we consider Fi (xi ) to have
been instantiated to 1. And if the web page i is unchanged, we
consider Fi (xi ) to have been instantiated to 0.
9 Some web pages are also annotated with the time of last update. However,
this information is not generally available/reliable [4] and is therefore ignored
in our scheme.
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C. Empirical Results
In this section, we evaluate our learning scheme by comparing it with four classical policies using synthetic data. We have
implemented the following classical policies.
1) Uniform: The uniform policy allocates monitoring resources uniformly across all web pages. This is the only
classical policy of the four that can be applied directly in
an unknown environment.
2) Proportional: In the proportional policy, the allocation of
monitoring resources to web pages is proportional to the
update frequencies of the web pages. Accordingly, this
policy requires that the web page update frequencies are
known.
3) Estimator: The estimator policy handles unknown web
update frequencies by polling web pages “uniformly” in
a parameter estimation phase with the purpose of estimating update frequencies. After the parameter estimation
phase, the proportional policy is applied; however, the
latter is based on the estimated update frequencies rather
than the true ones.
4) Optimal: The optimal policy requires that web page
update frequencies are known, and finds the optimal
solution based on the principle of Lagrange multipliers
[12], [18].
To evaluate web resource allocation policies, recent research
advocates Zipf-like distributions [21] to generate realistic web
page update frequencies [12], [18]. The Zipf distribution can be
stated as
1/k s
Z(k; s, N ) = N
s
n=1 1/n

where N is the number of elements, k is their rank, and s is a
parameter that governs the skewedness of the distribution (e.g.,
for s = 0, the distribution is uniform).
For our experiments, web pages are considered ranked according to their update frequencies, and the update probability
of a web page is calculated from its rank. We use the following
function to determine the update probability of each web page:
qk (α, β) =

α
.
kβ

In this case, k refers to the web page of rank k, the parameter
β determines the skewedness of the distribution, and α ∈
[0.0, 1.0] represents the magnitude of the update probabilities
(i.e., the web page of rank 1 is updated with probability α each
time step).
Without loss of generality, we normalize the web page
polling capacity in our experiments to 1.0 poll per time step,
and accordingly, we vary the average total number of web page
updates per time step instead.
The results of our experiments are truly conclusive and
confirm the power of the LAKG. Although several experiments were conducted using various α, β, and number of
automata, we report for the sake of brevity only the results for

Fig. 2. In the (α = 0.3, β = 1.5) environment, the LA knapsack scheme is
superior to the estimator scheme, allowing increased convergence accuracy at
the cost of convergence speed, without any parameter estimation phase.

500 web pages (the main case from [12]) within the following
environments.
• α = 0.3; β = 1.5, where the average number of updates
per time step is 0.76, and accordingly, below the web
page polling capacity. The web page update distribution
is highly skewed, as explored in [12].
• α = 0.3; β = 1.0, where the average number of updates
per time step is increased to 2.0 (twice the web page
polling capacity) by making the web page update distribution less skewed (the normal Zipf distribution).
• α = 0.9; β = 1.5, where the average number of updates
is set to 2.3 by increasing the web page update probability. Because of the high values of both α and β, this
environment turns out to be the most challenging one,
discriminating clearly between the optimal policy and the
proportional policy.
For these values, an ensemble of several independent replications with different random number streams was performed
to minimize the variance of the reported results.
1) Static Environments: We see from Fig. 2 that the proportional policy and the optimal policy provide more or less
the same solution—a solution superior to the uniform policy
solution. We also observe that the performance of the estimator
scheme increases steadily with the length of the parameter
estimation phase. The figure also shows the performance of
the three different LAKG configurations reported in this section, namely; 1) [N = 1500, γ = 1.3]; 2) [N = 2500, γ = 1.3];
and 3) [N = 5000, γ = 1.2]. As seen, the performance of the
LAKG increases significantly quicker compared to the estimator scheme, and in contrast to the estimator scheme, the
performance is improved online (in real-time manner) “without” invoking any parameter estimation phase. We also observe
that, as expected, increasing the resolution N improves the
convergence accuracy at the cost of convergence speed.
As seen in Fig. 3, a less skewed web page update distribution
function makes the uniform policy more successful mainly
because a larger number of web pages will have a significant
probability of being updated. For the same reason, the estimator
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Fig. 3. In the (α = 0.3, β = 1.0) environment, a less skewed web page
update distribution makes the uniform policy as well as the estimator policy
more successful mainly because of more widely and abundant updating of
web pages.

Fig. 4. In the (α = 0.9, β = 1.5) environment, the LAKG scheme breaches
the performance boundary set by the proportional policy, converging toward
nearly optimal solutions.

scheme is able to lead to an improved performance quicker. In
spite of this, the LAKG yields superior performance.
The most difficult class of environments we simulate is an
environment with a highly skewed web page update distribution
(β = 1.5) combined with a high update probability (α = 0.9).
In such an environment, the optimal policy performs significantly better than the proportional policy, and so any scheme
that converges toward a proportional policy solution will not
reach optimal performance. As seen in Fig. 4, the LAKG
breaches the performance boundary set by the proportional
policy and converges toward nearly optimal solutions.
2) Dynamic Environments: A dynamically changing environment is particularly challenging because the optimal solution is time dependent. In such cases, the current resource
allocation solution should be modified according to environmental changes. When, additionally, the environment and its
characteristics are unknown, any changes must first be learnt
before any meaningful modification can take place.

Fig. 5. In the (α = 0.9, β = 1.5) environment where web page ranking
changes at every 80 000th web page poll. LAKG finds nearly optimal solutions
initially, and recovers quickly after environmental changes.

Fig. 6. In the (α = 0.9, β = 1.5) environment where web page ranking
changes every 1000th poll. Observe that the LAKG is able to steadily improve
the initial solution, but is never allowed to reach an optimal solution.

In order to simulate a dynamic environment, we change the
ranking of the web pages at every rth web page poll—a single
web page is selected by sampling from the current Zipf distribution, and this web page switches rank with the succeeding
web page in the ranking. As a result, the Zipf distribution
also changes. This means that the web monitor is allowed to
conduct r web page polls before the environment changes.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the ability of our scheme to relearn in a
switching environment for r = 80 000. As seen in the figure,
the LAKG quickly recovers after the environment has changed
and then moves toward a new nearly optimal solution. The
reader should again note how the speed of recovery depends
on the resolution of the automata N .
In the previous dynamic environment, the LAKG was able
to fully recover to a nearly optimal solution because of the
low frequency of environmental changes. Fig. 6 demonstrates
the behavior of the automata in a case when this frequency is
increased to r = 1000. As seen, the automata still quickly and
steadily improve the initial solution, but are obviously never
allowed to reach an optimal solution. However, note how the
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quickly changing environment is not able to hinder the automata stabilizing on a solution superior to the solutions found
by the estimator scheme.
Clearly, these results demonstrate how the LAKG can perform when the environment is switching with a fixed period (in
this case r = 80 000 and r = 1000). However, we believe that
similar results will be obtained if r is not fixed, but changing
in such a way that the scheme has enough time to learn the
parameters of the updated environment.
IV. A PPLICATION II: S AMPLE S IZE D ETERMINATION
In this section, we consider the problem of estimating the
proportion of a population having some specific characteristic.
Specifically, we assume that n populations are to be evaluated
and that each population i is characterized by an independent
unknown binomial proportion qi . We will pursue here the goal
of minimizing the variance of the proportion estimates when the
total number of samples available for estimating the proportions
is restricted to c. The purpose is to make the estimates as
accurate as possible. For instance, let us assume that the task
at hand is to determine the proportion of a web site that is
successfully validated by an HTML validator [14] and/or a
WCAG accessibility validator [19], and that n web sites are to
be evaluated by only accessing c web pages.

173

TABLE I
TRUE POPULATION PROPORTIONS USED IN THE EXPERIMENT, AND
NUMBER OF POPULATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH PROPORTION

applying the principle of Lagrange multipliers, we find the
following conditions that characterize the optimal solution:
q1 (1 − q1 )
qn (1 − qn )
= ··· =
2
x
x2n
1
xi = c
1 ≤ xi , i = 1, . . . , n.
Accordingly, we define Fi (xi ) as follows. First of all, each
time Fi (xi ) is accessed by the LAKG, population i is sampled
once, and the proportion estimate q̂i is updated accordingly.10
After q̂i has been updated, we instantiate Fi (xi ) by a random
draw—Fi (xi ) is instantiated to the value 0 with probability
1 − (q̂i (1 − q̂i )/x2i ) and to the value 1 with probability q̂i (1 −
q̂i )/x2i . In other words, we keep running estimates of the qi s in
order to calculate the outcome probabilities of the Fi (xi )s.11
C. Empirical Results

A. Problem Background
Let xi be the number of elements sampled randomly from
population i, and let the count Yi be the number of sampled
elements that possess a chosen characteristic. For large xi and
when qi is not too near 0 or 1, the estimator q̂i = (Yi /xi )
is approximately
normal with mean qi and standard deviation

si = (qi (1 − qi )/xi ) [2]. As seen, the standard deviation can
be reduced (and the estimate accuracy increased) by increasing
the number of samples xi . In the problem targeted in this
section, n different populations can be sampled c times, and
the goal is to distribute the samples among the populations to
minimize the aggregated variance of the estimates. The problem
can be reformulated as
maximize

n

i=1

subject to



−

qi (1 − qi )
xi

xi = c

1 ≤ xi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

The above optimization problem is an NEFK problem with
concave and separable objective function. Since the qi ’s are
assumed unknown, we apply our LAKG to find a nearly optimal
solution incrementally and online.
B. LAKG Solution
We must first define the stochastic environment that the
LAKG is to interact with. That is, we must define the stochastic functions F  = {F1 (x1 ), F2 (x2 ), . . . , Fn (xn )}. By again

In this section, we evaluate our learning scheme by comparing it with the optimal and uniform policies using synthetic
data. Only the uniform policy can be applied in practice because
the optimal policy requires that the qi ’s are known.
The data used in the experiment are summarized in Table I.
The table shows the true population proportions used and the
number of populations associated with each proportion. The experiment encompasses 500 populations, and the corresponding
proportions are to be estimated by allocating 50 000 samples
(window based).
Fig. 7 plots the variance of the current solution each
time a unit volume value function Fi (xi ) has been sampled.
The graphs show the results of applying two LA configurations, namely: 1) [N = 12 500, γ = 1.1] and 2) [N = 125 000,
γ = 1.1]. As seen in the figure, LAKG steadily reduces the variance of the initial solution where the populations are sampled
uniformly. Already after the first 50 000 samples, significant
reduction can be observed. Notice that a larger number of
automata states finds better values for x but possesses a slower
convergence, and vice versa.
Fig. 8 plots the length of the widest 95% confidence interval
among the n estimates after each sampling. We also plot the
length of the fifth widest interval (first percentile), whence we
see that the confidence interval of each estimated proportion is
reduced by minimizing the total variance.
10 For a dynamic environment, we would utilize a “window-based” strategy and only use the last c samples to estimate qi . However, we are currently studying how recently proposed weak estimators can be used in this
setting [11].
11 Because the outcome probabilities are always available for the populations,
we can normalize the outcome probabilities to speed up convergence.
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by invoking online interactions with the knapsack. Finally,
we demonstrated that the scheme adapts to switching material
value distribution functions, allowing us to operate in dynamic
environments.
In our further work, we aim to develop alternate LA-based
solutions for different classes of knapsack problems, including the NP-hard integer knapsack problem. Essentially, we
propose to do this by enhancing the concepts introduced in
this paper with a branch-and-bound-based relaxation capability. Furthermore, we are working on a hierarchical variant
of our scheme with the aim of tackling large-scale problems
(e.g., 10 000 to 100 000 material problems). Finally, we also
intend to implement a web crawler based on the results presented here.
Fig. 7. LAKG steadily reduces the total variance of the initial solution (the
uniform policy) as it moves toward nearly optimal solutions.

Fig. 8. Confidence interval of each estimated proportion is reduced as the total
variance is minimized.

To conclude, our experimental results demonstrate that
the discretization resolution determines the precision of our
scheme. Additionally, for a given precision, our scheme determines the material fractions of maximal expected value by
online interaction with the knapsack. Our results also demonstrate that the scheme adapts to switching material value distribution functions, permitting excellent performance for dynamic
environments.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F URTHER W ORK
In this paper, we extended the FK problem in two ways. First,
we treat the unit volume value of each material as a “stochastic”
variable of “unknown” distribution. Second, we assume that
the expected value of a material may decrease after each
addition to the knapsack. The learning scheme we proposed
for solving this knapsack problem was based on a team of LA
that performed a controlled random walk on a discretized fraction space. Comprehensive experimental results demonstrated
that the discretization resolution determines the precision of
our scheme. Additionally, for a given precision, our scheme
determines the material fractions of maximal expected value
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A B S T R A C T

Measuring similarities between strings is central for many established and fast-growing
research areas, including information retrieval, biology, and natural-language processing.
The traditional approach to string similarity measurements is to deﬁne a metric with respect
to a word space that quantiﬁes and sums up the differences between characters in two
strings; surprisingly, these metrics have not evolved a great deal over the past few decades.
Indeed, the majority of them are still based on making a simple comparison between character and character distributions without considering the words context. This paper proposes a
string metric that encompasses similarities between strings based on (1) the character similarities between the words, including non-standard and standard spellings of the same
words, and (2) the context of these words. We propose a neural network composed of a
denoising autoencoder and what we call a context encoder, both speciﬁcally designed to
ﬁnd similarities between the words based on their context. Experimental results show that
the resulting metrics have succeeded in 85.4% of the cases in ﬁnding the correct version of a
non-standard spelling among the closest words, compared to 63.2% using the established
Normalised-Levenshtein distance. We also show that by employing our approach, the words
used in similar context are calculated to be more similar than words with different contexts,
which is a desirable property lacking in established string metrics.
© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Measuring similarities between strings is an essential component of a large number of language and string processing tasks,
including information retrieval, natural biology, and natural language processing. A string metric is a function that quantiﬁes the
distance between two strings. The most widely known string metric is the edit distance one, also known as the Levenshtein distance, which represents the number of substitution insertions, or deletions operations needed to transform one string into another
(Levenshtein, 1966). The fewer operations needed to move from one string to another, the more similar the two strings are.
Interestingly, string metrics are key to comprehending the approximate string matching problem present in many ﬁelds. As
an example, natural language processing needs automatic spelling correction, and in bioinformatics, ﬁnding similarities between
DNA sequences is a crucial task; However, both tasks are string approximation problems. Common to all string similarity metrics
is the fact that they are used to ﬁnd matching patterns for a string that has undergone a certain amount of distortion, including,
but not limited to, misspellings, abbreviations, slang or irregularities in DNA sequences. The focus in this paper is on a novel
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distance metric that has certain advantageous properties not present in other string metrics, including misspellings, nonstandard
usage of words, and the string context itself.
Of course, the evolution and distortion of languages is nothing new. However, one consequence of the global social media era
is the non-standardization of languages, which means that the same phrase  and even the same word  can be communicated
in a variety of ways within the same language. This evolution presents a challenge to natural language processing as any data
handling, such as translation classiﬁcation, has become less formal. Natural language processing itself would be much easier if
everyone wrote the same way which is unrealistic. One mitigation of this situation is to normalize non-standard words to a more
standard format that is easier to handle.
To normalize misspellings, non-standard words and phrases, abbreviations, dialects, sociolects and other text variations
(referred to here as non-standard spelling and non-standard words), three approaches other than string metrics are currently
available in the literature.
The ﬁrst method is to view normalization of any non-standard spelling as a translation problem (Aw et al., 2006). One example of this is based on statistical tools that map the non-standard words with their English counterparts based on a probability
distribution (Kobus et al., 2008). Certainly, the translation method is a promising strategy, however, using a method designed to
capture the complex relationship between two different languages in the context of word normalization is an “overreach” given
the strong relationship between the English words and their non-standard forms.
A second approach for solving the non-standard spelling challenge is to consider it initially as plain spell checking. The method
tries to correct the misspelled words based a probability model (Aw et al., 2006). Yet, the challenge with the latter is that the difference
between non-standard and standard spelling is substantial. Hence, words far from all normalizations may be viewed as corrections.
Third, normalizing non-standard spelling may be viewed as a speech recognition problem (Aw et al., 2006; Pennell and Liu,
2011). In this approach, the texts are regarded as a phonetic approximation of the correctly spelled message. The factor inspiring
this view is that many non-standard spellings are written based on their phonetic rather than normative spelling. However, this
view is also an oversimpliﬁcation of the texts nature, as it contains non-standard spellings that are not merely phonetic spellings
of the correct word. For example, texts containing abbreviation (lol for laugh out loud), truncated words (n for and), and leetspeak (4ever for forever) cannot be handled by this approach.
This paper proposes a new method that maps each word in a vocabulary into a real vectors space. As a result, the distance
between two words will be the distance between the vector representation of those words in the real vector space. The mapping
between the word vocabulary and the real vector space must satisfy two premises.
The ﬁrst premise is that the distance between the vector representations of a non-standard word and its corrected form
should be shorter than the distance between the non-standard word and any other unrelated known word. To achieve this constraint, the vector representation needs to spur positive correlations between a corrected spelling and every possible non-standard spelling of that word, while simultaneously minimizing the correlation with all other words and their non-standard
spellings. It important to note here that by utilizing this premise, it will not straightforward to generalize the proposed string
metric to non-NLP applications like DNA sequences.
The second premise is that the vector representation of a word should also be such that words with similar meaning have similar representations. We assume that two words have a similar meaning when they are often used in the same context. The context of a word is determined by the words surrounding it. To obtain this representation, we combined a predictive word,
embedding methods with a denoising autoencoder (Bengio, 2009). A denoising autoencoder is an artiﬁcial neural network that
takes a data set as input, adds some noise to the data, then tries to reconstruct the initial data from the noisy version. By performing this reconstruction, the denoising autoencoder discerns the feature present in the initial data in its hidden layer. In our
approach, we consider the non-standard spellings to be the noisy versions of the corrected word forms. In a predictive word
embedding method, each word is represented by a real-valued vector based on the usage of words and their context. A neural
network learns this real-valued vector representation in a way that minimizes the loss of predicting a word based only on its context. This representation is in contrast with the representation in a bag of words model, where, unless explicitly managed, different words have different representations, regardless of their use (Dillon, 1983).
2. Background
A string metric or string distance function, deﬁnes a distance between every element of a set of strings A. Any distance function d on A must satisfy the following conditions for all x, y, and z 2 A Hazewinkel (2013):
dðx; yÞ0

non  negativity

dðx; yÞ ¼ 0 , x ¼ y

identity of indiscernibles

ð1Þ
ð2Þ

dðx; yÞ ¼ dðy; xÞ symmetry

ð3Þ

dðx; zÞdðx; yÞþdðy; zÞ

ð4Þ

triangle inequality:

Hence, the comparison between any two strings is larger or equal to 0 (Eq. (1)), identical strings have distance 0 (Eq. (2)), the distance between two strings is independent of whether the ﬁrst is compared to the second or vice versa (Eq. (3)), and the distance
between two strings is always equal to or smaller the inclusion of a third string in the measurements (Eq. (4)).
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Over the years, several attempts at deﬁning an all-encompassing string metric have been carried out. The most well-known of
these is the edit distance (Levenshtein distance), which has been one of the most widely used string comparison functions since
its introduction in 1965 (Levenshtein, 1966). It counts the minimum number of operations (deletion, insertion and substitution
of a character) required to transform one string into another. It also assigns a cost to each operation. For example, if the weight
assigned to the operation is one, the distance between the words “vector” and “doctor” is two, since only two substitutions are
required for a transformation. The edit distance satisﬁes all the requirements as a distance function (Eqs. (1)(4)).
The edit distance is called a simple edit distance when all operations have the same cost and a general edit distance when
operations have different costs. Other than that, the edit distance has four notable variants. First, a longest common subsequence
(LCS) is when only insertions and deletions are allowed with cost one (Bakkelund, 2009). A second simpliﬁcation is a variant that
only allows substitution. In this case, the distance is called the Hamming distance (Hamming, 1950). Third, the DamerauLevenshtein Distances adds the transposition of two adjacent characters to the operations allowed by the edit distance (Damerau, 1964). Finally, the episode distance allows only insertions that cost 1. The episode distance is not symmetrical and does not
satisfy Eq. (3). Since insertions do not allow to transforming a string x to y if x is longer than y, d(x, y) is either jyjjxj or 1.
In 1992, Ukkonen (1992) introduced the q-gram distance. This method is based on counting the number of occurrences of
common q-grams (strings of length q 2 N) in each string, the strings having a closer distance the more q-grams they have in common. The q-gram distance is not a metric function, since it does not obey the identity of indiscernible requirement (Eq. (2)).
Later, Kondrak (2005) developed the notion of N-gram distance in which he extended the edit and LCS distance to consider
the deletions, insertions, and substitutions of N-grams. The use of N-grams enabled a certain number of new statistical methods
for string metrics originating from the ﬁeld of samples and sets. The use of N-gram introduces the notion of statistical string metrics, which are metrics that measure the statistical properties of the compared strings. For example, the Sorensen-Dice coefﬁcient
was used as a metric to measure the similarity between two strings (Sørensen, 1948; Dice, 1945), initially a method used to compare the similarity between two samples. In the case of strings the coefﬁcient is computed as follows:
dðx; yÞ ¼

2nt
nx þny

ð5Þ

where nt is the number of character N-grams found in both strings, nx is the number of N-grams in string x and ny is the number
of N-grams in string y.
The Jaccard Index is another statistical method used to compare the similarity between two sample sets, including strings. It is
calculated as one minus the quotient of shared N-grams by all observed N-grams in both strings.
Certain vector similarity functions have been extended to include string similarity as well, of which the most notable is the string
cosine similarity measuring the cosine similarity between vector representations of the two strings being compared. As regards English
words, the vectors have a size 26, one element for each character, and the number of occurrences of each character in each string.
The use of machine learning techniques for vector representations of words has been around since 1986 thanks to the work of
Rumelhart et al. (1988). The string similarity measurements are used as features in supervised, natural language processing tasks
to increase the performance of the classiﬁer. More recently, a method called local linear embedding has been introduced. This
method computes low-dimensional, neighborhood-preserving embedding of high dimensional input. The method is applied to
generate a two-dimensional embedding of words that preserves their semantics (Roweis and Saul, 2000).
Subsequently, feedforward neural networks have been used to generate a distributed vector representation of words (Bengio
et al., 2003). By predicting the next word giving the previous words in the context, the neural network learns a vector representation of the words in its hidden layer. The method is extended to take into consideration the surrounding words not only the previous words (Mikolov et al., 2013).
In the same context, the feedforward neural network is replaced by a restricted Boltzmann machine to produce the vector
representations (Mnih and Hinton, 2007). A word vector representation variant learns for each word a low dimensional linear
projection of the one-hot encoding of a word by incorporating the projection in the energy function of a restricted Boltzmann
machine (Dahl et al., 2012; Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2009).
Finally, GloVe is one of the most successful attempts at producing vector representations of words for string comparisons
(Pennington et al., 2014). GloVe learns a log-bi-linear model that combines the advantages of global matrix factorization and local
context window to produce a vector representation of word based on the word count. A vector similarity measure, for instance
the Euclidean distance, cosine similarity, or L1 measure, may then be used to measure the similarity between two strings.
3. Word coding approach
The objective of this research is to ﬁnd a function F that maps words into real vector space in such a way that the distance
between two similar words (i.e., non-standard spellings of the same word or words used in the same context) will be the shortest
distance between the corresponding mapping in the real vector space. To achieve this goal, F needs to obey two constraints. The
ﬁrst constraint is that the distance in real vector space between the mapping of a word and its non-standard versions must be
shorter than the distance between that word and non-standard versions of other words. The second constraint is that the distance in real vector space between the mapping of words with similar meanings must be shorter than the distance between
words with dissimilar meanings. We use context as a determining factor of a words meaning: we assume that words used in the
same context have a similar meaning. To model the ﬁrst constraint, we have used a denoising autoencoder, and to model the second constraint, we have introduced a context encoder.
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The denoising autoencoder and the context encoder are explained in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. The overall method is
explained in Section 3.3. A summary of all the notation, parameters, and functions used in this section is summarized in Appendix A.
3.1. Denoising autoencoder
An autoencoder is an unsupervised learning algorithm based on artiﬁcial neural networks in which the target value is equal to
the input (Bengio, 2009). An autoencoder can in its simplest form be represented by a network composed of the following:
 An input layer representing the feature vector of the input
 A hidden layer that applies a non-linear transformation of the input
 An output layer representing either the target value or label.
Suppose we have a training example x, the autoencoder tries to learn a function id such that id(x) ’ x, an approximation of the
identity function. The identity function seems to be a trivial function to learn; however, if we put some constraints on the autoencoder, it can learn a function that captures features and structures in the data. For example, limiting the number of hidden units
in the network to be less than the input units forces the network to learn a compressed representation of the input. Instead of
copying the value of the input in the hidden layer, the network must discern which parts of the input are more important and
will lead to a better reconstruction. Adding noise to the input is another constraint that forces the autoencoder to discern the
datas most relevant features. By reconstructing the data based on its noisy version, the autoencoder undoes the effect of the
noise. This undoing of the noisy effects can only be performed when the autoencoder has discerned the statistical dependencies
between the different types of input. Regarding the latter example, the autoencoder is called a denoising autoencoder.
In our approach, we insert the non-standard spelling into a denoising autoencoder and try to reconstruct the original word. Any
non-standard spelling of a word may be seen as a noisy version of the original word. The aim is that the network should learn two
essential features: (1) the relationship between non-standard and standard word spellings, and (2) what separates the standard
words. Both features should lie in the hidden layer, which is used to reconstruct the standard word from the non-standard spellings.
The denoising autoencoder in our approach includes a vocabulary A ¼ fa1 ; a2 ; . . . ; ar g of r words, which can be standard English1
words and non-standard variants of those words. A consists of the following subsets: The standard words C ¼ fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; cm gA; and
the non-standard spelling of every word ci 2 C as Mci A. We deﬁne an initialization function v that transforms a word in A into a vector
of real numbers in Rn . v can be a function that performs a one-hot encoding of the words in A, or it can map each character in a word to
a unique number, or assign a random vector to each word. v can be presented by a jAj £ n matrix of free parameters.
The input of the denoising autoencoder is the non-standard word spelling mj 2 Mci corresponding to word ci, and the output of
the hidden layer is h(v(mj)). The reconstructed word produced by the autoencoder, c~i should ideally be equal to the ci. The details
are presented in Eq. (6) where W is a matrix of weights, o is an activation function, and b is a bias term. Each element wpq in W is
associated with the connection between the pth element of v(mj) and the qth hidden unit of the autoencoder.




h vðmj Þ ¼ o Wvðmj Þþb
ð6Þ
The reconstruction c~i of the original word ci by the output layer of the autoencoder is given by Eq. (7) where W0 is a matrix of
0
weights. Each element wpq
in W0 is associated with the connection between the pth hidden unit of the autoencoder and the qth element of the reconstruction c~i . b0 is a bias term.




ð7Þ
c~i ¼ o W 0 h vðmj Þ þb0 :
The overall architecture of the denoising autoencoder is presented in Fig. 1.
Regarding a distance function d in real vector space, the autoencoder learns the parameters W, b, W0 , and b0 that minimize the
loss function L, which is given by the distance between the initialization v(mj) of the non-standard version of ci and its reconstruction c~i (Eq. (8)).


ð8Þ
L ¼ d c~i ; vðci Þ
The output of the encoders hidden layer may be fed as input into another autoencoder, which then tries to reconstruct it. In
this case, the second autoencoder discerns features about the features learned by the ﬁrst autoencoder: It discerns a seconddegree feature abstraction of the input data. This process of stacking autoencoders may be repeated indeﬁnitely. The obtained
network is called a deep belief network (Bengio, 2009). With respect to each layer, all elements in W, b, W0 , or b0 are updated
using back-propagation and stochastic gradient the descent (LeCun et al., 2012).
3.2. Context based coding
To increase the relevance of a denoising autoencoder, we connect each with their context, which means the text close to the
word used in a setting. We deﬁne the context as a sequence a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; aT of words at 2 A. The objective of the context based
1

The approach is not limited to English. However, all our examples are from the English language.
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture of the denoising autoencoder.

encoding is to learn a model g representing the probability of a word given its context so that
gðat ; at1 ; . . . ; ats1 Þ ¼ Pðat jat1 ; . . . ; ats1 Þ. g presents the likelihood of the word at appearing after the sequence at1 ; . . . ; ats1 . This
method was ﬁrst introduced by Bengio et al. (2003). We have divided the function g into two parts:
1. A mapping u from an element ai 2 A to a vector u(ai), which represents the vector associated with each word in the
vocabulary.
2. A probability function f over
of words assigned by u. f maps an input sequence of vectors representa vector representation

tion of words in a context, uðat Þ; . . . ; uðats1 Þ ; to a conditional probability distribution over words in A for the next word at.
Thus, gðat ; at1 ; . . . ; ats1 Þ ¼ f uðat Þ; . . . ; uðats1 Þ
Hence, the function g is a composite of the two functions, u and f. A certain number of parameters are associated with each of
these two parts. The parameters of u are the elements of the matrix U presenting the words vector representations. The function
f may be implemented by a neural network with parameters v. Training is achieved by looking for u ¼ ðv; UÞ which maximizes
the training corpus log-likelihood:


1X
L¼
log gðat ; at1 ; . . . ; atn Þ :
ð9Þ
T t
The neural network presenting f has a softmax output layer, which guarantees positive probabilities adding up to 1:
eyi
Pðat ja1 ; a2 ; . . . ; at1 Þ ¼ P yj
je

ð10Þ

y is the output of the neural networks hidden layer.
~ 0 oð~bþ WxÞ
~
y ¼ b~0 þ W

ð11Þ

~ and Uare the matrix of weights,b~0 and ~b are the biases, and x is fea~ 0 ; W;
where o is the activation function of the hidden layer, W
ture vector of word vector representation from the matrix H: x ¼ uðat1 Þ; uðat2 Þ; . . . ; uðatn Þ . The parameters of the model are
~ U; and the overall architecture of the context encoder is presented in Fig. 2.
u ¼ b~0 ; ~b; W~ 0 ; W;
3.3. Distance over word space
If h and v are bijections, the denoising

 autoencoder transformation h(v(ai)) of the initialization v(ai) of a word ai 2 C is a bijection from the word space C to h vðCÞ Rn . This observation provides the function Da, producing the distance between the
autoencoding representations for the words ai and aj (Eq. (12)), with the property of a metric in C. First, the non-negativity, triangular inequality, and symmetry of D are derived from the same properties of the d. Secondly, the identity of the indiscernible is
automatically deduced from the observation that h and v are bijective functions. The advantage of this distance is that the function h contains in its weight matrix W and bias b, an encoding that captures the stochastic structure of misspelling patterns representing the words observed the autoencoders learning phase. It is important to note that Da is only a pseudometric on A, since the
purpose of the autoencoder is to minimize the distance between vector representation of a correct word and its non-standard

6
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Fig. 2. Overall architecture of the context encoder.

version. Therefore, h is no longer a bijection form A to h(v(A)), and the identity of indiscernibles cannot be guaranteed.
 
 

Da ðai ; aj Þ ¼ d h vðai Þ ; h vðaj Þ :

ð12Þ

In order to arrive at the mapping F, the Matrix U in Section 3.2 may be updated by combining the autoencoder in Section 3.1 and the
context encoder; in this case, both methods will work in a parallel manner to update the words vector representation. Thus, the vector
representations of the words in the matrix U are learned using the context method, and the vector representations of non-standard
words in U are also calculated based the autoencoder (see Fig. 3). The denoising autoencoder we have used, in this case, is a seven-layer
deep autoencoder. The initialization function v is a one-hot encoding of the words in A, resulting in an input layer of the denoising
autoencoder of jAj nodes (not shown in Fig. 3 for the sake of presentability). The combination of the autoencoder and context coding to
produce the mapping F is used to deﬁne the function Dc on A in Eq. (13). Dc may be seen as an extension of Da; however, it includes the
context of the words. Dc is a function that ﬁnds the distance between the words ai and aj using the function F. Dc is not a metric in A for
the same reason Da is not, nor is it a metric in C, since the context encoding produces similar vector presentation to words used in the
same context; therefore, the identity of indiscernibles is not guaranteed here, either.


Dc ðai ; aj Þ ¼ d Fðai Þ; Fðaj Þ
ð13Þ

4. Results and discussion
To test our approach, we used a data set composed of the 1051 most frequently used words from Twitter paired with their
various misspellings, drawing from a data set initially used in an IBM data normalization challenge in 2015.2 To train the context-based encoder, we used a data set containing 97,191 different sentences with vocabulary words and their non-standard
form. It is important to note that the data is imbalanced: Some words have only one non-standard form, while other words have
multiple non-standard forms. This imbalance may potentially introduce certain challenges, since the autoencoder might not discern accurate features of words having a few non-standard versions. Since we used softmax units, the number of nodes in the
last hidden layer of the autoencoder is set to 11 ’ log2(1051), which also represents the length of the obtained encoding vector.
2

The data is available here: https://noisy-text.github.io/norm-shared-task.html.
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Fig. 3. Overall architecture of the autoencoder in combination with the context encoder to ﬁnd the similarity between the words.

Table 1
Performance comparison including our two approaches: Da Denoising
autoencoder and Dc the combination of autoencoder and context encoder.
Distance

Closest word

5th closest word

Cosine Similarity
Q-Gram
Srensen-Dice coefﬁcient
Edit distance
Weighted-Levenshtein
Damerau-Levenshtein distance
N-Gram
Metric-Longest Common Subsequence
Longest Common Subsequence
Normalised-Levenshtein
Da with Cosine similarity
Dc with L1 distance
Dc with Euclidean distance
Dc with Cosine similarity

46.33%
47.57%
47.85%
55.75%
55.85%
56.51%
58.23%
60.89%
61.37%
63.17%
83.82%
76.37%
82.71%
85.37%

60.22%
62.41%
60.03%
68.22%
67.93%
68.03%
76.49%
75.73%
74.31%
78.30%
89.53%
81.53%
87.35%
89.61%

The autoencoder is trained using minbatch gradient descent containing batches of 100 examples each and a learning rate of 0.01.
The closest standard word has been picked as the most likely standard version of the non-standard spelling. By using the term
“closest, we mean the word that has the shortest distance Da or Dc to the non-standard spelling as deﬁned in Section 3.3.3
Table 1 compares the results produced by our distance metrics Da, Dc, with the existing string metrics presented in Section 2 in ﬁnding the correct version of a non-standard spelling. The table shows a huge increase in accuracy, ranging from 63.17% for the best metric
available in the literature (Normalised-Levenshtein) to 85.37% when Dc is used. The reason is that unlike the state-of-the-art metric, Dc
captures stochastic word patterns shared between the nonstandard word and its correct form. Fig. 4 shows the percentage of ﬁnding the
correct spelling of a non-standard word in its ﬁrst neighbors x using the Normalised-Levenshtein Da, and Dc. The x axis represents the
number of neighbors. Fig. 4 shows that after ten neighbors, Da starts to outperform Dc because Da has been modeled by an autoencoder
whose the main purpose is to model such non-standard words. Using, Dc, as we move further away from a word, the nearest word will
contain words used in a similar context which are not necessarily standard versions of the word (see Table 3).
Our approach has not been limited to one vector distance. In fact, neural representation parts of the inner autoencoder may be
measured with any vector similarity.
3

The code and data part of these experiments are available here https://github.com/mehdi-mbl/WordCoding.
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Fig. 4. Performance of different distances in ﬁnding the standard form of a non-standard word.

Table 2
Example of words and their closest standard form using denoising autoencoder.
Non-standard spellings

Closest word

2nd closest word

3rd closest word

4th closest word

5th closest word

Correct word

thng
starin
omg
ddnt
justunfollow
wada
dats
bea

thing
staring
oh my god
didn’t
just unfollow
wanna
what’s
the

there
praying
at least
that’s
what about you
sugar
wasn’t
why

wanna
sucking
in front
aren’t
ultra violence
sense
aren’t
kid

right
slipping
in spite
what’s
direct message
never
that’s
old

where
weekend
what’s up
better
what are you doing
speed
give a
yes

thing
staring
oh my god
didn’t
just unfollow
water
that’s
tea

Table 1 also compares the performance of Dc with different vector distances. The cosine similarity produces the best performance in this task, producing a result of 85.37%.
Table 2 shows the closest correct word to a sample of non-standard spellings utilizing the autoencoder Da without having any
context encoder. Table 2 shows the results that the closest words share a certain number of patterns with their non-standard
counterparts. For example, the four closest word to “starin” all end with “ing”, and three of these start with “s” (staring, praying
sucking, slipping). Notice also the similarity in character between the two closest words “staring” and “praying”. The same may
be said about the closest word to “ddnt”. In the case of “omg” and “justunfollow”, all the closest words are combinations of more
than one word, which suggests that the autoencoder has determined that they are abbreviations or combinations of words. The
next examples in Table 2 presents a non-standard spelling for which the approach with denoising autoencoder fails to recognize
the correct version in the ﬁve closest words: while the correct version of “wada” is “water”, our algorithm chooses “wanna” as
the closest correct version. So even though it is not the correct assumption, the resemblance between “wada” and “wanna” justiﬁes this guess; moreover, a human being could arguably have made the same mistake. The same may also said about “bea” and
“the”. As regards “dats”, the algorithm chooses the correct word as the fourth closest word. However, the ﬁrst choice (“what’s”)
may also be justiﬁed, since it shares three characters with the non-standard spelling.

M. Ben Lazreg et al. / Computer Speech & Language 60 (2020) 101028
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Table 3
Example of words and their closest standard form using combination of denoising autoencoder and context coding.
Non-standard spellings

Closest word

2nd closest word

3rd closest word

4th closest word

5th closest word

dogg
txt
teering
tomorrow
video
birthday
thng
starin
omg
ddnt
wada
dats
bea

dog
text
wearing
tmrw
vid
bday
ting
staring
omgg
didn
wanna
dat
the

doog
texting
meeting
tmr
vids
biryhday
thing
looking
omfg
didnt
sugar
that
tea

cat
txted
tearing
today
videos
birthdayyy
think
glaring
ohmygod
didn’t
sense
thats
yes

boy
texted
shaking
yesterday
sleep
drinking
right
slipping
ohmygad
havn’t
never
thts
old

kid
work
picking
judgment
remix
dropping
stuff
praying
oh my god
aren’t
speed
that’s
coffee

Table 3 shows the closest words to a sample of other words in terms of distance Dc. In addition to the non-standard spelling
being close to the standard word, Table 3 shows that words similar in meaning are also introduced to the closest words. For
example, the third closest word to “dogg” is “cat” both being domestic animals. Notice also that “boy” and “kid” come next
because in many of the training sentences a boy a kid is mentioned in the same context as a dog or cat. The same may be said
about the closest word to “tomorrow”. In the case of “txt” and “birthday”, most of the closest words are their standard/ non-standard versions. The next examples in Table 3 presents a non-standard spelling, “teering”, for which the approach using the distance Dc fails to recognize a word with a close meaning to it in the ﬁve closest word. The correct version of “teering” is “tearing”
which is the third closest word in Table 3. Even though the closest word to “teering” is not related to it, the resemblance between
“weering” and “teering” can justify it being the closest word. Table 3 shows that Dc ﬁnds the standard version of “bea” as the
thirds closest word which is an improvement in this case over Da.
Fig. 5 shows a scatter plot of the vector representation of the words presented in Table 3 after a dimension reduction. T-SNE
(Maaten and Hinton, 2008) has been used for the dimension reduction.

Fig. 5. 2D plot of some example of vector representation of words using T-SNE.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed combining a denoising autoencoder along with a context encoder to determine a mapping
between vocabulary and real vector space. This mapping allows us in turn to deﬁne a metric in word space that encompasses
non-standard spelling variations of words as well as words used in similar contexts. This work is a ﬁrst attempt at deﬁning a fully
determined metric in word space using neural networks. Granted, the resulting metric does not satisfy all the theoretical properties of a metric. However, our experimental results have shown that the resulting metric succeeds in 85.4% of the cases in ﬁnding
the correct version of a non-standard spelling a considerable increase in accuracy from the established Normalised Levenshtein
rate of 63.2%. Moreover, we have shown that words used in similar contexts have a shorter distance between them than words
used in different contexts.
Appendix A. Model’s parameters and functions

Parameters/functions

Description

A
C
Mci
v
h
W; W 0
b; b0
c~i
L
d
o
g
u
f
y
~ W
~0
W;
~b; b~0

Vocabulary
Set of standard words in A
Set of non-standard version of the word ci 2 C
Initialization function A ! Rn
Output of the hidden layer of the denoising autoencoder
Weights of the denoising autoencoder
Biases of the denoising autoencoder
Output of the denoising autoencoder
Loss function
Metric in real vector space
Activation function
Probability distribution over A
Mapping function A ! Rn
Probability distribution over mappings of words produced by u
Output of the context encoder
Weights of the context encoder
Biases of the context encoder
Mapping function A ! Rn learned by the combination of the denoising autoencoder and context encoder
Metric over A resulting from the denosing entoencoder mapping
Metric over A resulting from F

F
Da
Dc
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This paper makes a range of comparisons between egovernment developments and performance worldwide. In order
to make such comparisons, it is necessary to use a set of
indicators. This paper examines the evolution of indicators used
by three widely referenced international e-government studies,
from the early days of e-government benchmarking until today.
Some critical remarks related to the current state-of-the-art are
given. The authors conclude that all three studies have their
strengths and weaknesses, and propose automatic assessment of
e-government services as a potential solution to some of the
problems experienced by current benchmarking studies.
Keywords: e-government, benchmarking, indicators

I.

INTRODUCTION

Electronic government is the use of technology to provide
electronic services to citizens, businesses and organizations.
Through such services, users can interact with government
independent of time or physical location. For the
government, provision of electronic services is effective,
since most users serve themselves.
As electronic government has developed, benchmarking
studies have been initiated to show how different countries
compare to each other.
Benchmarking is a technique for comparing e-government
performance, and is normally based on a set of indicators.
Such indicators are used to calculate some kind of
performance index. The performance index can be used to
rank different governments or government agencies against
each other.
A framework is a set of assumptions, concepts, values,
and practices that constitutes a way of viewing reality. A
framework may be used to derive a set of indicators suitable
for assessment and evaluation. Figure 1 shows one popular
framework for e-government service maturity [1].
The vertical axis represents complexity, while the
horizontal axis represents level of integration. The boxes
represent different levels of maturity: catalogue level,
transaction level, vertical integration level and horizontal
integration level. This framework can be used to assess the
maturity of different e-government services.
978-0-7695-3526-5/09 $25.00 © 2009 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/ICDS.2009.55

Figure 1. Example of e-government maturity framework.

Furthermore, benchmarking can help e-government
development, by drawing attention to best practice
elsewhere. The results of such benchmarking are often used
in e-government strategy and planning processes.
II.

RESEARCH SCOPE AND RELATED RESEARCH

The scope of this research is to compare three wellknown, widely referenced, international e-government
surveys and identify strengths and weaknesses of their
respective methodologies. All three surveys have been
repeated several times. As e-government services have
matured, the methodologies have been expanded and refined.
First, this paper examines the evolution of the three
benchmarking studies with respect to methodologies. Next,
we compare the methodologies used, and discuss some
problems with the current benchmarking efforts. Finally we
introduce an ongoing research project aiming to overcome
some of the challenges identified.
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appendix. The last report, however, provides fewer details
than earlier reports.
In 2001 [5] the ranking of countries was based on two
indicator sets: service maturity and delivery maturity.
Service maturity was calculated from the number of
services implemented and their level of completeness using
a framework not very different from the one described in the
introduction. The maturity levels used were: publish,
interact and transact. The first level, publish, signifies that
information is available online. The next level, interact,
signifies that citizens are able to submit information online,
e.g., application forms. The government does not need to
respond electronically. The third level, transact, signifies
that the government responds electronically to information
submitted.
Delivery maturity covers selected delivery aspects, such
as single point of entry, design by customer intentions,
CRM techniques, portal capabilities etc.
In the overall e-government maturity index, service
maturity was weighted 70%, while delivery maturity was
weighted 30%. The resulting index was used to group
countries into innovative leaders, visionary followers,
steady achievers and platform builders.
Table 1 shows how the Accenture surveys targeted more
services and more sectors each year until 2006.
In 2002 [6], delivery maturity was substituted by
customer relationship management (CRM). Customer
relationship management covers five aspects: Insight,
interaction, organization performance, customer offerings
and networks.
Service maturity was still weighted 70%, while CRM
was weighted 30%. The resulting index was used to group
countries into innovative leaders, visionary challengers,
emerging performers and platform builders.
In 2004 [8] a new indicator, support, was included in the
CRM to measure integration with other channels (e.g., call
center) to assist citizens in finding information and complete
transactions.

A. Related research
Other
researchers
have
studied
e-government
benchmarking from other perspectives.
Janssen et al. [2] analyzed 18 e-government benchmarking
studies. Most of these were one-time, local studies. The
research team grouped indicators into five different
categories:
• Input indicators, the resources countries have invested in
e-government.
• Output indicators, the amount of e-government
applications realized.
• Usage/Intensity indicators, the actual use of egovernment applications by citizens.
• Impact/Effect indicators, the impact e-government has
had on e.g., processing time or waiting time.
• Environmental/readiness indicators, how ‘ready’ a
country is to implement e-government.
The authors concluded that output and environmental
indicators were most common in these benchmarking
studies. These observations are also valid for the three
benchmarking studies analyzed in this paper.
Ojo et al. [3] examined the same three international
benchmarking studies used in this paper, and identified a set
of core indicators for assessing e-government readiness.
Their research focused on e-readiness, the capability to
implement e-government solutions, and proposed a modified
set of indicators for this particular purpose.
Other researchers like Germanakos et al. [4] studied
benchmarking of e-government services provided by cities.
III.

MAJOR BENCHMARKING STUDIES

There are currently three widely published international
benchmarking studies:
• Accenture, a global management consulting, technology
and outsourcing company, has done yearly assessments
of e-government efforts in 20+ countries since 2000
[5,6,7,8,9,10,11].
• Brown University (Prof. West and his research team), has
done annual e-government assessments since 2001
[12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19].
• The United Nations Department of Economic and Social
Affairs have assessed e-government readiness among its
member nations since 2002 [20,21,22,23,24].

TABLE I.
Year

2000
2001
2002

A. Accenture
Accenture has published its e-government surveys every
year since 2000. Data collection is done by local Accenture
employees in the countries surveyed. Although the majority
are European, the survey also includes non-European
countries.
As shown in table 1, the survey reports have changed
title every year, to indicate the current state of e-government
development and implementation in the surveyed countries.
Accenture has consistently included a description of
methodology used, either as a separate chapter or an

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
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ACCENTURE SURVEYS

Title

Implementing e-government:
Rhetoric or Reality
E-government leadership:
Rhetoric vs. Reality
e-government Leadership:
Realizing the Vision
e-government Leadership:
Engaging the Customer
e-government Leadership: High
Performance, Maximum Value
Leadership in Customer Service:
New Expectations,
New Experiences
Leadership in Customer Service:
Building Trust
Leadership in Customer Service:
Delivering on the Promise

Countries

Services

Sectors

N/A

N/A

N/A

22

165

9

23

169

9

22

201

11

22

206

12

22

177

12

-

-

.

22

N/A

N/A

The 2005 survey [9] introduced some major changes in
methodology and measurements, by including more facets
of service delivery. The index was built from two
components, each weighted 50%. The first component,
service maturity, was the same as in earlier surveys.
The second component, customer service maturity,
measured how well governments addressed the four
dimensions of customer service: citizen-centered, multichannel, cross-government service delivery and proactive
communication about the services towards users.
For the first time, citizens were asked their opinions as
part of the data collection process. 400 citizens in each
country (600 in U.S.A) were asked a series of 15 questions
about their attitudes toward their countries' service delivery
program, their use of different service channels and their
interests in particular services. This practice has been
continued in later surveys as shown in table II.
In 2006 Accenture decided to temporarily drop the
ranking of individual countries [10]. Instead the study
focused on those countries that have performed consistently
well during the previous surveys, in order to give examples
of best practice.
In addition, in-depth interviews were conducted with 46
high-ranking government executives. The research was also
extended by a survey of 8600 citizens as explained above.
The 2007 survey [7] introduced a new indicator set,
citizen voice, weighted 40%, to incorporate results from
citizen interviews in the ranking. The weighting of the
service maturity component was reduced to 10%. The
reason for this reduction was explained in the following way
[11]:
“This element of our rankings has decreased in
importance over the years as e-government has become
increasingly ubiquitous and less of a differentiator among
countries”. The service maturity component included the
same aspects as in 2005, and was weighted 50%. Interviews
with high-ranking government executives were continued
and used as input to the general discussion about egovernment maturity.
TABLE II.

Among the sites analyzed are those of executive offices
(such as a president, prime minister, ruler, party leader, or
royalty), legislative offices (such as Congress, Parliament,
or People's Assemblies), judicial offices (such as major
national courts), Cabinet offices, and major agencies serving
crucial functions of government, such as health, human
services,
taxation,
education,
interior,
economic
development, administration, natural resources, foreign
affairs, foreign investment, transportation, military, tourism,
and business regulation.
Each web site has been evaluated for the presence of 28
specific features dealing with information availability,
service delivery, and public access. Features assessed
included type of site, name of nation, region of the world,
office phone number, office address, online publications,
online database, external links to non-governmental sites,
audio clips, video clips, non-native languages or foreign
language translation, commercial advertising, user payments
or fees, subject index, handicap access, privacy policy,
security features, presence of online services, number of
different services, links to a government services portal,
digital signatures, credit card payments, email address,
search capability, comment form or chat-room, broadcast of
events, automatic email updates, and having an English
version of the web site.
The survey only examined presence of features, with no
efforts to measure maturity or depth of individual services.
Observations were done by native speaking researchers
and in some cases by automatic translation tools.
Since 2001 the survey has been repeated, using the same
research methodologies. Table III shows the number of
services and countries assessed each year.
TABLE III.

DATA COLLECTION THROUGH INTERVIEWS (ACCENTURE)

BROWN UNIVERSITY SURVEYS

Year

No. of countries

Total no. of web sites

2001

198

2288

2002

198

1197

2003

198

2166

Year

Countries

Interviews

2004

198

1935

2004

12

5000

2005

198

1796

2005

22

9000

2006

198

1782

2006

21

8600

2007

198

1687

2007

-

-

2008

198

N/A

2008

22

N/A

In 2002, a simple e-mail responsiveness test was
performed. After 2002, there have been some changes of
features checked, like PDA accessibility.

B. Brown University
Brown University has published a series of egovernment surveys [12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19] since 2001.
In 2001 the survey examined 2288 web sites in 198
countries.
The Brown University surveys examine a broad range of
public web sites.

C. UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs
The United Nations Department of Economic and Social
Affairs (UNDESA) published its first e-government survey
in 2002. From 2004 the title was changed to e-government
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readiness report. In 2008 the title has reverted back to egovernment survey. All reports give a detailed description
of research methodology used.
The 2002 benchmarking study [20] was done as a
collaborative effort between the UN Division of Public
Economy and Public Affairs (UNPEPA) of the UN
Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA) and
The American Society for Public Administration (ASPA).
The study examined government web sites of all 190 UN
member states. At that time 169 member state governments
showed web presence, while 84 member states had a
national government web site.
Two methodologies were used. First, web sites were
checked for content and services likely to be used by
citizens. The results were then used to derive an index
showing the sophistication of government web sites.
Second, statistical information was collected on
infrastructure and human capital.
The resulting egovernment index was used to rank the member states.
The study was primarily based on observation, but
background information was also collected through on-site
visits, interviews and questionnaires.
Countries were assessed using the following criteria:
• An official government web presence must exist.
• The type of service delivery available: basic,
informational, interactive, or transactional.
• The presence of services in five critical sectors:
education, health, labor/employment, welfare/social
services and financial services.
• Use of single entry portals; and de facto portals (official
national government web sites).
• To a lesser degree, fidelity to strategic plans, use of egovernment teams.
The research is well documented, including the actual
assessment form for government web sites and formulas for
deriving the different indicators.
The 2003 e-government survey [21] assessed the 191
UN member states based on the same methodologies as in
2002. The Web Measure Index was revised and enhanced,
and used a five stage model to assess sophistication of
services. The five stages used were: emerging presence,
enhanced presence, interactive presence, transactional
presence and networked presence.
The web measure assessments are purely quantitative,
and were based on a questionnaire that required researchers
to assign a binary value to the indicator based on
presence/absence of specific electronic facilities/services
available.
The 2003 survey, however, also included a qualitative
assessment of e-participation. A total of 21 public and
participatory services and facilities were investigated across
the 191 member states. A scale of 0-4 was used to assess
the individual service.
The 2004 e-government survey [22] was based on the
same methodology used in 2003.
The 2005 e-government survey [23] was based on the
same methodologies as in 2004 with some enhancements.

The study included supplemental research on disability
access of national web sites, using the tool WebXACT to
measure compliance with current accessibility standards.
The 2008 e-government survey [24] was based on the
same methodology as the 2003 and 2004 surveys. Some
modifications were made to enhance the rigorousness of the
methodology.
IV.

COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

A. Reproducibility
Reproducibility is one of the cornerstones of the
scientific method, and refers to the ability of a test to be
accurately reproduced, or replicated, by someone else
working independently
Prerequisites
for
reproducibility
are
proper
documentation of methodology and access to primary data
used in deriving the results.
All three benchmarking studies include description of
methodology used, but descriptions show variations in
quality.
Accenture provides no detailed list of services
investigated and their maturity scores. Therefore, the
calculation of the indexes is not reproducible. The lack of
detailed breakdown and assessment of services causes at
least two problems. It is impossible to evaluate the
relevance of the services selected, and it is also impossible
to submit corrections. While the methodology has been
described in detail in earlier reports, the last report does not
include number of services examined, number of sectors
included and number of citizens interviewed.
The Brown University survey describes categories of
web sites searched for, and features examined. The list of
web sites visited is not available. Again, it is not possible to
reproduce results based on information published. Since
this data is not available, it is not possible to submit
corrections.
Recently, the UN launched a knowledge database
(http://www.unpan.org/egovkb) to enable researchers and
government officials to access the background information
for the survey. UN also publishes a detailed description of
their research methodology. By combining the methodology
with data from the knowledge database, it is possible to
reproduce results.
B. Observation
All three studies are based on observations. Accenture
is using local employees. The Brown University survey
examines almost 200 different countries, with a large
variety of languages. At least, in recent years the research
team claims to have employed foreign language readers to
evaluate foreign language web sites. No description is
given of how the research team maintains consistency when
a large number of evaluators examine rather small samples.
The UN reports lists research team and translators used,
which makes the data collection process more trustworthy.
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C. Qualitative assessments
As a supplement to quantitative indicators, Accenture is
also doing qualitative assessments based on knowledge of
the individual countries, and such information is given in
individual country sub-reports. Accenture also started
interviewing citizens in 2005. However, these results were
not incorporated as an indicator set until 2007. Some of the
qualitative remarks attack the problem of web content (what
users see) vs. back office solutions (what users do not see).

checklists need to be transparent in order to evaluate
relevance. A survey based on a checklist of possible
services does not take into consideration the relevance of
each service in relation to local circumstances, so a detailed
breakdown of results should therefore be given. UN is
providing such breakdown through their recently launched
knowledge base.
Observers may be unable to uncover “hidden” services.
One example is when the government sends the webaddress together with a user name and a password to its
citizens to enable access to an application requiring some
kind of authentication.
Another problem emerges from changes in research
methodology. When services are added or removed from
examination, the results are no longer consistent with earlier
years.
The UN studies assess e-participation, but their
assessment raises some important questions of what should
be measured.
From the description of the research
methodology, the UN examines the government web site for
evidence of participatory applications, but is this the right
place to look for participation? For countries based on
indirect democracy, it would be more natural to see how
citizens participate towards the parliament, not the
government itself.
None of the three studies provide designated feedback
channels to report on incorrect information.

D. National scope
All three surveys target national services only, excluding
services provided by lower levels of government.
Accenture specifically mentions that they do not penalize
services delivered on lower levels.
E. Other issues
In contrast to the two other benchmarking studies, the
UN surveys focus on additional aspects such as
infrastructure and human capital, and also include indicators
for assessment of citizen participation.
V.

CHALLENGES RELATED TO CURRENT INDICATORS

One problem with the benchmarking studies described
above is that they are supply oriented. All surveys count
services, and assess their sophistication. The services are
not evaluated based on their usage or impact, as seen from
the citizen point of view. Only Accenture have used
interviews to find out what citizens think of services. These
results have only recently influenced the final index.
Another problem is that all three studies target electronic
services at national level. In practice, many services are the
responsibility of lower levels of government. Even if such
services are removed from the analysis, this introduces a
considerable source of error in the assessments. The later
Accenture reports have discussed this as a problem.
All studies are primarily based on observation.
Observation does not reveal what is behind the facade. A
service may be poorly integrated with back-office systems,
and still get a high score. Another system with less
functionality may be well integrated with back-office
systems and get a low score. Assessment of e-government
should certainly also take into consideration the level of
integration. As earlier stated, Accenture does a qualitative
assessment including such aspects in their descriptions of
the individual countries.
Observation requires fluency in the languages used. A
large number of observers may also cause problems, since
observers may have different conceptions of what they
observe. In countries with more than one language,
observations should include all languages. Accenture have
solved this by using local staff in each country being
studied. UN has at least some transparency regarding use of
experts for local assessments.
A relevant question is what services to include. All three
benchmarking studies use a checklist approach to look for
existence of certain e-government services, but such

VI.

THE FUTURE: AUTOMATED ASSESSMENT

Governments are introducing new e-government services
every day and benchmarking is an important mechanism for
keeping track of developments and a source for identifying
best practices, but as the number of e-government services
increases, data collection becomes more challenging. We
have earlier discussed the problem of benchmarking studies
only targeting national e-government services, but an
expansion of benchmarking studies to include services
provided at lower organizational levels, e.g., municipalities,
using the traditional approach of observation, would be a
very challenging and resource intensive task.
An ongoing project, eGovMon [25], co-funded by the
Research Council of Norway, aims to partially automate
assessment of e-government services. Performing parts of
the evaluation automatically frees up resources and allows
for a much wider range of web sites to be part of the
evaluation. In practice, this approach allows web sites at all
levels to be part of the evaluation, and additionally, it
facilitates the presentation of results at more frequent
intervals compared to traditional studies.
However, automated tests cannot evaluate with the same
level of detail as manual evaluations.
Therefore, automated assessment will be supplemented
by expert evaluations using a specialized tool for manual
verification of collected information. The project will also
include a feedback channel giving service provides the
possibility to submit
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[6]
[7]
[8]

The eGovMon project builds on experiences from a
recently completed EU project to develop an online
observatory for automatically collecting information on
accessibility [26,27].
VII.

[9]

CONCLUSIONS
[10]
[11]

This paper has discussed major e-government
benchmarking studies. The three studies use different
methodologies and indicators. The methodologies used
have evolved over time. All benchmarking studies have
become more complex, by collecting information from
multiple sources and by expanding the number of indicators
being used for assessment.
Still, there are several problems related to the use of
indicators, and some important issues are not covered by
these
benchmarking
studies,
e.g.,
accessibility,
transparency, efficiency and impact. Automated assessment
may be one strategy to improve future assessments.

[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
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Abstract Ant colony optimisation (ACO) for classification has mostly been limited to rulebased approaches where artificial ants walk on datasets in order to extract rules from the
trends in the data, and hybrid approaches which attempt to boost the performance of existing
classifiers through guided feature reductions or parameter optimisations. A recent notable
example that is distinct from the mainstream approaches is PolyACO, which is a proof-ofconcept polygon-based classifier that resorts to ACO as a technique to create multi-edged
polygons as class separators. Despite possessing some promise, PolyACO has some significant limitations, most notably, the fact of supporting classification of only two classes,
including two features per class. This paper introduces PolyACO+, which is an extension of
PolyACO in three significant ways: (1) PolyACO+ supports classifying multiple classes, (2)
PolyACO+ supports polygons in multiple dimensions enabling classification with more than
two features, and (3) PolyACO+ substantially reduces the training time compared to PolyACO by using the concept of multi-levelling. This paper empirically demonstrates that these
updates improve the algorithm to such a degree that it becomes comparable to state-of-the-art
techniques such as SVM, neural networks, and AntMiner+.
Keywords Ant colony optimisation · Classification · Polygon · Multi-levelling
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1 Introduction
Classification is the problem of predicting categories of unknown items on the basis of
training data, and it is very common in machine learning with important application areas.
Some well-known examples include predicting sentiments of sentences, pinpointing objects
in images, detecting patient deaths, and predicting the best move in Go. Hundreds of papers are
published on the topic each year, which has resulted in a myriad of classification algorithms
differing in principle, implementation, and performance. Classification becomes intrinsically
challenging whenever the data to be classified are not easily separable in the feature space
(Caruana et al. 2008; Madjarov et al. 2012).
Some of the best known classification techniques, such as support vector machine (SVM)
and perceptron-based classifiers, rely upon constructing mathematical functions having
weights that efficiently separate two or more classes of data in the feature space. In twodimensional spaces, the separation boundary might be nonlinear and thus the decision
boundaries might be complex. SVM deals with this situation by either projecting the data on
a higher-dimensional space or using a “kernel trick”, which provides a separator not limited
to a linear or polynomial function. The adoption of a kernel is equivalent to transposing the
data to many dimensions, but the accuracy depends on the right choice of the kernel functions
as well as on several other parameters. The latter choice is usually performed through manual
trial and error.
The training process of a classifier can be considered as an optimisation task, and ant colony
optimisation (ACO) specifically has been proposed for training classifiers in three general
areas. Firstly, ACO is commonly applied as a method to enhance state-of-the-art classifiers
through parameter optimisations (Daly and Shen 2009; Sharma et al. 2012; Abadeh et al.
2008; De Campos and Puerta 2008; Daly et al. 2011; Jun-Zhong et al. 2009). Secondly, some
prominent studies, including AntMiner and AntMiner+, have used ACO as a rule-based
classifier (Martens et al. 2007). Thirdly, some recent advances have introduced PolyACO, a
polygon-based classification algorithm (Goodwin and Yazidi 2016; Tufteland et al. 2016).1
Interestingly, PolyACO deals with the classification problem in a completely different manner
from existing classifiers. Instead of relying upon mathematical functions, PolyACO surrounds
the classes with polygons guided by artificial ants and ray casting.
This paper introduces PolyACO+, an extension of the existing PolyACO algorithm. PolyACO+ includes two main enhancements. Firstly, it is extended through its ability to classify
multiple classes. PolyACO applies one polygon per problem, whereas PolyACO+ applies
one polygon per class. This approach is similar to how an SVM deals with multiple classes.
Secondly, PolyACO+ can handle datasets with more than two features. Since most datasets
have multiple features, this enhancement makes PolyACO+ more suitable for real classification problems. This is achieved by taking majority votes on multiple two-feature projections,
i.e. by invoking PolyACO+ on various 2-D spaces. The number of planes for n dimensions is
calculated
by counting the combinations of dimension pairs using the binomial coefficient:
n 
.
The
ants
walk along several two-dimensional planes, and in each plane the ants construct
2
a polygon per class. Figure 1 shows a polygon constructed by PolyACO+ for the class C1
in a two-dimensional plane. Furthermore, for performance reasons, the PolyACO+ reward
function is designed to support a parallel architecture optimised to run on GPUs. These
improvements make PolyACO+ dramatically faster and more accurate than its predecessor.
Empirical results show that PolyACO+ performs similarly or better than other state-of-theart classification algorithms in several classification tasks in terms of classification accuracy.
1 Published by the authors of this paper.
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Fig. 1 Example of a simple
two-class classification scenario
with the classes black (C1 ) and
grey (C2 ), each with two features

Class 1: C1
Class 2: C2

Nevertheless, despite PolyACO+’s very good performance, its major hurdle is the rather long
training time.
As for other classifiers, PolyACO+ has a training phase and a classification phase. The
former’s aim is to create polygons that encircle classes of items so that the polygons separate
the training classes from each other. In this phase PolyACO+ finds a polygon s j ∗ per class
C j per pair of dimensions, consisting of vertices and edges. PolyACO+ maximises a function
that measures how well the polygon s j separates the items of class C j from the others during
the training phase. Thus, formally speaking, we aim to find an s j ∗ ∈ S so that f (s j ∗) ≥ f (s j )
for each class C j per pair of dimensions, where S consists of all possible polygons and the
function f (s j ) measures how well polygon s j separates the data . The aim in the classification
phase is to use the polygons as a basis to determine to which class a new unknown item to be
classified belongs. The classification determines whether the item to be classified is within or
outside of the polygon s, for each dimension. The overall classification result is a combination
of classifications in all dimensions.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the state of the art in ACO-based
classification. Section 3 introduces PolyACO+. Section 4 presents the results from applying
PolyACO+ to classification problems and compares the results with state-of-the-art classifiers. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes and presents further work to be completed in this field.

2 State of the art
In order to place the work into the correct context, this section presents different state-ofthe-art algorithms for classification, placing an emphasis on classification using ACO.

2.1 Rule discovery classification
Rule discovery is a data mining task that generates a set of rules describing each class or
category in a dataset. Based on labelled data, the algorithm defines a set of rules. The goal
is to make predictions about unknown data using IF <conditions> THEN <class> rules,
where <conditions> is constructed by terms in the form of (term1 AND term2 AND…).
From a historical perspective, the first application that used ACO for classification was
AntMiner (Parpinelli et al. 2002). AntMiner is an algorithm that uses artificial ants to discover
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classification rules. Several improvements to AntMiner have been suggested through the years
(Liu et al. 2003), of which one very successful example is AntMiner+ (Martens et al. 2007).
AntMiner+ is an extension of AntMiner, which includes modifications such as a directed
acyclic graph to create the environment on which the ants move (Martens et al. 2007, 2011).
It also uses MAX –MIN ant system (MMAS) (Stützle and Hoos 2000) to manage ant
behaviour and pheromones and has an early stopping criterion (discussed further below).
AntMiner+ starts by creating a directed acyclic graph environment. An ant starts in the
Start vertex and stops at the Stop vertex. The resulting path represents a potential rule. The
paths that are walked by most ants, according to a predetermined threshold, are kept as
classification rules. Similar to MMAS, only the ants that achieve the globally highest score
update the pheromones, and all values are adjusted to stay within the boundaries τmax and
τmin . The algorithm converges when one path reaches τmax and all others are equal to τmin .
Subsequently, the rule associated with the path containing τmax is extracted along with the
training data covered by it. Ants are continuously released until a stop condition is reached.
This can either be an early stopping criterion or the fact that none of the ants is able to extract
a rule that covers at least one training point. If the latter happens, no rule can be extracted as
all the paths have zero quality. This is typically caused by noise in the remaining data, which
indicates that further rule induction is useless.
In contrast, AntMiner+ resorts to early stopping to avoid over-fitting. An early stop happens
when the error measure on the validation set (one set which is 1/3 of the training set) starts
to increase. Training is then stopped, thus effectively preventing the rule from fitting the
training data noise. It should be noted that early stopping causes loss of data that cannot be
used for construction rules and is therefore better fitted for larger datasets.
In addition to the previously mentioned AntMiner series including its variations (Martens
et al. 2007, 2011; Tripathy et al. 2013; Aribarg et al. 2012), the literature also includes
other ACO rule-based classifiers. Perhaps the most notable example is Ant-labeler, a semisupervised method for assigning labels to unlabelled data (Albinati et al. 2015). It uses ACO
as a learning method and, during a self-training process, generates rule-based models. This
results in a pheromone matrix from which classification rules are derived.

2.2 PolyACO
PolyACO is a grid-based polygon algorithm aimed at creating boundaries by surrounding
and separating classes guided by ACO (Goodwin and Yazidi 2016; Tufteland et al. 2016).
Figure 2 presents an overview included here for explanatory purposes. The figure is an excerpt
from the original PolyACO paper (Goodwin and Yazidi 2016) and shows an example of how
PolyACO is trained for the two classes C1 and C2 by surrounding items from only C1 with
a polygon. A similar approach has been proposed using learning automata in Goodwin et al.
(2016).
PolyACO is a rudimentary classification algorithm that only supports classification of two
classes at once and only classes that have two features. The reason for this is that in PolyACO
the ants explore solutions in a grid-like graph environment that is generated from the training
data. Therefore, PolyACO is limited to solving classification problems in two-dimensional
spaces.
Ants are released sequentially with random initial positions. The ants explore and find
paths in a similar manner to traditional ACO for path finding. Instead of finding a path from a
source to a goal, they end up at the same position from which they started. When ants return
to their original position, their travelled path will have formed a polygon shape. To determine
path quality, PolyACO uses a combination of the polygon perimeter and a score of how well
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Classification

Training
Labeled data

ACO

Polygon

Class 1: C1
Class 2: C2

Ray tracing

Unknown items
to be labeled

Fig. 2 Overview of training and classification in PolyACO. In the training phase, ACO is used to create a
polygon that separates the classes, and items are classified based on whether they are inside or outside of the
polygon. Classification happens through ray tracing where geometric rays are cast at the y-value of items to
determine if the polygon surrounds the items

Fig. 3 Example of best known polygon s j ∗ over training periods

the training data are positioned relative to the polygon. This quality measurement is used as
the reward function, and the objective of the algorithm is to maximise it.
After each ant walk, the pheromone trail is evaporated to avoid stagnation. Evaporation
on an edge sets the edge to the minimum pheromone value and is applied to each edge with
the probability ρ, called evaporation rate. For example, with an evaporation rate of 0.01, a
random sample of 1% of the edges will have their pheromone value reset to the minimum
pheromone value after each ant walk.
Ants only deposit pheromones on the edges if their solution is better than the global best
solution. Additionally, the global best solution is reinforced after each iteration to save it from
gradually evaporating. This is in line with the approach used in MMAS (Stützle and Hoos
2000). Figure 3 shows an example of how the best known polygon evolves over multiple ant
walks.
The environment where the ants explore solutions is constructed based on the training
data. It is a squared bidirectional weighted graph where all edges along a given axis are of
equal length, thus forming a grid-like environment. The limits of the graph along axis k, G kmin
and G kmax , are initialised with the maximum and minimum values of the data points along
each axis. A minor value  is added to the max value and subtracted from the min value in
order to encapsulate all data points within the graph. Formally,
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Fig. 4 Example of best known polygon s j ∗ for varying granularity factor μ. The parameter μ can be adjusted
by the user

G kmin = min(Tikj ) − 

(1)

max(Tikj ) + ,

(2)

G kmax

=

where Tikj represents an edge from node i to node j at axis k.
The resolution of the graph environment can be manually adjusted through a granularity
factor μ provided to the grid at initialisation. μ > 2 is an integer that gives the granularity of
the grid along both axes. For example, a μ value of 5 would result in a 5 × 5 grid, a value of
10 would result in a 10 × 10 grid, etc. Since the graph is a square the resolution is the same
for all axes. In other words μ determines the granularity of the environment.
While a high granularity gives the ants more paths to choose from and the possibility to
create more accurate solutions, it also increases the size of the search space and the time it
takes for a single ant to complete its path. Figure 4 shows an example demonstrating that
more fine-grained graphs can construct better classifiers than more coarse-grained graphs
when given identical datasets.
After every completed ant walk, the pheromones in the graph environment are updated.
The amount of pheromone laid in an area of the graph depends on the quality of the ant
solution. The aim is to create a polygon s j that surrounds all the items of class C j and does
not surround any item of the opposite classes. The quality of a solution s j is measured by a
reward function f (s j ) which is a function of the perimeter of the polygon and the number
of elements that are correctly placed within it:

ti ∈C h(ti , s j )
f (s j ) =
,
(3)
|C|
where h(ti , s j ) is a function that determines whether an element ti is on the inside of the
solution s and C contains all items to be classified. PolyACO uses ray casting to determine
if an element is on the inside or outside of a solution. h(ti , s j ) is defined as follows:
⎧
⎨1
h(ti , s j ) = 1
⎩
0

if ti ∈ C j and is inside of s j
if ti ∈
/ C j and is outside of s j
otherwise,

(4)

where C j is the class represented by polygon (solution) s j so that a perfect solution surrounds
all items of the class C j and no items of opposite classes.
In other terms, for an item that truly belongs to class C j according to its label and which
is inside the polygon s j , it will get h(ti , s j ) = 1. For an item that does not belong to class
C j according to its label and which falls outside the polygon s j , it will get h(t j , s j ) = 0.
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The function f (s j ) includes h(ti , s j ) for all items and thus reflects the homogeneity of items
inside polygon s j .
To avoid overly complex polygons, we should favour polygons with smaller perimeters.
This is achieved by modifying the reward function to be proportional to the inverse of the
perimeter. Therefore, the smaller the perimeter, the higher the reward. The pheromone update
can then be summarised utilising the following equations:

τi j ← τi j + τibest
j
τi,best
j =

τmax
τmin

f (s j )
.
|s j |

(5)
(6)

While this update form is similar to how pheromones are updated in MM AS, it includes
factoring in the new reward function.
The current version of PolyACO has some weaknesses compared to other state-of-the-art
classifiers. First, it is unable to classify data in more than two dimensions. Secondly, it does
not handle classification problems comprising more than two classes. Thirdly, it is very slow
and takes a long time to train.

2.3 Multi-levelling
Multi-levelling is a technique commonly applied to combinatorial optimisation problems as
a way to efficiently search for solutions in a complex space. It involves recursive coarsening
of complex problems to obtain a hierarchy of approximations to the original problem. An
initial solution is found and then refined at each level as the problem space is coarsened
(Walshaw 2004; Lian et al. 2015).
Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) is a multi-grid technique used to dynamically modify
the grid during computation by increasing the resolution of the grid in areas of interest (Berger
and Colella 1989). The strategy for selecting the grid areas in which to increase the resolution
depends on the problem. AMR makes it possible to solve certain problems with a much higher
precision level than traditional multi-grid methods as it requires less computing power than
a uniform high-resolution grid. AMR has, for instance, been used to model the collapse and
fragmentation of molecular clouds with an unprecedented accuracy (Klein 1999).

2.4 Other classification schemes using ant colony optimisation
Several other classification algorithms using ACO and other metaheuristic algorithms are
available in the literature.
(Salama and Abdelbar 2016) use a cluster-based classification approach with ACO. They
introduce a two-step approach. First, they assign a class to a cluster using ACO. Subsequently, they continue using a local classifier which is independent of ACO. The approach
introduces instance- and medoid-based ACO clustering and is basically an optimiser for
existing classifiers.
The same authors introduce an approach for learning neural network structures using ACO
(Salama and Abdelbar 2015). Accordingly, they propose ANN-Miner to learn the structure
of a feed-forward network, which in turn can be used to predict unknown classes of new
patterns.
Varma et al. (2015) introduce NRSACO as a method for setting attribute reduction as an
extension of rough sets theory. They claim that in contrast to standard rough sets, NRSACO is
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able to avoid being stuck in local minima. This is similar to feature selection mechanisms using
particle swarm optimisation, which aim at reducing the number of features for classification
so that the classification becomes faster and easier (Xue et al. 2014), and to how ACO is used
for data reduction (Salama and Abdelbar 2016).
An approach using ACO to optimise decision boundaries in decision trees is introduced
in Sapin et al. (2015). Specifically, ACO is used to find nucleotide polymorphisms, which
are then combined into a decision tree.

3 PolyACO+
PolyACO+ is an improvement of PolyACO which can handle an arbitrary number of dimensions and classes. It also drastically reduces the training time by computing the reward
function in parallel on GPUs and by employing a dynamic multi-level scheme. This section
describes the working of PolyACO+.2

3.1 Multiple-class classification
Figure 5 presents an overview of how PolyACO+ handles multiple classes. For example, when
the number of classes is two, one polygon is sufficient to create a decision boundary. However,
when the number of classes is larger than two, PolyACO+ creates one polygon per class.
Since there are multiple polygons, an item to be classified belongs to three possible cases:
1. The item is located inside one polygon; in this case, the item is simply classified as the
polygon to which it belongs.
2. The item is not located within any polygons; in this case, it is not possible to determine
to which class it should belong. This problem is solved by simply accepting “no class”
as a valid output from the classifier.
3. The item is encapsulated by several polygons; PolyACO+ handles this situation by randomly selecting to which class the item should belong. However, one consequence is
that PolyACO+ classification becomes stochastic. An alternate option could therefore be
to handle class conflicts by order of precedence. For example, given that the polygons
from class C1 and C2 both surround a sample, then the sample is to be classified as C1
since C1 has the lower index value. This action would produce an unjustified bias towards
polygons with low index values and might yield unexpected results.

3.2 Parallelisation with GPU
Based on recent advances from Tufteland et al. (2016), we now introduce GPU in the training
phase. This is done by parallelising the most costly part of the algorithm, the reward function,
to the graphics processing unit (GPU) using CUDA (Ryoo et al. 2008).
The h(ti , s) function combines all data points and edges in a training set. This set can be
parallelised, which makes it well suited for a GPU kernel function. In practice, the GPU is
invoked once per ant and returns a two-dimensional array of points in the training set and
the number of edges produced by the ant. For more details, we refer the reader to Tufteland
et al. (2016).
The two elements required for classification are the trained model and an implementation
of the classification phase. The trained model in PolyACO+ is simply a description of the
2 The full source code of PolyACO+ may be found at https://github.com/UIA-CAIR/PolyACOPlus.
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Fig. 5 Overview of training and classification for PolyACO+ with multiple classes
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Ray tracing
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Fig. 6 Overview of training and classification for PolyACO+ with several features

polygons constructed in the training phase. Although constructing these polygons is very
computationally expensive, once they have been constructed they can be reused in the classification phase. This phase is much less computationally expensive than the training phase
and can therefore be implemented on other devices relatively easily.

3.3 Multiple features
PolyACO+ supports multiple features by splitting a multi-feature classification problem
into several two-dimensional sub-problems which are trained independently. The overall
classification is a combination of the results from all sub-problems through a majority voting
scheme. More precisely, the overall class prediction is derived by taking the most common
class prediction from all the sub-problems, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

3.3.1 Training
Instead of constructing solutions for only one plane as in the case of PolyACO, PolyACO+
constructs solutions in all the planes that the dataset consists of and handles each plane
individually. The number of possible planes depends on the number of features in the dataset.
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For example, a three-dimensional feature space with axes x, y, and z has three planes xy, xz,
and yz (see Fig. 6). More generally, the number of planes for an n-dimensional
feature space
n  3
is simply equal to the number of dimension pairs and is given by 2 .
Further, the training phase constructs one polygon for each class in the dataset per plane.
Thus, for v classes and n dimensions, the total number of polygons created by PolyACO+ is
n
× v.
2

(7)

For example, for
 a dataset with 3 classes and 4 dimensions, the number of polygons in the
training model is 24 × 3 = 18.

3.3.2 Classification
PolyACO is a two-class classifier. PolyACO+ uses the concept of majority voting to extend
PolyACO for handling multi-class problems. In order to classify a sample, each class is
awarded a vote if it surrounds a sample in a given plane. For example, a class is awarded 2
votes if the polygons surround a sample in 2 different planes. The sample is classified as the
class with the most votes when all votes are counted.
More formally, let ti be an unlabelled item to be classified, and h(ti , s) is computed
according to Eq. 4:
h(ti , s) =

1
0

if ti is inside of s
otherwise.

(8)

The function v(ti , k) counts the votes for a given sample ti relative to the class k.
p

v(ti , k) =

h(ti , sk, j ),

(9)

i=0

where sk, j is the polygon solution belonging to class k and plane j, and p is the total
number of planes (see Eq. 7). The votes for all classes k are gathered in a vector vti =
(v(ti , 0), v(ti , 1), . . . v(ti , k))T . Finally, the predicted class for sample ti is defined as
p(ti ) = arg max(vti ),

(10)

where arg max(vti ) is a function that returns the index of the largest element from vector vti .
In layman’s terms, PolyACO+ decides which class the item should belong by counting
the number of polygons from each class surrounding the item.

3.4 Multi-levelling
PolyACO+ is enhanced with multi-levelling capability and mesh refinement, which removes
the need for manually tuning the granularity values of the grid. Following the principles of
mesh refinement, the graph starts with a low granularity, for example μ = 3, and adaptively
increases the granularity. The rise in leveling happens after the ants have converged onto a
path according to the stop criterion, i.e. when no new solution is found for a fixed number
of iterations η. The pheromone trail is transferred over to the new graph, giving the ants an
3 Inevitably, the number of planes grows exponentially with the number of features. However, feature selection

and reduction methods could be used to deal with this problem. See Sect. 5.
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Fig. 7 Overview of multi-levelling in PolyACO+ with dynamic AMR

indication as to where the good paths are. The granularity is increased until a given maximum
level M is reached. At this point, when the ants converge, a solution is found. Figure 7 shows
a concrete example of multi-level PolyACO+ from μ = 2 up to μ = 3.
We present two alternative approaches to multi-levelling in PolyACO+: a naïve multilevel approach based on traditional multi-grid techniques and a more sophisticated approach
with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) that intelligently selects in which part of the graph
the granularity should increase.

3.4.1 Naïve multi-level
In the naïve multi-level approach, the grid is constructed initially with a low granularity and
is “leveled up” by increasing the granularity on the entire grid when the ants converge. The
convergence rate for a level is defined when η ants have not found an improved solution.
After η ants have walked without improvement, PolyACO+ levels up by splitting each edge
into two new edges, and new edges and vertices are created in order to connect all vertices.
During the experiments, the convergence rate η is set to 800.
Figure 8 shows the results of the experiment where we compare the results from a naïve
multi-level run and a set of fixed granularity values. PolyACO+ with a μ value (grid size) of
5 converges rapidly to one solution, and the found solution has the lowest score compared to
the rest of the solutions. When we set μ = 10, we see that the convergence speed decreases,
but the quality of the solution increases. The case with μ = 15 yields an even slower
convergence speed, but scores the highest of the three. Nonetheless, all solutions obtained by
the fixed granularity approach are surpassed by the naïve multi-level approach in both score
and convergence time. The figure also shows that the multi-levelling PolyACO+ produces
better solutions after 300 s, long after the other approaches have converged. The full test
results are presented in Table 1, where we have also listed results obtained with μ values of
30 and 60.

3.4.2 Multi-level with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR)
The naïve multi-level approach yields both increased accuracy and faster convergence speed.
However, this comes at the cost of creating unnecessarily many edges and vertices in areas
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Fig. 8 Naïve multi-level (average of 20 runs)

Table 1 Quality (Eq. 3) of naïve
multi-level after 15 and 300
seconds for different granularity
levels

Bold indicates to highlight the
highest performance in the
corresponding column

Granularity, μ

Score, 15 s (%)

Score, 300 s (%)

3 with multi-level

94.25

95.54

3

73.57

73.57

5

92.15

92.15

10

94.14

94.44

15

91.09

95.20

30

67.39

93.00

60

54.93

69.07

where there are no training data. Those edges and vertices do not capture any points and
therefore will only increase the search space and reduce the convergence speed. Instead of
having a high granularity overall, a more desirable approach would be to have a higher level of
granularity only in the areas that are covered by data points. This is achieved with multi-level
AMR.
The local improvement works by recursively walking through the graph section by section.
A section is defined as any four edges that form a square. Since a section is also a closed
polygon, ray casting is applied to determine if a point is located inside or outside the section.
If a section has data points of both the target class and of any other class, the section is
divided into four new subsections. Figure 9a, b shows a multi-grid with AMR on a simple
constructed scenario, and a more complex semicircular dataset. The figures show how the
grid is fine-grained in areas with data from both classes, and coarsely grained in the remaining
areas.
AMR can be applied to PolyACO+ in two ways. The first approach is a static AMR where
it is applied only once on training data and the outputted grid remains unchanged during
the entire training phase. The second is a dynamic AMR where it is applied several times
during training as illustrated in Fig. 7. The dynamic approach starts with a coarser grid and
then gradually increases the granularity over time. In this way, it can initially find good
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(a)

329

(b)

Fig. 9 AMR multi-level PolyACO+ applied to: a a simple example; b the semicircular dataset

solutions very quickly and then refine these solutions in the next levels. Both the static and
dynamic AMR approaches increase the granularity only in the most relevant parts of the grid.
AMR approaches differ from the simpler naïve multi-level ones since the latter increase the
granularity in the entire graph.
The dynamic AMR approach is used throughout this paper; all approaches are compared
and discussed in Sect. 4.6.

Convergence The stopping criterion in PolyACO is specified by the number of ants to run
before stopping. The obtained solution is given by the ant path that has achieved the best
score when the stopping criterion is reached. In PolyACO+ convergence is defined as when
no new best solution is found for a given number of ants η. The intuition behind this stopping
criterion is that the algorithm will not terminate as long as it is still finding new and better
solutions. The convergence is per level, and when the convergence rate is reached at the final
level M, the algorithm terminates. Figure 10 illustrates the positive effects of the dynamic
convergence in the multi-level approach. After each level-up (the crosses), the rate at which
the algorithm finds new better solutions increases immediately. More productive levels, i.e.
levels where better solutions are found frequently, are assigned more ants than levels where
no better solutions are found. Regarding the example in the figure, we can observe that levels
3 and 4 are assigned more ants than levels 5 and 6, because they are more productive.

3.5 Early stopping
In order to improve efficiency, an optional early stopping criterion is applied by terminating
earlier if the best polygon score does not improve for a given number of levels. For example,
if the max level M is set to 5 and early stopping convergence is set to 2 and the algorithm finds
the best possible solution already at level 1, the algorithm will terminate at level 3 instead of
level 5 for that particular polygon.

3.6 Multiple data points with shared coordinates
It is often the case that multiple data points share coordinates in a plane. For example, a twoby-two grid has only four possible coordinates. If the training set is larger than the number
of possible coordinates, certain points must share coordinates. A problem occurs when the
algorithm levels up: the granularity of a given section is increased if there are points of
different classes within that section. In this manner, the grid is able to separate points of
different classes without increasing the granularity on the entire grid. However, if points of
different classes share coordinates, the multi-grid is never able to separate these points, even
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Fig. 10 Multi-level AMS convergence in construction of a single polygon (η = 2000, M = 6, average of 20
runs)

with an infinitely high granularity. In order to handle this special case, PolyACO+ does not
increase the granularity of a section if all points in the section share the same coordinate.

3.7 Additional enhancements
This section describes some additional enhancements to PolyACO+ compared to PolyACO.
Equation 6 shows how pheromones are updated in PolyACO. This equation tends to bias
the perimeter of the polygon compared to encapsulation of data points. This paper proposes
an improved pheromone update equation using weights on the perimeter factor and data
encapsulation, respectively:
α
τi,best
j = f (s j ) ·

1
|s j |

β

.

(11)

For example, the significance of the length factor β can be decreased by setting it to a low
value.
All ants are initialised with a random position in PolyACO. Consequently, this might
cause many ants to start in a position that is far away from any data point in the target
class, making it hard to find good polygons around the target clusters. Therefore, two new
methods for selecting the start position, Weighted and On_Global_Best, are proposed. The
Weighted method selects a start position based on the amount of placed pheromones. The
On_Global_Best method selects the current global best solution. Both approaches produced
superior results compared to the random initialisation strategy. However, further investigation
is needed in order to identify the best of the two approaches.

3.8 PolyACO+ parameters
Table 2 contains an overview of all the parameters of PolyACO+. The parameters ρ, τmin ,
and τmax come from MMAS, and α, β, and M are introduced in PolyACO+.
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Table 2 Overview of all
algorithm parameters in
PolyACO+
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Name

Description

Default value

τmin

Minimum pheromone value

0.001

τmax

Maximum pheromone value

1.0

ρ

Pheromone evaporation rate

0.02

η

Convergence rate

1200

M

Max granularity steps

6

α

Weight for the reward function

1.0

β

Weight for the polygon perimeters

0.01

Unless stated otherwise, the default parameter values from Table 2 are used in all experiments throughout this paper. These were obtained by testing various parameter values over a
given number of ants on the generated semicircular dataset (see Sect. 4.2.2), and then the best
performing values were selected. This was done over several rounds for each parameter. For
example, for the pheromone evaporation rate ρ we first tested the values 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and
1.0 and the results have been calculated with an average over 20 runs per parameter. ρ = 0.01
performed the best. Therefore, we further tested the values 0.005, 0.02, 0.035, and 0.05. This
time, ρ = 0.02 performed the best and was therefore selected as the default value for ρ.

4 Results
Experimental results are given in this section to demonstrate the efficiency of PolyACO+.
We first start by presenting the synthetic and real data used in these experiments in Sect.
4.1. We continue in Sect. 4.2 by providing results from two featured datasets (including
challenging problems such as circular datasets), while Sect. 4.3 is concerned with multipleclass classification with multiple attributes. Section 4.4 deals with fastening PolyACO+ using
GPU, and Sect. 4.5 compares the results with other algorithms.

4.1 Data
This section presents results from various scenarios ranging from simple classification problems using easily separable data to more complex settings involving both real-life and
synthetic noisy data. For each generated scenario, 1000 data points per class are generated. For the real scenarios, the whole corresponding dataset is used. The real datasets used
in the experiments are Iris, Breast Cancer Wisconsin (bcw), and Digits4 from the UCI dataset
repository (Lichman 2013). In all cases, half of the data are used for training and the other half
for classification. All scenarios are run with 10,000 ants unless otherwise explicitly specified.

4.2 Two dimensions and two classes
4.2.1 Simple environment dataset
This section presents a simple experimental setting as a proof of concept of PolyACO+ in
two dimensions. The aim of the experience is to empirically demonstrate that the approach
4 Subset of “Pen-Based Recognition of Handwritten Digits Dataset (Lichman 2013)” retrieved from scikit-

learn (http://scikit-learn.org/0.17/auto_examples/datasets/plot_digits_last_image.html).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11 Example of classification of the simple environment dataset. a PolyACO+ pheromones, b PolyACO+
polygon, and c linear SVM
Table 3 Classification accuracy
of PolyACO+ compared to
state-of-the-art classification
algorithms for the datasets simple
environment (sim), overlapping
data (over), circular (circ),
circular with noise (circ+ε), and
semicircular (s-circ)

sim

s-circ

over

circ

circ+ε

Instances

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

Attributes

2

2

2

2

2

Polygons

1

1

1

1

1

Technique
PolyACO+

100.0

100.0

85.20

100.0

94.80

PolyACO

100.0

100.0

85.20

100.0

94.80

Linear SVM

100.0

91.20

83.70

53.80

53.80

Polynomial SVM

100.0

99.70

82.20

89.20

77.80

Gaussian SVM

100.0

100.0

84.00

100.0

95.90

works in a simple environment containing two easily separable sets of data. The data are
composed of two sets of points: C1 and C2 . Figure 11a illustrates the pheromone trails at
the end of the training phase. The thicker the line, the more the pheromones deposited there,
which means that the algorithm is more certain that the edge is part of the best solution. From
the figure, we observe that the pheromones have built a rectangular polygon encircling all
items in C1 without including any of the items in C2 . Figure 11b presents the best found
polygon s based on the pheromone trail. Since this is a polygon that perfectly separates the
classes, it yields f (s j ) = 1. The mapping from pheromones to polygon in this example is
quite straightforward. Lastly, for comparison purposes, Fig. 11c depicts the corresponding
linear SVM. It is interesting to observe that PolyACO+ and SVM are able to find the same
boundaries.
This simplistic example indicates that when it comes to easily separable data, the result
of the PolyACO+ is similar to that of a linear SVM. Table 3 shows an overview of the
classification results. Both PolyACO+ and SVM reach an accuracy of 100.0—which is not
surprising given the simplicity of the classification task.

4.2.2 Semicircular dataset
Figure 12 illustrates the behaviour of the scheme in a more complex scenario involving
semicircular data where there are no clear-cut boundaries.
Despite the added complexity, the PolyACO+ approach works almost identically to the
simple scenario in Fig. 11; Figure 12a, b shows the pheromone trail and polygon s, respectively, in the training data. We observe that there is an easy mapping from pheromones to
polygon. Figure 12c shows the boundary found by a linear SVM, which is not perfect sim-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 12 Example of classification of the semicircular dataset. a PolyACO+ pheromones, b PolyACO+ polygon, c linear SVM, and d polynomial SVM

ply because the classification problem cannot be solved by a linear separator. Lastly, the
polynomial SVM in Fig. 12d produces better, but not perfect boundaries.
Table 3 shows that PolyACO+ achieves a classification accuracy of 100.0, while linear,
polynomial, and Gaussian SVMs yield an accuracy of 91.2, 99.7, and 100.0, respectively.

4.2.3 Overlapping dataset
In the above scenarios, the data are perfectly separable. In the current scenario, the data in
Fig. 13 are more challenging because they are overlapping and therefore no line or polygon
can perfectly separate the datasets.
Figure 13a shows the pheromones after the training phase. Concerning the left and lower
parts of the polygon, the pheromone trail is strong and thus the lines are thick. In contrast,
whenever the data overlap, the scheme is less confident and the pheromone trail is weaker.
This indicates that when the confidence of the classifier is strong, PolyACO+ provides strong
pheromone trails. Figure 13b shows the corresponding polygon, and Fig. 13c, d shows corresponding boundaries of linear and polynomial SVM.
In Table 3, we observe that PolyACO+ reaches an accuracy of 85.2, while linear SVM
reaches 83.7, and polynomial SVM reaches 82.2. One conclusion to be drawn from this
example is that PolyACO+ finds a slightly better boundary than SVM, presumably because
the rigged lines better fit the data than the straight and polynomial lines.

4.2.4 Circular dataset
The classification tasks when the data points of a class form a circular shape are particularly
difficult without mapping it to multiple dimensions. The data are generated from a Gaussian
distribution from two circles having the same centre but with two different radii.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 13 Example of classification of the overlapping dataset. a PolyACO+ pheromones, b PolyACO+ polygon,
c linear SVM, and d polynomial SVM

Figure 14a shows that the polygon is able to perfectly encircle class C1 , which is only
matched by the SVM containing a Gaussian kernel in Fig. 14c. The linear SVM in Fig. 14b
and the polynomial SVM (not presented as a figure) do not find any viable solution.
By adding 5% noise to the data, meaning that 5% of the data are intentionally wrongly
labelled, Fig. 14d shows that PolyACO+ is still able to obtain a nearly perfect solution.
Table 3 shows that PolyACO+ gets an accuracy of 1 compared to 53.8 for linear SVM
and 89.2 for polynomial SVM. The PolyACO+ accuracy is only matched by Gaussian SVM.
5 In a noisy environment, the PolyACO+ algorithm has only marginally reduced level of
accuracy, namely 94.8. Correspondingly, the polynomial SVM accuracy dropped from 89.2
to 77.8, while the accuracy of Gaussian SVM dropped to 95.9. Figure 15 shows the evolution
of the score for the best polygon s ( f (s j )) and of the size of the polygon (|s|). Pheromones
are represented by the edges’ width in the graph.

4.3 Multiple classes and features
This section presents classification results with PolyACO+ with multiple classes and features.

4.3.1 Number of polygons with multiple classes
We have carried out many experiments on multiple class problems. We present results for
two real datasets, Iris and bcw (discussed further in Sect. 4.5.1). Concerning this particular
experiment, each dataset is run using three different values for the convergence rate and
50-fold cross-validation. A summary of results with many other datasets is available in Sect.
4.5.2.
5 Note that the choice of kernel, including the Gaussian SVM kernel, is not trivial and typically relies upon

trial and error or expert knowledge of the field (Smola and Schölkopf 2004). PolyACO+ has no such parameter
to be tuned.
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Fig. 14 Example of
classification of circles. a
PolyACO+ polygon, b linear
SVM, c Gaussian SVM, and d
PolyACO+ polygon with 5%
noise

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 15 Evolution of polygon over time. Average of 1000 runs
Table 4 Classification accuracy levels using polygons for all and all-minus-one classes for different values
of the stopping parameter η (100, 200, and 400)
Iris

bcw

Convergence rate η

100

200

400

100

200

400

All-minus-one classes

90.40

93.20

93.84

97.28

97.03

96.79

All classes

92.44

94.12

95.28

96.92

96.92

97.12

The stopping criterion takes place whenever a number of η ants have walked without any improvement

The results in Table 4 demonstrate that while using all classes improves the classification
accuracy levels on the Iris dataset, it does not produce the same effect on the bcw dataset.
One possible cause for this discrepancy is that the data on the Iris dataset are continuous,
while the bcw data are discrete. Figure 16 shows an example plane from the bcw dataset
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Fig. 16 Polygons on sample planes from the bcw dataset for the classes grey (no-recurrent) and white
(recurrent), and the Iris dataset for the classes grey (setona), white (versicolour), and black (virginica). a bcw
and b Iris

compared with an example plane from the Iris dataset. The data in the bcw dataset are more
uniformly distributed over the entire plane than in Iris. Therefore, in this manner, the classifier
constructs polygons that cover the entire plane, instead of leaving large empty areas (as shown
in Fig. 16b). Since most of the plane is covered by polygons, little additional space is left for
the class without a polygon, which reduces the risk of producing false positives.
The number of polygons constructed is a trade-off between precision and speed. Adding
one more polygon per plane increases the total training time, but the gain in classification
accuracy can be significant. The focus of this paper is more on classification accuracy than
on speed. We adopted the all-class approach in this article, because the results in Table 4
demonstrate that this method can provide improved classification accuracy, and the increase
in training time is not very large.

4.3.2 Proof of concept for many dimensions
In this section, we demonstrate the training phase and classification phase in PolyACO+
using the Iris dataset as an example (see Sect. 4.1). Iris has 3 classes and 4 features: sepal
width, sepal length, petal width, and petal length. Iris has 4 dimensions, which produce 6
two-dimensional planes.
Figure 17 illustrates the dataset in each of the 6 planes. The surrounding polygons are
produced during the training phase of PolyACO+. The colour of each polygon corresponds
to the class to which it belongs.
The accuracy level in Table 3 is very close to all variants of SVM. With respect to the Iris
Plant dataset the accuracy level for PolyACO+ is 95.2, compared to 97.2 for linear SVM and
99.7 for polynomial SVM. It is noteworthy that PolyACO+ reaches an accuracy level higher
than AntMiner+ 94.5 and, not surprisingly, significantly higher than the two-dimensional
PolyACO. This is a quite understandable result because using all four features produces
higher accuracy than only using two.
Hence, assuming that SVM and AntMiner+ are able to classify the data well in an adept
manner, it could be argued that the PolyACO+ algorithm does so as well.

4.4 GPU performance comparison
In order to measure the improvement of PolyACO+ by introducing GPU parallelisation, we
ran an experiment comparing PolyACO+ with and without this component.
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Fig. 17 Polygons for the Iris dataset in all planes with respect to classes grey (setona), white (versicolour),
and black (virginica). The triangle is a potential new point to be classified. a Sepal length vs sepal width, b
sepal length vs petal length, c sepal length vs petal width, d sepal length vs petal length, e sepal width vs petal
width, and f petal length vs petal width

Table 5 PolyACO+ feature-by-feature comparison using tenfold cross-validation, measured in seconds used
for training for Iris, bcw, and semicircular (s-circ) from 100 to 10,000 items
Iris (s)

bcw (s)

s-circ, 100 (s)

s-circ, 1000 (s)

s-circ, 10,000 (s)

PolyACO+

113

162

6

7

8

PolyACO+ without multi-levelling

488

698

9

10

11

PolyACO+ without GPU

685

1956

15

77

676

The results in Table 5 show the runtime of PolyACO+ both with and without GPU parallelisation. The classification results themselves have been omitted from the table; as expected,
they were very similar across all configurations. Applying parallelisation only changes the
speed of the algorithm and not the classification accuracy. The gain in speed when using
GPU is more significant when the size of the dataset increases.
Parallelisation reduces the runtime by a factor of up to 61.5x, which is a significant
improvement compared with the original PolyACO (Tufteland et al. 2016).

4.5 PolyACO+ compared to other classification algorithms
In order to test how well PolyACO+ performs on an overall basis, we compare it to state-ofthe-art algorithms. Thus, in this experiment we compare PolyACO+ to logistic regression,
SVM, neural networks, AntMiner+, and the original PolyACO. These algorithms were chosen
because they either are very popular in the machine learning community or have similarities
with PolyACO+. We used SVM and logistic regression implementations from the scikit-learn
library and used Weka to run a neural network containing 2 hidden layers and a learning rate
of 0.5. The AntMiner+ results are from the original AntMiner+ paper (Martens et al. 2007).
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The AntMiner+ results are run with tenfold cross-validation, while all other results are run
with 100-fold cross-validation.6

4.5.1 Performance in higher-order dimensions
The training time of PolyACO+ drastically increases with increasing number of dimensions
due to the increase in the number of two-dimensional
planes. For example, in the case of 4

dimensions, the number of planes is only 24 = 6, while for 1000 dimensions the number of


= 499,500. On Iris, PolyACO+ uses on average 17.67 seconds per plane to
planes is 1000
2
achieve good accuracy (95% ± 2%). Regarding a dataset with 1000 dimensions and equally
many samples and classes as Iris, it would take approximately 100 days to complete a training
phase.
In order for PolyACO+ to be practical to use in higher-order dimensions, some measures
should be taken to either reduce the number of dimensions, e.g. through dimension reductions
such as principal component analysis (PCA) and t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE) (Van Der Maaten 2014) or apply other data reduction methods (Varma et al.
2015; Salama and Abdelbar 2016), or drastically increase the speed of the algorithm.

4.5.2 Results
Tables 3, 6, and 7 show that the classification scores are very close to each other, with
the exception of PolyACO. PolyACO+ scores the highest on bcw, while SVM obtains the
best score on Iris and neural networks scores best on Digits. The original PolyACO has
the lowest score on all the datasets. This is probably because PolyACO can only classify
two-dimensional data, and therefore, it extracts only the first two features of each dataset
and trains the model only based on them. It has a score of 10.18% on Digits, which is
statistically equivalent to guessing as Digits has 10 classes. This is expected, since PolyACO
only uses 2 out of the 64 features from Digits. Section 4.5.3 elaborates on PolyACO+ speed
end convergence rate, including steps towards reaching an accuracy of 72.56% on the Digits
data.
It should be noted that the best SVM set-up from the experiments in Table 3 is, not
surprisingly, Gaussian SVM. It is for this reason that we have included comparisons to
Gaussian SVM in Table 6.
Table 6 presents comparison results of PolyACO+ with other state-of-the-art algorithms
on real datasets. For the purpose of comparison, we have included all obtainable data from
Martens et al. (2007).7 PolyACO+ produces a better accuracy level than all other algorithms
for the three datasets Iris, bcw, wine, and better than all except Gaussian SVM for the bal
dataset. However, more importantly, it is only outperformed by AntMiner+ with a large
margin for three datasets (ttt, tae, and car), all of which have categorical features. For all
other results, it reaches roughly the same, or significantly higher, accuracy level. The natural
conclusion to be drawn is that AntMiner+ is superior to PolyACO+ for categorical data, and
the opposite seems to be the case for datasets with continues numerical values.
Table 7 shows accuracy categorised by data type (data containing categorical values,
numerical values, and both).
6 The AntMiner+ data are from the original AntMiner+ paper (Martens et al. 2007) where experiments are

run with tenfold cross-validation. A higher cross-validation produces less bias towards overestimating the true
expected error.
7 Two datasets from Martens et al. (2007) could not be obtained because they are only available per request.
Despite requesting it from the data provider, we unfortunately did not receive the data.
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Table 6 Classification accuracy of PolyACO+ compared to state-of-the-art classification algorithms for the
datasets Australian Credit Approval (aus), Tic-Tac-Toe Endgame (ttt), Contraceptive Method Choice (cmc),
Teaching Assistant Evaluation (tae), Balance Scale (bal), Car Evaluation (car), wine, Iris, Breast Cancer
Wisconsin (bcw), and Digits (dig)
aus

ttt

cmc

tae

bal

car

wine

Iris

bcw

dig

Instances

690

958

1473

151

625

1728

178

151

699

1797

Attributes

15

9

9

5

4

6

13

4

9

64

Polygons

182

72

108

30

18

60

234

18

72

20160

Num/cat

both

cat

both

cat

num

cat

num

num

num

num

PolyACO+

85.52

65.80

45.05

49.70

87.43

69.91

99.32

95.20

98.05

78.28

AntMiner+

84.05

99.75

45.93

56.73

79.81

92.01

94.59

56.73

96.40

–

AntMiner

84.09

77.03

42.32

40.39

68.09

77.38

84.50

76.60

91.14

–

AntMiner2

84.30

71.13

41.49

43.73

66.94

77.93

85.33

81.80

91.54

–

AntMiner3

83.61

68.94

40.85

40.39

65.02

77.50

83.50

77.00

90.91

–

RIPPER

84.52

97.99

48.94

35.30

79.38

94.01

90.68

93.00

95.35

–

C4.5

84.82

83.79

46.60

47.20

77.11

96.61

89.83

93.80

94.69

–

1NN

80.33

98.50

42.16

50.20

81.83

92.69

95.43

91.00

96.40

–

Logit

84.03

65.57

47.52

51.96

86.75

80.52

94.33

93.80

96.53

96.40

Gaussian SVM

85.22

91.06

48.55

48.42

91.58

97.71

94.83

94.40

92.81

94.01

Technique

Bold indicates to highlight the highest performance in the corresponding column
All data are from the UCI dataset repository (Lichman 2013). Results other than PolyACO+ are from the
original AntMiner+ paper (Martens et al. 2007
Table 7 Average classification accuracy of PolyACO+ compared to state-of-the-art classification algorithms
for datasets that only contain categorical values (cat), datasets that only contain numerical values (num),
datasets that contain both categorical and numerical values (both), and average classification accuracy for all
datasets (avg)
Technique

cat

num

both

avg

PolyACO+

61.80

95.00

65.29

77.33

AntMiner+

82.83

81.88

64.99

78.44

AntMiner

64.93

80.08

63.21

71.28

AntMiner2

64.26

81.40

62.90

71.58

AntMiner3

62.28

79.10

62.23

69.75

RIPPER

75.67

89.60

66.73

79.90

C4.5

75.86

88.86

65.71

79.83

1NN

80.46

91.17

61.25

80.95

Logit

66.01

92.85

65.78

77.89

Gaussian SVM

79.06

93.41

66.89

82.73

Bold indicates to highlight the highest performance in the corresponding column
Note that only PolyACO+, logit, and SVM have been tested on Digits. Therefore, Digits is not included in the
comparison
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Fig. 18 Confusion matrices for different classifiers. Each is run once on Iris. PolyACO+, polynomial SVM,
and linear SVM reached accuracies of 98%, while the other two scored 96% in this example

The confusion matrices in Fig. 18 illustrate the precision obtained when classifying Iris
using PolyACO+. When comparing this matrix to the other classifiers’ confusion matrix, we
find that they all look approximately the same, which arguably supports the assertion that
PolyACO+ works as well as comparable algorithms. Overall, the results from Tables 3, 6, and
the confusion matrices strongly indicate that PolyACO+ is a competitive algorithm for solving
classification problems when the features have numerical values. It is significantly more
accurate than PolyACO and performs similarly or better compared to the other algorithms in
the experiment. However, it is less competitive when it comes to categorical data.

4.5.3 Performance versus convergence rate
Figure 19 shows how the classification accuracy of PolyACO+ stabilises at a higher convergence rate on the datasets Iris, bcw, and Digits. The figure shows that while a higher
convergence rate produces a higher classification accuracy, this accuracy is reached at different levels for different datasets. This is in line with what might be expected as the datasets
are of different complexity. Iris and bcw, which have 18 and 72 polygons, respectively, to
optimise, converge for η ≈ 300. In order to train PolyACO+ for the more complex dataset
Digits, it is needed to include 20,160 polygons in the training phase, and the convergence
rate clearly needs to be set higher. We would expect that by using a higher convergence rate,
PolyACO+ would produce a higher level of accuracy, and it is therefore encouraging that the
empirical evidence in Figure 19 supports this assertion.

4.6 Multi-level
This section compares the different multi-level approaches empirically. Each approach is run
on the semicircular dataset from Fig. 12. The semicircular dataset is a good choice to illustrate
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Fig. 19 Classification accuracy when using an increasing convergence rate (η) for PolyACO+ on Iris and
bcw (average of 50 runs) and Digits (average of 5 runs)

the effects of multi-levelling as there are clear boundaries between the class clusters in this
case. The training phase is run for 100 seconds, and the best polygon is logged every second
to monitor the progress. The four approaches in the experiment are as follows: a static grid
with granularity μ = 15, naïve multi-level, static grid with AMR, and dynamic grid with
AMR.
A value of μ = 15 was empirically tested to give PolyACO+ the highest accuracy without
multi-level (see Fig. 8) and is included in Fig. 20. The results in Fig. 20 show that the naïve
multi-level approach converges earlier than the static grid approach with a fixed granularity,
and at the same time lower than the two versions using AMR. Similarly, static AMR converges
earlier than dynamic AMR, but with a lower score. This is because the static grid has a max
level of 4, meaning that it has a small and limited search space. In this way, it not only
converges very fast, but is not able to separate the data as well as the dynamic approach.

4.6.1 Discussion
The naïve approach consists of applying traditional multi-grid techniques by increasing the
granularity on the entire grid when ants converge and pass on the pheromone values from
the coarse grids to the finer grids. Another approach is to apply AMR by only increasing the
granularity in areas of relevance. This approach can be applied either once at initialisation of
the grid or dynamically during training. All multi-level approaches obtain very good results
compared to no multi-levelling. Dynamic multi-levelling with AMR shows superior results
compared to the other approaches and is therefore the preferred technique for PolyACO+.
Moreover, the performance is further increased by applying a dynamic convergence which
assigns more computing time to productive grid levels than to unproductive grid levels.
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Fig. 20 Multi-level comparison (averaged over 50 runs)

Table 8 Performance overview for Digits (average of 5 runs)
Convergence rate

Average accuracy

Average time per run (h)

Time per polygon (s)

η = 300

72.55

69.6

12

η = 500

72.89

112.4

20

η = 800

78.28

139.8

24

4.7 Performance on the Digits dataset
Table 6 shows that PolyACO+ scores considerably lower on the Digits dataset than the other
classification algorithms. This could be explained by the fact that the Digits dataset is more
complex than the others, as it contains 64 features and 10 classes, resulting in a total of 20,160
polygons in the classification model (see Eq. 7).
Figure 19 and Table 8 confirm that increasing the convergence rate also increases the
accuracy level. However, this takes place at the expense of slower convergence since a higher
convergence rate means increasing the number of ants.

4.8 Discrete, continuous, and categorical values
Table 7 shows the results for each classifier grouped by data type. When the data are purely
numerical, PolyACO+ beats all algorithms in our comparison. In contrast, when the data
are only categorical, AntMiner+ is the best performing algorithm. When the data contain
both numerical and categorical values, SVM becomes the best performing algorithm, but it
is noteworthy that PolyACO+ is better than AntMiner+ in this case. One conclusion to be
drawn from this is that PolyACO+ works best and is the best among the compared algorithms,
when the dataset contains numerical values. Without numerical values, PolyACO+ should
not be the chosen classifier.
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(a)

343

(b)

(c)

Fig. 21 Example of a multi-grid in a continuous domain, Iris, and b discrete domain, bcw, and c categorical
data, car

Figure 19 shows that PolyACO+ stabilises at a lower convergence rate on the bcw dataset
than on Iris and Digits. PolyACO+ achieves an average of 93.5% accuracy on bcw with
η = 10, while it only achieves a 76.6% accuracy on Iris with the same settings.8 The main
difference between Iris and bcw is the number of features (4 and 9, respectively) and the type
of values in the data: bcw only has discrete values between 1 and 10, while Iris has continuous
values with no particular constraints. The multi-grid in PolyACO+ is a discretisation of the
entire dataset and is therefore quite congruent with discrete values. Figure 21 illustrates the
difference between multi-grids based on continuous data and on discrete data. The grid can
more easily separate the discrete data as it does not require a high resolution before each
unique data position has a separate section in the grid. The continuous data require a very
high resolution to separate the points, because the values can be much closer to each other
than in a discrete domain.
In order to explain the limitations of categorical data for PolyACO+, we use the example
of the categorical dataset car. Applying PolyACO+ to the car dataset produces an accuracy
level of 69.9, compared to 92.0 for AntMiner+.9 The car dataset consists of 6 features, all
of which are categorical. PolyACO+ by design expects numerical values for the features
in a grid and not categorical features. We counter this problem by mapping every possible value in a category to a binary 0–1 category. For example, feature maintenance in the
car dataset has 4 possible values: vhigh, high, med, and low. This is instead mapped to 4
features: maintenance_vhigh, maintenance_high, maintenance_med, and maintenance_low.
Figure 21c shows a plot of maintenance_vhigh (x-axis) versus maintenance_high (y-axis).
It is observable from this example that each items falls into either maintenance_vhigh,
maintenance_high, or neither, and there is an exact overlap between these categories. Since
PolyACO+ works in two-dimensional plots alone, there is not a very good separator from
these features alone. Further, since the car dataset only includes categorical data, this is true
for any subset of two features, and PolyACO+ does not perform that well in this situation.

5 Conclusion and further work
In this paper we have introduced PolyACO+, a classification algorithm which is a significant
extension of the PolyACO algorithm that uses ant colony optimisation and ray casting for
classification. PolyACO+ introduces several modifications and improvements to PolyACO,
8 Note that after convergence, the accuracy is much higher as presented in Table 6.
9 Note that for the continuous datasets, e.g. Iris, we observe the opposite case and PolyACO+ outperforms

AntMiner+ by a large margin: 95.2–56.7.
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such as the capability to handle multidimensional data, support for multiple classes, and an
efficient parallel architecture for GPUs that improves accuracy and speed.
PolyACO+ employs a novel approach to handling multidimensional data where a separate classifier is trained individually for each pair of features. Subsequently, PolyACO+
uses ray casting and majority voting to construct an aggregated classification decision. The
approach is successfully applied to multiple multidimensional datasets such as the bcw and
Iris datasets. The algorithm performs similarly or better than state-of-the-art algorithms with
an average classification accuracy of 95.20% on Iris and 97.11% on bcw. Moreover, PolyACO+ outperforms all other classification algorithms, including neural networks and SVM.
Since bcw consists of discrete data, this suggests that PolyACO+ works particularly well for
this type of data.
To reduce the complexity per dimension, PolyACO+ also applies adaptive mesh refinement. This multi-level technique works by increasing the granularity in parts of the graph
with denser data while keeping lower granularity in parts where the data are sparse. In this
manner, the ants do not have to spend time in areas which do not give added value.
Overall, PolyACO+ performs well on all our experiments with continuous and discrete
numerical values and meets our objectives in terms of improving PolyACO. We therefore
conclude that PolyACO+ is a viable technique for solving classification problems. Concerning
categorical data, PolyACO+ falls short compared to other classifiers specialised for this type
of data, for example AntMiner+.
One of the biggest drawbacks of PolyACO is the fact that it is slow. In order to circumvent
this disadvantage, PolyACO+ employs a parallel architecture for the reward function that
can run on GPUs. The runtime of the reward function is reduced using parallelisation, which
reduces the overall running time of the training phase to between 16 and 1.6% of its original
runtime.
PolyACO+ is still relatively slow compared to other classical algorithms. The reason for
this is that the number of polygons increases quadratically with respect to the number of
features.
Two strategies might improve the performance further: first, extending parallelisation to
other parts of the algorithm and second, resorting to smart dimension reduction techniques.
Potential approaches include adding a kernel functionality similar to how SVM uses kernels
(i.e. smart exploration of relevant and non-relevant dimensions), and letting the ants walk in
multidimensional planes. The viability of these approaches needs to be explored.
The paths in PolyACO+ are composed strictly of horizontal and vertical edges, and the
distance along a path is computed using the Manhattan distance. Two paths that are of the
same length calculated with the Manhattan distance may be of different lengths in Euclidean
geometry. The combination of PolyACO+ and a Euclidean geometry would permit diagonal
lines and allow a greater variety of polygons. Whether or not Euclidean-based PolyACO+
would improve the algorithm accuracy needs to be explored.
There are multiple ways of countering the Manhattan distance problem. One solution is
to use the area of the polygon instead of the perimeter in the reward function. However, this
approach could pose a challenge, as calculating the area may be computationally expensive,
while calculating the polygon perimeter is trivial. Another approach would be to introduce
diagonal edges. This solves the problem of Manhattan distance, but comes at the cost of
making the computations on the graph more expensive. Moreover it could be challenging to
implement the latter solution for asymmetric grids including the adaptive mesh refinement
grid used in PolyACO+.
Other mechanisms we intend to explore are multiple polygons per class per pair of dimensions and weighing of each polygon as both mechanisms would allow the detection of more
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complex patterns and potentially yield a higher level of classification accuracy. On the other
hand, the mechanisms might as well increase the complexity of the classification phase. The
weighing approach allows for more focused classification schemes when items are part of
multiple classes. The weighing could be based on training accuracy or the distance an item
is from the boundary.
Acknowledgements The authors would like to thank the editor and anonymous referees for their unusually
meticulous review and valuable comments to improve the quality of this paper.
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Abstract. The recently introduced Tsetlin Machine (TM) has provided
competitive pattern classification accuracy in several benchmarks, composing patterns with easy-to-interpret conjunctive clauses in propositional logic. In this paper, we go beyond pattern classification by introducing a new type of TMs, namely, the Regression Tsetlin Machine
(RTM). In all brevity, we modify the inner inference mechanism of the
TM so that input patterns are transformed into a single continuous output, rather than to distinct categories. We achieve this by: (1) using the
conjunctive clauses of the TM to capture arbitrarily complex patterns;
(2) mapping these patterns to a continuous output through a novel voting and normalization mechanism; and (3) employing a feedback scheme
that updates the TM clauses to minimize the regression error. The feedback scheme uses a new activation probability function that stabilizes
the updating of clauses, while the overall system converges towards an
accurate input-output mapping. The performance of the RTM is evaluated using six different artificial datasets with and without noise, in
comparison with the Classic Tsetlin Machine (CTM) and the Multiclass
Tsetlin Machine (MTM). Our empirical results indicate that the RTM
obtains the best training and testing results for both noisy and noisefree datasets, with a smaller number of clauses. This, in turn, translates
to higher regression accuracy, using significantly less computational resources.

Keywords: Tsetlin Machine, Regression Tsetlin Machine, Tsetlin Automata,
Regression, Pattern Recognition, Propositional Logic.

1

Introduction

Computational simplicity, ease of interpretation, along with competitive pattern
recognition accuracy, make the recently introduced Tsetlin Machine (TM) [1] a
promising new paradigm for machine learning. Indeed, the TM has outperformed
well-known machine learning algorithms such as Logistic Regression, Neural Networks, and Support Vector Machine (SVM) in several benchmarks, including Iris
Data Classification, Handwritten Digits Classification (MNIST), Predicting Optimum Moves in the Axis and Allies Board Game, and Classification of Noisy
XOR Data with Non-Informative Features [1].

Tsetlin Automata and the Tsetlin Machine. The core of the TM is built
on Tsetlin Automata (TAs), developed by M. L. Tsetlin in the early 1960s [2].
This powerful, yet simple, leaning mechanism has been used to solve a number
of machine learning and stochastic optimization problems, such as resource allocation [3], stochastic searching on the line [4], distributed coordination [5], graph
coloring [6], and forecasting disease outbreaks [7]. In the TM, TAs represent literals – input features and their negations. The literals, in turn, form conjunctive
clauses in propositional logic, as decided by the TAs. The final TM output is
a disjunction of all the specified clauses. In this manner, the pattern composition and learning procedure of the TM is fully transparent and understandable,
facilitating human interpretation. In addition, the TM has an inherent computational advantage. That is, the inputs and outputs of the TM can naturally be
represented as bits, and recognition and learning is performed by manipulating
those bits. The operation of the TM thus demands relatively small computational resources, and supports hardware-near and parallel computation e.g. on
GPUs.
Lately, the TM has provided state-of-the-art performance in several real-life
applications. Berge et al. have for instance successfully used the TM for medical text categorization [8]. They used the TM to provide interpretable pattern
recognition for the analysis of electronic health records. The authors demonstrated that the TM can outperform established machine learning algorithms
such as k-nearest neighbors (kNN), SVM, Random Forest, Decision Trees, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Neural Networks,
and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), in terms of precision, recall, and
F-measure. Furthermore, Darshana et al. have shown that the TM can outperform MLPs, Decision Trees, and SVMs in dengue fever outbreak prediction. The
latter result was achieved by making the TM capable of expressing thresholds
and intervals that capture patterns formed by continuous features. By carefully
selecting thresholds and intervals, the TM avoided losing information due to
binarization [9].
Research Question and Paper Contributions. The TM has been designed for classification, not for producing continuous output. How to best produce continuous output is unclear, with the existing binarization schemes being
incapable of fully leveraging the natural ranking of numbers. In this paper, we
introduce the Regression Tsetlin Machine (RTM) to overcome above limitation
of the TM. The RTM is a novel variant of the Classic Tsetlin Machine (CTM),
specifically addressing the unique properties of regression. The novel modifications that we introduce are subtle, but crucial. First of all, the clause polarities
the CTM uses to discriminate patterns, using positive and negative examples,
are eliminated. Instead, the objective of the RTM is to use the clauses to map
the sum of the clause outputs into one single continuous output. The discrepancy between predicted and target output is minimized with a new feedback
scheme tailored for regression, including a modified stochastic activation probability function.

Paper Organization. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present the main contribution of this paper, which is the RTM, and
how we build it upon the CTM. We then investigate the behavior of the RTM
using six different artificial datasets in Section 3. We demonstrate empirically
that the RTM is superior both to the CTM as well as its multiclass version when
it comes to predicting continuous output. We conclude our work in Section 4.

2

The Regression Tsetlin Machine (RTM)

The RTM is a novel variant of the CTM. To highlight the unique properties of
the RTM, we start this section with first reviewing the TM in more detail, and
then discuss how it can be modified to support continuous output.
2.1

The Classic Tsetlin Machine (CTM)

At the heart of the TM, we find multiple teams of TAs that build conjunctive
clauses in propositional logic. The purpose is to capture hidden patterns in the
data.
Learning with TAs. Each Tsetlin Automaton (TA) learns the optimal
action in an environment by sequentially performing the actions that the environment offers. To identify the optimal actions, the TAs adjust their states based
on the feedback they receive from the environment, which can be penalties or
rewards. Asymptotically, a TA identifies the action that provides the highest
probability of reward [10, 11]. These simple learning devices are capable of online learning, have a simple structure, and require modest computational power.
Yet, they are able to learn accurately with relatively few interactions with the
environment [12, 13].
Clause Formation and the TA Team. The TM bases its operations on
the simplest form of TAs, namely, the two action one, with finite memory depth.
As illustrated in Table 1, a team of TAs cooperates to form a clause. The table
depicts the steps leading to a clause being formed. Consider an input feature
Table 1. The steps used to form a clause based on the input features and the actions
of the TAs.
Phase

Operations

𝑥1

1

𝑥2

Comments

𝑥𝑜

……………

2

𝑥1

¬𝑥1

𝑥2

¬𝑥2

3

TA11

TA21

TA12

TA22

4

in

ex

ex

in

Input Features, 𝑿

𝑥𝑜

¬𝑥𝑜

Literals

…………….

TA1𝑜

TA2𝑜

TA

……………….

ex

in

𝑥1 Ʌ ¬𝑥2 Ʌ………Ʌ ¬𝑥𝑜

5

Actions = {in, ex}

c1 = ⋀𝑜𝑘=1 𝑥𝑘 , ∀ TA1𝑘 = in
c2 = ⋀𝑜𝑘=1 ¬𝑥𝑘 , ∀ TA2𝑘 = in
C = c 1 Ʌ c2

Phase

Operations

x1

1

Comments

……………

x2

X = [x1, x2, x3, ……. Xn]

Xn

2

x1

¬ x1

x2

¬ x2

xn

¬ xn

Literals

3

TA11

TA21

TA12

TA22

…………….

TA1𝑛

TA2𝑛

TA

in

……………….

ex

in

4

in

ex

ex

Actions = {in, ex}

c1 = ⋀𝑛𝑘=1 𝑥𝑘 , ∀ TA1𝑘 = in
5

x1 Ʌ ¬ x2 Ʌ………Ʌ ¬ xo

c2 = ⋀𝑛𝑘=1 ¬𝑥𝑘 , ∀ TA2𝑘 = in

vector X = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xo ]. Each TA represents either an input feature xk or
its negation ¬xk (jointly referred to as literals). Further, each TA in the team
decides whether to include or exclude its assigned literal in the clause that the
team is forming. Accordingly, when there are o input features, 2 × o TAs are
needed to form the clause. The two actions available to each TA are {in, ex }.
Here, in refers to including the literal controlled by the TA and ex refers to
excluding it. As seen in the final step in the table, the included literals form a
conjunctive clause, while the excluded ones are ignored.
Clauses and Voting. The number of clauses, m, needed for a particular
problem depends on the complexity of the dataset. It should at least be sufficient to cover the full range of sub-patterns associated with each output {0, 1}.
However, with hidden and unknown sub-patterns, a grid search is required to
find the best m.
The m clauses are assigned either a positive or negative polarity, and they
vote separately to decide the final output of the TM. Clauses with odd index
are assigned positive polarity (C + ) and they vote for the final output 1. Clauses
with even index are assigned negative polarity (C − ) and they vote for the final
output 0. For both categories, a vote is submitted when the clause recognizes
a sub-pattern. If the clause is unable to find a sub-pattern, it declines to vote.
Finally, the output, y, is decided based on the number of votes gained by each
category {0, 1} as given in the Eq. (1):

P
P
+
−

if
1,
j=1,3,m−1 Cj >
j=2,4,m Cj
y=
(1)

P
P

+
−
0,
if
.
j=1,3,m−1 Cj <
j=2,4,m Cj

Learning Procedure. Learning in the TM is based on reinforcement learning. The reward, penalty, and inaction probabilities that guide the TAs in all
of the clauses depend on several factors, namely, the actual output, the clause
output, the literal value, and the current state of the TA. The basic idea is to
alter the number of votes belong to each output category when the output is a
false negative or a false positive. In the TM, this is done by two types of feedback – Type I and Type II. Type I feedback eliminates false negative output and
reinforces true positive output, while Type II feedback eliminates false positive
output. Both of these kinds of feedback are summarized in Table 2.
Type I feedback is given to clauses with positive polarity when the actual output, ŷ, is 1 and clauses with negative polarity when the actual output,
Pmŷ, is 0. The
probability of activation of Type I feedback is [T −max(−T, min(T, j=1 Cj ))]/2T .
Type II feedback is given to clauses with positive polarity when the actual output, ŷ, is 0 and clauses with negative polarity when the actual output,
ŷ, is 1. The
Pm
probability of activation of Type II feedback is [T +max(−T, min(T, j=1 Cj ))]/2T .
Pm
TAs remain unchanged if the vote difference, j=1 Cj , is higher than or equal
to T when ŷ = 1 and lower than or equal to -T when ŷ = 0, according to the
activation probabilities of each type of feedback.
In all brevity, when the target output for a training instance X̂ is ŷ = 1, the
votes from the clauses with negative polarity must not outnumber the votes from

the clauses with positive polarity (in order to correctly classify the instance).
Therefore, clauses with positive polarity receive Type I feedback (the activation
probability increases with the number of voting clauses with negative polarity)
since this reinforces clauses which output 1. Similarly, clauses with negative
polarity receive Type II feedback (the activation probability increases with the
number of voting clauses with positive polarity) since this suppresses voting
activity by making clauses of negative polarity evaluate to 0. The procedure
is similar when the target output is ŷ = 0. The TM then needs to make sure
that more clauses with negative polarity provide votes compared to those with
positive polarity. Eventually, the above feedback reduces the number of false
positives and false negatives to make the TM learn the propositional formulae
that provide high accuracy output.
2.2

The Multiclass Tsetlin Machine (MTM)

For the CTM, the final summation operator aggregates all of the clause outputs
into one of the two available outputs: 0 or 1. However, for categorization tasks
with more classes than two, another design is needed. In the Multiclass Tsetlin
Machine (MTM), clauses are partitioned equally among the classes. The clauses
of each individual class then act separately, similarly to a single TM. However,
the votes output for each class then form the basis for classification. That is, an
argmax operator arbitrates the final class, based on the votes collected for each
class. When there are n classes, the output y can thus be expressed as:
y = argmaxi=1,...,n

(

X

j=1,3,...( m
n )−1

Cji −

X

j=2,4,...( m
n )

Cji

!)

.

(2)

The training procedure is similar to the CTM training procedure. However,
in the MTM, the clauses of the class being the target of the current training
sample are treated as if ŷ = 1, while the clauses of a randomly selected class
from the remaining classes is treated as if ŷ = 0. In each class, clauses with
positive polarity vote to say that the output belongs to the considered class.
Table 2. Type I and Type II feedback designed to eliminate false negative and false
positive output.

Current State

Feedback Type
I
II
Clause Output
1
0
1
0
Literal Value
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
Reward Probability (s-1)/s NA
0
0
0 NA 0
0
Include Inaction Probability 1/s
NA (s-1)/s (s-1)/s 1 NA 1
1
Penalty Probability
0
NA
1/s
1/s
0 NA 0
0
Reward Probability
0
1/s
1/s
1/s
0
0
0
0
Exclude Inaction Probability 1/s (s-1)/s (s-1)/s (s-1)/s 1
0
1
1
Penalty Probability (s-1)/s
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
† s is the precision and controls the granularity of the sub-patterns captured [1]

Similarly, the clauses with negative polarity vote to indicate that the output
does not belong to the considered class.
2.3

The Regression Tsetlin Machine (RTM)

When the output is continuous, neither the CTM or the MTM above are ideal.
However, we will now show that the CTM can be modified to produce continuous
output by means of three pertinent modifications.
In CTM and MTM, the polarity of clauses is used to classify data into different classes. We now remove the polarity of clauses, since we intend to use
the clauses as additive building blocks that can be used to calculate continuous
output. That is, we intend to map the total vote count into a single continuous
output. As a result, the complexity of the RTM is actually reduced.
With merely one type of clauses, the summation operator outputs a value
between 0 and T, which is simply the number of clauses that evaluates to 1. This
value is then normalized to produce the regression output. Thus, through this
simple modification, the TM can now produce continuous output, with precision
that increases with higher T.
Let ŷmax denote the maximum output value ŷ among the N trainingP
samples
m
Y = [ŷ1 , ŷ2 , ŷ3 , . . . , ŷN ]. Then the sum of the votes from the clauses j=1 Cj
of the TM is normalized to achieve the regression output by dividing by T and
multiplying with ŷmax . So, for the oth training sample, (X̂o , ŷo ), the TM output,
yo , is calculated from the input X̂o as follows:
Pm
j=1 Cj (X̂o ) × ŷmax
.
(3)
yo =
T
Feedback, then, is based on comparing the output, yo of the TM with the
target output ŷo . The target value ŷo can be higher or lower than the output
value yo . This is our basis for our new feedback scheme. That is, similarly to other
machine learning methods, certain internal operations are needed to minimize
the error between the predicted output, yo , and target output, ŷo . In the RTM,
this is quite simply achieved by providing Type I and Type II feedbacks according
to the following criteria:


if yo < ŷo ,
Type I,
F eedback =
(4)


Type II,
if yo > ŷo .

As with the CTM, the idea here is to increase the number of clauses that
output 1 when the predicted output is less than the target output (yo < ŷo ). To
achieve this, we then provide Type I feedback. Conversely, Type II feedback is
applied to decrease the number of clauses that evaluate to 1 when the predicted
output is higher than the target output (yo > ŷo ).
To stabilize learning, we use an activation probability function that makes
the probability of giving a clause feedback proportional to the difference between

the predicted and target output (the error). That is, in the RTM, feedback to
clauses is determined stochastically using the following activation probability
function, Pact :
Pact =

K× | yo − ŷo |
.
ŷmax

(5)

As seen, the magnitude of the function is adjusted with the constant K. The
resulting activation function reduces the oscillation of the the predicted value
during the training process, stabilizing it around the target value.
The behavior of the RTM is studied in the following sections, in comparison
with the CTM and MTM.

3
3.1

Empirical Results
Experiment Setup

We study the behavior of the RTM using six different datasets. These datasets
have been constructed to facilitate empirical analysis of the optimality of RTM
learning, with the underlying input-output mapping being known. Dataset I
contains 2-bit feature input. The output is 100 times larger than the decimal
value of the binary input (e.g., when the input is [1, 0], the output is 200).
The training set consists of 8000 samples while the testing set consists of 2000
samples, both without noise. Dataset II contains the same data as Dataset I,
except that the output of the training data is perturbed to introduce noise. For
Dataset III we introduce 3-bit input, without noise, and for Dataset IV we have
3-bit input with noisy output. Finally, Dataset V has 4-bit input without noise,
and Dataset VI has 4-bit input with noisy.
Each input feature have been generated independently with equal probability
of 0 and 1 values, leading to a more or less uniform distribution of bit values.
In order to increase our understanding of the RTM, we investigate the effect
the hyper-parameters T and s have on learning.
Experiment I : We first study the effect varying T has on performance for the
different datasets.
Experiment II : The effect of different s values (controlling the number of
sub-patterns) is further investigated for all of the datasets.
Experiment III : We finally compare the RTM results with what can be
achieved with CTM and MTM.
3.2

Results and Discussion

We use Mean Absolute Error (MAE ) to measure performance. Fig. 1 plots error
across 200 epochs, with learning influenced by different T values. Fig. 1(a) shows

a: Dataset-I
30

3-T(0.00)
30-T(0.00)
500-T(0.50)
4000-T(0.33)

10-T(7.80)
100-T(0.78)
1000-T(0.20)

b: Dataset-II
100

3-T(7.15)
30-T(8.78)
500-T(5.53)
4000-T(5.36)

10-T(10.96)
100-T(5.36)
1000-T(5.23)

MAE

MAE

20
50

10

0

1
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31
41
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71
81
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131
141
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161
171
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1
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31
41
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191

0

c: Dataset-III

7-T(0.00)
70-T(0.00)
700-T(0.96)
4000-T(0.90)

20-T(14.63)
300-T(1.86)
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d: Dataset-IV
150

MAE

150

MAE

100

0

0

15-T(0.00)
150-T(0.00)
1500-T(0.15)

f: Dataset-VI
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MAE
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30

20-T(13.82)
300-T(5.83)
2000-T(5.59)

100

50

e: Dataset-V

7-T(7.34)
70-T(6.60)
700-T(5.87)
4000-T(5.54)

Epoch

Fig. 1. Training error over training epochs. Each dataset is processed with different T.

the results for Dataset I, Fig. 1(b) reports results for Dataset II, and so on. MAE
after 200 epochs is also given in brackets for each threshold in the legend.
From Fig. 1, we can observe that just 3 clauses (T = 3) are enough to reduce
error to zero for Dataset I, which can be explained by the noise-free data. Because
the output value is decided by the number of clauses that output 1, we require
two clauses with TA11 = {in}, TA21 = {ex}, TA12 = {ex}, and TA22 = {ex}
to capture the pattern (1 S); see Phase 4 in Table 1. Further, we need one
clause with TA11 = {ex}, TA21 = {ex}, TA12 = {in}, and TA22 = {ex} to capture
the pattern (S 1). Here, S means an input feature that can take an arbitrary
value, either 0 or 1. These three clauses can collectively form any outputs for the
Dataset I as shown in Table 3. For instance, input (0 1) only activates the clause
with TA11 = {ex}, TA21 = {ex}, TA12 = {in}, and TA22 = {ex}, which represents
the pattern (S 1). Accordingly, the RTM correctly computes the output, 100.
Likewise, input (1 0) only activates the two clauses with TA11 = {in}, TA21 =
{ex}, TA12 = {ex}, and TA22 = {ex}, which represent the pattern (1 S). Thus,
the output 200 is correctly computed. All the clauses are activated when the
input is (1 1) and therefore the output 300 is computed correctly as well.

Table 3. Computing output for different datasets by activating different clauses.
Dataset Output
Required number of clauses to represent different patterns††
0
None
100
1 × (S 1)
I
200
2 × (1 S)
300
2 × (1 S) + 1 × (S 1)
0
None
100
1 × (S S 1)
200
2 × (S 1 S)
300
2 × (S 1 S) + 1 × (S S 1)
III
400
4 × (1 S S)
500
4 × (1 S S) + 1 × (S S 1)
600
4 × (1 S S) + 2 × (S 1 S)
700
4 × (1 S S) + 2 × (S 1 S) + 1 × (S S 1)
0
None
100
1 × (S S S 1)
200
2 × (S S 1 S)
300
2 × (S S 1 S) + 1 × (S S S 1)
400
4 × (S 1 S S)
500
4 × (S 1 S S) + 1 × (S S S 1)
600
4 × (S 1 S S) + 2 × (S S 1 S)
700
4 × (S 1 S S) + 2 × (S S 1 S) + 1 × (S S S 1)
V
800
8 × (1 S S S)
900
8 × (1 S S S) + 1 × (S S S 1)
1000
8 × (1 S S S) + 2 × (S S 1 S)
1100
8 × (1 S S S) + 2 × (S S 1 S) + 1 × (S S S 1)
1200
8 × (1 S S S) + 4 × (S 1 S S)
1300
8 × (1 S S S) + 4 × (S 1 S S) + 1 × (S S S 1)
1400
8 × (1 S S S) + 4 × (S 1 S S) + 2 × (S S 1 S)
1500 8 × (1 S S S) + 4 × (S 1 S S) + 2 × (S S 1 S) + 1 × (S S S 1)
†† for example, “two clauses to represent the pattern (1 S)” is written as “2 × (1 S)”

We observe similar behaviour for Dataset III and Dataset V. More specifically, Dataset III requires seven clauses to represent the three different patterns
it contains, namely, (4 × (1 S S), 2 × (S 1 S), 1 × (S S 1)) 1 . Further, Dataset
V requires fifteen clauses to represent four different patterns it contains (8 ×
(1 S S S), 4 × (S 1 S S), 2 × (S S 1 S), 1 × (S S S 1)). As we can see
from these 3 datasets, RTM can reach 0.00 for the training MAE when T is a
multiplier of the minimum required clauses. For example, Dataset I can also be
perfectly learned when there are 30 clauses.
However, when T is not a multiplier of the minimum required clauses, RTM
cannot align its output yo to the target output ŷo during the training phase.
For instance, by assigning four clauses for Dataset I, the training will end up
with e.g. allocating three clauses to represent the pattern (1 S) or two clauses
to represent the pattern (S 1). As a result, one or more output values cannot
be computed correctly. For example, if there are three clauses for the pattern (1
S) and one clause for the pattern (S 1) after training, input (1 0) activates the
1

In this expression, “four clauses to represent the pattern (1 S S)” is written as “4
× (1 S S)”
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Fig. 2. Variation of MAE over different s for fixed T.
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Fig. 3. Pattern distribution for the 3-bits input datasets.

clauses that represent the pattern (1 S), producing an incorrect output that is
300. Likewise, input (1 1) activates all four clauses to incorrectly compute the
output 400.
As a strategy for problems where the number of clauses is unknown, and
for real-world applications where noise plays a significant role, the RTM can be
initialized with a much larger T. Then, since the output, yo , is a fraction of the
threshold, T, the error decreases. This behaviour is verified empirically in Fig. 1,
showing how increasing T leads to reduced error.
The effect of s is studied by increasing it from 1.0 to 10.0 for Dataset II,
Dataset IV, and Dataset VI, with fixed T. Fig. 2 shows the variation of MAE
over various s values for noisy data. The MAE decreases when s increases from
1.0 to 2.0. After 2.0, MAE increases, and then stabilizes after a while.
For all of the datasets considered here, the optimum s, where the RTM learns
the datasets with minimum MAE, is equal to 2.0. The reason can be explained
with the aid of Fig. 3, where one sees the distribution of patterns when the
dataset has 3 input bits.
The occurrence probability of any of the 3-bit patterns is 81 since there are
overall 8 unique patterns. However, to capture the pattern (1 S S) (shaded
area), according to the TM dynamics [1], 1s should be equal to the probability
of the considered pattern, which is 48 (= 12 ). Hence, s should be 2. For instance,
if someone assigns s = 4, clauses will start to learn much finer patterns, such

as (1 0 S), (1 1 S), and (0 1 S). This significantly increases the number of
clauses needed to capture the sub-patterns. This is also the case for Dataset
II and Dataset VI. Then, the probability that (1 S) occurs is 24 (= 12 ) and the
7
(= 12 ).
probability that (1 S S S) occurs is 14
To compare the performance of the RTM with CTM and MTM, each model
is tested with different T values. The training and testing MAE for all the cases
are summarized in Table 4 and 5, respectively.

Dataset

Table 4. Training MAE after 200 training epochs with different T on various methods.
RTM
CTM
MTM
T
3
10
30 100 500 1000 4000 6
8000 1000 10000 16000
1 MAE 0.0
2 MAE 7.2
T
7
3 MAE 0.0
4 MAE 7.4
T
7
5 MAE 9.8
6 MAE 79.8

7.8
11.0
20
14.6
13.8
15
0.0
51.4

0.0
8.8
70
0.0
6.6
70
1.7
13.1

0.8
5.4
300
1.9
5.8
150
0.0
10.3

0.5
5.5
700
1.00
5.9
700
0.2
5.5

0.2
5.2
2000
1.0
5.6
1500
0.2
5.3

0.3
5.4
5000
0.9
5.5
4000
0.2
5.4

7.7
11.1
14
0.0
111.3
30
149.7
181.5

0.0
24.1
8000
0.0
13.3
8000
158.7
96.4

0.0
0.0
0.0
8.4
7.1
7.9
2000 10000 16000
18.3 0.0
0.0
14.2 8.8
8.4
4000 10000 16000
373.1 0.0
0.0
449.9 8.0
7.8

Dataset

Table 5. Testing MAE for different T on various methods.
RTM
CTM
MTM
T
3
10
30 100 500 1000 4000 6
8000 1000 10000 16000
1 MAE 0.0
2 MAE 5.0
T
7
3 MAE 0.0
4 MAE 5.0
T
7
5 MAE 9.9
6 MAE 78.0

7.6
10.6
20
14.2
14.5
15
0.0
50.1

0.0
7.1
70
0.0
4.2
70
1.8
12.5

0.8
1.2
300
2.1
3.3
150
0.0
8.5

0.5 0.2 0.3 9.0
0.0
2.7 1.6 1.8 9.4 25.3
700 2000 5000 14 8000
1.0 1.2 1.0 0.0
0.0
3.4 1.9 2.7 98.5 12.5
700 1500 4000 30 8000
0.3 0.2 0.2 154.6 155.5
3.5 2.7 2.8 191.3 102.4

0.0
0.0
0.0
7.5
5.4
7.0
2000 10000 16000
22.0 0.0
0.0
16.0 8.7
8.3
4000 10000 16000
372.9 0.0
0.0
431.3 6.9
6.7

The training and testing MAE reach zero when the RTM operates with noise
free data and when T equals the optimum clauses required. When the optimum
T is unknown, and when data is noisy, applying a higher T is beneficial. As an
example, Dataset III, which has 3 bits as inputs, can be perfectly learned with T
equal to 7 and 70. For the same dataset, RTM acquires training MAE 1.0 with
T equaling 700, which is better than the MAE of 14.2 obtained when T equals
20.
For CTM, the outputs are converted to bits and each bit position is then
trained and predicted separately. According to the training and testing MAE in
Table 4 and 5, CTM works better with less complex datasets such as Dataset

I and Dataset III. However, with a higher number of inputs and with noisy
training data, performance decreases.
MTM requires a large number of clauses by nature when it works with continuous outputs since it has to consider all possible values from 0 to ŷmax as
distinct classes (e.g. 300 classes for Dataset I and Dataset II, and 700 classes for
Dataset III and Dataset IV). According to the training and testing MAE in the
Tables 4 and 5, MTM requires roughly 3 clauses or more per class. For instance,
the features in Dataset I can be learned with 1000 clauses, yet that amount is
insufficient for Dataset III and Dataset V. Note that the noise free datasets can
be learned perfectly with 10000 or more clauses. However, this accuracy gain is
accompanied with a larger computational cost.
Overall, RTM obtains the best training and testing MAE for both noisy
and noise free data with a smaller number of clauses compared with the CTM
and MTM. Dataset II, Dataset IV, and Dataset VI are more similar to realworld datasets by being noisy. The minimum MAE values obtained by RTM
for these three Datasets are 1.6, 1.9, and 2.7, respectively. The average of these
minimum MAE values (2.07) is approximately 20 and 3.5 times lower than the
averages obtained with CTM and MTM, respectively. In terms of the number of
clauses required to achieve the above results, RTM utilizes 1000 clauses, while
CTM and MTM utilize 8 and 16 times more clauses than that. This difference is
characteristic for RTM – it provides better MAE with less computational power.

4

Conclusion

In this paper we proposed the Regression Tsetlin Machine (RTM), a novel variant
of the Classic Tsetlin Machine that supports continuous output in regression
problems. In RTM, the polarities in clauses were removed and the total clause
output was normalized to produce continuous output predictions. The number of
clauses to receive the feedback in RTM was decided stochastically using a linear
activation probability function. The prediction power of this novel approach was
studied using six different datasets, with noise free and noisy training data. Our
empirical results showed significantly better performance of RTM compared with
CTM and MTM, both in terms of training and the testing error, as well as the
computational power required.
Potential applications for RTM can be weather prediction, sales forecasting,
stock predictions, energy forecasting, and outbreak forecasting, to name a few.
In our future work, we will evaluate RTM on the aforementioned applications
and performance will be compared with conventional machine learning methods.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a novel classifier based on the theory of Learning Automata (LA), reckoned to as PolyLA. The essence
of our scheme is to search for a separator in the feature space by imposing an LA-based random walk in a grid system. To
each node in the grid, we attach an LA whose actions are the choices of the edges forming a separator. The walk is selfenclosing, and a new random walk is started whenever the walker returns to the starting node forming a closed classification
path yielding a many-edged polygon. In our approach, the different LA attached to the different nodes search for a polygon
that best encircles and separates each class. Based on the obtained polygons, we perform classification by labeling items
encircled by a polygon as part of a class using a ray casting function. From a methodological perspective, PolyLA has
appealing properties compared to SVM. In fact, unlike PolyLA, the SVM performance is dependent on the right choice of
the kernel function (e.g., linear kernel, Gaussian kernel)—which is considered a “black art.” PolyLA, on the other hand,
can find arbitrarily complex separator in the feature space. We provide sound theoretical results that prove the optimality of
the scheme. Furthermore, experimental results show that our scheme is able to perfectly separate both simple and complex
patterns outperforming existing classifiers, such as polynomial and linear SVM, without the need to map the problem to
many dimensions or to introduce a “kernel trick.” We believe that the results are impressive, given the simplicity of PolyLA
compared to other approaches such as SVM.
Keywords Classification · Learning Automata · Polygons · Distributed learning

1 Introduction
Supervised learning is one of the most central tasks in
machine learning and pattern recognition. However, the latter task becomes intrinsically challenging whenever the data
to be classified are not easily separable in the feature space.
A myriad of classification algorithms have been proposed
in the literature with a variety of behaviors and limitations
[1–3]. Examples of these algorithms include neural networks, SVM and decision trees.
The third author passed away on February 04, 2018, and the
authors dedicate this manuscript to his memory.
* Anis Yazidi
Anis.Yazidi@oslomet.no
1

Department of Computer Science, Oslo Metropolitan
University, Oslo, Norway

2

Department of Information and Communication Technology,
University of Agder, Kristiansand, Norway

A broad class of classification algorithms such as SVM
and perceptron relies upon defining a mathematical function with weights that can efficiently separate two or more
classes of data. The weights are unknown and learned from
the training data. These functions are either linear, polynomial, or for more complex patterns, kernels equivalent to
mapping the data to a many-dimensional space where the
classes are separable by a hyperplane.
However, the main difficulty is to choose the nature of
the function or kernel. Often, the “best” hyperplane, or line
in two dimensions that separates classes does not follow the
mathematical properties of a function. The “best” separator
can for example be a polygon encircling certain data points,
which is not a function and therefore cannot straightforward
be outputted by SVM or similar classifiers. The accuracy of
the SVM is dependent on the right choice of the kernel function which is not an easy task given the unlimited number
of available kernels.
Figure 1 shows an example of labeled data where it is
not possible to perfectly separate the data with one function
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The latter choice is usually performed through manual trial
and error. The presented approach deals with classification
problems in two-dimensional Euclidean feature space by
building “separator” with many-sided polygons. The polygons are extrapolated from reinforced random walks with
a preference toward encapsulating all items from one class
and excluding from the encapsulation any items from other
classes. In this manner, emerging polygons encapsulates
each class in such a way that they can be used as classifiers.
The classification takes place by resorting to ray casting of
unknown items so that to identify if an item is contained in
the polygon. Each item is labeled depending on whether or
not it is inside the polygon.

1.1 Outline
Fig. 1  Example of simple two-class classification scenario with the
classes blue (T1) and red (T2) (color figure online)

simply because any line separating the data perfectly will
have multiple y-values of some of the x-values—which
defies the definition of mathematical functions. SVM
deals with this by projecting the data in high-dimensional
space using the “kernel trick” where the data can be easily
separable.
This paper introduces PolyLA, a novel classification
scheme operating in two dimensions1 using LA and that
does not involve a “kernel trick” whenever the data are not
easily separable. As in [4], PolyLA deals with the classification problem in a completely different manner from existing
classifiers. Instead of relying upon mathematical functions
for separating the classes, PolyLA surrounds the classes with
polygons guided by reinforced random walk and ray casting.
Some of the best known classification techniques, such as
support vector machine (SVM) and perceptron-based classifiers, rely upon constructing mathematical functions having
weights that efficiently separate two or more classes of data
in the feature space. In two-dimensional spaces, the separation boundary might be nonlinear and thus the decision
boundaries might be complex. SVM deals with this situation by either projecting the data on a higher-dimensional
space or using a kernel trick, which provides a separator
not limited to a linear or polynomial function. The adoption
of a kernel is equivalent to transposing the data to many
dimensions, but the accuracy depends on the right choice of
the kernel functions as well as on several other parameters.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
problem that we attempt to solve. Section 3 gives a brief
introduction to the theory of LA which is fundamental for
our approach named PolyLA. Section 4 reviews relevant
state-of-the-art in the area of classifiers as well as related
LA-based classifiers. Section 5 continues with introducing
our solution: PolyLA as a method for creating polygons for
classification with two classes and corresponding results.
Section 6 shows empirical results for PolyLA and compares
it with comparable algorithms, namely SVM. Finally, in
Sect. 7, we draw final conclusions and give insights into
future work.

2 Problem formulation
Classification of unknown items based on labeled data is a
supervised learning problem. In line with common practice,
the problem is divided into two phases, namely (1) training
and (2) classification:
1. Training phase: The aim of this phase is to create polygons that encircle classes of items so that the polygons
separate the training classes from each other.
2. Classification phase: In this phase, we use the polygons
as a basis to determine which class a new unknown item
to be classified belongs to. This is achieved by finding
which polygon(s) it is part of.
Further, this paper presents two distinct variants of PolyLA:
• LA polygon classification for two-class classification

1

It is easy to generalize the current model to multi-dimensional by
considering pairs of dimensions. In this article, we limit ourselves to
the two-dimensional case as a proof of concept. Experiments for the
multi-dimensional case can be provided if the requested by the referee.
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2.1 The training phase
This training phase can be formulated as a combinatorial
optimization problem. The training data, T, consist of multiple classes. The data are mapped to a two-dimensional
Euclidean space as follows. A grid-like bidirectional planar
graph G(V, E) with vertices i ∈ V and edges (i, j) ∈ E is created where i, j ∈ V . All vertices have x- and y-coordinates
and corresponding edges so that an edge (i, j) represents the
possibility to move from vertex i to j. The vertices in the
graph are defined so that the first vertex, 1, always has lower
x- and y-values than all the training data. Similarly, the last
vertex, N, has x- and y-values larger than the training data.
Hence, all the training data ti ∈ T lie somewhere between
vertices 1 and N, 1 < ti < N∀ti ∈T .
2.1.1 Two‑class classification problem
An example is shown in Fig. 1. In this example, T consists
of 19 items, 9 in the blue class T1 and 10 in the red class T2 .
The grid G(V, E) is created so that all items are located in
the grid.
To deduct, the main purpose of the training phase is to
find a polygon, s, that encircles and separates the training
classes. Using the example from Fig. 1, the task is to find
an s that encircles the first training data T1, but not T2 —a
polygon that separates well T1 from T2.
A polygon s is therefore a list of vertices and edges so
that the first vertex in s is equal to the last vertex in s, and all
vertices are connected together with corresponding edges.
With two classes, there is only a need for one polygon to
perfectly separate the data.
Whether a training element ti is inside a polygon s ∈ 𝐒 is
defined formally as:

h(ti , s) = 1
h(ti , s) = 0

if ti is inside of s
otherwise

(1)

Ideally, all items in class one (e.g., T1) should be within the
polygon, while all items in the other classes should fall outside the polygon. Any item, ti from class T1 that is correctly
within the polygon s will yield h(ti , s) = 1, and, similarly, any
item, tj not part of class T1 and is correctly outside of the polygon s will yield 1 − h(tj , s) = 1. For all other items, h(., s)
will give 0. Further, let f(s) be a function that combines
h(ti , s) for all ti ∈ T so that an ideal polygon that encapsulates all items in T1 and no other items will yield an f (s) = 1.
An incorrect polygon, that in a flawed way encapsulates all
other items than T2 and none in T1, will yield an f (s) = 0.2
The overall aim of the training phase can therefore be
stated as to find a polygon s ∗ for each class, consisting of
2

vertices and edges, that minimizes f (s ∗). Thus, formally,
we aim to find an s ∗∈ 𝐒 so that f (s ∗) ≤ f (s) ∈ 𝐒 using an
LA-based random walk on the grid as explained in Sect. 3.
2.1.2 Multi‑class classification problem
In the case of classification with more than two classes, one
polygon is not sufficient to separate all classes. As an example, let us suppose there are three classes: T1,T2 , and T3. In
simple term, we need a classifier that identifies an item as
belonging to T1, one to T2 , and one to T3. This is done by
finding one polygon that separates T1 from the rest, and so
on.
The output from the training phase is therefore a list of
classifiers rather than one single s ∗. Following the same
example with three classes, we have one classifier that
decides whether an item is part of T1, s ∗T1, and one that
decides whether an item is part of T2 , s ∗T2 . If it is neither
part of T1 nor T2 , it naturally belongs to T3. Hence, the number of classifier is one less than the number of classes.
For N classes, we get the following N − 1 classifiers:

𝐬 ∗𝐚𝐥𝐥 = {s ∗T1 , s ∗T2 , … , s ∗TN−1 }

(2)

2.2 The classification phase
The classification phase resorts to the polygons from the
training phase. The classification task is to find which class
a new item with unknown label, tk , belongs to.
Since the training phase produces one polygon, s ∗, the
problem is reduced to simply determining whether a new
item is within or outside s ∗. The problem can be stated as
follows: given the polygon s ∗ and a new item with unknown
label, tk , which class does tk belong to? Using the update
function from Eq. 1, given two classes T1 and T2 and the
polygon s ∗, we can define the following decision rules:

tk is of class T1 if h(tk , s ∗) = 1
tk is of class T2 if h(tk , s ∗) = 0

(3)

2.2.1 Multi‑class classification problem
The classification phase uses the set of polygons, 𝐬 ∗𝐚𝐥𝐥 (see
Eq. 2), from the training phase. The task is to classify an
unlabeled item tk . The following decision rules are used in
the case of multi-class classification:

tk is of class T1
tk is of class T2
…
tk is of class TN−1
tk is of class TN

if h(tk , s ∗T1 ) = 1
if h(tk , s ∗T2 ) = 1
.
.
if h(tk , s ∗TN−1 ) = 1
otherwise

(4)

f(s) is formally defined in Sect. 5 and Eq. 14.
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Fig. 2  Overview of training and
classification for PolyLA with
several features

Labeled data
Class 1: T1
Class 2: T2

Training

Polygons

Classification

Ray tracing
Vote: T1

xy-plane

Ray tracing
xz-plane

Vote: T1

Classification:
T1

Ray tracing
yz-plane
Vote: T2

In simple terms, the above classification rules mean simply
that if the item to be classified is part of the first polygon
s ∗T1, it should be classified as the label corresponding to the
first polygon, T1. Otherwise, if it is part of s ∗T2 , it should be
classified as T2 , and so on. However, if the item is not part
of any of the polygons of the TN−1 classes, it will be labeled
as the class TN .

2.3 Multi‑dimensional classification
It is possible to extend PolyLA to support multiple features by splitting a multi-feature classification problem
into several two-dimensional sub-problems which are
trained independently. The overall classification is a combination of the results from all sub-problems through a
majority voting scheme. More precisely, the overall class
prediction is derived by taking the most common class
prediction from all the sub-problems, as illustrated in
Fig. 2 using the majority vote rule.
In this sense, PolyLA constructs solutions in all the
planes that the data set consists of and handles each plane
individually. The number of possible planes depends on
the number of features in the data set. For example, a
three-dimensional feature space with axes x, y and z has
three planes xy, xz and yz (see Fig. 2). More generally, the
number of planes for n dimensional feature space is simply (equal
) to the number of dimension pairs and is given
n
by:
. Inevitably, the number of planes explodes as the
2
number of features increases. However, feature selection
and reduction methods could be used to deal with this
problem.
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3 Learning Automata
The fundamental tool which we shall use in most of our
research involves Learning Automata (LA). LA have been
used in systems that have incomplete knowledge about the
Environment in which they operate [5–11]. The learning
mechanism attempts to learn from a stochastic Teacher
which models the Environment. In his pioneering work,
Tsetlin [12] attempted to use LA to model biological learning. In general, a random action is selected based on a probability vector, and these action probabilities are updated
based on the observation of the Environment’s response,
after which the procedure is repeated.
The term “Learning Automata” was first publicized
and rendered popular in the survey paper by Narendra and
Thathachar. The goal of LA is to “determine the optimal
action out of a set of allowable actions” [5].
With regard to applications, the entire field of LA and stochastic learning has had a myriad of applications [6–8, 10,
11], which (apart from the many applications listed in these
books) include solutions for problems in network and communications [13–16], network call admission, traffic control,
quality of service routing, [17–19], distributed scheduling
[20], training hidden Markov models [21], neural network
adaptation [22], intelligent vehicle control [23] and even
fairly theoretical problems such as graph partitioning [24].
Besides these fairly generic applications, with a little insight,
LA can be used to assist in solving (by, indeed, learning
the associated parameters) the stochastic resonance problem
[25], the stochastic sampling problem in computer graphics
[26], the problem of determining roads in aerial images by
using geometric-stochastic models [27] and various location
problems [28]. Similar learning solutions can also be used
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to analyze the stochastic properties of the random waypoint
mobility model in wireless communication networks [29],
to achieve spatial point pattern analysis codes for GISs [30],
to digitally simulate wind field velocities [31], to interrogate the experimental measurements of global dynamics in
magneto-mechanical oscillators [32], and to analyze spatial
point patterns [33]. LA-based schemes have already been
utilized to learn the best parameters for neural networks [22],
optimizing QoS routing [19], and bus arbitration [14]—to
mention a few other applications.
In the field of Automata Theory, an automaton [6–8, 10,
11] is defined as a quintuple composed of a set of states, a
set of outputs or actions, an input, a function that maps the
current state and input to the next state, and a function that
maps a current state (and input) into the current output.
Definition 1 A LA is def ined by a quintuple
⟨A, B, Q, F(., .), G(.)⟩, where:
1. A = {𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , … , 𝛼r } is the set of outputs or actions that
the LA must choose from, and 𝛼(t) is the action chosen
by the automaton at any instant t.
2. B = {𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , … , 𝛽m } is the set of inputs to the automaton.
𝛽(t) is the input at any instant t. The set B can be finite or
infinite. The most common LA input is B = {0, 1}, where
𝛽 = 0 represents reward, and 𝛽 = 1 represents penalty.
3. Q = {q1 , q2 , … , qs } is the set of finite states, where Q(t)
denotes the state of the automaton at any instant t.
4. F(., .) ∶ Q × B ↦ Q is a mapping in terms of the state and
input at the instant t, such that, q(t + 1) = F[q(t), 𝛽(t)]. It
is called a transition function, i.e., a function that determines the state of the automaton at any subsequent time
instant t + 1. This mapping can either be deterministic
or stochastic.
5. G(.): is a mapping G ∶ Q ↦ A, and is called the output
function. G determines the action taken by the automaton if it is in a given state as: 𝛼(t) = G[q(t)]. With no loss
of generality, G is deterministic.
If the sets Q, B and A are all finite, the automaton is said be
finite.
The Environment, E, typically, refers to the medium in
which the automaton functions. The Environment possesses
all the external factors that affect the actions of the automaton. Mathematically, an Environment can be abstracted by a
triple ⟨A, C, B⟩. A, C and B are defined as follows:

Fig. 3  Feedback loop of LA

representing a “Reward”, and 𝛽 = 1 representing a “Penalty”.
3. C = {c1 , c2 , … , cr } is a set of penalty probabilities,
where element ci ∈ C corresponds to an input action 𝛼i.
The process of learning is based on a learning loop involving the two entities: the random environment (RE), and the
LA, as described in Fig. 3. In the process of learning, the
LA continuously interacts with the environment to process
responses to its various actions (i.e., its choices). Finally,
through sufficient interactions, the LA attempts to learn
the optimal action offered by the RE. The actual process of
learning is represented as a set of interactions between the
RE and the LA.
The automaton is offered a set of actions, and it is constrained to choose one of them. When an action is chosen,
the Environment gives out a response 𝛽(t) at a time “t”. The
automaton is either penalized or rewarded with an unknown
probability ci or 1 − ci , respectively. On the basis of the
response 𝛽(t), the state of the automaton 𝜙(t) is updated and
a new action is chosen at (t + 1). The penalty probability ci
satisfies:

ci = Pr[𝛽(t) = 1|𝛼(t) = 𝛼i ]

in(i = 1, 2, … , R).

We now provide a few important definitions used in the field.
P(t) is referred to as the action probability vector, where,
P(t) = [p1 (t), p2 (t), … , pr (t)]T , in which each element of the
vector.

pi (t) = Pr[𝛼(t) = 𝛼i ], i = 1, … , r, such that

r
∑

pi (t) = 1 ∀t.

i=1

1. A = {𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , … , 𝛼r } is the set of actions.
2. B = {𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , … , 𝛽m }is the output set of the Environment.
Again, we consider the case when m = 2, i.e., with 𝛽 = 0

(5)
Given an action probability vector, P(t) at time t, the average penalty is:
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G(.) are deterministic. Thus, in a deterministic automaton,
the subsequent state and action can be uniquely specified,
provided the present state and input are given.

M(t) =E[𝛽(t)|P(t)] = Pr[𝛽(t) = 1|P(t)]
=

r
∑

Pr[𝛽(t) = 1|𝛼(t) = 𝛼i ] Pr[𝛼(t) = 𝛼i ]

i=1
r

=

∑

(6)

ci pi (t).

i=1

The average penalty for the “pure-chance” automaton is
given by:

1∑
c.
r i=1 i
r

M0 =

(7)

As t ↦ ∞, if the average penalty M(t) < M0, at least asymptotically, the automaton is generally considered to be better
than the pure-chance automaton. E[M(t)] is given by:

E[M(t)] = E{E[𝛽(t)|P(t)]} = E[𝛽(t)].

(8)

A LA that performs better than by pure-chance is said to be
expedient.
Definition 2 A LA is considered expedient if:

lim t↦∞ E[M(t)] < M0 .
Definition 3 A LA is said to be absolutely exped i e n t i f E[M(t + 1)|P(t)] < M(t), i m p l y i n g t h a t
E[M(t + 1)] < E[M(t)].
Definition 4 A L A i s c o n s i d e re d o pt i m a l i f
lim t↦∞ E[M(t)] = cl , where cl = min i {ci }.
It should be noted that no optimal LA exist. Marginally,
sub-optimal performance, also termed above as 𝜖-optimal
performance, is what LA researchers attempt to attain.
Definition 5 A LA is considered 𝜖-optimal if:
(9)

lim n↦∞ E[M(t)] < cl + 𝜖,
where 𝜖 > 0 , and can be arbitrarily small, by a suitable
choice of some parameter of the LA.

3.1.2 Stochastic Learning Automata
If, however, either the transition function F(., .), or the output function G(.) is stochastic, the automaton is termed to
be a stochastic automaton. In such an automaton, if the current state and input are specified, the subsequent states and
actions cannot be specified uniquely. In such a case, F(., .)
only provides the probabilities of reaching the various states
from a given state.
In the first LA designs, the transition and the output functions were time invariant, and for this reason these LA were
considered “Fixed Structure Stochastic Automata” (FSSA).
Tsetlin Krylov, and Krinsky [12] presented notable examples
of this type of automata.
Later, Vorontsova and Varshavskii introduced a class
of stochastic automata known in the literature as Variable
Structure Stochastic Automata (VSSA). In the definition of
a VSSA, the LA are completely defined by a set of actions
(one of which is the output of the automaton), a set of inputs
(which is usually the response of the Environment) and a
learning algorithm, T. The learning algorithm [8] operates
on a vector (called the Action Probability vector).
Note that the algorithm T : [0,1]R × A × B → [0,1]R is an
updating scheme where A = {𝛼1, 𝛼2, ..., 𝛼R}, 2 ≤ R < ∞, is the set
of output actions of the automaton, and B is the set of responses
from the Environment. Thus, the updating is such that

P(t + 1) = T(P(t), 𝛼(t), 𝛽(t)),
where P(t) is the action probability vector, 𝛼(t) is the action
chosen at time t, and 𝛽(t) is the response it has obtained.
If the mapping T is chosen in such a manner that the
Markov process has absorbing states, the algorithm is
referred to as an absorbing algorithm. Many families of
VSSA that posses absorbing barriers have been reported [8].
Ergodic VSSA have also been investigated [8, 34]. These
VSSA converge in distribution, and thus, the asymptotic
distribution of the action probability vector has a value that
is independent of the corresponding initial vector. While
ergodic VSSA are suitable for non-stationary environments,
absorbing VSSA are preferred in stationary environments.

3.1 Classification of Learning Automata

4 Related work

3.1.1 Deterministic Learning Automata

4.1 Distributed LA on a graph

An automaton is termed as a deterministic automaton, if
both the transition function F(., .) and the output function
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Misra and Oommen pioneered of the concept of concept of
LA on a graph using pursuit LA [13, 35, 36] for solving the
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stochastic shortest path problem. Li [37] used a type of S LA
[38] to find the shortest path in a graph. Beigy and Meybodi
[39] provided the first proof in the literature that shows the
convergence of distributed LA on a graph for a reward inaction LA. For applications of distributed LA on a graph in the
field of computer communications, we refer the reader to the
work of Torkestani and his collaborators [40–42].

4.2 LA for classification and function optimization
In order to put our work in the right perspective, we will
briefly discuss different classification schemes relevant to
this work from the field of LA theory.
In general terms, the distinguishing characteristic of LAbased learning is that the search for the optimizing parameter
vector is conducted in the space of probability distributions
defined over the parameter space, rather than in the parameter space itself [43]. In machine learning, the most common method for building a classifier is to conduct a search
over the parameter space using optimization techniques
such as gradient descent, while the common and recurrent
theme reported in the literature when building a classifier
based on LA is to work in a probability space rather than a
parameter space. The main advantage of working in a probability space is better resilience to noise. This resilience to
noise was demonstrated in [43] where the true label of each
data point in the training data is noisy in the sense that it is
revealed by an Oracle according to a faulty model. It was
demonstrated in some cases, LA performs better than other
classical classification algorithms such as feedforward neural
networks even with discretized parameter space, and thus a
limited number of possible parameters which might reduce
the accuracy of the scheme [43]. It is worth mentioning that
Continuous Action LA (CALA), in contrast to classical LA,
does not discretize the parameter space and rather operates
on a continuous parameter space where the choices of the
parameter are drawn from a time-varying sampling distribution that is adjusted based on ideas borrowed from the field
of reinforcement learning [44].
In [44], another structure of LA algorithms used for classification is presented which possesses a multi-layer representation similar to neural networks. The actions of the
first level LA are real-value parameters of the hyperlanes.
The second level of LA is Boolean decisions regarding
which hyperlanes to be included to create convex sets using
an AND operation. The final layer of LA performs an OR
operation on the outputs of the second layer units. Therefore, the discriminant is a Boolean expression consisting of
linear inequalities [44]. Similar ideas were applied in order
to learn the decisions trees classifiers using LA teams [45]
where an individual LA can be used to learn the best split
rule at a given node.

A closely related work to ours is due to Thathachar and
Sastry [46] where the authors use a team of LA in order to
find the optimal discriminant function in a feature space.
The discriminant functions are parametrized, and an LA
are attached to each parameter. The LA team is involved
in a cooperative game with common payoff. The general
theme is to classify the next pattern with the chosen discriminant function and to either reward or penalize the joint
action of to the team depending on whether the classification agrees with the true label or not. Later, Santharam
et al. [47] proposed to use continuous LA in order to deal
with the disadvantages of discretization, thus allowing
an infinite number of actions. For an excellent review
on the application of LA to the field of Pattern Recognition we refer the reader to [44] . In [48], Zahiri devised
an LA-based classifier that operates using hypercubes in
a recursive manner. We believe that the latter idea can
be used to extend our current solution: PolyLA for handling multi-dimensional classification problems. In [49],
the authors have proposed LA optimization methods for
multimodal functions. Through experimental settings, the
performance of these algorithms was shown to outperform
genetic algorithms.
Some improvements of the latter algorithm were introduced in [50] to better remove and regenerate the hypercubes and to better update the LA probabilities which
yielded better accuracy.
In [51], the authors introduce a combination of the LA
and genetic algorithms for real-valued function optimization. The latter algorithm termed GLA bears similarity
to the population-based incremental learning algorithm.
The main task in Pattern Recognition is to output a class
label from a feature vector given as input. In [52], LA was
used where the actions of the LA are the possible classes.
An LA gets rewarded or penalized in the training phase
depending on the real class of the input. However, according to Barto and Anandan: “an action is optimal only in
the context of certain feature vectors” [52]. This problem
is known as associative learning where the aim is to learn
to associate different inputs to different actions.
Moreover, LA was also used to learn the parameters of
neural networks as an alternative of the classical gradient
descent methods [53].

4.3 Swarm intelligence for classification
Swarm intelligence denotes a set of nature-inspired paradigms that have received a lot of attention in computer
science due to its simplicity and adaptability [54]. Ant
Colony Optimizaiton (ACO) figures among the most popular swarm intelligence algorithms due to its ability to solve
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Fig. 4  Overview of approach
applied to a simple classification problem

Training
Labeled data

LA

Polygon

Class 1: T1
Class 2: T2
many optimization problems. ACO involves artificial ants
operating a reinforced random walk over a graph. The ants
release pheromones in favorable paths which subsequent
ant members follow creating a reinforcement learningbased behavior. The colony of ants will thus concentrate
its walk on the most favorable paths and in consequence
iteratively optimize the solution [55].
Recently, work on ACO for classification where the ants
perform walks to separate classes has been published [4,
56–58].3 The approach, named PolyACO, relies upon ants
walking in two and many dimensions to circumvent and
separate classes from each other, and in this way constructing decision boundaries not limited by linear or polynomial functions. Our current work is inspired by PolyACO
[4] which pioneered the idea of using the reinforced random walk over a polygon for solving classification problem. There are two main differences between PolyACO,
and between our approach PolyLA. First, PolyLA is less
computationally intensive than PolyACO as the latter uses
global updates while the former resorts to local updates.
In fact, because of the evaporation effect of the trails,
all the pheromones of all edges in the graph need to be
updated at each iteration in PolyACO. In PolyLA, local
updates are performed as only the LA probabilities of the
edges of nodes along the chosen path are adjusted. Despite
the simplicity of PolyLA, we shall show that it exhibits
comparable performance to PolyACO in the experimental
Sect. 6. The second difference lies in the fact that PolyLA
uses negative feedback update by virtue of applying the
theory of LA. The term negative feedback was reckoned
by Di Caro and Dorigo in their seminal work [59] where
they contrast LA and ACO approaches for distributed routing over a graph. In [59], Di Caro and Dorigo pointed out
the difficulty of creating LA systems that perform well
over graph problems due to stability problem. According
to Di Caro and Dorigo [59], “ it would be interesting to
investigate the use of negative reinforcements, even if it
can potentially lead to stability problems, as observed by
people working on older automata systems.” In simple
3

By some of the authors of this paper.
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Ray tracing

Unknown items
to be labeled
words, negative feedback arises as each node involved in
the chosen path performs local updates by reducing the
choice probability of the non-walked edge while increasing the choice probability of the edge lying along the
nodes of the chosen path at the given iteration. ACO only
uses positive feedback as the edge along the walked path
is reinforced via pheromones. In this paper, we provide
theoretical results that show that LA converge to an optimal solution. The theoretical results are novel in the field
of LA as this work is one of the few works that presents
formal proofs for the convergence LA on a distributed
graph while related LA works usually conjecture similar
theorems [13, 35, 36].

4.4 Support vector machine
Classification problems usually involve finding classification boundaries in feature spaces. Among the early and most
popular classifiers figures the perception algorithm.
Perception works based on “error-driven learning” where
it iteratively learns a linear separator model by adjusting the
weights of the model whenever it misclassified an item from
the training data.
However, the major limitation of perception algorithm is
the fact that it only finds a linear decision boundary which
works well for linearly separable data but fails to handle the
case of nonlinearly separable data. In order to deal with the
limitation of linear classifier, nonlinear SVM variants were
proposed. SVM tries to circumvent over-fitting by choosing the maximal margin hyperplane where the margin is the
smallest distance between the decision boundary and any of
the data points.
A powerful concept in SVM is the “kernel trick” equivalent
to mapping the data to higher-dimensional feature space in
which the data items can be separable. Despite the well recognized performance of SVM in machine learning community,
the task of choosing the right type of kernel, for example,
linear, polynomial, Gaussian is considered as a black art!
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5 PolyLA
This section presents our approach for the two-class classification by introducing PolyLA. For the training phase, it maps
the classification problem to a combinatorial optimization
problem over the set of all different polygons in a grid system
and by formally specifying an appropriate cost function that
encircles one class. Thus, PolyLA trains the classifier by defining a polygon s. Subsequently, it uses s with ray casting to find
if an item is part of the s.
Figure 4 presents an overview of the approach in the case of
a simple two-class classification problem. The data are separated using a team of distributed LA yielding a polygon. Next,
the polygon is used in the classification with ray casting. In this
example, the first item to be labeled will be classified as a T1
(“Class 1”) since it is shown to be inside the polygon, while
the second item will be classified as T2 (“Class 2”) since it is
outside the polygon.
In order to use a team of distributed LA for encircling
points into polygons, we resort to a cost function that measures the quality of PolyLA solution. In order to find whether a
point is within a polygon, we use ray casting.

5.1 Distributed LA
At each epoch, a polygon is chosen randomly according to a
distribution over a set of possible paths. The polygon represents a self-enclosing path where the source coincides with
the destination. The observed performance (classification
accuracy) is used to reinforce the polygon by increasing the
probability of choosing it again. Since the paths yielding low
performance receive weak reinforcement signals, they are
chosen less frequently. Thus, the scheme can adaptively focus
more resources on paths that yield high performance.
Given a grid modeled as a graph G = (V, E) , where
V = {1, ..., m} is the set of nodes in the graph, E is the set of
directed links in the graph. We attach a LA to each node in the

graph. The action of each LA attached to a node is the choice
of the next hop (neighbor node). Let N(i) be the set of the
neighbors of a node i.
The automaton’s state probability vector at the node i at time
D
t is 𝜋̄ iD (t) = [𝜋i1D (t).𝟙N(i) (j), 𝜋i2D (t).𝟙N(i) (2), … 𝜋im
(t).𝟙N(i) (m)].
Where 𝟙N(i) is the indicator function which is such 𝟙N(i) (j)
equals 1 if node j ∈ N(i) otherwise 𝟙N(i) (j) = 0 . This simple notation is just to emphasize that the only actions are the
neighbors of the node i. Note also that 𝜋iiD (t) = 0. The normalized feedback function (or reward strength) is given by f(s(t)),
where s(t) is the path taken at instant t. The function f(.) will
be specified in the next section. Loosely speaking f(.) measures
the fitness of the solution taking values from [0, 1] where 0 is
the lowest possible reward while 1 is the highest reward.
The LA update equations at node S are given by:

𝜋SjD (t + 1) = 𝜋SjD (t) + 𝜆f (s(t))(𝛿ju − 𝜋SjD (t))

(10)

Where u is the next hop chosen by the LA attached at the
source S.
{
1 if j = u
𝛿ju =
(11)
0 else
Note that, initially
1
, for j ∈ N(S).
𝜋SjD (0) = ∣N(S)∣

Similarly, we can define the equation for the update along
the path s(t) that starts at the source node S and ends at destination node D = S.
With the updating formula (Eq. 10), we can show that the
probability distribution formula converges to the distribution
that satisfies the following property if the optimal polygon
is unique.
{
1 if j = j∗
D
𝜋Sj =
(12)
0 else
Algorithm 1 summarizes the entire process in a high-level
pseudocode algorithm of PolyACO.

Algorithm 1 High-level pseudo code algorithm for PolyLA
1: construct environment(training data)
2: while Not all the LA converged along a self-enclosing path do
D
3:
Next N odej ← according to πSj
4:
while Node not at target D do
5:
select next vertex(According to P robability V ector at previous vertex)
6:
s(t) ← s(t) ∪ Last visited vertex by LA
7:
end while
8:
f (s(t)) ← Classif ication P erf ormance of P ath s(t)
9:
for all successive pairs of vertices (i, j) in in path s(t) do
D (t + 1) = π D (t) + λf (s(t))(1 − π D (t))
10:
πij
ij
ij
11:
end for
12: end while
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Example Suppose for example that from node S, node j1 is
visited, subsequently node j2 then node j3 then node j4, then
node S again. Hence, all the probability distributions 𝜋̄ SD (t),
𝜋̄ jD (t), 𝜋̄ jD (t), 𝜋̄ jD (t), 𝜋̄ jD (t) are updated according the value of
1
2
3
4
the path s(t) = (j1 , j2 , j3 , j4 , S).
Theorem 1 Let s∗ is path yielding the highest f(s). And let i∗
a node along s∗ . When the learning gain 𝜆 is sufficiently
small, 𝜋 D
in the cross-correlation learning algorithm coni∗ j
which yields the highest accuracy,
verges to the scalar 𝜃 D
ij
D
i.e., limt→∞ P|𝜋 D
−
𝜃
= 1 if both node
|
> 𝜖 = 0, where 𝜃 D
i∗ j
i∗ j
i∗ j
i and j are along the optimal path otherwise, 𝜃 D
= 0 if i
i∗ j
along the best path while j is not.
Proof We shall prove that the learning algorithm defined
converges to the optimal solution defined by the edges of
the optimal polygon.
In the stochastic network environment, according to the
Kushner’s weak convergence method [60] and following the
proof in Vazquez-Abad and Mason’s work [61] as well as
the proof by Li et al. [37], we can derive from the crosscorrelation algorithm that as the learning gain 𝜆 goes to zero,
the following equation is satisfied:

d𝜋 D
(t)
Sj
dt

= −𝜆𝜋 D
(t)(ΔD
(t) −
Sj
Sj

∑

ΔD
(t)𝜃 D
)
Su
Su

u

𝜆 corresponds to an update rate.
corresponds to the average value of f(s(t)) where s(t)
ΔD
Sj
includes the nodes S and j: we describe it by Sj ∈ s(t), meaning edge Sj belongs to the path. More formally
ΔD
= E(f (s(t)) ∣ 𝜋̄ iD (t), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and Sj ∈ s(t)).
Sj
To show that the solution is globally stable, let us define
∑
.
MD
(t) = j 𝜋 D
(t)ΔD
S
Sj
Sj
From the cross-correlation learning algorithm [37], we
can write:

MD
S (t

+ 1) −

(t)
MD
S

=−

�
j

⎝

�2

�

⎛

2
(t)⎜ΔD
𝜋D
Sj ⎜ Sj

−

�
j

(t)ΔD
𝜋D
Sj
Sj

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠
(13)

Let s∗ the optimal path possessing the best performance.
since,
i.e.
,
since
MD
(t + 1) − M D
(t) ≤ 0
S
∑ S
D 2
D
D 2
equals
the
variance
of
. Let
(ΔSj ) − ( j 𝜋 D
Δ
(t)Δ
)
Sj
Sj
Sj
∑
D
M(t) = i∗ ∈s∗ M i∗ . Then, M(t) is monotonically decreasing
with each update of the vector 𝜋̄ for i along s ∗ . Let
4
Note that s is one of the possible polygons with the shortest circumference that is able to perfectly separate the data. The reason for this
is explained in Sect. 5.5.
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∑
,
ΔM(t) = i∈s∗ M D
(t + 1) − M D
(t) . W h e n 𝜋 D
= 𝜃D
i∗
i∗
i∗ j
i∗ j
ΔM(t) = 0 and reaches a stationary state.
Hence, when the learning gain is sufficiently small, the
expected rewards keep increasing with time. The optimal
solution may be not unique, but these optimal solutions will
give the same value for the objective function. 	 ◻

5.2 Cost function
Equation 14 represents the cost function. The cost function
takes into account the information about whether an item ti
is inside or outside of a polygon s (see Sect. 2). This cost
function measures how good a polygon s is at encircling
and isolating one class in the training data and is defined as:

∑
f (s) =

ti ∈T1

h(ti , s) +

∑

tj ∉T1 (1

�T�

− h(tj , s))

.

(14)

In layman’s terms; function 14 gives the percentage of items
that are either correctly inside or correctly outside of the
polygon. From the example in Fig. 1, the red polygon s correctly encircles all items of class T1, while correctly avoids
to encircle any other items from the other class T2 . Since s
is a polygon that perfectly separates the two classes, it gives
f (s) = 1.4
The problem reduces to optimizing f(s), given the training
data T, subject to the search space 𝐒—which is equivalent to
finding an s ∗∈ 𝐒 so that f (s ∗) ≤ f (s) ∈ 𝐒.

5.3 Ray casting
Vertical ray casting is used to consider whether an item is
within or outside a many-edged polygon [62]. Ray casting is
a simple algorithm that determines where a virtual ray enters
and exits a given solid.
In a two-dimensional XY-plane, a ray is sent with a
y-coordinate and starting at 0 and is increased by one very
time an edged is passed. When the ray hits the item to be
labeled, whether it is inside or outside the polygon is determined by reading the bit. An even number means outside,
while an odd number means inside. Formally, for node ti and
a polygon s, we get h(ti , s) representing to what extent it is
inside or outside of the polygon as follows, extending Eq. 1:
{
1 if ti ∈ T1 and is inside of s.
h(ti , s) =
(15)
0 otherwise

h(ti , s) gives 1 if ti is correctly inside of the polygon, 0 otherwise. Note that the cost function f(s) in Eq. 14 handles both
items correctly inside and correctly outside of polygons.
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5.4 Remark about uniqueness of the path
An implicit assumption is that the optimal path is unique.
However, in many cases, the optimal polygon is not unique
and there might be multiple polygons yielding the same performance. This will result in multiple equilibrium [61]. Our
experimental results confirm the convergence to one of the
equilibriums.

5.5 Training phase
The classifier is trained using a guided walk with the team of
distributed LA optimizing for the score function f(s) in order
to create a polygon. By virtue of the reinforcement learning
mechanism, the actions of the team of LA will converge
toward a polygon that is a good separator. This polygon is
the key to the classification.
Note that the classifier, implicitly, performs optimization
according to the score function f(s).
The classifier can therefore be considered as a manyedged polygon with only vertical or horizontal edges.
The LA random walker is not allowed to walk on nodes
that has previously been selected, except for the initial starting node.

Fig. 5  Simple data set with 0% noise

5.6 Bootstrapping the source node
A detail worth mentioning is the way by which we choose
of the source node of the polygon. The performance of the
scheme is dependent on the right choice of the source vertex for the polygon. In order to deal with this disadvantage,
we allow the scheme to re-adjust its choice of the source
vertex. Whenever a polygon gives a better performance
compared to previous iterations, we choose a random node
among the nodes part of the best known polygon as the
source node. Note that when probabilities have converged,
our experience is that as long as the source node is part
of the best polygon, the choice of source node is of little
importance.
More advanced methods can be used and verified
empirically. However, we found that the latter simple strategy gave good performance.

6 Experiments
The experiments are carried out as traditional supervised
learning approaches in two phases: training and classification. The behavior of the algorithm can be best explained
by examining how it behaves on the training data. Because
of this, the figures depict a visualization of the polygon on

Fig. 6  Gaussian distribution with overlap

the training data—yielding a good overview of the algorithm behavior.
The data are generated by various functions intended
to show the performance of PolyLA in various settings. In
each experiment, 2000 data points are generated, of which
half are randomly selected for training and the rest used for
classification. Further, the data always contain two classes:
the blue T1 class and the red T2 class.
The granularity of the grids is always chosen as 10 × 10 .
A summary of the results is presented in Table 1.

6.1 Simple environments
We present a simple experimental settings as proof of concept of PolyLA. This section empirically shows that the
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Fig. 7  Half-moon
Fig. 9  Circular with 5% noise

Fig. 8  Circular without noise

approach works in a simple environment with two easily separable sets of data. The data are composed of two
blocks of data: T1 and T2 . Figure 5 shows the LA convergence after the training phase in this environment. The
LA have built a rectangular polygon encircling all items
in T1, but none of the items in T2 . Since this is a polygon
that perfectly separates the classes, it yields f (s) = 1. The
polygon solution in this example is quite straight forward.
In this simple proof of concept, PolyLA gave an accuracy
of 100%.

Fig. 10  Gaussian blob distance 140

For the classification, the PolyLA classifier gave a
accuracy of 0.846, a recall of 0.836 and a precision of
0.853. For comparison purposes, linear and polynomial
SVM gave the same data accuracies of 0.837 and 0.842,
respectively.
These high numbers indicate that PolyLA is able to perform in line with SVM even when data are overlapping—
without loss of precision or recall.

6.2 Gaussian

6.2.1 Semi‑circles

Figure 6 depicts the classification polygon found by the
distributed LA for data generated from two different
Gaussian distributions. This experiment is interesting
because, in contrast to the proof of concept, due to the
overlapping data no classifier will be able to give a perfect
result and is therefore a good test for PolyLA.

Figure 7 shows the scheme in a more complex scenario with
semi-circles (or half moons) where there are no clear separation boundaries. It is an interesting experiment because there
exists no linear or polynomial solution that can result in a
perfect classifier without mapping to multiple dimensions or
depending on a kernel trick.
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Despite the added complexity, the PolyLA approach
works perfectly and surrounds the data from the blue class
without including the red. In fact, in the classification phase
it gives and accuracy, precision and recall of 1. For comparison purposes, linear and polynomial SVM gave accuracies
of 0.912 and 0.997 on the same data.
6.2.2 Circles

Fig. 11  Gaussian blob distance 120

Figure 8 illustrates the case of nonlinear classification
boundary in the form of a circle.
Despite the added complexity, the PolyLA approach
works perfectly by surrounding the data from the blue
class without including the red. Again, the accuracy, precision and recall for PolyLA are 1, while for linear and
polynomial SVM gives accuracies of 0.538 and 0.892,
respectively. For SVM to come up to the performance of
PolyLA, we need to rely on a RBF kernel.
In Fig. 9, we add some noise to the data of 5%. Noise
means simply that some points of one class are overlapping with the other class making impossible to separate
between these overlapping points. Despite the added noise,
the scheme performs well. We would expect an approximate 2.5% loss in accuracy because of the 5% noise. Our
empirical results confirm this by giving an accuracy of
0.973. For comparison purposes, SVM performance drops
significantly by adding noise.
6.2.3 Gaussian blobs

Fig. 12  Gaussian blob distance 60

Fig. 13  Gaussian blob distance 0—indistinguishable from random
noise

Figures 10, 11, 12 and13 depict the case of data generated
from Gaussian distributions with blob distance that are,
respectively, 140, 120, 60 and 0.
These are interesting results because it explains the
behavior of PolyLA when the data are overlapping more and
more, and in turn becoming more and more difficult to separate. In the most extreme, with a distance of 0 in Fig. 13, the
data are overlapping and should be indistinguishable from
complete random data.
In Fig. 10, the data are barely overlapping and PolyLA
yields in the classification phase an accuracy of 0.946, a
recall of 0.936 and precision of 0.956.
In Fig. 11, the data are slightly more overlapping. However, PolyLA has barely any drop in performance. It is still
able to accurately separate the data and yields in the classification phase an accuracy of 0.943, a recall of 0.936 and
precision of 0.938.
In Fig. 12, the data are overlapping a lot and PolyLA
yields in the classification phase an accuracy of 0.747,
a recall of 0.684 and precision of 0.78. It is noteworthy
that, by examining the figure, it is apparent that a higher
granularity of the grid would give a better algorithm
performance.
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Table 1  Summary of PolyLA
performance

Scenario

Accuracy Precision Recall LSVM PSVM 1NN 2NN 3NN Figures

Proof of concept
Gaussian distributions
Semi-circles
Circular
Circular 5% noise
Gaussian blob distance 140
Gaussian blob distance 120
Gaussian blob distance 60
Gaussian blob distance 0
Iris
Wine

1.0
0.85
1.0
1.0
0.97
0.95
0.943
0.747
0.52
0.82
0.68

1.0
0.84
1.0
1.0
0.97
0.94
0.936
0.684
0.53
0.61
0.32

1.0
0.85
1.0
1.0
0.97
0.96
0.938
0.780
0.49
0.74
0.58

1.0
0.84
0.91
0.54
0.54
0.51
0.486
0.497
0.49
1.0
0.69

1.0
0.82
1.0
0.89
0.89
0.73
0.734
0.689
0.56
1.0
0.66

1.0
0.84
0.92
0.85
0.56
1.0
0.95
0.84
0.56
0.97
1.0

1.0
0.05
1.0
0.84
0.56
1.0
0.94
0.83
0.56
0.97
10

1.0
0.84
1.0
0.85
0.56
1.0
0.95
0.77
0.56
0.97
1.0

Figure 5
Figure 6
Figure 7
Figure 8
Figure 9
Figure 10
Figure 11
Figure 12
Figure 13

Compared with the accuracy of linear SVM (LSVM) polynomial SVM (PSVM) one hidden layer neural
network (1NN), two hidden layers neural network (2NN), three hidden layer neural network (3NN)

In Fig. 13, the data are completely overlapping and the
classes are indistinguishable from each other. Clearly, PolyLA has a very different behavior here than in Figs. 12, 11
and 10. In this scenario, there is no apparent pattern in the
polygon. As with the data, the polygon appears random. Our
empirical results confirm the results giving in the classification phase an accuracy barely above random of 0.526, a
recall of 0.528 and a precision of 0.486.
This indicates that PolyLA is able to accurately classify
data, even when the data are overlapping and hard to distinguish. Only when the two classes are completely overlapping
will PolyLA come to short.

2NN and 3NN are considered as deep learning algorithms.
We observe from Table 1 that those neural networks outperform PolyLA, Linear SVM (LSVM) and Polynomial SVM
(PSVM). Although PolyLA is able to find nonlinear classification boundaries that might be complex to find and consequently outperform LSVM, it is less accurate compared
to deep neural networks which excel in builduing nonlinear
decision boundaries.

6.2.4 Real‑life data sets

In this paper, we propose a novel classifier in two-dimensional feature space based on the theory of Learning
Automata. The essence of our scheme is to search for a separator in the feature space by imposing an LA-based random
walk in a grid system. To each node in the gird, we attach
an LA, whose actions are the choices of the edges forming the separator. Indeed, PolyLA has appealing properties
compared to SVM. While SVM performance is subject to
the user choice of the kernel function, PolyLA can find arbitrarily complex separator in feature space without any user
guidance. We provide theoretical results that demonstrate
the convergence of PolyLA based on the theory of weak
convergence [60]. Comprehensive experimental results
illustrate the performance of our method and its superiority
to SVM in most cases. PolyLA faces challenges when dealing with multi-dimensional data as inevitably, the number
of planes explodes as the number of features increases. It
would be interesting to investigate mitigating this issue in
future work.

In the above experiments, we have focused on illustrating the
performance of the PolyLA using figures that demonstrate
its ability to perform separation. At this juncture, we shall
use two real-life data sets: the Iris data set and the Wine data
set. It is worth mentioning that originally PolylA does not
handle directly the case of multi-dimensional classification
arising in the case of Iris and Wine data sets. We deal with
the multi-dimensional case according to the method detailed
in Sect. 2.3.
We also need to emphasize that PolyLA possesses similar
performance to PolyACO by examining the results reported
in [56]. In fact, PolyACO achieves 0.948 accuracy while
PolyLA outperforms it by achieving 0.97 for the circular
case with 5% noise. However, PolyACO achieves slightly
higher performance for the Iris data set, namely 0.96 accuracy, while PolyLA achieves 0.82. When it comes to the
Wine data set, the performance for PolyLA is 0.68 while
PolyACO yields 0.69. Furthermore, in Table 1, we compare
against three neural networks, one hidden layer neural network (1NN), two hidden layers neural network (2NN) and
three hidden layer neural network (3NN). Please note that
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Abstract An emergency requiring evacuation is a chaotic
event, filled with uncertainties both for the people affected
and rescuers. The evacuees are often left to themselves
for navigation to the escape area. The chaotic situation
increases when predefined escape routes are blocked by a
hazard, and there is a need to re-think which escape route is
safest. This paper addresses automatically finding the safest
escape routes in emergency situations in large buildings or
ships with imperfect knowledge of the hazards. The proposed solution, based on Ant Colony Optimisation, suggests
a near optimal escape plan for every affected person —
considering dynamic spread of fires, movability impairments caused by the hazards and faulty unreliable data.
Special focus in this paper is on empirical tests for the proposed algorithms. This paper brings together the Ant Colony
approach with a realistic fire dynamics simulator, and shows
that the proposed solution is not only able to outperform
comparable alternatives in static and dynamic environments,
but also in environments with realistic spreading of fire and
smoke causing fatalities. The aim of the solutions is usage
by both individuals, such as from a personal smartphone of

one of the evacuees, or for emergency personnel trying to
assist large groups from remote locations.
Keywords Escape planning · Optimisation · Ant colony
optimisation · Swarm intelligence

1 Introduction

O.-C. Granmo
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Evacuation planning is challenging due to the typically
chaotic and un-organised situation occurring in a crisis
situation. Unfortunately, decision makers often have an
incomplete picture of hazards and potential escape routes.
The situation is further complicated by the fact that people
affected are often left alone without any contact with rescue
personnel, or let alone a reliable overview of the ongoing
crisis situation. In addition, the chaotic and dynamic nature
of crisis situations quickly changes which path is the best
escape route as hazards, such as fires, rapidly develop.
There is no doubt that decision making in crisis situations needs to be timely to minimize the consequences of
hazards at hand. However, it is often difficult for the people affected to determine what are the best decisions in an
evacuation situation. In fact, in most situations the evacuees
are not aware of which path to follow for an escape. This
is because evacuees either received insufficient information
from the rescuers or are unfamiliar with the layout of the
affected compound and locations of the hazards. Similarly,
the emergency personnel often lack an overview of where
people are located and which rooms are affected by hazards.
This makes evacuation planning particularly difficult [1, 2].
This paper is part of a larger project1 working on using
smartphone technologies in emergency situations. In this

J. Radianti
e-mail: jaziar.radianti@uia.no

1 SmartRescue:
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project, the smartphones are used to communicate to and
from people affected by crisis situations. This enables rescue personnel to get an overview of the people escaping
such as information on how they move. Further, the rescuers
can communication how to best escape to the evacuees. In
addition, the sensor information available in smartphones
will communicate presence of hazards using camera, GPS,
gyroscope, etc. This provides a threat map which is support
both the rescue personnel and as a method to automatically
determine the best escape routes [3].
The project has three main steps outlined in the sections
below:
1. Collect information.
2. Calculate escape plan.
3. Communicate the plan to the people affected.
1.1 Collect information
Initially in a crisis situation, it is essential to get an overview
of the people affected and the hazards present.
The aim is that prior to a crisis situation, for example
when people embark on a cruise ship, they will have the
option to download a mobile application for their phone.
This application will in a crisis situation utilize the available
sensors and communicate it to a central location. This way,
the system, including emergency personnel, will be aware of
life saving information such as locations of people, whether
people are moving, the brightness in each room (indicating hazards such as fire or smoke). The application aims
at automatic activation rather than being actively started by
evacuees. This allows the application to automatically start
when hazards are detected or communicated from a central
location without any activation by the people affected.
1.2 Determine plan
Calculating the escape plan is the main contributions of this
paper. Mathematical models have shown to be valuable for
escape planning in large complex building with many people [4–8], but the approaches in the literature are mainly
assuming a static representation of hazards. In contrast, our
system will, based on available information, calculate the
best escape plan and guide each affected person away from
any potential hazard, as well as distributing the people to the
proper escape areas even when the hazards change.
1.3 Communicate plan
When an adaptive plan is available, it should be communicated to the affected people, which can be done in
two main ways. The primary method aimed for in the
SmartRescue project is for emergency personnel to actively

communicate the plan to the evacuees through any available
means, such as loud speakers and communication directly to
each affected person via the smartphone applications. Failing this, the smartphone applications should automatically
present the plan using simple visual and verbal steps such
as “turn around”, “go left” and safely guide people to an
escape area.
It is also worth noting that the collection, determination
and communication is decentralized without a need for a
central network such as WiFi or GPS — which may be
unavailable in emergency situations. The phones will communicate through so-called ad-hoc networks, which enables
communication directly between phones without any central network available [9]. Further, decisions can be made
when only part of the network is available such as when two
groups are physically separated on board a ship without any
common network connection between them.
Unfortunately, even in situations where an optimal
escape plan exists and every person affected is aware of the
plan, the human mind works so that not everyone will follow the plan [10]. Most significantly, in a crisis situation,
factors such as panic spread, people pushing, jamming up
and overlooking alternative exits prevent a crowd from following an optimal plan [11, 12]. Therefore, it is important
that information about both hazards and people are continuously updated to always provide the best overview for
rescue personnel and an update plan.
1.4 Outline
The rest of the paper is organized as following. Section 2
defines the problem to be solved as an optimisation problem
with hazard functions, including functions based on realistic
spread of fire and smoke. Section 3 continues with introduction of the ant colony optimisation with focus on finding
safe escape routes. The approach and empirical results from
five distinct environments are presented in Section 4 Lastly,
Section 5 concludes this paper and maps out further work.

2 Problem formulation
Escape planning from a complex building or a large ship can
be regarded as a combinatorial optimisation problem. In line
with common practice [6], we treat the building layout as a
bidirectional planar graph G(V , E). Each possible location
i is connected with a vertex vi ∈ V , and each potential flow
from vertex vi to vj is represented by an edge ei,j ∈ E.
In addition we define a function h(vi , t) representing the
hazard for vi at time t, so that the function h(vi , t) returns
probability values representing the likelihood of hazards.
The escape area is a vertex ve ∈ V (sink), and the people
are located in any vertex vs ∈ V (any vertex is a source).
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Further, all routes from vs to ve in the search space are
defined as S.
The aim of the application is to find a route s∗ ∈ S
so that f (s ∗ , t) ≤ f (s, t)∀s ∈ S, where f (s, t) = 1 −
vi ∈s (1 − h(vi , t)). I.e. minimizing the probability that a
person encounters a hazard in at least one of the vertexes in
the chosen route at time t.
2.1 Hazards
The hazard functions are based upon known observations
from indications and estimations. If a hazard h(vi , t) = 1, it
means that there is a known hazard and vertex vi is unsafe
at time t, and all evacuees should be routed away from the
corresponding room. Similarly, h(vi , t) = 0 means that vi is
a known safe vertex. All other hazards are estimated based
on known observations.
This paper presents three distinct variants of the hazard
function. For clarity, these are noted as h1 (vi , t), h2 (vi , t)
and h3 (vi , t). The algorithms do not have knowledge of how
the functions behave, let alone which variant of the hazard
is used on the model. This is because hazard propagations
are complicated and require significant calculation to be
correct. Hence, all algorithms assume an unknown stochastic function, h(vi , t), which returns hazard probabilities. In
other words, from the view of the algorithm all functions are
treated equally and only noted as h(vi , t).2
In its simplest form, h1 (vi , t) is a function defined as
a uniform random function yielding a probability in [0, 1],
which means that t is ignored. Section 4.1 presents results
from this scenario.
The initial function is extended in two ways. Firstly,
h1 (vi , t) is extended to h2 (vi , t) by making it time dependant. This means that the function is initially based on
random uniform variables. Consequently, it updates according to the following rule with a global n representing time
shifts:
h2 (vi , t) = 1 − h2 (vi , t − 1)∀vi ∈ V if t mod n = 0
h (vi , t) =
2

h (vi , t − 1)∀vi ∈ V otherwise
2

levels of thermal radiation3 and temperature emitted by
the fire[13–15]. This extension relies upon timely measurements (or estimations) of temperature and radiation levels in
emergency situations. Such measurements can be collected
from fixed or mobile sensors [3].
Unfortunately, the literature only provides information
on maximum possible exposure time for fixed temperatures
and radiation level, which does not fit with the probabilistic
h3 (vi , t) function. This is solved by converting the exposure
time of temperature and radiation to uniformly distributed
probabilities and combined as one overall hazard function.
It is worth noting that this is a simplification of reality. People’s abilities to withstand hazards depend on many
factors including age, health, gender and time spent in the
hazard. Further, people have thresholds meaning that staying in a hazardous room a short time may not be fatal,
but staying there longer is likely to cause fatalities. The
functions in this paper are no way meant to be an overall representation of survivability. The functions are rather meant
to show the probability of detecting fatal hazards which are
likely to cause death or incapcitations. Whether or not people will actually die from the fatal hazards are out of scope
of this paper.
The concrete mapping is done by creating two functions,
c(vi , t), the probability of an evacuee having fatal impact
due to high temperatures in room vi at time t and r(vi , t),
the probability of an evacuee having a fatal impact because
of high radiation levels in room vi at time t. The c(vi , t) and
r(vi , t) functions are formally defined as following:
The probability of a fatal impact due to high temperatures
in room vi is based on the levels in [14], defines as:
⎧ 1
⎪
if for vi 140◦ C > temperature at time t
⎪
⎪
⎨ 300 s
1
c(vi ,t) =
if for vi 140◦ C ≥ temperature ≥ 80◦ Cat time t
⎪
⎪
3600 s
⎪
⎩
0 otherwise

(2)

(1)

Thus, at a given time n the environment updates the function
in line with (1) and makes all hazards exactly opposite. This
produces a particularly difficult situation since an (near)
optimal route changes to as far away from optimal as possible, and algorithms which have learnt an optimal route will
need to completely relearn its learnt behaviour. Results from
this hazard function are available in Section 4.2.
Secondly, the function h3 (vi , t) is defined to represent
realistic probabilities of fatal hazards based on exposure

which in layman’s terms state that the probability of an
evacuee encountering a fatal hazard in a room with temperature between 80 and 140 ◦ C is for every second stayed
1
. If a room has temperatures above 140◦ C, the
there 3600
1
probability of a fatal hazard is 300
for every second stayed
there.

2 This

3 Note

is not to be confused with that hazard propagations are ignored.
In fact, paper shows that even without the complicated hazard propagations, the learning algorithms learn and predict the hazards.

that radiation in this paper refers to thermal radiation emitted by
fire, and should not be confused with any other form of radiation such
as nuclear radiation.
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Similarly, the probability a fatal impact because of of
radiation in room vi is defined as:
⎧ 1
⎪
if for vi 6.0kW/m2 > radiation at time t
⎪
⎪ 90 s
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ 1
⎨
if for vi 6.0kW/m2 ≥ radiation ≥ 4.0kW/m2 at time t
r(vi ,t) = 180 s
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
⎪
if for vi 4.0kW/m2 ≥ radiation ≥ 1.6kW/m2 at time t
⎪
⎪
600 s
⎪
⎩
0 otherwise

(3)

vision. In fact, it is so that for a successful evacuation, there
should be a minimum of 3 meters of vision in primary compartments and 10 meters in predefined escape routes [13].
Hence, when exposed to a fire, people are able to exit their
rooms even with visions down towards 3 meters, but require
10 meters of vision to follow an escape plan in corridors
leading directly to an escape area.
To compensate for this in our model, we define a time
dependant function m(vi , t) which indicates whether or
not it is possible for the evacuees to move due to smoke
obscuration:

which in layman’s terms mean that with radiation exposure between 1.6 and 4.0 kW/m2 evacuees encounter a fatal
1
per second, between 4.0 and
hazard with a probability 600
2
6.0 kW/m they encounter a fatal hazard with probability
1
2
180 and exposures above 6.0 kW/m have a probability of
1
.
impact of 90
The functions are visually shown in Fig. 1.
Finally, the hazard function, h3 (vi , t) is simply the probability of either c(vi , t) or r(vi , t) occurring:

⎧
trueif corridor vi leads directly to an escape
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
area and vision ≥ 10m at time t
⎪
⎨
m(vi ,t) = trueif primary compartment vi has vision ≥ 3m
⎪
⎪
⎪
at time t
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
falseotherwise
(5)

h3 (vi , t) = r(vi , t) + c(vi , t) − r(vi , t) ∗ c(vi , t)

This can be read as people get “stuck” in rooms where
the vision is so low that it impairs their sight and movability.

(4)

In other words, the hazard for a room i is defined as
the probability of a person either encountering fatal heat
radiation or temperature.
Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 presents results from this hazard
function.
2.2 Smoke
In fire situations, smoke causes significant challenges for
the people involved both due to direct fatalities, e.g. carbon monoxide poisoning of the people affected, and because
soot from the smoke reduces the distance of evacuees’
Fig. 1 Temperature and thermal
radiation levels as input to
c(vi , t) and r(vi , t)

3 Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO)
Problem solving approaches inspired by nature and animals,
so called swarm intelligence, have received a lot of attention due to their simplicity and adaptability. Ant Colony
Optimisation (ACO) is one of the most popular swarm
intelligence algorithms due to its general purpose optimisation technique. ACO consists of artificial ants operating
in a constructed graph. The ants release pheromones in
favorable paths which subsequent ant members follow. This

1

radiation
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way, the colony of ants will walk more towards favorable paths and in consequence iteratively build the most
favorable solution [16].
ACO was first used to find shortest path from a source
to a sink in a bidirectional graph. It has later increased
in popularity due to its low complexity and its ability to
work in dynamic environments. The flexibility of ACO is
apparent as it has successfully been applied in a wide variety
of problems such as finding solutions for NP hard problems [17], rule based classification [18], and is shown to
be particularly useful for routing in real time industrial and
telecommunication applications [19].
Finding the shortest path in a graph G(V , E) using ACO
in its simplest form works as follows. Artificial ants move
from vertex to vertex. When an ant finds a route s from the
source vs to the sink ve , the ant releases pheromones τi,j
corresponding all edges ei,j ∈ s. The pheromones for all
ants m is defined as
τi,j ← (1 − p)τi,j +

m

k=1

k
τi,j

The function is for ant k defined as

Q/|s|if ei,j ∈ s
k
τi,j =
0otherwise

(6)

(7)

where Q is a constant.
The aim of each ant is to walk from vs to ve forming the
path s. This is achieved by the following rule. When ant k is
in vertex i it chooses to go to vertex j with the probability
k
pi,j
defined as
⎧
β
⎪
τα η
⎪
⎨  i,j i,j
if ei,j ∈ N (s p )
β
k
α
pi,j =
(8)
ei,j τi,k ηi,k
⎪
⎪
⎩
0 otherwise
where s p is the partial solution of s, and N (s p ) are the possible vertexes to visit given s p . ηi,j is the inverse heuristic
estimate of the distance between node i and j , and α and β
are numbers between 0 and 1 to give the relevant importance
between pheromones and the heuristics function.
In its simplest form, the β = 1 and α = 1 so that the ants
only consider the pheromones — and the heuristic function
is ignored, giving:

k
pi,j

⎧
τi,j
⎪
⎨
if ei,j ∈ N (s p )
τ
i,k
ei,j
=
⎪
⎩
0 otherwise

(9)

In layman terms, the amount of pheromone released represent quality of the solution. This is achieved by each ant
releasing a constant amount of pheromones. Consequently,
the shorter the path found, the more pheromone per edge is

released. Further, each ant is guided by a stochastic mechanism biased by the released pheromones. Thus, the ants
walk randomly with a preference towards pheromones. In
this way, the ants incrementally build up promising search
space with means that a route s converges towards the
shortest route from vs to ve , s∗.
ACO has also successfully been applied for many network applications [19–22]. It has been empirically shown to
have favourable results compared to other routing protocols
with respect to short path routing and reduced load balancing. Therefore it seems particularly promising for finding
the escape routes.

4 Solution
This section presents the ACO algorithms for finding escape
routes in four distinct realistic environments.
First, the algorithms interact with a static environment where the hazard functions remain unchanged, yet
unknown. This resembles classical optimisation problems
where the aim is to find a route s ∗ so that f (s ∗ , t) ≤
f (s, t)∀s ∈ S. Hence, the environment is populated with
the h1 (vi , t) function. (See Section 4.1 for results.)
Subsequently, the problem is extended to interact with
dynamic environments so that the probability of a hazard in vi , h2 (vi , t), is no longer fixed but changes
regularly according to some unknown stochastic functions. This shows how well ACO works when environments change, such as fire spreading. (See Section 4.2
for results.)
Further, ACO handles realistically simulated environments where the hazard function, h3 (vi , t) is based on
measurements of thermal radiation and air temperature. The
simulation is carried out using a Fire Dynamic Simulation
(see Section 4.3 for results).
Subsequently, the environment is extended with smoke,
represented with the function m(vi , t) so that the vision
range and in turn movability evacuees is significantly
reduced when smoke is present (See Section 4.4 for results).
Lastly, the environment is updated with imperfect knowledge so that only hazard functions close to evacuees are
available. Hence, evacuees will not have any knowledge of
fires far away even if it may obstruct evacuation routes.
This simulates an ad-hoc network setup with only part
of the environment’s sensors are available to evacuees (see
Section 4.5 for results).
This section presents empirical evidence for ACO working in all the above mentioned environments. In these
experiments, all graphs are bidirectional, planar and connected — in line with common practice [6]. This is done
in two ways: Without loss of generality, the first two
experiments (Sections 4.1 and 4.2) are carried out on
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0,9
0,85
0,8
0,75

f(s)

randomly generated graphs of 1,000 vertexes, and 5,000
randomly distributed edges, of which 1,000 edges are used
to make sure the graph is connected. The latter experiments
(Sections 4.3–4.5) are carried out on a graph modelled after
an actual ship, and hazards are updated based on realistic
simulation results.
All experiments are an average of 1,000 runs.4

0,7

Random
0,65

4.1 Static environments

Optimal

ACO

0,6
0,55

Q(s, t) = vi ∈s (1 − h(vi , t))

(10)

I.e. Q(s, t) represent the inverse hazard probability at time
t. The consequence of this is that safe paths are given large
amounts of pheromones, and unsafe paths are given low
amount. The pheromone updates are therefore as

Q(s, t)/|s| if ei,j ∈ s
k
τi,j =
(11)
0 otherwise
Figures 2 and 3 show the behaviour of the ACO the static
environment. Figure 3 shows the behaviour were there in
addition to the normal setup the graph is manipulated so that
there exists an s so that f (s, t) = 0 — meaning that there
always exists a safe path. The optimal solution is calculated
using Djikstra’s algorithm [24] by considering h(vi , t) as
basis the cost function for edged e∗,i .
Figure 3 shows the same experiment but with adjustments of hazard probabilities so that there is an s so that
f (s, t) = 0 — meaning that there always exists a safe path.
Both experiments show that ACO is able to find the near
optimal solution with very few iterations.
4.2 Dynamic environments
ACO has been used for dynamic environments in many situations [25–28]. This is achieved by letting, for each time
step, the pheromones evaporate with a defined probability, typically between 0.01 and 0.20 [16]. The evaporation
probability is a balance between convergence accuracy and
adaptability. I.e. you choose to what extent the ants should
work towards a more optimal solution or should be able
to adapt to other potential solutions. Dressler et al. [27]
showed that ACO based routing works well in situations
with significant dynamics and continuously broken and
4 Many

additional experiments have been carried out. For reasons of
brevity, only those more relevant are presented in this paper. Some of
the additional experiment results are available in [23].
5 Note that for the static environment the variants of h(v , t) used is
i
h1 (vi , t).
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ACO has been used for static routing in many situations
before. In these experiments ACO is used in its simplest
form, as described in Section 3, with a slight adjustment.5
The constant Q is replaced with a function of s and t:

Number of iterations / artificial ants

Fig. 2 Experiment results in static environments of randomly generated large graph comparing ACO to random and optimal. h(vi , t)
random to 1 or 0

newly established connections, which resembles finding an
escape route when hazards change.
Figures 4 and 5 show ACO in dynamic environments
where the variant of h(vi , t) used is h2 (vi , t) and the update
function (see (1)) is called every 200th.
Thus, for every 200th iteration the environment is exactly
opposite which in turn means that, if an algorithm has learnt
an optimal route, the route changes to as far away from
optimal as possible.
The results show in Fig. 4 that when the evaporation rate
is set to 0, the ACO learns a near optimal solution which
becomes outdated when h(vi , t) changes, and it is not able
to adapt to the new optimal solution. Further, every time the
hazard probabilities change the algorithm is further away
from the solution. On the other hand, Fig. 5 shows that when
the evaporation rate is set to 0.2, the algorithm is able to
quickly adapt to new environments — and is thus able to
interact well with dynamic environments.
4.3 Realistic environments
This section presents empirical results in a realistic environment. This is achieved through a sequence of steps.
First we model a graph which the algorithms interact with
based on an actual ship. Subsequently, the variant of the
hazard function h(vi , t) is h3 (vi , t) (see Section 2.1) which
is updated based on known fatalities. Finally and most
importantly, this environment uses a well established fire
simulator, a simulation for populations of the hazards [29].
I.e. the functions r(vi , t) and c(vi , t) are populated with
results from the fire simulator. This yields realistic scenarios, including a realistic hazard function h3 (vi , t), as a step
towards relevant empirical evidence of the usefulness of the
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4.3.1 Setup
Ship model The ship model is based on deck sections of the
Thompson Spirit6 with some minor adjustments.
The ship consists of 290 rooms and 4 corridors spread
over two floors, including four exists to escape areas. The
rooms vary slightly in size but are in average 15.84 m2 .
In line with the actual ship, the model of the ship uses
wooden interior and “British style” carpets on all floor
surfaces. Further, the floors and walls are modelled with
combustion properties to enable a realistic fire spread of
the material. These properties include emissivity, heat, conductivity in line with properties of the actual material used.
Further emphasis is put on thickness and density of the
interior to yield realistic fire spread.
The authors are aware that these parameters vary depending on the spread of the fire, open and closed areas, efforts
on putting the fire out etc. However, our aim is to provide
a realistic model in order to empirically show that the proposed solution is able to cope in such situations. Whenever
there is room for interpretation, the model is always implemented with the worst case scenario in mind. In practice,
this means that all rooms have carpets, all doors are left open
and no efforts on extinguishing the fire is carried out during
the simulation. If the proposed solution is able to work well
in this worst case scenario, it is expected that it will also
yield good results in better situations.

Note that the outdoor and recreational areas, such as
swimming pools and bars, are deliberately left out of the
model. These are areas that have little influence on an
evacuation.
The model is placed with 3 measurement devices in each
room: temperature, smoke and heat, which is used for population of the hazard function h3 (vi , t). The heat is measured
from the room center, radiation at ground level and smoke
in the average human sight at 1.6 m. This means that the
simulation yields one measurement for temperature, smoke
and heat per room per second.
Fire To generate and simulate the actual fires, the well
established tool Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) developed
by the National Institute for Standards and Technology is
1,1
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algorithms. The details of each of the steps are described in
the following sub sections.

Fig. 4 Experiment results in dynamic environments. Hazard probabilities, h(vi , t), updates when t mod 200 = 0 — every 200th iteration.
Evaporation rate set to 0, ACO cannot adapt

f(s)

Fig. 3 Experiment results in static environments of randomly generated large graph comparing ACO to random and optimal. h(vi , t)
random to 1 or 0 forcing that there is an s so that f (s, t) = 0

Number of iterations / artificial ants

6 An

outline of the Thompson Spirit is available at http://www.
iglucruise.com/thomson-spirit/deck-plans?deck=83.

Fig. 5 Experiment results in dynamic environments. Hazard probabilities, h(vi , t), updates when t mod 200 = 0 — every 200th iteration.
Evaporation rate set to 0.2
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used [29]. FDS used computational fluid dynamics of a firedriven fluid flow to highlight the spread of heat and smoke
from fires. This is done by a set of partial differential equations that shed light on the conservation, mass, momentum
and energy within the fire and the surrounding space [30].
The tool has been used to realistically model various fire
dynamics phenomena such as transport of heat and combustion products from fire, capture the heat transfer, flame
spread and fire, and for designing smoke systems, sprinkler
activation or fire reconstructions.
The fire was modelled so that it spreads from a 1 m2 fire
burner, and the fire was modelled to spread fast with growth
coefficient was defined as 0.1876 kW/s, reaching a total of
67,536 kW during time 600 s.
This setup enables assessing effects of fire hazards both
numerically and visually, which in turn enables easy integration with the proposed solution and hazard functions.
Results The simulations were carried out with fire starting
in the middle of the first floor, and kept for 600 simulated seconds.7 A visual representation of the temperature
is shown in Fig. 6. Note that the fire reaches one corridor
at ∼150 s, and both corridors at close to ∼500 s.
The setup is slightly different from previous experiments.
In this case we have a fire that spreads out over a time frame
of 600 s. These seconds are simulated, and for each second
a given number of consecutive ants are released. This means
that every second is in itself a distinct scenario similar to
the complete experiments in Figs. 2 and 3. This facilitates
convergence of the algorithm so that the route s∗ represents
the “best” possible result.8 Further, in the follow empirical results three variants of ACO are used: with 10, 100
and 1,000 ants. This is done to show the convergence of
the algorithms — how many ants are needed to find near
optimal solutions. Thus, in contrast to Figs. 2 and 3 the following figures show snapshots of the algorithm after 10,100
and 1,000 ants for 600 different scenarios.
Keep in mind that all simulations run 1,000 times, and
the objective is still the same, finding a route s to minimize
f (s). I.e. find the safest possible escape route.
Figure 7 shows the behaviour where the evacuees starting position is manipulated so that they all start from a fixed
location on board the ship, the room with id 229. The room
chosen to be particularly difficult to escape from is on the
opposite side of the ship’s escape area on the second floor —
7 Two

other simulations were carried out with similar setup but with
fires starting in the corner of the first floor and the middle of the second
floor. The results were similar to those shown in this paper — and are
therefore left out.
8 The ants do not have any knowledge of the spread of the fire other
than what they observe through the function h(vi , t), so “best” means
most viable seen from the small windows available from the ants. In
practice, data from fixed and mobile fire sensors will populate h(vi , t).

so that the fire always occurs between the evacuees and the
escape area. Hence, the first room in the route s, the source
vs , is always “room 229”. Note that there still exists an
escape route, it is just more difficult to find.
Conversely, Fig. 8 shows the behaviour where the evacuees start from random locations on board the ship. Hence,
the first room in the route s is uniformly randomly selected
among all vi ∈ V . It is noteworthy the difficult situation in
Fig. 7 is remarkably similar to the over all situation in Fig. 8,
only with an over all higher value for f (s) for all algorithms.
A conclusion to be drawn from this is that even in the difficult situations ACO is able to find safe escape routes, but
requires more ants to reach convergence.
4.4 Realistic environment with smoke
This section takes into account that smoke significantly
reduces vision and movability of people affected by fire
hazards. In short, the model is updated with the function
m(vi , t) (see (5)) which represents to what extent people
are able to move considering the heavy smoke available.
The m(vi , t) is populated by the FDS tool [29] presented in
Section 4.3.
Consequently, the function f (s, t) is adjusted with the
above consideration to f (s, t):

f (s, t) =

1−vi ∈s (1−h(vi , t)) if m(vi , t) = true ∀vi ∈ s holds

1

otherwise

(12)

Hence, people get “stuck” in rooms with heavy smoke,
and any rooms in the escape route with people “stuck”
yields fatality for the evacuees.
Figure 9 shows the empirical results from this situation. This, execpt for considering smoke, is the exact same
experiment as shown in Fig. 8, but provides notably different results. Hence, f (s, t) and f (s, t) are very different
and the results show that the fatalities are much higher
when smoke is considered. This indicates that smoke has
a much greater impact on evacuations than fire. This is
in line with the literature which clearly states that smoke
is real killer, not heat or temperature [13]. Thus, a hypothetical fire without smoke would be relatively easy to
escape from compared to an actual fire the produces
smoke.
The figure also shows that smoke significantly affects
the performance of the ACO algorithm, but can easily be
overcome by running enough ants so that it converges. Most
significantly, ACO with 1,000 ants still provide close to
optimal results.
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Fig. 6 Heat map visualization
illustrating the room temperature
as the fire spreads over time.
The color-code scale on the right
side shows the temperature

4.5 Realistic environment with ad-hoc networks
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In emergency situations, information from smoke and fire
sensors, both stationary and from smartphones, is seldom
available to all. This is because networks, such as WiFi and
GPS, become unavailable in fire situations. As described
in Section 1.2 a mitigation for this is introduction of so
called ad-hoc networks, which means that temporary networks appear when people are within close range of each
other. The impact is that smartphones can only communicate with other smartphones in close range, which in turn
means that only sensor data close by is available.

This simulation is done so that any function related to
vi is only available if it is n rooms away from the starting position of the evacuees. Consequently, pheromones can
only update n rooms out. Say, if n is set to 5, it is a simulation of an ad-hoc network with a range of 5 rooms in
each direction, and the only information available is within
these 5 rooms. In essence, only the h(vi , t) functions and
amount of pheromones from these 5 rooms can be polled.
All other rooms are assumed safe even though they have
fatal fire. Note that as pheromones in a room vi aim at foretelling the safety of both room vi and following rooms in
any s containing vi .
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Fig. 7 Experiment results in realistic environments from a fire starting
in the first floor. Evacuees starting from a fixed position in “room 229”
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Fig. 8 Experiment results in realistic environments from a fire starting
in the first floor. Evacuees starting from random positions
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Fig. 9 Experiment results in realistic environments starting from
random locations with smoke affecting the movability of the evacuees

Figure 10 shows the results in simulated ad-hoc networks. Note that this is the same experiment as presented in
Fig. 8 where the complete network is available. For reasons
of clarity, Fig. 10 only shows from 350 to 600 s, and include
propagation setups 5 to 50. For comparative purposes, the
results from Fig. 8 are included where there were not
restrictions on propagations. All results are for ACO with
100 ants.
The figure clearly shows, in line with expectations, when
the number of rooms the algorithm can read sensor data
from increases, ACO is able to find a smaller value of
f (s, t). However, the difference is remarkably small. Even
with a network of only 5 rooms, it is able to find a very
good solution. Further, networks with 50 rooms yield and
f (s, t) very close to situations with sensor data from all
rooms available.
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0,002
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Fig. 10 Experiment results in realistic environments starting from
random locations with ad-hoc networks where only part of the sensor
data is available

This paper presents an application using Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) for finding safe escape routes in emergency situations. ACO is used in five distinct environments.
Firstly, ACO operates in a stationary environment where
it quickly reaches a near optimal solution. Secondly, ACO
is run in dynamic situations where hazards rapidly change.
Further, ACO is evaluated in three realistic environments:
fire on board a ship without smoke, fire on board a ship with
smoke and fire on board a ship in an ad-hoc network scenario. The realistic scenarios are achieved through set ups
from the Fire Dynamics Simulator tool.
In all tested scenarios ACO is empirically able to reach a
near optimal solution. In some setups, ACO with 1,000 ants
find the optimal route in almost all situations. This leads to
the unproven assumption that given enough ants, ACO will
always find the optimal escape route. In our further work, we
plan to formally verify that whether assumption is correct.
In real evacuation situations, most people escape together
in groups with their family and friends. Further, panic tends
to spread in emergency situations which in practice means
that many will not follow any provided escape routes. These
situations are also planned for further testing.
Additionally, we plan to examine methods for faster convergence of ACO including testing the min-max variants
of ACO, and examining the possibilities of a multi layered
approach.
Most importantly, we are currently implementing a
smartphone application for safe escape planning that will
use the ACO planning.
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Reinforcement learning is a broad scheme of learning algorithms that, in recent times,
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has shown astonishing performance in controlling agents in environments presented as Markov decision processes. There are several unsolved problems in
current state-of-the-art that causes algorithms to learn suboptimal policies, or
even diverge and collapse completely. Parts of the solution to address these
issues may be related to short- and long-term planning, memory management
and exploration for reinforcement learning algorithms. Games are frequently
used to benchmark reinforcement learning algorithms as they provide a flexible,
reproducible and easy to control environments. Regardless, few games feature
the ability to perceive how the algorithm performs exploration, memorization
and planning. This article presents The Dreaming Variational Autoencoder with
Stochastic Weight Averaging and Generative Adversarial Networks (DVAESWAGAN), a neural network-based generative modelling architecture for exploration in environments with sparse feedback. We present deep maze, a novel
and flexible maze game-engine that challenges DVAE-SWAGAN in partial and
fully observable state-spaces, long-horizon tasks and deterministic and stochastic problems. We show results between different variants of the algorithm
and encourage future study in reinforcement learning driven by generative
exploration.
KEYWORDS
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a field of research that has quickly become one of the most promising branches of machine learning algorithms to
solve artificial general intelligence (Arulkumaran, Deisenroth, Brundage and Bharath 2017; Kaelbling, Littman and Moore 1996; Li 2017 and
Mousavi, Schukat and Howley 2018). There have been several breakthroughs in reinforcement learning research in recent years for
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environments such as the Atari Arcade (Mnih et al. 2013, 2015), AlphaZero (Silver et al. 2017), OpenAI Five and AlphaStar (Arulkumaran,
Cully and Togelius 2019), but no algorithms are capable of human performance without extensive hardware requirements that are accessible to only a few institutions, such as Deep Mind and Open AI. Due to this, reinforcement learning still has several open research questions
to address before the general public can deploy these algorithms successfully. It is possible that many of the issues in the current state
of the art can be resolved with algorithms that adequately accounts for planning, exploration and memory efficiency at different timehorizons.
In current state-of-the-art RL algorithms, long-horizon RL tasks are difficult to master because there is as of yet no optimal exploration
algorithm that is capable of proper state-space pruning. Exploration strategies such as ϵ-greedy are widely used in RL, but cannot find an
adequate exploration/exploitation balance without exhaustive hyperparameter-tuning. Environment modelling is a promising exploration
method where the goal is to imitate the behaviour of a target environment. By constructing an artificial model of the environment, the need
to interact with the ground-truth environment is reduced significantly. This enables the RL-algorithm to explore large parts of the state
space without the cost of exhausting the ground-truth environment. A balance between exploration and exploitation must be accounted for
to learn the underlying dynamics of the environment. The algorithm must, therefore, select observations carefully to only learn essential features during the exploration phase.
By combining generative modelling with deep reinforcement learning, we find that it is possible for agents to learn optimal policies
using only generated training data samples. The approach that we present is the dreaming variational autoencoder with two extensions,
based on generative adversarial networks and stochastic weight averaging. We also present a new learning environment, deep maze, that
aims to bring a vast set of challenges for reinforcement learning algorithms and is the environment used for testing the presented
algorithms.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys recent study in the field. Section 3 briefly introduces the reader to preliminaries.
Section 4 proposes The Dreaming Variational Autoencoder for environment modelling to improve exploration in RL. Section 5 introduces the deep
maze learning environment for exploration, planning and memory management research for reinforcement learning. Section 6 shows results in
the deep line wars environment and that RL agents can be trained to navigate through the deep maze environment using only artificial training
data. Finally, we summarize our findings and outlines future study in Section 7.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

In machine learning, the goal is to create an algorithm that is capable of accurately representing a target environment. There is, however, little
literature on generative modelling for game environments on the scale we propose in this article. The primary focus of recent RL research has
been through improvements in on and off policy algorithms, while less attention has been put into generative exploration. This section introduces
a thorough literature review of reinforcement-based generative modelling.
Bangaru, Suhas and Ravindran (2016) proposed a method of deducing the Markov Decision Process (MDP) by introducing an adaptive exploration signal (pseudo-reward), which was obtained using deep generative model. Their approach was to compute the Jacobian of each state and
used it as the pseudo-reward when using deep neural networks to learn the state-generalization.
Xiao and Kesineni (2016) proposed the use of generative adversarial networks (GAN) for model-based reinforcement learning. The goal
was to utilize GAN for learning dynamics of the environment in a short-horizon timespan and combine this with the strength of far-horizon
value iteration RL algorithms. The GAN architecture proposed illustrated near authentic generated images giving comparable results to
Mnih et al. (2013).
Higgins et al. (2017) proposed DARLA, an architecture for modelling the environment using β-VAE (Higgins et al. 2016). The trained model
was used to learn the optimal policy of the environment using algorithms such as Deep Q-Networks (DQN) (Mnih et al. 2015), Asynchronous
Actor-Critic Agents (A3C) (Mnih et al. 2016) and Episodic Control (Blundell et al. 2016). DARLA is to the best of our knowledge, the first algorithm
to introduce learning without access to the ground-truth environment during training.
Buesing et al. (2018) recently compared several methods of environment modelling, showing that it is far better to model the state-space then
to utilize Monte-Carlo rollouts (RAR). The proposed architecture, state-space models (SSM) was significantly faster and produced acceptable
results compared to auto-regressive (AR) methods.
The algorithm VMAV-C is a combination of VAE and attention-based value function (AVF), and mixture density network recurrent neural
network (MDN-RNN) from Ha and Schmidhuber (2018). This modification to the original World Models algorithm improved performance in the
Cart Pole environment. They used the on-policy algorithm PPO to learn the optimal policy from the latent representation of the state-space
(Liang, Wang, Feng, Liu and Huang 2018).
Deep Planning Network (PlaNet) is a model-based agent that interpret the pixels of a state to learn the dynamics of an environment. The
environment dynamics are stored into latent-space, where the agent sample actions based on the learned representation. The proposed algorithm
showed significantly better sample efficiency compared to algorithms such as A3C (Hafner et al. 2018).
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Chua, Calandra, McAllister and Levine (2018) recently proposed Probabilistic Ensembles with Trajectory Sampling (PETS). The algorithm uses
an ensemble of bootstrap neural networks to learn a dynamics model of the environment over future states. The algorithm then uses this model
to predict the best action for future states. The authors show that the algorithm significantly lowers sampling requirements for environments such
as half-cheetah compared to SAC and PPO.
Stochastic optimal control with latent representations (SOLAR) is an algorithm that learns the dynamics of the environment by exploiting the
knowledge from a reinforcement learning policy. This enables the algorithm to learn local models which are used in policy learning for complex
systems. SOLAR is built around a probabilistic graphical model (PGM) structure that allows efficient learning of the environment model. By exploiting the locality of the model, the authors show that the gradients give good direction for policy improvements during training. The algorithm was
compared to model-free methods and showed significantly better performance and data efficient compared to algorithms such as LQR-FLM.
(Zhang, Patras and Haddadi 2018)
Ha and Schmidhuber (2018) proposed in Recurrent World Models Facilitate Policy Evolution, a novel architecture for training RL algorithms
using variational autoencoders. This article showed that agents could successfully learn the environment dynamics and use this as an exploration
technique requiring no interaction with the target domain. The architecture is mainly three components; vision, controller and model, the vision
model is a variational autoencoder that outputs a latent-space variable of an observation. The latent-space variable is processed in the model and
is fed into the controller for action decisions. Their algorithms show state-of-the-art performance in self-supervised generative modelling for reinforcement learning agents.
One of the most recent advancements in generative modelling for reinforcement learning is the Neural Differential Information Gain
Optimisation (NDIGO) algorithm by Azar et al. (2019), a self-supervised exploration model that learns a world model representation from
noisy data. The primary features of NDIGO are its robustness to noise due to their method to cancel out negative loss and to give positive
learning more value. The authors show in their maze environment that the model successfully converges towards an optimal world model
even when introducing noise. The author claims that the algorithm outperforms previous state-of-the-art, being the Recurrent World
Model from.
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B A CKG R O U N D

We base our work on the well-established theory of reinforcement learning originally formulated in Sutton, Precup and Singh (1999),
defining the problem as a MDP as 〈S, A, ℛ, T 〉 pairs. The state-space, S represents all possible states while the action-space, A represents all
available actions the agent can perform in the environment. ℛ is the reward function while T denotes the transition function ðT : S × A ! S Þ,
which is a mapping from state st ∈S and action at ∈A to the future state st + 1. After each performed action, the environment dispatches a reward
signal, ℛ : S ! r.
We call a sequence of states and actions a trajectory denoted as τ = (s0, a0, …, st, at) and the sequence is sampled through the use of a stochastic policy that predicts the optimal action in any state: π θ(at| st), where π is the policy and θ are the parameters. The primary goal of the reinforcement learning is to reinforce good behaviour. The algorithm should try to learn the policy that maximizes the total expected discounted reward
T

P i
given by, J ðπ Þ = 
γ ℛðsi Þ Mnih et al. (2015).
ðst , at Þ~
pðπ Þ i = 0

Several algorithms try to address the problem of reinforcement learning, commonly divided into three categories; Value Iteration, Policy Iteration and Actor-Critic Algorithms, with variations of on-policy and off-policy learning.
Autoencoders are commonly used in supervised learning to encode arbitrary input to a compact representation, and using a decoder to reconstruct the original data from the encoding. The purpose of autoencoders is to store redundant data into a densely packed vector form. In its simplest form, an autoencoder consists of feed-forward neural network where the input and output layer is of equal neuron capacity and the hidden

2
layer smaller, used to compress the data. Such autoencoder can be defined as: ϕ : X ! Z, ψ : Z ! X , where ϕ, ψ : argminϕ,ψ X − ðϕ × ψ ÞX^ . In this

TABLE 1

A comparison of features in general reinforcement learning, variational autoencoders and generative adversarial networks

Algorithm branch

Sample efficient

Sequential data

Generative modelling

Labelled data

Reinforcement learning

No

Yes

No

No

Variational autoencoders

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Generative adversarial networks

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

DVAE-GAN

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Note: The purpose of this illustration is to show that the proposed algorithm uses generative modelling to inherit sample efficient generative modelling for
sequential data for use in reinforcement learning algorithms.
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F I G U R E 1 Illustration of the DVAE model. The model consumes
state and action pairs, yielding the input encoded in latent-space.
Latent-space can then be decoded to a probable future state. QðzjXÞ is
the encoder, zt is latent-space and P ðXjzÞ is the decoder. DVAE can
also use LSTM to better learn longer sequences in continuous statespaces

notation, X defines the input, Z , the encoding and X^ as the reconstructed data. There are, however several issues with autoencoders, as they
are not generative, in the sense that they can transition between features in the input data. To remedy this, Kingma and Welling (2013) proposed
the Variational Autoencoder (VAE) algorithm that enables interpolation between features in the latent space. The interpolation is done by introducing a vector of means μ and a vector of standard deviations σ. These vectors, along with the additional KL-Loss gives the algorithm the ability
to learn variations in the input data, enabling the output to be vastly more diverse.
Our background for choosing the following branch of algorithms are described in Table 1. Algorithms based on reinforcement learning learns
by hands-on interaction. Experience is attained by exploring the environment, but in some cases, the environment may be exhausted before the
agent can learn to behave optimally. To remedy this, we introduce a model-based exploration approach using VAE to model the environment with
sequential data as input. This increase the sampling efficiency of the RL algorithm by a significant amount. To increase the performance of the
environment model, GAN is used to strengthen the quality of the environment-model, where the VAE and GAN continually reinforce each other's
performance.
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THE DREAMING VARIATIONAL AUTOENCODER

The Dreaming Variational Autoencoder (DVAE) is an end-to-end solution for generating probable future states s^t + n from an arbitrary state-space
S using state-action pairs explored prior to st + n and at + n. Figure 1 illustrates the DVAE model, where Algorithm 1 works as follows. First, the
agent collects experiences for utilizing experience-replay in the Run-Agent function. At this stage, the agent explores the state-space guided by a
Gaussian distributed policy. The agent acts, observes, and stores the observations into the experience-replay buffer D. After the agent reaches
terminal state, the DVAE algorithm encodes state-action pairs from the replay-buffer D into probable future states. This is stored in the replay^
buffer for artificial future-states D.

Algorithm 1 The Dreaming Variational Autoencoder
1: Initialize replay memory D and D^ to capacity N
2: Initialize policy π θ
3: function Run-Agent(T , D)
4:

for i = 0 to N_EPOCHS do

5:

Observe starting state, s0 N~ð0, 1Þ

6:

while st not TERMINAL do

7:

at

π θ(st = s)
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T ðst ,at Þ

8:

stþ1 ,r t ,terminalt

9:

Store experience into replay buffer Dðst ,at ,r t ,stþ1 ,terminalt Þ

10:

st

11:
12:

st + 1

end while
end for

13: end function
14: Initialize encoder QðzjX Þ
15: Initialize decoder P ðXjzÞ
16: Initialize DVAE model T θ ¼ P ðXjQðzjX ÞÞ
17: function DVAE.
18:

for di in D do
⊳ Expand replay buffer pair

19:

st, at, rt, st + 1

20:

Xt

st, at

21:

zt

QðX t Þ

22:

s^tþ1

23:

^ st ,at ,r t , s^tþ1 , terminalt )
Store experience into artificial replay buffer D(^

24:

s^t ¼ s^tþ1

di

⊳ Encode Xt into latent-space

P ðzt Þ

25:

end for

26:

return D^

⊳ Decode zt into probable future state

27: end function

Figure 2 illustrates how the algorithm can generate sequences of artificial trajectories using T θ = P ðXjQðzjXÞÞ, where z = QðzjXÞ is the encoder,
and T θ = P ðXjzÞ is the decoder. With state s0 and action Aright as input, the algorithm generates state s^1 which in the table can be observed is similar to the real state s1. With the next input, Adown , the DVAE algorithm generates the next state s^2 which again can be observed to be equal to s2.
Note that this is without ever observing state s1. Hence, the DVAE algorithm needs to be initiated with a state, for example, s0, and actions
follows. It then generates (dreams) next states.
The requirement is that the environment must be partially discovered so that the algorithm can learn to behave similarly to the
target environment. To predict a trajectory of three timesteps, the algorithm does nesting to generate the whole sequence:
τ = s^1 ,a1 , s^2 , a2 , s^3 , a3 = T θ ðT θ ðT θ ðs0 , Arnd Þ, Arnd Þ,Arnd Þ . The algorithm does this well early on, but have difficulties with longer state sequences in
continuous state-spaces.

F I G U R E 2 DVAE algorithm for
generating states using T θ versus the
real transition function T . First, a real
state is collected from the replaymemory. DVAE can then produce new
states from current the trajectory τ
using the state-action pairs. θ
represent the trainable model
parameters

TABLE 2

Feature overview of VAE, GAN, DVAE-GAN and DVAE-SWAGAN

Model

Features

Image quality

Data generalization

VAE

Converge to local minimumStable

Few artefactsBlurry

Low

GAN

Converge to saddle pointsUnstable

ArtefactsSharp

Medium

DVAE-GAN

Converge to saddle pointsUnstable

Few artefactsSharp

Medium

DVAE-SWAGAN

Converge to saddle pointsStable

Few artefactsSharp

High

Note: The highlighted text outlines the benefits of the model.
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Generative adversarial network approach (DVAE-GAN)

To combat the divergence behaviour in continuous state-space, we extend the model to use generative adversarial networks. The most common cases of
divergence are found where there are (a) complex state-transitions, (b) many state-transitions and (c) sparse state-transitions. In general, we find these
properties in continuous and stochastic environments. By using an adversarial approach, we see that DVAE-GAN better generalize for such problems and
is far more stable due to increased diversity compared to DVAE (See Table 2 for a detailed comparison).
Figure 3 illustrates the proposed DVAE-GAN extension to the original DVAE architecture. In this model, two new components; the
generator G and discriminator D is introduced. This is an adversarial approach previously proposed by Makhzani, Shlens, Jaitly, Goodfellow
and Frey (2015). The generator G(n| St, At) samples from a Gaussian distribution, while being conditioned on the current state and action, to
predict the latent-space distribution zgan. The discriminator D(zvae, zgan) is a neural network that tries to predict the validity of the input, in
this case, if the latent-space variable is from the ground-truth distribution. A min-max game between the generator and the discriminator
fuels learning where the generator minimizes its error towards the real latent-space and the discriminator learns to distinguish between
the real and fake latent distribution. In the VAE model, the latent-space distribution is sampled from zvae = αt + (μt × N(0, 1)) as proposed
by Kingma and Welling (2013). The discriminator should then evaluate zvae to be genuine, and its parameters are updated according to
the confidence of the prediction. To increase the stability of the VAE, we add the loss of the discriminator to the VAE loss, where we use
the original loss function first proposed by Kingma and Welling (2013).

4.2

|

Stochastic weight averaging approach (DVAE-SWAGAN)

We introduced DVAE-GAN which tries to combat divergence for complex environments. The GAN architecture increases the diversity of the latentspace, but model collapse and instability become a problem. Table 2 outlines a quick overview of the benefits of each of the introduced generative
models. VAE is known for its stability but has limited capabilities in its latent-space capacity. The quality of VAE is good but suffers from a severe blurring of the decoded latent-space. Compared to other algorithms, the VAE architecture does not generalize well to a diverse data set. The generative
adversarial networks have gotten increased attention due to their diverse latent-space. The images of GANs are known for its sharpness, but they suffer
from artefacts in the produced output. These networks are state-of-the-art in the sense that they generalize well to the data set. DVAE-GAN
as proposed by Makhzani et al. (2015) have few artefacts, which is an improvement from the regular GAN architecture. There is, however, high
variance in the model which makes it unstable beyond what is seen in vanilla VAE and GAN. To improve the model instability, we introduce
Stochastic weight averaging (SWA), first proposed by Izmailov, Podoprikhin, Garipov, Vetrov and Wilson (2018). DVAE-SWAGAN is a

F I G U R E 3 The proposed DVAE-GAN architecture. While the original VAE architecture persist, as described in Algorithm 1, a new generative
adversarial networks component is added for increased generalization across the latent-space
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combination of VAE, SWA and GAN to significantly reduce the variance of the predictions. The algorithm is in principle the averaged ensemble
of DVAE-GAN along the trajectory of SGD. We use a cyclical learning rate (Smith 2015) and average the weights each training iteration creating the DVAE-SWAGAN model, seen in Figure 4.

5

ENVIRONMENTS

|

The DVAE algorithm was tested in two environments. The first environment is the deep line wars that were introduced by Andersen et al. (2017),
a simplified Real-Time Strategy game. We present deep maze, a flexible environment with a wide range of challenges suited for reinforcement
learning research. The deep line wars environments feature a continuous environment where complex strategies must be planned. The deep maze
environment provides simpler rules and a non-continuous action and state-space that in-comparison is far simpler then deep line wars.

5.1

|

The deep maze environment

The deep maze is a flexible learning environment for controlled research in exploration, planning and memory for reinforcement learning algorithms. Maze solving is a well-known problem, and is used heavily throughout the RL literature Sutton et al. (1999), but is often limited to small

DVAE-GAN1

F I G U R E 4 By using ensembles of
DVAE-GAN models, the training is
significantly more stable and
prediction across sparse states yield
better results for sequential input

F I G U R E 5 Overview of four distinct
MDP scenarios using deep maze. (a) A
small, fully observable MDP. (b) A large,
fully observable MDP. (c) Partially
observable MDP having a vision distance
of three tiles. (d) Partially observable MDP
having ray-traced vision

Input

DVAE-GAN2

.......

DAVAE-GANn-1

DVAE-SWAGAN

DAVAE-GANn

Output
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and fully observable scenarios. The deep maze environment extends the maze problem to over 540 unique scenarios including Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP). Figure 5 illustrates a small subset of the available environments in the deep maze, ranging from smallscale MDP's to large-scale POMDP's. The deep maze further features custom game mechanics such as relocated exits and dynamically changing
mazes. RL agents depend on sensory input to evaluate and predict the best action at the current timestep. Preprocessing of data is essential so
that agents can extract features from the input data. For this reason, deep maze has built-in state representation for imaging and raw state matrices. The game engine is modularized and has an SDK that enables the development of third-party scenarios. This extends the capabilities of deep
maze to support nearly all possible scenario combination in the realm of maze solving.1
The deep maze learning environment presents the following scenarios. (a) Normal, (b) POMDP, (c) Limited POMDP and (d) Timed Limited
POMDP. The first mode exposes a seed-based randomly generated maze where the state-space an MDP. The second mode narrows the
state-space observation to a configurable area around the player. In addition to radius-based vision, the POMDP mode also features raytracing vision that better mimic the sight of a physical agent. The third and fourth mode is intended for memory research where the agent
must find the goal in a limited number of time-steps. In addition to this, the agent is presented with the solution but fades after a few initial
time steps. The objective is for the agent to remember the solution to find the goal. All scenario setups have a variable map-size ranging
between 2 × 2 and 56 × 56 tiles.

F I G U R E 6 The graphical user
interface of the deep line wars
environment

F I G U R E 7 The training loss for
DVAE in the 2 × 2 No-Wall and 8 × 8
deep maze scenario. The experiment is
run for a total of 1000 (5000 for 8 × 8)
epochs. The algorithm only trains on
50% of the state-space to the model
for the 2 × 2 environment while the
whole state-space is trainable in the
8 × 8 environment

F I G U R E 8 For the 2 × 2 scenario, only 50% of the environment is explored, leaving artefacts on states where the model is uncertain of the
transition function. In more extensive examples, the player disappears, teleports or gets stuck in unexplored areas
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5.2

The deep line wars environment

|

The deep line wars environment was originally introduced in Andersen et al. (2017). Deep line wars is a real-time strategy environment that makes
an extensive state-space reduction to enable swift research in reinforcement learning for RTS games.
The game objective of deep line wars is to invade the enemy player with mercenary units until all health points are depleted, see Figure 6.
For every friendly unit that enters the far edge of the enemy base, the enemy health pool is reduced by one. When a player purchases a mercenary unit, it spawns at a random location inside the edge area of the buyers base. Mercenary units automatically move towards the enemy base.
To protect the base, players can construct towers that shoot projectiles at the opponent's mercenaries. When a mercenary dies, a fair percentage
of its gold value is awarded to the opponent. When a player sends a unit, the income is increased by a portion of the units gold value. As a part of
the income system, players gain gold at fixed intervals.

6
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EXPERIMENTS

We centre our experiments around the DVAE, DVAE-GAN, DVAE-SWA and DVAE-SWAGAN. The goal of the proposed extensions
is to improve the model stability so that the DVAE algorithm can produce better quality output for continuous and sparse state-spaces.
In this section, we show results of model-based reinforcement learning using DVAE in the deep-maze and deep-line wars environment.
We show the performance of encoding raw pixel input to a compact representation and to decode this representation to probable
future states.

F I G U R E 9 Results of 8 × 8 Deep Maze modelling using the DVAE algorithm. To simplify the environment, no reward signal is
received per iteration. The left caption describes current state, s t , while the right caption is the action performed to compute,
st + 1 = T ðst , at Þ

T A B L E 3 Results of the deep maze 11 × 11 and 21 × 21 environment, comparing DQN Mnih et al. (2015), TRPO Schulman et al. (2015) and
PPO Schulman et al. (2017)
Algorithm

11 × 11

Average performance (%)

Converged epoch

DQN-D^

94.56

TRPO-D^

96.32

PPO-D^
DQN-D

21 × 21

Average performance (%)

Converged epoch

9314

64.36

N/A

5320

78.91

7401

98.71

3151

89.33

7195

98.26

4314

84.63

8241

TRPO-D

99.32

3320

92.11

4120

PPO-D

99.35

2453

96.41

2904

Note: The optimal path yields performance of 100% while no solution yields 0%. Each of the algorithms ran 10000 epochs for both map-sizes. Converged
Epoch represents at which epoch the algorithm converged during training.
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F I G U R E 1 0 A typical deep maze of size 11 × 11. The lower-right square indicates the goal state, the dotted-line is a retrace of the predicted
optimal path for that maze, while the final square represents the player's current position in the state-space. The controller agent is DQN, TRPO
and PPO (from left to right)

F I G U R E 1 1 The DVAE algorithm applied to the deep line wars environment. Each epoch illustrates the quality of generated states in the
game, where the left image is real state s and the right image is the generated state s^
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6.1

The dreaming variational autoencoder

|

6.1.1

|

Deep maze

For the deep maze environment, the algorithm must be able to generalize over many similar states to model a large state-space. DVAE aims to
learn the transition function T ðst , at Þ, bringing the state from st to st + 1. We use the deep maze environment because it provides simple rules, with
a controllable state-space complexity. Also, we can omit the importance of reward for some scenarios.
We trained the DVAE model on two No-Wall deep maze scenarios of size 2 × 2 and 8 × 8. For the encoder and decoder, we used the same
convolution architecture as proposed by Pu et al. (2016) and trained for 5000 epochs2 in the 8 × 8 scenario and 1000 epochs for 2 × 2, respectively. The reasoning behind different epoch lengths is because we expect simpler environments to converge faster. For the encoding of actions
and states, we concatenate the flattened state-space and action-space, having a fully connected layer with ELU activation before calculating the
latent-space. We used the Adam optimizer Kingma and Ba (2015) with a learning-rate of 3e-05 to update the parameters. To calculate the loss
we used the same loss function as proposed by Kingma and Welling (2013).
Figure 7 illustrates the loss during the training phase for the DVAE algorithm in the No-Wall Deep Maze scenario. In the 2 × 2 scenario,
DVAE is trained on only 50% of the state space, which results in noticeable graphics artefacts in the prediction of future states, seen in Figure 8.
In the 8 × 8 environment, the algorithm is allowed to train on all possible states, and we observe in Figure 9 that there is significantly better image
quality throughout the sampling process.

(a)

(b)

(c)

F I G U R E 1 2 Training of DVAE compared to the DVAE-SWA, DVAE-GAN and DVAE-SWAGAN extension. (a) Total Loss for the tested
algorithms. (b) Autoencoder loss (L2) for the algorithms. (c) Variational Autoencoder Loss (KL) for the tested algorithms
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Training RL-agents using D^ replay-buffer

The goal of this experiment is to observe the performance of RL-agents using the generated experience-replay D^ from Algorithm 1 in Deep Maze
environments of size 11 × 11 and 21 × 21. In Table 3, we compare the performance of DQN Mnih et al. (2013), TRPO Schulman, Levine, Abbeel,
Jordan and Moritz (2015) and PPO Schulman, Wolski, Dhariwal, Radford and Klimov (2017) using the DVAE generated D^ to tune the parameters.
Because TRPO and PPO are on-policy algorithms, the generated states must be generated on-the-fly so that the algorithm remains on-policy.
Figure 10 illustrates three maze variations of size 11 × 11, where the agent has learned the optimal path. We see that the best performing algorithm,
PPO Schulman et al. (2017) beats DQN and TRPO using either D^ or D. The DQN-D^ agent did not converge in the 21 × 21 environment, but it is likely
that value-based algorithms could struggle to map inaccurate states with graphical artefacts generated from the DVAE algorithm. These artefacts
significantly increase the state-space significantly, but empirical data suggest that on-policy algorithms perform better on noisy state-spaces.

6.3

|

Deep line wars

The DVAE algorithm works well in more complex environments, such as the deep line wars game environment Andersen et al. (2017). Here, we
expand the DVAE algorithm with LSTM to improve the capability of generating time-bound data, such as animations seen in Figure 1.
Figure 11 illustrates the state quality during training of DVAE in a total of 6000 epochs. Both players draw actions from a Gaussian distributed policy. The algorithm understands that the player units can be located in any tiles after only 50 epochs, and at 1000 epochs we
observe the algorithm makes significantly better predictions of the probability of unit locations (i.e. some units show more densely in the
output state). At the end of the training, the DVAE algorithm is to some degree capable of determining both towers, and unit locations at
any given time-step during the game epoch.

6.4

|

Extending the dreaming variational autoencoder

The goal of DVAE-SWA, DVAE-GAN and DVAE-SWAGAN is to perform better in continuous state-spaces, such as the deep line wars environment. The experiments were performed using a map size of 11 × 11 sampling actions from a PPO policy.

F I G U R E 1 3 The first row represents the ground truth future state, while the second row is the predicted future state. The DVAE-SWAGAN
algorithm sampled states after training for 1000 epochs, see Figure 12. Notice that the quality is notably better compared to Figure 11. We found
that states were generalized too much producing some inaccurate predictions. Despite this inaccuracy, the RL agents learned a policy capable of
beating random agents. We believe this is because similar states often represent similar value functions
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Figure 12 shows the training loss of the algorithms DVAE, DVAE-SWA, DVAE-GAN and DVAE-SWAGAN for 1000 epochs (x-axis), where
the y-axis describes the loss value. The new architectures perform significantly better than DVAE across all loss components of the architecture.
The consequence of lower loss is better image quality (autoencoder loss), and better transitions (variational loss). For these experiments, we tried
to model the deep line wars environment using RGB input. Figure 13 illustrates the resulting images for each of the algorithms. Here, we see that
DVAE-SWAGAN perform significantly best, in terms of quality and accuracy.

7

|

C O N C L U S I O N A ND F U T U R E S T U D Y

This article introduces The Dreaming Variational Autoencoder along with its extensions DVAE-SWA, DVAE-GAN and DVAE-SWAGAN as a neural
network-based generative modelling architecture to enable exploration in environments with sparse reward.
The DVAE algorithm successfully generates authentic world models in non-continuous state-spaces where the dynamics of the environment
is simple. It works well for small environments but is limited when the state-sequence become too large. The algorithm performs marginally better
when using LSTM for sequence prediction, but is a significant performance drop due to the increased model complexity. For most environments,
such as deep line wars and deep maze, it is sufficient to run DVAE using only fully connected nodes.
The DVAE-SWAGAN improves the original model significantly and enables the algorithm to imitate environment models with continuous
state-space better. DVAE-SWAGAN performs better in all environments including deep line wars and most environments found in the GYM
reinforcement learning environment.
There are, however, several fundamental issues that limit DVAE, and DVAE-SWAGAN from fully modelling environments. In some
situations, exploration may be a costly act that makes it impossible to explore all parts of the environment in its entirety. The algorithms
cannot accurately predict the outcome of unexplored areas of the state-space, making the prediction blurry or incorrect. To combat this,
the model should be improved further to include some sense of logic, and understanding of the environment dynamics. In current state-ofthe-art, this frequently introduced as domain knowledge that is manually crafted by the programmer, but the hope is that future research
will find a method for self-supervised domain knowledge modelling.
Reinforcement learning has many unresolved problems, and the hope is that the deep maze and the deep line wars learning environment
can be a useful tool for future research. For future study, we plan to introduce an inverse reinforcement learning component to learn the
^ We also plan to explore non-parametric variants. DVAE and environment modelling is an ongoing research question, and the
reward function ℛ.
goal is that reinforcement learning algorithms could utilize this form of dreaming to make the algorithm far more sample efficient.
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ENDNOTES
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The deep maze is open-source and publicly available at https://github.com/CAIR/deep-maze.
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We regard the term epoch as an episode, which is frequently in literature.
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Deep Q-Learning With Q-Matrix Transfer Learning
for Novel Fire Evacuation Environment
Jivitesh Sharma , Per-Arne Andersen, Ole-Christoffer Granmo , and Morten Goodwin

Abstract—Deep reinforcement learning (RL) is achieving significant success in various applications like control, robotics,
games, resource management, and scheduling. However, the
important problem of emergency evacuation, which clearly could
benefit from RL, has been largely unaddressed. Indeed, emergency evacuation is a complex task that is difficult to solve
with RL. An emergency situation is highly dynamic, with a
lot of changing variables and complex constraints that make
it challenging to solve. Also, there is no standard benchmark
environment available that can be used to train RL agents for
evacuation. A realistic environment can be complex to design.
In this article, we propose the first fire evacuation environment
to train RL agents for evacuation planning. The environment is
modeled as a graph capturing the building structure. It consists
of realistic features like fire spread, uncertainty, and bottlenecks.
The implementation of our environment is in the OpenAI gym
format, to facilitate future research. We also propose a new
RL approach that entails pretraining the network weights of
a DQN-based agent [DQN/Double-DQN (DDQN)/Dueling-DQN]
to incorporate information on the shortest path to the exit. We
achieved this by using tabular Q-learning to learn the shortest path on the building model’s graph. This information is
transferred to the network by deliberately overfitting it on the
Q-matrix. Then, the pretrained DQN model is trained on the
fire evacuation environment to generate the optimal evacuation path under time varying conditions due to fire spread,
bottlenecks, and uncertainty. We perform comparisons of the
proposed approach with state-of-the-art RL algorithms like
DQN, DDQN, Dueling-DQN, PPO, VPG, state-action-rewardstate-action (SARSA), actor–critic method, and ACKTR. The
results show that our method is able to outperform state-of-theart models by a huge margin including the original DQN-based
models. Finally, our model is tested on a large and complex real
building consisting of 91 rooms, with the possibility to move to
any other room, hence giving 8281 actions. In order to reduce
the action space, we propose a strategy that involves one step
simulation. That is, an action importance vector is added to the
final output of the pretrained DQN and acts like an attention
mechanism. Using this strategy, the action space is reduced by
90.1%. In this manner, the model is able to deal with large action
spaces. Hence, our model achieves near optimal performance on
the real world emergency environment.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
EINFORCEMENT learning (RL) has been a subject of
extensive research and applications in various real world
domains, such as robotics, games, industrial automation and
control, system optimization, quality control, and maintenance.
But, some extremely important areas, where RL could be
immensely vital, have not received adequate attention from
researchers. We turn our attention to the major problem of
evacuation in case of fire emergencies.
Fire related disasters are the most common type of emergency situation. They require a thorough analysis of the
situation for quick and precise response. Even though this critical application has not received adequate attention from AI
researchers, there have been some noteworthy contributions.
One such paper, focusing on assisting decision making for
fire brigades, is described in [1]. Here, the RoboCup Rescue
simulation is used as a fire simulation environment [2]. A stateaction-reward-state-action (SARSA) agent [3] is used with a
new learning strategy called lesson-by-lesson learning, similar to curriculum learning. Results show that the RL agent is
able to perform admirably in the simulator. However, the simulator lacks realistic features like bottlenecks, fire spread and
has a grid structure that is too simplistic to model realistic
environments. Also, the approach seems unstable and needs
information about the state which is not readily available in
real-life scenarios.
In [4], multiple coordinated agents are used for forest fire
fighting. This article uses a software platform called Pyrosim
which is used to create dynamic forest fire situations. The simulator is mostly used for terrain modeling and a coordinated
multiple agent system is used to extinguish fire and not for
evacuation.
The evacuation approach described in [5] is similar to the
problem described in this article. In [5], a fading memory
mechanism is proposed with the intuition that in dynamic
environments less trust should be put on older knowledge for
decision making. But arguably, this could be achieved more
efficiently by the “γ ” parameter in Q-learning along with prioritized experience replay. Also, the graph-based environment
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used in [5] lacks many key features like fire spread, people in
rooms, bottlenecks, etc.
The most significant work done on building evacuation
using RL is reported in [6]. The evacuation environment is
grid-based with multiple rooms and fire. The fire spread is
modeled accurately and uncertainty taken into account. The
multiagent Q-learning model is shown to work in large spaces
as well. Further, this article demonstrates a simple environment
and strategy for evacuation. However, the approach proposed
in [6] lacks key features like bottlenecks and actual people
in rooms. The grid-based environment is not able to capture
details of the building model like room locations and paths
connecting rooms.
Some interesting research on evacuation planning take a
completely different approach by simulating and modeling
human and crowd behavior under evacuation [7]–[10]. This
article on evacuation planning is not based on human behavior modeling or the belief-desire-intention (BDI) framework
for emergency scenarios. These methods are beyond the scope
of this article and not discussed here.
Proposed Environment: There are many RL libraries that
contain simulations and game environments to train RL-based
agents [11]–[15]. However, currently no realistic learning
environment for emergency evacuation has been reported.
In this article, we propose the first realistic fire evacuation
environment specifically designed to train RL agents for evacuating people in the safest manner in the least number of steps
possible. The environment has the same structure as OpenAI
gym environments, so it can be used easily in the same manner.
The proposed fire evacuation environment is graph-based,
which requires complex decision making, such as routing,
scheduling and dealing with bottlenecks, crowd behavior
uncertainty, and fire spread. This problem falls in the domain
of discrete control. The evacuation is performed inside a building model, which is represented as a graph. The agent needs to
evacuate all persons in all rooms through any available exits
using the shortest path in the least number of steps, while
avoiding any perilous situations like the fire, bottlenecks, and
other hazardous situations.
Some previous research papers focus on modeling fire
spread and prediction, mostly using cellular automata [16]
and other novel AI techniques [17]–[19]. An effective and
innovative way of modeling fire spread is to use spatial RL,
as proposed in [20]. However, our way of simulating fire
spread is far less complex and leverages rewarding system of
the RL framework. In our proposed environment, we simply
use an exponential decay reward function to model the fire
spread and direction. To keep in tune with the RL framework,
the feedback from the environment sent back to the agent
should convey enough information. So, the reward function
is designed in such a manner that the agent can learn about
the fire spread and take measures accordingly.
Proposed Method: Since this environment poses a high
level of difficulty, we argue that incorporating the shortest
path information (shortest path from each room to the nearest
exit) in the DQN model(s) by transfer learning and pretraining
the DQN neural network function approximator is necessary.
Transfer learning has been used extensively in various deep

learning tasks for many years. In RL, pretrained models have
started to appear as well [21], [22]. In fact, we use the convergence analysis of [22], which provides a general theoretical
perspective of task transfer learning, to prove that our method
guarantees convergence.
In this article, a new class of pretrained DQN models
called Q-matrix pretrained deep Q-networks (QMP-DQNs) is
presented. We employ Q-learning to learn a Q-matrix representing the shortest paths from each room to the exit. Multiple
random episodic starts and -greedy exploration of the building model graph environment are performed. Q-learning is
applied on a pretraining instance of the environment that consists of only the building model graph. Then, the Q-matrix is
transferred to a DQN model, by pretraining the DQN to reproduce the Q-matrix. Finally, the pretrained DQN agent is trained
on the complete fire evacuation task. Our proposed pretrained
DQN models (QMP-DQN) is compared with regular DQN
models and show that pretraining for our fire evacuation environment is necessary. We also compare our QMP-DQN models
with state-of-the-art RL algorithms and show that off-policy
Q-learning techniques perform better than other policy-based
methods as well as actor–critic models.
Finally, Section V, shows that our method can perform
optimal evacuation planning on a large and complex realworld building model by dealing with the large discrete action
space in a new and simple way by using an attention-based
mechanism.
Contributions: This article contributes to the field of RL,
emergency evacuation and management in the following
manner.
1) We propose the first RL-based fire evacuation environment with OpenAI Gym structure.
2) A graph-based environment is used to accurately model
the building structure, which is more efficient than a
maze structure.
3) The environment can consist of a large discrete action
space with n2 number of actions (for all possibilities),
where n is the number of rooms in the building. That is,
the action space size increases exponentially with respect
to the rooms.
4) Our proposed environment contains realistic features,
such as multiple fires and dynamic fire spread which
is modeled by the exponential decay reward function.
5) The realism of our environment is further improved by
restricting the number of people allowed in each room
to model over-crowded hazardous situations.
6) Some uncertainty about the action performed is introduced in the environment to model uncertain crowd
behavior, which also acts as a method of regularization.
7) We use the Q-matrix to transfer learned knowledge
of the shortest path by pretraining a DQN agent to
reproduce the Q-matrix.
8) A small amount of noise is added in the Q-matrix, to
avoid stagnation of the DQN agent in a local optimum.
9) We perform exhaustive comparisons with other state-ofthe-art RL algorithms like DQN, double DQN (DDQN),
Dueling DQN, vanilla policy gradient (VPG), proximal policy optimization (PPO), SARSA, actor–critic
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According the Bellman optimality [23], the optimal q function
can be obtained by


Q∗ (st , at ) = E rt+1 + γ v∗ (st+1 )|st , at



p(st+1 , rt |st , at ) rt + γ v∗ (s)
(3)
=
st+1 ,rt

v∗ (s

Fig. 1.

RL framework (the figure is taken from [23]).

method (A2C), and actor–critic using kronecker-factored
trust region (ACKTR).
10) We test our model on a large and complex real world
scenario, which is the University of Agder (UiA)
Building, which consists of 91 nodes, and 8281 actions.
11) A new and simple way to deal with large discrete action
spaces is proposed for the fire evacuation environment,
by employing an attention mechanism-based technique.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section II
summarizes the RL concepts used in this article. Section III
gives a detailed explanation of the proposed fire emergency
evacuation system with each module of the system described in
subsequent sections. Section IV reports our exhaustive experimental results. Section V presents the real world application
of our model in a large and complex environment, and finally
Section VI concludes this article.
II. P RELIMINARIES
RL is a subfield of machine learning which deals with learning to make appropriate decisions and take actions to achieve
a goal. An RL agent learns from interactions with an environment, by performing actions and receiving rewards, without
requiring explicit supervision. The main aim of the agent is to
maximize the cumulative reward over time through it is choice
of the actions. A pictorial representation of the RL framework
is shown in Fig. 1.
In the subsequent sections, a brief presentation of the
concepts and methods used in this article are explained.
A. Q-Learning
RL algorithms (value-based) try to estimate the value function which gives an estimate of how good a state is for the
agent to reside in. This is estimated according to the expected
reward of a state under a policy and is denoted as vπ (s)
vπ (s) = Eπ [Gt |st ].

∗
∗
where,
t+1 ) = maxat+1 Q (st+1 , at+1 ). And, a is the
optimal action which results in maximum reward, the optimal
policy is formed as arg maxat π ∗ (at |st ) = a∗ . This method was
proposed in [24] which is tabular style Q-learning. The update
rule for each step of Q-learning is as follows:

Qt+1 (st , at ) = Qt (st , at ) + η rt + γ max Qt (st+1 , at+1 )
at

(4)
− Qt (st , at ) .

Q-learning is an incremental dynamic programming algorithm
that determines the optimal policy in a step-by-step manner.
At each step t, the agent performs the following operations.
1) Observes current state st .
2) Selects and performs an action at .
3) Observes the next state st+1 .
4) Receives the reward rt .
5) Updates the q-values Qt (st , at ) using (8).
The q-value function converges to the optimal value
Qt+1 (st , at ) → Q∗ (st , at ) as t → ∞. Detailed convergence
proof and analysis can be found in [24].
This tabular Q-learning method is used in our proposed
approach to generate a Q-matrix for the shortest path to the
exit-based on the building model. In order to incorporate the
shortest path information, this Q-matrix is used to pretrain the
DQN models.
B. Deep Q-Network
The tabular Q-learning approach works well for small
environments, but becomes infeasible for complex environments with large multidimensional discrete or continuous
state-action spaces. To deal with this problem, a parameterized version of the q function is used for approximation
Q(st , at ; θ ) ≈ Q∗ (st , at ). This way of function approximation
was first proposed in [25].
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have been successfully
applied to approximate the Q-function Q(st , at ; θ ), in [26] and
[27]. The parameters are updated and the Q-function is refined
in every iteration through an appropriate optimizer. The DQN
can be trained by optimizing the following loss function:

2
Li (θi ) = E rt +γ max Q(st+1 , at+1 ; θi−1 )−Q(st , at ; θi )
at+1

(1)

(5)

Q-learning is an off-policy value-based RL algorithm that
tries to maximize the q function [24]. The q function is
a state-action value function and is denoted by Q(st , at ). It
tries to maximize the expected reward give a state and action
performed on that state

where, γ is the discount factor, θi and θi−1 are the Q-network
parameters at iteration i and i − 1, respectively. In order to
train the Q-network, a target is required to calculate loss
and optimize parameters. The target q-values are obtained by
holding the parameters θi−1 fixed from the previous iteration

Q(st , at ) = E[Gt |st , at ].

(2)

y = rt + γ max Q(st+1 , at+1 ; θi−1 )
at+1
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where, y is the target for the next iteration to refine the
Q-network. Unlike supervised learning where the optimal target values are known and fixed prior to learning, in DQN the
approximate target values y, which depend on network parameters, are used to train the Q-network. The loss function can
be rewritten as

Let

Li (θi ) = E (y − Q(st , at ; θi ))2 .

(7)

The process of optimizing the loss function Li (θi ) at the ith
iteration by holding the parameters from the previous iteration
θi−1 fixed, to get target values, results in a sequence of welldefined optimization steps. By differentiating the loss function
in (11), the following gradient is obtained:


∇θi Li (θi ) = E (y − Q(st , at ; θi ))∇θi Q(st , at ; θi ) .
(8)
Instead of computing the full expectation of the above gradient, we optimize the loss function using an appropriate
optimizer (in this article we use the Adam optimizer [28]).
The DQN is a model-free algorithm since it directly solves
tasks without explicitly estimating the environment dynamics.
Also, DQN is an off-policy method as it learns a greedy policy a = arg maxat+1 Q(s, at+1 ; θ ), while following an -greedy
policy for sufficient exploration of the state space.
The problem of instability in training for DNNs arises
mostly due to: correlations between subsequent observations
and that small changes in q-values can significantly change
the policy and the correlations between q-values and target
values.
The most well-known and simple technique to alleviate
the problem of instability is the experience replay [29].
At each step, a tuple consisting of the agent’s experience
Et = (st , at , rt , st+1 ) is stored in a replay memory over many
episodes. A mini-batch of these tuples is randomly drawn
from the replay memory to update the DQN parameters. This
ensures that the network is not trained on a sequence of
observations (avoiding strong correlations between samples
and reducing variance between updates) and it increases sample efficiency. This technique greatly increases the stability
of DQN.
C. Double DQN
Sometimes, DQN tends to overestimate action values. These
overestimations are caused due to a positive bias that results
from the max function in Q-learning and DQN updates which
outputs the maximum action value as an approximation of the
maximum expected action value.
The double Q-learning method was proposed in [30] to alleviate this problem and later extended to DQN [31] to produce
the DDQN method. Since Q-learning uses the same estimator
to select and evaluate an action, which results in overoptimistic action values, we can interpret it as a single estimator.
In double Q-learning, the task of evaluation and selection is
decoupled by using a double estimator approach consisting of
two functions: QA and QB . The QA function is updated with
a value from the QB function for the next state and the QB
function is updated with a value from the QA function for the
next state.

a∗ = arg max QAt (st+1 , at )

(9)

b∗ = arg max QBt (st+1 , at ).

(10)

at
at

Then


QAt+1 (st , at ) = QAt (st , at ) + η rt +γ QBt st+1 , a∗ − QAt (st , at )
QBt+1 (st , at )

=

QBt (st , at ) + η rt +γ QAt

∗

st+1 , b



(11)
− QBt (st , at )
(12)

where, a∗ is the action with the maximum q-value in state
st+1 according to the QA function and b∗ is the action with
the maximum q-value in state st+1 according to the QB function. The overestimation is removed by decoupling into two
functions that use separate max function estimates of action
values. In fact, thorough analysis of double Q-learning in [30]
shows that it sometimes might underestimate action values.
The double Q-learning algorithm was adapted for large
state-action spaces in [31] by forming the DDQN method in a
similar way as DQN. The two Q-functions (QA and QB ) can
be parameterized by two sets of weights θ and θ  . At each
step, one set of weights θ is used to update the greedy policy
and the other θ  to calculate it is value. For DDQN, (10) can
be written as

(13)
y = rt + γ Q st+1 , arg max Q(st+1 , at ; θi ); θi .
a

The first set of weights θ are used to determine the greedy
policy just like in DQN. But, in DDQN, the second set of
weights θ  is used for an unbiased value estimation of the
policy. Both sets of weights can be updated symmetrically by
switching between θ and θ  .
The target value network in DQN can be used as the second
Q-function instead of introducing an additional network. So,
the weights at the ith iteration are used to evaluate the greedy
policy and the weights at the previous iteration to estimate it
is value. The update rule remains the same as DQN, while
changing the target as

y = rt + γ Q st+1 , arg max Q(st+1 , at ; θi ); θi−1 . (14)
a

Note that in both DQN and DDQN, the target network uses
the parameters of the previous iteration i − 1. However, to
generalize, the target network can use parameters from the any
previous (i−k)th iteration. Then, the target network parameters
are updated periodically with the copies of the parameters of
the online network.
D. Dueling DQN
A new architecture for model-free RL, called the dueling architecture, is proposed in [32]. The dueling architecture
explicitly separates state values and action advantage values
into two streams which share a common feature extraction
backbone neural network.
One stream outputs a scalar state value, while the other
outputs an advantage vector having dimensionality equal to
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number of actions. Both the streams are combined at the end to
produce the Q-function estimate. The combining module at the
end can simply aggregate the value and advantage estimates as
Q(st , at ; θ, α, β) = V(st ; θ, β) + A(st , at ; θ, α)

(15)

where, θ are the parameters of the lower layers of the neural
network (before streams are split); α and β are the parameters of the advantage and value function streams. However,
such an aggregation of streams would require V(st ; θ, β)
to be replicated as many times as the dimensionality of
A(st , at ; θ, α). Also, value and advantage estimates cannot be
uniquely recovered given the estimated Q-function.
One way of addressing these issues, proposed in [32], is
to force the advantage function estimator to have zero value
at the selected action. This aggregation is implemented in the
combining module as

Q(st , at ; θ, α, β) = V(st ; θ, β) + A(st , at ; θ, α) − max
at+1 ∈A

× A(st , at+1 ; θ, α) . (16)
Now, for a chosen action (action with max Q-function),
a∗ = arg maxat+1 ∈A Q(st , at+1 ; θ, α, β), putting in (20), results
in Q(st , a∗ ; θ, α, β) = V(st ; θ, β). Hence, the two streams can
be uniquely recovered.
In [32], another way of aggregation is proposed which
eliminates the max operator
⎛
1
Q(st , at ; θ, α, β) = V(st ; θ, β) + ⎝A(st , at ; θ, α) −
|A|
⎞

×
A(st , at+1 ; θ, α)⎠
at+1

(17)
where, |A| is the number of actions. Even though value and
advantage estimates are now off-target by a constant, this way
of aggregation improves stability by capping the changes in
the advantage estimates by their mean and enhances overall
performance.
In this article, we use above mentioned off-policy, modelfree algorithms on our novel fire evacuation environment
and significantly improve performance for each of the above
methods by transferring tabular Q-learning knowledge of the
building structure into these methods.
III. F IRE E MERGENCY E VACUATION S YSTEM
In this article, we propose the first fire evacuation environment to train RL agents and a new transfer learning-based
tabular Q-learning+DQN method that outperforms state-ofthe-art RL agents on the proposed environment. The fire
evacuation environment consists of realistic dynamics that
simulate real-world fire scenarios. For such a complex environment, an out-of-the-box RL agent does not suffice. We
incorporate crucial information in the agent before training
it, like the shortest path to the exit from each room. The rest
of the section explains the entire system in detail.

Fig. 2. Simple fire evacuation environment. The red vertex indicates fire in
that room and the green vertex is exit. The orange arrows show the fire spread
direction (more toward 1 compared to 3).

A. Fire Evacuation Environment
We propose the first benchmark environment for fire evacuation to train RL agents. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first environment of its kind. The environment has been
specifically designed to simulate realistic fire dynamics and
scenarios that frequently arise in real-world fire emergencies.
The implementation of the environment follows the OpenAI
gym format [11], to facilitate further research.
The environment has a graph-based structure to represent a
building model. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, such
that V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn } is a set of vertices that represents n
rooms and hallways and E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , em } is a set of edges
that represents m paths connecting the rooms and hallways. A
simple fire evacuation environment consisting of five rooms
and paths connecting these rooms is shown in Fig. 2.
To represent the graph consisting of rooms, hallways, and
connecting paths, we use the adjacency matrix MA . It is
a square matrix consisting of elements [0, 1] that indicate
whether a pair of vertices is connected by an edge or not. The
adjacency matrix is used to represent the structure of the graph
and check the validity of actions performed by the agent. The
adjacency matrix for the building model in Fig. 2 is given by
⎡
⎤
0 1 1 1 0
⎢1 0 1 1 0⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
MA = ⎢
⎢1 1 0 0 1⎥.
⎣1 1 0 0 1⎦
0 0 0 0 0
The environment dynamics are defined as follows.
1) State: Each vertex vi of the graph represents a room
and each room is associated with an integer Ni , which is the
number of people in that room. The state of the environment is
given by a vector consisting of the number of people in each
room S = [N1 , N2 , . . . , Nn ]. To force the RL agent to learn
the environment dynamics by itself, the environment doesn’t
provide any other feedback to the agent apart from the state
(number of people left in each room) and the reward.
2) Action: An agent performs an action by moving a person
from one room to the other and the state is updated after every
valid action. Therefore, the action space is discrete. To keep
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things simple, the agent is restricted to move one person from
one room at one step. The agent can move a person from any
room to any other room at any step, even if the rooms are not
connected to each other by a path. So, the number of possible
actions at each step is n2 .
This action space is necessary so that the agent can easily
generalize to any graph structure. Also, this enables the agent
to directly select which room to take people from and which
room to send people to, instead of going through each room
in a serial manner or assigning priorities. The agent selects an
action a from the n2 actions. The action is deduced using the
following:
from_room = a%n
to_room = a/n.

(18a)
(18b)

The from_room and to_room gives the coordinates in the adjacency matrix. Even though this makes the action space quite
large, it also enables the agent to prioritize and select the
appropriate rooms from which to evacuate people and ignore
rooms that are already empty. It adds flexibility by not restricting the agent to traverse each room, which is very important
for evacuation planning.
Also, in a scenario where there is a bottleneck in most
rooms, if the agent goes through every room then, it will
not be able to take any action because of the bottlenecks
until it reaches the room where people can be evacuated.
Using this action space also gives the agent a global view
of the environment instead of sequentially iterating through
each room.
When the agent selects an action, where there is no path
between the rooms, the agent is heavily penalized. Due to this
unrestricted action space and penalization, the agent is able to
learn the graph structure (building model) with sufficient training and only performs valid actions at the end. The adjacency
matrix is used to check the validity of actions.
Note that our graph-based fire evacuation environment has
n2 possible actions (even though many of them are illegal
moves and incur huge penalties), where n is the number of
rooms. Even for a small toy example of n = 5 rooms, the
total number of possible actions is 25, which is a lot more
than almost all of the OpenAI gym environments and Atari
game environments [11].
3) Reward: We design a reward function specifically suited
for our environment. An exponential decay function is used
to reward/penalize the agent depending on the action it takes
and to simulate fire spread as well. The reward function looks
like this


t
(19)
r vj , t = − d(vj , t)
where, t is the step, vj is the room where a person is moved
to and d(.) is the degree of fire spread for a room. d(.) returns
a positive number and if a room has a higher value of degree
of fire spread, that means that fire is spreading more rapidly
toward that room. We explicitly assign degrees to each room
using a degree vector D = [d(v1 , t), d(v2 , t), . . . , d(vn , t)],
where the maximum value belongs to the room where the
fire is located.

Using such a reward function ensures the following. First,
the reward values drop exponentially every step as the fire
increases and spreads. Second, the reward of an action depends
on the room where a person is moved to. The reward function
will penalize an action more heavily if a person is moved to
a more dangerous room (higher degree of fire spread toward
that room). This is because the function yields more rapidly
decaying negative rewards. Finally, the function yields a negative reward for every action which forces the agent to seek
the least number of steps. The reward for reaching the exit is
a constant [r(vj = exit, t) = +10].
4) Fire Location(s) and Exit(s): The room where the fire
occurs is given the highest degree, hence the maximum penalty
for entering. The direction of fire spread is randomly decided
and the degrees are assigned accordingly. The degrees are
updated gradually to simulate fire spread


d vj , t + 1 = d vj , t + δj ; ∀vj in V
(20)
where, δj is a small number (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1) associated with vj . δ is
assigned to each room according to fire spread direction. So,
δ can be used to determine fire spread direction, since higher
value of δ for a room means that fire is spreading toward that
room more rapidly.
As shown in Fig. 2, the fire spread is randomly and independently decided for all rooms vj . The exit is also treated
like a room. The only difference being that the agent gets a
positive reward for moving people to the exit. The number of
people at the exit is reset to zero after every action. The rooms
which are exits are stored in a vector E.
5) Bottleneck: Probably one of the most important feature
in our proposed fire evacuation environment that enhances
realism is the bottlenecks in rooms. We put an upper limit
on the number of people that can be in a room at a step.
This restriction ensures congestion control during evacuation,
which has been a huge problem in emergency situations. The
bottleneck information is not explicitly provided to the agent,
instead the agent learns about this restriction during training,
since a negative reward is received by the agent if the number of people in a room exceed the bottleneck value. The
bottleneck B is set to 10 in our experiments.
6) Uncertainty: To take into account the uncertain behavior
of the crowd and introduce stochasticity in the environment, a
person moves from one room to the other with a probability
1 − p. This means that an action at , selected by the agent at
step t, is performed with probability 1 − p or ignored with
probability p. If the action is ignored, then there is no change
in the state, but the reward received by the agent is as if the
action was performed. This acts like a regularizing parameter
and due to this, the agent is never able to converge to the
actual global minimum. In our experiments, the uncertainty
probability p is kept at 0.1.
7) Terminal Condition: The terminal/goal
 is reached once
there are no people in any of the rooms [ ni=1 Ni = 0].
The pseudocode for the proposed environment is given in
Algorithm 1.
From Algorithm 1, one can see that a heavier penalty is
received by the agent for an illegal move compared to bottleneck restriction violation and moving toward the fire. In a
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Algorithm 1: Fire Evacuation Environment Pseudocode
Environment variables: MA , B, E, D, p
Input: S = [N1 , N2 , ..., Nn ]
t = 0;
while not Terminal do
t = t + 1;
a = agent.action(S);
vi = a%n;
vj = a/n;
if p ≥ random.uniform(0, 1) then
r = −D[vj ]t ;
end
else
if SUM(S) == 0 then
Terminal;
end
else if MA [vi , vj ] == 1 and vj in E then
r = +10;
S[vi ] = S[vi ] − 1;
end
else if MA [vi , vj ] == 0 then
r = −2(max(D)t );
end
else if S[vj ] ≥ B then
r = −0.5(max(D)t );
end
else
r = −D[vj ]t ;
S[vi ] = S[vi ] − 1;
S[vj ] = S[vj ] + 1;
end
end
Update D according to δ
end

way, rewards are used to assign priorities to scenarios. It can
easily be changes if needed.
Pretraining Environment: Two instances of our environment
are created: one for fire evacuation and the other for shortest
path pretraining. For the pretraining instance, only the graph
structure is considered and the aim is to get to the exit from
every room in the minimum number of steps.
The pretraining environment consists of the graph structure
only, i.e., the adjacency matrix MA . The pretraining environment does not contain fire, the number of people in each room
or bottlenecks. The rewards are static integers: −1 for every
path to force the agent to take minimum steps, −10 for illegal actions (where there is no path), and +1 for reaching the
exit. The agent is thus trained to incorporate the shortest path
information of the building model.
The pseudocode for the pretraining environment is given
in Algorithm 2. The procedure is repeated until the agent
converges to the shortest path from any room to the exit.
B. Similarities and Differences With Other Environments
The fire evacuation environment is implemented in the
OpenAI gym format [11], to enable future research on the

7

Algorithm 2: Shortest Path Pretraining Environment
Pseudocode
Environment variables: MA , E
Input: V = [v1 , v2 , ..., vn ]
t = 0;
s = RandomSelection(V);
while not Exit do
t = t + 1;
a = agent.action(s);
vi = a%n;
vj = a/n;
if MA [vi , vj ] == 1 and vj in E then
r = +1;
Exit;
end
else if MA [vi , vj ] == 0 then
r = −10;
end
else
r = −1;
s = vj ;
end
end

topic. OpenAI gym environments consists of four basic methods: init, step, render, and reset. Our environment consists of
the same four methods.
The init method consists of the initialization conditions of
the environment. In our case, it contains the action space size,
A, the state space size, |S|, the starting state S which is an
array consisting of the number of people in each room (vertex),
the adjacency matrix of the graph-based building model, MA
and the fire location(s), F. The reset method simply sets the
environment back to the initial conditions.
The step method is like Algorithm 1, without the while
loop. The step method takes in the action at performed at
step t as the argument and returns the next state st+1 , boolean
variable for terminal T (indicating whether the terminal state
was reached with the action performed or not) and the reward
rt+1 for performing the action. The next state, reward and
terminal depend on the conditions of the environment as shown
in Algorithm 1. The render method simply returns the current
state st .
The pretraining environment instance has the same structure
of methods. The only difference is in the step method, shown
in Algorithm 2 excluding the while loop, where the reward
system is changed with fewer conditions and the state S is
represented as the set of empty vertices (rooms with no people)
of the graph.
Even though our environment might have the same structure
as any OpenAI gym environment, it differs a lot in functionality from other environments or any game-based environments.
In some ways, it might look like the mouse maze game in
which the player (mouse) needs to reach the goal (cheeze) in
the least possible steps through a maze. But, it is drastically
different in many ways.
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1) Our environment is a graph-based environment with
much less connectivity then the maze environment,
which makes finding the optimal route difficult.
2) The optimal path(s) might change dynamically from one
episode to the next or within a few steps due to fire
spread and uncertainty in the fire evacuation environment, while the optimal path(s) for the mouse maze
game remains the same.
3) All the people in all the rooms must be evacuated
to the nearest exit in the minimum number of steps
under dynamic and uncertain conditions with bottlenecks, whereas in the mouse maze environment an
optimal path only from the starting point to the goal
needs to be found.
4) The fire evacuation problem is a problem in which
multiple optimal paths for all people in all rooms must
be found while avoiding penalizing conditions like fire,
bottlenecks, and fire spread, whereas the mouse maze
problem is a simple point-to-point problem.
5) The mouse maze environment is static and lacks any
variations, uncertainty, or dynamics. On the other hand,
the fire evacuation environment is dynamic, variable, and
uncertain.
6) In the maze environment, the shortest path to the goal
state is always the best. But, in the fire evacuation environment, even though the DQN agent is pretrained on
the shortest path information, the shortest path to the
exit might not be the best due to fire, fire spread and
bottlenecks.
7) The fire evacuation environment has a much larger
action space n2 than the maze environment (four actions:
up, down, left, and right) because all actions can be
performed even if they are illegal (which will yield
high penalties) to make the RL agent learn the building
structure (graph model).
8) Finally, a graph is a much better way to model a building’s structure than a maze, since connectivity can be
better described with a graph rather than a maze. It is
what graphs were made for, to depict the relationships
(connections) between entities (vertices).
Hence, the fire evacuation problem is a much more complex and dramatically different problem than the mouse maze
problem or any other game-based problem. Even the Go game
has 19 × 19 + 1, i.e., 362 possible actions, whereas the fire
evacuation environment has n2 possible actions, i.e., as the
number of rooms increase, the possible actions increase exponentially (although the Go game rules are quite complex to
interpret by an RL agent).

C. Q-Matrix Pretrained Deep Q-Networks
For the proposed graph-based fire evacuation environment,
we also present a new RL technique based on the combination
of Q-learning and DQN (and its variants). We apply tabular Q-learning to the simpler pretraining environment, with a
small state space, to learn the shortest paths from each room to
the nearest exit. The output of this stage is an n × n Q-matrix

which contains q-values for state-action pairs according to the
shortest path.
This Q-matrix is used to transfer the shortest path
information to the DQN agent(s). This is done by pretraining
the agent’s neural network by fitting it to the Q-matrix. This is
done by flattening the Q-matrix to form a long vector that acts
as labels for the deep Q-neural network. The DQN is trained to
produce the Q-matrix from the pretraining environment given
as input. After pretraining, the neural network weights have
the shortest path information incorporated in them. Now, the
agent is trained on the complete fire evacuation environment
to learn to produce the optimal evacuation plan.
The main purpose of using such a strategy of training an
agent by pretraining it first is to provide the agent with vital
information about the environment beforehand, so that it does
not have to learn all the complexities of the environment altogether. Since, after pretraining, the agent knows the shortest
paths to the nearest exits in the building, dealing with other
aspects of the environment like fire, fire spread, number of
people, and bottlenecks is made easier.
We provide two instances of our environment: 1) simpler
shortest path pretraining instance and 2) complex fire evacuation instance. First, the agent is pretrained on the simpler
instance of the environment (for shortest path pretraining)
and then trained on the more complex instance (for optimal
evacuation). This approach of training the agent on a simpler
version of the problem before training it on the actual complex
problem is somewhat similar to curriculum learning [33].
Also, a small amount of noise or offset is added to the
Q-matrix produced by training on the pretraining environment
instance. This is done by adding or subtracting (depending on
the q-value) a small σ to each element of the Q-matrix

Q(s, a) =

Q(s, a) + σ, if Q(s, a) ≤ 0
Q(s, a) − σ, if Q(s, a) > 0

where, σ can be thought of as a regularization parameter,
which is set to 10 in our experiments. Adding noise to the
Q-matrix is necessary, otherwise the DQN agent might just
memorize all the paths and get stuck at a local minimum. The
actual fire evacuation instance is complex, dynamic and has
uncertainty which means that an optimal path at step t might
not be the optimal path at step t + k. The hyperparameter σ
acts as a regularizer.
Note that we add σ if the element of the Q-matrix is negative
or zero and subtract σ if the element is positive. This is done to
offset the imbalance between good and bad actions. If we just
add or subtract σ then the relative difference between q-values
would remain the same. Conditional addition or subtraction
truly avoids the DQN agent from being biased to a particular
set of actions leading to an exit.
Even though pretraining adds some overhead to the system,
there are several advantages given in the following.
1) Better Conditioning: Pretraining provides the neural
network with a better starting position of weights for
training compared to random initializations.
2) Faster Convergence: Since the neural network weights
are better conditioned due to pretraining, training starts
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closer to the optimum and hence rate of convergence is
faster.
3) Crucial Information: Especially in the case of fire
evacuation, pretraining with shortest path information
provides the agent with crucial information about the
environment before training begins.
4) Increased Stability: As pretraining restricts the weights
in a better basin of attraction in the parameter space,
the probability of divergence is reduced which makes
the model stable.
5) Fewer Number of Updates: As the weights are near the
optimal on the error surface, the number of updates
required to reach the optimum is lower, which results
in fewer memory updates and requiring less training
epochs.
The pseudocode for the proposed QMP-DQN algorithm is
given in Algorithm 3.
The Algorithm 3 consists of three functions: 1) Qlearning ()
for tabular Q-learning on the pretraining environment instance
for finding optimal q-values for shortest path from each room
to the nearest exit; 2) Agentpretrain () for overfitting the shortest path Q-matrix to incorporate the information in the DQN
agent’s network; and 3) Main() for using the pretrained DQN
agent to learn the optimal evacuation plan by training it on
the fire evacuation environment.
Modifying the final training part to include DDQN and
Dueling DQN agents is straightforward.
D. Pretraining Convergence
This article [22] thoroughly analyzes and proves conditions
where task transfer Q-learning will work. We use the proved
propositions and theorems from [22] to show that pretraining
works in our case.
Let the pretraining instance and the fire evacuation instance
be represented by two MDPs: 1) M1 = S, A, R1 , P1 , γ1  for
pretraining instance and 2) M2 = S, A, R2 , P2 , γ2  for fire
evacuation instance. So, according to [22, Proposition 1]
 R1 − R2 ∞

(M1 , M2 ) = Q∗1 − Q∗2  
1 − γ
|γ1 − γ2 |
γ  R ∞
P1 − P2 ∞ +
+
2
(1 − γ1 )(1 − γ2 )
(1 − γ  )

(21)
× R ∞
where (M1 , M2 ) is the distance between MDPs and Q∗1 and
Q∗2 are the corresponding optimal Q-functions. In our case,
γ1 = γ2 and P1 = P2 = 1 since our environments are deterministic MDPs, i.e., taking an action a at state s will always
lead to a specific next state s and no other state, with probability p(s |s, a) = 1. This makes the second and third term
of (24) to zero. So, the distance between the two instances of
our environment is reduced to the first term only.
So, according to Proposition 1, if the distance between
two MDPs is small, then the learned Q-function from the
pretraining task is closer to the optimal of the fire evacuation task compared to random initializations and hence helps
in convergence to an optimum and improves the speed of
convergence.

9

Algorithm 3: QMP-DQN
Environment instances: Pretraining_Env(),
Fire_Evacuation()
Environment variables: MA , B, E, D, V, S
SP = Shortest_Path();
FE = Fire_Evacuation();
Function Qlearning ()
for i ← 0 to TQ do
si = SP .state();
while not terminal do
if Random(0, 1) <  then
ai = Random_Action();
end
else
ai = arg max(Qi [si ]);
end
si+1 , ri , terminal = agent.act(ai );
Update Qi (si , ai ) using eq (8);
si = si+1 ;
end
end
return Q∗
End Function
Function Agentpretrain ()
s0 = FE .empty_state();
for j ← 0 to TPretrain do
Oj = agent.predict(s0 );
L(θj ) = 12 (Oj − Q∗ )2 ;
θj+1 = θj + η∇L(θj );
end
return θ ∗
End Function
Function Main()
DQN = load_weights(θ ∗ );
for t ← 0 to T do
st = FE .state();
while not terminal do
st+1 , rt , terminal = DQNAgent.act(st );
Train the DQNAgent by:
Calculate Lt (θt ) using eq. (11);
Calculate ∇θt Lt (θt ) using eq. (12);
Update weights: θt+1 = θt + η∇Lt (θt );
st = st+1 ;
end
end
return DQNAgent
End Function

Also, convergence is guaranteed according to [22, Th. 4],
if the safe condition is met
(1 − γ ) (M1 , M2 )
≤1
BE(Q(s, a))

(22)

where, BE(Q(s, a)) = |[R + γ Q(s , a )] − Q(s, a)| is the
Bellman error. In our case, (M1 , M2 ) is small and that multiplied by 1 − γ , which is less than 0.1 since γ > 0.9, is less
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than 1. For our case, this seems obvious since the two MDPs
are instances of the same MDP. This means that convergence
is guaranteed, as long as the shortest path Q-matrix obtained
from the pretraining environment converges.
Now, to prove that our method has guaranteed convergence,
we need to prove that the Q-matrix is able to capture the
shortest path information accurately.

Q-learning algorithm for as many episodes as possible. Hence,
a strategy to reduce the action space for large discrete action
spaces is proposed, which are as a result of real world building
models, so that it becomes feasible to train the Q-matrix for
a large number of episodes.

E. Convergence Analysis of Q-Learning for Finding
Shortest Path

There are a few ways of pretraining an agent, some of
which have been discussed and evaluated in [37]. A naive
approach would be to preload the experience replay memory
with demonstration data before hand. This method, however,
is not actually pretraining. The agent trains normally with the
benefit of being able to learn good transitions immediately.
Our method of pretraining beckons the question of pretraining the agent’s network directly. Pretraining a DQN network’s
weights on the pretraining environment would require more
time compared to tabular Q-learning. The DQN would require
more time to converge. Also, in the next step where the Qmatrix is used as a fixed output to train the network’s weights
to overfit on the q-values requires much less time. Also, for a
smaller state space (like the pretraining environment) tabular
Q-learning is much more efficient than DQN. The total time
taken for pretraining using the proposed method is 5.15 s (3.1 s
for tabular Q-learning and 2.05 s for overfitting the agent’s
weights on the Q-matrix) compared to 9.8 s for pretraining
DQN directly. It is because using the direct pretraining method
would effectively require the DQN to be trained twice overall
(once on the pretraining environment and then on the fire evacuation environment), which is inefficient and computationally
expensive.
Also, this complexity will grow exponentially when it is
trained on a large real world building model, which is shown
in Section V. For an environment with n = 91 rooms and 8281
actions, training a DQN agent twice would be extremely inefficient and computationally infeasible, due to the size of the
neural network and computations required and the expense of
backpropagation. Whereas, training the Q-matrix would only
require computing (8).
One of the most successful algorithms in pretraining deep
RL is the deep Q-learning from demonstrations (DQfDs) [38].
It pretrains the agent using a combination of temporal difference (TD) and supervised losses on demonstration data
in the replay memory. During training, the agent trains its
network using prioritized replay mechanism between demonstration data and interactions with the environment to optimize
a complex combination of four loss functions (Q-loss, n-step
return, large margin classification loss, and L2 regularization
loss).
The DQfD uses a complex loss function and the drawback
of using demonstration data is that it is not able to capture
the complete dynamics of the environment as it covers a very
small part of the state space. Also, prioritized replay adds
more overhead. Our approach is far simpler and because we
create a separate pretraining instance to incorporate essential
information about the environment instead of the full environment dynamics, it is more efficient than demonstration
data.

The guarantee of convergence for Q-learning has been discussed and proved in many different ways and for general
as well as unique settings [24], [34]. The convergence of Qlearning is guaranteed, while using the update rule given in
(8), if the learning rate η is bounded between 0 ≤ η < 1 and
the following conditions hold:
∞

t=1

ηt = ∞,

∞

[ηt ]2 < ∞.

(23)

t=1

Then, Qt (s, a) −→ Q∗ (s, a) as t −→ ∞ ∀s, a, with probability
1. This means that for the learning rate conditions to hold with
the constraint 0 ≤ η < 1, all state-action pairs must be visited
an infinite number of times. Here, the only complication is
that some state-action pairs might never be visited.
In our pretraining environment, which is an episodic task,
we can make sure that all state-action pairs are visited by
starting episodes at random start states which is shown in
Algorithm 2. Apart from this, an -greedy exploration policy is used to explore all state-action pairs. The initial value
of  and the decay rate are set according to the size of the
graph-based environment.
We run Q-learning on the pretraining environment for
∼ 1000 episodes so ensure that the Q-matrix converges to
Q∗ (s, a). Since the action space consists of 25 actions for five
rooms, running for more episodes is convenient. But, for large
building models (8281 actions for the large real-world building scenario, in Section V), running for many episodes could
become computationally too expensive. So, we use a type of
early stopping criteria, in which we stop training the Q-matrix
if there is a very small change in it is elements from one
episode to the next.
However, as shown in Section V, that early stopping is not
required at all. We are able to reduce the action space drastically and hence the Q-matrix can be trained in the same way
as it was trained for smaller action spaces.
In [35], the proof of convergence of Q-learning is given
for stochastic processes, but in our case, the environment is
deterministic. Also, in [36], a more general convergence proof
for Q-learning is provided using convergence properties of
stochastic approximation algorithms and their asynchronous
versions. The asymptotic bounds for the error t (s, a) =
|Qt (s, a)−Q∗ (s, a)| has been shown to be bound by the number
of visits to state-action pairs and t
1
t (s, a) ∝ R(1−γ )
(24)
t
where, R = [(mins,a P(s, a))/(maxs,a P(s, a))] and P(s, a) is
the sampling probability of (s, a). So, it is necessary to run the

F. Discussion on Alternative Transfer Learning Techniques
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TABLE I
N ETWORK C ONFIGURATION

IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
We perform unbiased experiments on the fire evacuation
environment and compare our proposed approach with stateof-the-art RL algorithms. Different configurations of hyperparameters are tested and show the results with best performing
hyperparameters for these algorithms on our environment. The
main intuition behind using Q-learning pretrained DQN model
was to provide it with important information before hand, to
increase stability and convergence. The results confirms our
intuition empirically.
The Agent’s Network: We implement a fully connected feedforward neural network. The network configuration is given in
Table I. The network consists of five layers. The ReLU function [39] is used for all layers, except the output layer, where
a linear activation is used to produce the output.
Environment: The environment given in Fig. 2 is used for all
unbiased comparisons. The state of the environment is given
as: S = [10, 10, 10, 10, 0] with bottleneck B = 10. All rooms
contain ten people (the exit is empty), which is the maximum
possible number of people. This is done to test the agents
under maximum stress. The fire starts in room 2 and the fire
spread is more toward room 1 than room 3 (as shown in Fig. 2
with orange arrows). Room 4 is the exit. The total number of
actions possible for this environment is 25. So, the agent has
to pick one out of 25 actions at each step.
Training: The Adam optimizer [28] with default parameters
and a learning rate η of 0.001 is used for training for all the
agents. Each agent is trained for 500 episodes. Training was
performed on a 4-GB NVIDIA GTX 1050Ti GPU. The models
were developed in Python with the help of Tensorflow [40] and
Keras [41].
Implementation: Initially, the graph connections were represented as 2-D arrays of the adjacency matrix MA . But, when
the building model’s graphs get bigger, the adjacency matrices
become more and more sparse, which makes the 2-D array representation inefficient. So, the most efficient and easiest way
to implement a graph is as a dictionary, where the keys represent rooms and their values are an array that lists all the
rooms that are connected to it



dictgraph = roomi : roomj ; ∀j in MAi,j = 1 .
Comparison Graphs: The comparison graphs shown from
Figs. 3 to 10 have the total number of steps required for complete evacuation for an episode on the y-axis and the number of
episodes on the x-axis. The comparisons shown in the graphs
are different runs of our proposed agents with exactly the same
environment settings used for all the other agents as well.
We first compare the Q-matrix pretrained versions of the
DQN and its variants with the original models. The graphbased comparisons between models consists of a number of
steps for evacuating all people on the y-axis and episode number on the x-axis. An upper-limit of 1000 steps for an episode
is kept due to computational reasons. The training loop breaks
and a new episode begins once this limit is reached.
The graph comparing DQN with our proposed QMP-DQN
in Fig. 3 shows the difference in their performance on the
fire evacuation environment. Although the DQN reaches the
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Fig. 3.

QMP-DQN versus DQN.

Fig. 4.

Q-matrix pretrained DDQN versus DDQN.

optimal number of steps quickly, it is not able to stay there.
The DQN drastically diverges from the solution and is highly
unstable.
It is the same case with DDQN (Fig. 4) and Dueling DQN
(Fig. 5), which, although perform better that DQN with less
fluctuations and spend more time near the optimal solution.
Our results clearly shows a big performance lag compared to
the pretrained versions. As these results suggest that pretraining ensures convergence and stability. We show that having
some important information about the environment prior to
training reduces the complexity of the learning task for an
agent.
The original Q-learning-based models are not able to cope
with the dynamic and stochastic behavior of the environment.
And since they do not posses pretrained information, their
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Fig. 5.

Q-matrix pretrained Dueling DQN versus Dueling DQN.

Fig. 6.

Proposed method versus random agent.

Fig. 7.

Proposed method versus SARSA method.

Fig. 8.

Proposed method versus Policy-based methods (PPO and VPG).

Fig. 9.

Proposed method versus synchronous advantage A2C.

Fig. 10.

learning process is made even more difficult. Table II displays
a few numerical results, comparing DQN, DDQN, and Dueling
DQN, with and without the Q-matrix pretraining on the basis
of the average number of steps for all 500 episodes, a minimum number of steps reached during training and the training
time per episode.
As it was also clear from Figs. 3–5, the average number
of steps is greatly reduced with pretraining, as it makes the
models more stable by reducing variance. The training time

Proposed method versus ACKTR.

is also reduced with pretraining, as the number of steps taken
during training is reduced and pretrained models get a better
starting position nearer to the optimum.
Next, our proposed approach is compared with state-ofthe-art RL algorithms. For these comparisons, the Q-matrix
pretrained Dueling DQN model is used, abbreviated as
QMP-DQN. A comparison with a random agent is also performed, shown in Fig. 6. The random agent performs random
actions at each step, without any exploration. The random
agent’s poor performance of 956.33 average steps shows that
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TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE

TABLE III
C OMPARISON W ITH S TATE - OF - THE -A RT RL A LGORITHMS

finding the optimal or even evacuating all the people is not a
simple task.
The SARSA algorithm is an on-policy RL agent introduced
in [3]. It updates values by considering the policy’s previous
actions. On-policy methods like SARSA have a downside
of getting trapped in local minima if a suboptimal policy is
judged as the best and need to repeatedly keep on exploring
in order to find the optimal policy. As it is clear from Fig. 7,
that SARSA behaves in a highly unstable manner and is not
able to reach the optimal solution and shows high variance.
Policy gradient methods are highly preferred in many applications, however they are not able to perform optimally on our
fire evacuation environment. Since the optimal policy could
change in a few steps in our dynamic environment, greedy
action selection is probably the best approach. An evacuation
path that seems best at a particular step could be extremely
dangerous after the next few steps and a strict policy of
routing cannot be followed continuously due to fire spread
and/or bottleneck. These facts are evident from Fig. 8, where
our approach is compared with policy gradient methods like
PPO [42] and VPG [43]. Even though PPO shows promising
movement, it is not able to reach the optimum.
Another major type of RL algorithms are the A2Cs. It is a
hybrid approach consisting of two neural networks: 1) an actor
which controls the policy (policy-based) and 2) a critic which
estimates action values (value-based). To further stabilize the
model, an advantage function is introduced which gives the
improvement of an action compared to an average action used
in a particular state. However, the advantage function would
have high variance since the best action at a particular state
could change rapidly leading to unstable performance. This
is apparent from Fig. 9, where the comparison with the synchronous advantage A2C [44] with our proposed method. The

A2C gives near optimal performance in the beginning but
diverges and rapidly fluctuates.
Probably the best performing actor–critic-based model is the
ACKTR [45]. The algorithm based on applying trust region
optimization using Kronecker-factored approximation, which
is the first scalable trust region natural gradient method for
actor–critic models that can be applied to both continuous
and discrete action spaces. The Kronecker-factored approximate curvature (K-FAC) [46], is used to approximate the
Fisher matrix to perform approximate natural gradient updates.
Comparison of our method to the ACKTR algorithm is shown
in Fig. 10. The results suggest that the ACKTR is not able
to converge (within 500 episodes, due to slow convergence
rate) and is susceptible to the dynamic changes in the environment as evident from the fluctuations. ACKTR is far too
complex compared to our proposed method, which converges
much faster and deals with the dynamic behavior of the fire
evacuation environment efficiently.
We summarize our results in Table III. All the RL agents
use the same network configuration mentioned in Table I for
unbiased comparison. The training time for the QMP-DQN is
much lower compared to other algorithms because pretraining provides it with a better starting point, so it requires less
number of steps and memory updates to reach the terminal
state. Our proposed method, Q-matrix pretrained dueling deep
Q-network gives the best performance on the fire evacuation
environment by a huge margin. This is down to the shortest
path transfer learning strategy that gives the agent essential information beforehand. The shortest path information is
crucial because evacuation planning pertains to finding the
shortest paths from every node to the nearest exit. Also, using a
model-free, off-policy method like Q-learning and DQN is the
right choice for such a dynamic environment since on-policy
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and model-based methods require more time and information
to change their optimal path.
Note that, in all the comparison graphs, our proposed
method comes close to the global optimum, but is not able to
completely converge to it. This is because of the uncertainty
probability p, which decides whether an action is performed
or not and is set to 0.15. This uncertainty probability is used
to map the uncertain crowd behavior. Even though, p, does not
allow complete convergence, it also prevents the model from
memorizing an optimal path which might change as the fire
spreads.
V. S CALABILITY: L ARGE AND C OMPLEX R EAL W ORLD
S CENARIO —U NIVERSITY OF AGDER B UILDING
To prove that our method is capable of performing on
large and complex building models, we simulate a real world
building, i.e., the UiA A, B, C, and D blocks, and perform
evacuation in case of fire in any random room(s).
This task is especially difficult because of the resulting complex graph structure of the building and the large discrete
action space. We consider the A, B, C, and D blocks which
are in the same building. The total number of rooms in this
case is n = 91, which means that the number of all possible actions is 8281. This discrete action space is many times
larger than any other OpenAI gym environment or Atari game
environments [11]. Even the Go game has 19 × 19 + 1, i.e.,
362 actions.
Dealing with such a large action space would require a huge
agent model or moving toward to a multiagent approach and
dividing the environment into subsets, with each subenvironment for each agent to deal with. These techniques for dealing
with the large discrete action space would be computationally complex and difficult to implement for the fire evacuation
environment.
Another way could be to use a policy gradient method
which are much more effective in dealing with large action
spaces compared to value-based methods. But, dealing with
such large action spaces would require an ensemble of neural
networks and tree search algorithms like in [47] or extensive
training from human interactions like in [48]. However, in a
fire emergency environment we obviously cannot have human
interactions and we would like to solve the issue of large action
space without having to use dramatically huge models. Also
we saw in the previous section that even though PPO performs
much better compared to other algorithms, it was not able to
outperform our QMP-DQN methods.
In [49], a new method to deal with extremely large discrete action spaces (∼1 million actions) was proposed. The
novel method, called the Wolpertinger policy algorithm, uses a
type of actor–critic architecture, in which the actor proposes a
proto-action in an action embedding space from which k most
similar actions are selected using the k-nearest neighbor algorithm. These k actions are received by the critic which makes a
greedy selection based on the learned q-values. This technique
shows promising results, however, it is highly complex.
We propose a much simpler approach to deal with large
number of actions. Our method consists of two stages: 1)

Algorithm 4: OSS and AI
Environment instances: Pretraining_Env()
Environment variables: N ←− Number of rooms
env = Pretraining_Env();
Function one_step_sim(s, k)
for i in action_space do
st+1 , r, terminal = env.step(i);
rewards[i] ←− r;
end
return rewards.argsort(k);
End Function
for j in N do
x[j] ←− env.one_step_sim(j, k) ∗ N + j;
end
for l in action_space do
if l in x then
AI [l] = 0;
end
else
AI [l] = −9999;
end
end

one-step simulation (OSS) of all actions resulting in an action
importance vector AI and 2) element-wise addition with the
DQN output for training. We explain our method in the
following subsections.
A. One-Step Simulation and Action Importance Vector
We make use of the pretraining environment instance shown
in Algorithm 2 to calculate the action importance vector AI ,
as shown in Algorithm 4. The one_step_sim(s, k) function is
implemented in the environment itself to enable the environment object to use the method and the function to use the
environment variables.
The one_step_sim(s, k) function simulates all possible
actions for each state/room for one step in the pretraining environment. It stores all rewards received for these actions taken
from room s and returns the k best actions for each room s
which yield the k highest rewards.
The one_step_sim(s, k) function is run for each room s in N,
which is the total number of rooms in the environment. The
equation x[j] ←− env.one_step_sim(j, k)∗N +j, is used to convert the k best actions returned by one_step_sim(s, k) function
for all rooms s, into a single vector of actions. This is necessary because the DQN agent can take any appropriate action
from any room at a particular step. So, it outputs a single
vector consisting of q-values for all actions at each time-step.
After we have a unique index for all selected actions in
the environment, we form the action importance vector AI by
placing 0 at index l, if the lth action is present in the vector
x, which consists of all the k best actions for each room s,
otherwise, a large negative number (like −9999) at index l.
The action importance vector can be though of as a fixed
weight vector that contains weight 0 for good actions and a
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N ETWORK C ONFIGURATION

large negative weight for others. AI is then added element-wise
with the output of the DQN Q̂ to produce the final output Q∗
on which the DQN is trained on
Q∗ = Q̂ ⊕ AI .
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(25)

This makes the q-values of the good actions to remain the
same and reduces the q-values of other actions to huge negative numbers. This method effectively reduces the action space
from O(N 2 ) to O(kN), where k  N. In our experiments, we
set the hyperparameter k as the maximum degree of vertices
in the building model’s graph, i.e., k = 9. So, in our model,
the action space is effectively reduced from 8281 actions to
819 actions, which is a 90.1% decrease.
Hence, our complete method consists of shortest path pretraining using Q-matrix transfer learning and action space
reduction by OSS and action importance and finally DQNbased model training and execution. The shortest path pretraining provides the model with global graph connectivity
information and the OSS and action importance delivers local
action selection information.
The action importance vector can also be thought of as an
attention mechanism [50]–[53]. Most of the attention mechanisms employ a neural network or any other technique to
output an attention vector which is then combined with the
input or an intermediate output to convey attention information
to a model. Unlike these methods, our proposed model combines the action importance vector with the output of the DQN.
This means that the current action selection is based on a combination of the q-values produced by the DQN and the action
importance vector, but the training of the DQN is impacted
by the attention vector in the next iteration of training, as the
final output of the ith iteration is used as the label for training
the model at the i + 1th iteration.
One major advantage of such an attention mechanism used
in our method is that, since the graph-based environment has a
fixed structure, the attention vector needs to be calculated just
once at the beginning. We test our method on the UiA, Campus
Grimstad building with blocks A, B, C, and D consisting of
91 rooms.
Note that, unlike the usual attention-based models, we do
not perform element-wise multiplication of the attention vector
with the output of a layer. Instead, we add the attention vector
because initially the DQN model will explore the environment
and will have negative q-values for almost all actions (if not
all). This means that if we use a vector of ones and zeros for
good and bad actions, respectively, and multiply element-wise
with the output of a layer then, the q-values of good actions
will be copied as it is and the q-value of other actions will
become zero. If the q-value of good actions is negative in the
beginning due to exploration (and lack of learning since it is
the beginning of training), then the max function in the q-value
selection equation will select bad actions since they are zeros
and good actions are negative. This will lead to catastrophic
behavior of the system and it will never converge. So, instead
we use addition with zeros for good actions so that they remain
the same and with large negative numbers for other actions so
that their q-values become so low that they are never selected.

B. Fire Evacuation in the UiA Building
The graph for UiA’s building model is based on the actual
structure of the 2nd floor of blocks A, B, C, and D. The graph
for the building model is shown in Fig. 11. It consists of 91
rooms (from room 0 to room 90) out of which there are 10
exits. We simulate the fire evacuation environment in which
there are multiple distributed fires in rooms 14, 29, 59, and 80.
The fire spread for each fire is individually simulated in a
random direction as shown by the yellow nodes in the graph.
As shown in Fig. 11, the building connectivity can be quite
complex and there has been limited research work that deals
with this aspect. The graph structure shows that these connections between rooms cannot possibly be captured by a
grid-based or maze environment.
Also, note that, the double sided arrows in the graph enable
transitions back and forth between rooms. This makes the environment more complicated for the agent since the agent could
just go back and forth between “safe” rooms and get stuck in
a loop and may never converge. This point makes pretraining
even more indispensable.
Since, the proposed method is able to reduce the action
space by a lot, the neural network does not need to be made
too large. The network configuration is given in Table IV.
Note that the addition layer does not require any trainable
parameters.
The neural network is trained using the Adam optimizer [28]
with default hyperparameter settings and a learning rate η =
0.001 for 5000 episodes. The training was performed on the
NVIDIA DGX-2. The optimal number of steps for evacuation
in the UiA building graph is around ∼ 2000.
C. Results
The results of our proposed method consisting of shortest
path Q-matrix transfer learning to Dueling-DQN model with
OSS and action importance vector acting as an attention mechanism applied on the UiA’s A, B, C, and D blocks consisting of
91 rooms and 8281 actions (whose graph is shown in Fig. 11)
is shown in Fig. 12. The performance numbers are given as
follows.
1) Average Number of Steps: 2234.5.
2) Minimum Number of Steps: ∼2000.
3) Training Time (Per Episode; in Sec): 32.18 s.
The graph in Fig. 12 shows the convergence of our method
with evacuation steps on the y-axis and the episode number
on the x-axis. It takes slightly longer to converge compared
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Fig. 11. UiA graph (from Mazemap.com). The red vertices indicate fire in that room and the green vertices are exits. The yellow vertices show the fire
spread towards that room.

to the convergence in previous small example environments.
This is obviously due to the size of the environment and complex connectivity. But overall the performance of our model
is excellent.
After ∼1900 episodes, the algorithm has almost converged.
There are a few spikes suggesting fluctuations from the optimal
behavior due to the dynamic nature of the environment and
the uncertainty in actions. After ∼3300 episodes, the algorithm

completely converges in the range (2000–2070) steps for total
evacuation. The method cannot converge to the minimum
possible steps = 2000 because of the fire spread dynamics,
encountering bottleneck conditions, and action uncertainty.
The results clearly suggest that even though the proposed
fire evacuation environment is dynamic, uncertain and full
of constraints, our proposed method using novel action
reduction technique with attention-based mechanism and
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Proposed method applied on the UiA building.

transfer learning of shortest path information is able to
achieve excellent performance on a large and complex real
world building. This further confirms that, with a minute
added overhead of OSS and action importance vector, our
method is scalable to much larger and complex building
models.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we proposed the first realistic fire evacuation environment to train RL agents. The environment is
implemented in OpenAI gym format. The environment has
been developed to simulate realistic fire scenarios. It includes
features like fire spread with the help of exponential decay
reward functions and degree functions, bottlenecks, uncertainty in performing an action, and a graph-based environment
for accurately mapping a building model.
We also proposed a new RL method for training on our
environment. We used tabular Q-learning to generate q-values
for the shortest path to the exit using the adjacency matrix of
the graph-based environment. Then, the result of Q-learning
(after being offset by a σ ) is used to pretrain the DQN network
weights to incorporate shortest path information in the agent.
Finally, the pretrained weights of the DQN-based agents are
trained on the fire evacuation environment.
We proved the faster convergence of our method using
task transfer Q-learning theorems and the convergence of
Q-learning for the shortest path task. The QMP-DQN agents
are compared with state-of-the-art RL algorithms like DQN,
DDQN, Dueling-DQN, PPO, VPG, A2C, ACKTR, and
SARSA on the fire evacuation environment. The proposed
method is able to outperform all these models on our environment on the basis of convergence, training time, and stability.
Also, the comparisons of QMP-DQN with original DQN-based
models show clear improvements over the latter.

Finally, we showed the scalability of our method by testing it on a real-world large and complex building model. In
order to reduce the large action space (8281 actions), we use
the OSS technique on the pretraining environment instance to
calculate the action importance vector, which can be thought
of as an attention-based mechanism. The action importance
vector gives the best k actions a weight of 0 and the rest are
assigned a large negative weight of −9999 (to render the qvalues of these too low to be selected by the Q-function). This
reduces the action space by ∼ 90% and our proposed method,
QMP-DQN model, is applied on this reduced action space.
We test this method on the UiA, Campus Grimstad building,
with the environment consisting of 91 rooms. The results show
that this combination of methods works really well in a large
real-world fire evacuation emergency environment.
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Abstract—Stochastic point location (SPL) deals with the problem of a learning mechanism (LM) determining the optimal
point on the line when the only input it receives are stochastic
signals about the direction in which it should move. One can
differentiate the SPL from the traditional class of optimization
problems by the fact that the former considers the case where
the directional information, for example, as inferred from an
Oracle (which possibly computes the derivatives), suffices to
achieve the optimization—without actually explicitly computing
any derivatives. The SPL can be described in terms of a LM
(algorithm) attempting to locate a point on a line. The LM
interacts with a random environment which essentially informs it,
possibly erroneously, if the unknown parameter is on the left or
the right of a given point. Given a current estimate of the optimal
solution, all the reported solutions to this problem effectively
move along the line to yield updated estimates which are in
the neighborhood of the current solution.1 This paper proposes
a dramatically distinct strategy, namely, that of partitioning the
line in a hierarchical tree-like manner, and of moving to relatively
distant points, as characterized by those along the path of the
tree. We are thus attempting to merge the rich fields of stochastic
optimization and data structures. Indeed, as in the original
discretized solution to the SPL, in one sense, our solution utilizes
the concept of discretization and operates a uni-dimensional
controlled random walk (RW) in the discretized space, to locate
the unknown parameter. However, by moving to nonneighbor
points in the space, our newly proposed hierarchical stochastic
searching on the line (HSSL) solution performs such a controlled
RW on the discretized space structured on a superimposed
binary tree. We demonstrate that the HSSL solution is orders
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of magnitude faster than the original SPL solution proposed
by Oommen. By a rigorous analysis, the HSSL is shown to be
optimal if the effectiveness (or credibility) of the environment,
given by p, is greater than the golden ratio conjugate. The
solution has been both analytically solved and simulated, and
the results obtained are extremely fascinating, as this is the first
reported use of time reversibility in the analysis of stochastic
learning. The learning automata extensions of the scheme are
currently being investigated.
Index Terms—Controlled random walk, discretized learning,
learning automata, stochastic-point problem, time reversibility.

I. Introduction

I

N its most general form, any optimization problem can be
characterized as being one which searches for a parameter
(or a point in the appropriate space) which minimizes or
maximizes a criterion function. If one considers the parameter
that is sought for, as a point on the line, for example, we can
model this problem as the so called stochastic point location
(SPL) problem. This paper deals with a general solution to the
SPL problem. However, as opposed to the existing solutions
to the SPL problem, we resolve it by proposing a merging of
two completely disjoint fields in computer science, those of
directional stochastic optimization2 and data structures.
1) The SPL problem: We can formally elucidate the SPL
as follows. Consider the problem of a robot [algorithm,
learning mechanism (LM)] moving along the real line
attempting to locate a particular point λ∗ . To assist
the mechanism, we assume that it can communicate
with an environment (Oracle), which guides it with
information regarding the direction in which it should
go. If the environment is deterministic, the problem
is the deterministic point location problem, which has
been studied rather thoroughly. In its pioneering version,
Baeza-Yates et al. [6] presented the problem in a setting
such that the environment could charge the robot a
cost that is proportional to the distance it is from
the point sought for. The question of having multiple
communicating robots locate a point on the line has also
been studied by Baeza-Yates et al. [6], [7]. Of course,
vector-based versions of this problem lead to solutions
2 Although hierarchical strategies have been earlier used in the field of
learning automata (LA) [3]–[5], [12], [28], [30], [45], [55], they have not
been used to resolve the SPL problem.
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of the corresponding multidimensional optimization
problems.
2) Optimization and the SPL problem:3 While it is true that
we and a few others [16] have referred to this problem
as the SPL problem, the fact is that, essentially, every
optimization problem deals with locating the optimal
point within the domain of interest. Age-old techniques
resort to moving toward the optimal point by using
the first derivative of the criterion function, and where
these updates are, for example, either proportional to
the derivative(s) or involve the second derivative(s). In a
related manner, the SPL is also associated to the field of
learning automata (LA) in which the action space has an
infinite number of actions [52]. In this case, one would
not resort to invoking the derivatives of the criterion,
but rather to sampling the action space and moving
appropriately within the space. It is, however, one of
the authors of this paper (Oommen) who coined SPL
to distinguish it from the traditional class of optimization problems which explicitly looks at the derivatives.
Rather, he considered the case where the directional
information provided by an alternate source, for example, as inferred from the derivative, could suffice
to achieve the optimization—without actually explicitly
computing the first and higher-order derivatives. This is
what distinguishes the SPL from the traditional class
of optimization and LA problems. We should, however,
emphasize that all the well known traditional methods
could, just as well, be used to solve the SPL problem if
the derivatives/gradients are available or if they can be
inferred/approximated. Rather, we have chosen to not
resort to the latter schemes because applying them in
modern-day research does not involve either novelty or
scientific risk.
It is extremely pertinent and interesting to mention that
the SPL, almost exactly as it is described by us and
in [19], has been precisely the model used in selecting
doses in clinical practice and experiments. The problem
has been referred to as “The Design of Up and Down
Clinical Trials” and is cited in [19]. The model is
essentially the same as ours except that the solution
scheme allows the algorithm to also stay at the same
state at the next time instant. One should also observe
that the proof and the concepts are almost the same as
in the first proposed solution to the SPL [36]. It should
also be mentioned that Kpamegan and Flournoy [19]
suggest that the problem can be solved, as alluded to
earlier, using stochastic optimization methods.
3) Relationship between the SPL and LA: The field of
LA [13], [20], [29], [31], [34], [49], [56] deals with a
learning machine attempting to learn the optimal action
from a finite set of actions. LA, indeed, constitute the
foundational basis for the field of reinforcement learning. It is pertinent to emphasize that the SPL problem
generalizes the LA learning paradigm for the case when
3 We are thankful to two anonymous referees who requested this
clarification—to primarily distinguish between these two families of problems.
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the optimal action can be an element from an infinite
set.4 More specifically, unlike the traditional LA model
in which the LA attempts to learn the optimal action
offered by the environment, we consider the following
learning problem: the LM is trying to locate an unknown
point on a real interval (and not just an optimal action
from a set of actions) by interacting with the stochastic
environment through a series of informed guesses. Thus
the SPL problem, like the fundamental LA problem, is
of importance in its own right, and also on the merit of
the potential that it has in all LA-based applications.
4) The SPL and meta-learning: Before we proceed, it is
pertinent to mention that the SPL can be considered to be
a meta-learning algorithm in and of itself. Optimization
algorithms, such as those alluded to above, typically,
have a key meta-parameter that determines the convergence of the algorithm to the optimum. The choice of
the value for this meta-parameter is therefore critical to
the algorithm. In many cases, the meta-parameter of the
scheme is related to the second derivative of the criterion
function, which results in a technique analogous to a
Newton’s root solving scheme. The disadvantages of
the latter are well known; if the starting point of the
algorithm is not well chosen, the scheme can diverge;
in addition, if the second derivative is small, the scheme
is ill defined. Finally, such a scheme requires the additional computation involved in evaluating the (matrix of)
second derivatives [47], [50], [59]. The application of the
SPL to learn such a meta-parameter is straightforward.
5) Applications of the SPL: LA have been utilized in many
real-life applications including power management in
smart grids [27], distributed channel selection [60], solving the minimum weight connected dominating set [58],
multiclass classification [1], power control [62], service
selection [61], solving a large class of wireless networks
related problems [33], a general class of stochastic
decentralized games [57], adaptive control of antennas
in wireless push networks [32], and in optimal sensor
placement [8]. Without belaboring the point, the reader
will see that in the light of the above, the SPL has applications in all these areas where LA have been utilized.
Apart from the LA-based applications, in the optimization
scenario alluded to above, although the optimal point is reckoned to be unknown, one usually assumes the existence of an
indicator as to the (approximate) value of the criterion function
for any specified value of the parameter. Thus, the SPL has
potential in all such optimization scenarios. Applications of
such optimization methods (which are, really, all-pervasive)
include the domains of image processing [46], pattern recognition [11], neural computing [14], economics [48], robotics
[53], optimal control [10] and trajectory planning [22].
Apart from the above generic applications, the SPL has
actually been specifically utilized in real-life problems that
have to do with the processing of text in word-of-mouth
4 We should observe, though, that LA interacting with environments offering
an infinite set of actions have also been studied [52]. However, the model of
the response given by the environment in [52] is distinct from the model used
here.
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services, and in multidimensional scaling [37]. Indeed, without
making much ado, we briefly state that if one had not
invoked an SPL-based solution, the latter would have been a
computationally infeasible problem. One should also observe
that the problem of tracking changes in a time-varying system,
which we have investigated here using the SPL solution, is also
closely related to estimation in nonstationary environments.
This problem has also been studied for decades, and even
more recently for web-based applications [15].
Finally, as stated above, the SPL in its virgin form, has been
precisely the model used in selecting doses in clinical practice
and experiments to resolve the problem of designing up and
down clinical trials [19].

2)

3)
II. Prior Art and Existing SPL Solutions
To place our work in the right perspective, we start this
section by providing a brief review of the main concepts of
the SPL problem as first introduced in [36]. We assume that
there is a LM whose task is to determine the optimal value of
some variable (or parameter), λ. We assume that there is an
optimal choice for λ—an unknown value, say λ∗ ∈ [0, 1).
The question which we study here is that of learning λ∗ .
Although the mechanism does not know the value of λ∗ , we
assume that it has responses from an intelligent environment,
, which is capable of informing it whether any value of λ is
too small or too big. To render the problem both meaningful
and distinct from its deterministic version, we would like to
emphasize that the response from this environment is assumed
faulty. Thus,  may tell us to increase λ when it should be
decreased, and vice versa. However, to render the problem
tangible, in [36] the probability of receiving an intelligent
response was assumed to be p > 0.5, in which case  was
said to be informative. Note that the quantity p reflects on the
effectiveness of the environment. Thus, whenever the current
λ < λ∗ , the environment correctly suggests that we increase
λ with probability p. It simultaneously could have incorrectly
recommended that we decrease λ with probability (1−p). The
converse is true for λ ≥ λ∗ .
The precursor to the SPL was the work of Bentley and
Yao [9], who worked with the deterministic version of point
location (i.e., where the environment provided fault-free directional responses) by superimposing the search problem onto a
binary tree. The reader must observe that the SPL is far more
complex than its deterministic version, because any algorithm
which works with the latter could be led completely astray if
the responses from the Oracle are stochastic.

4)

5)

an informative environment (i.e., p > 0.5). The search
space is first sliced into N sub-intervals at the positions
{0, N1 , N2 , . . . , N−1
, 1}, where a larger value of N will
N
ultimately imply a more accurate convergence to λ∗ .
The algorithm then did a controlled random walk on
this space by obediently following the environment’s
advice in the discretized space. In spite of the Oracle’s
erroneous feedback, this discretized solution was proven
to be -optimal.
In the field of LA, Santharam et al. [52] presented an
alternative nondiscretized solution to find the optimal
action from an infinite number of actions in a continuous
space. But the results presented in [52] are not directly
applicable to the SPL.
An novel alternate parallel strategy6 that combined LA
and pruning was used in [41] to solve the SPL. By
utilizing the response from , Oommen and Raghunath
[41] partitioned the interval of search into three disjoint
subintervals, eliminating at least one of the subintervals
from further search, and by recursively searching the
remaining interval(s) until the search interval was at
least as small as the required resolution. This paper
was subsequently enhanced in [42], where the authors
introduced the Continuous Point Location with Adaptive
d-ARY Search (CPL-AdS), which was another more
efficient -optimal scheme. Huang and Jiang [16] proposed a rather straightforward modification of the latter
CPL-AdS to also track changes in λ∗ . Indeed, to achieve
the latter, Huang and Jiang [16] proposed to perform an
additional parallel d-ARY search at each epoch on the
original search interval.7 However, more importantly, the
interesting facet of the solution presented in [42] is that
it converges with an arbitrarily high accuracy even if the
Oracle is a stochastic compulsive liar who is attempting
to stochastically deceive the LM.
Oommen et al. [39] reported the first known solution to
the SPL for a new model of nonstationarity referred to
as metalevel nonstationarity. The question of analyzing
our present HSSL scheme for the latter scenario is an
open problem.
The use of a hierarchical mechanism to traverse the
action space was earlier described in [3]–[5], [12], [28],
[30], [45], [55]. Our hierarchical strategy is distinct from
all of these, as is the modus operandus of the analysis,
i.e., the time reversibility of the Markov chain.

III. Time Reversible Markov Chains
A. State-of-the-Art
We can summarize the existing SPL-related literature as
follows.
1) Oommen [36] pioneered the study of the SPL when
he proposed and analyzed an algorithm that operates
on a discretized search space5 while interacting with
5 Some

of the existing results about discretized automata are found in
[2], [21], [35], [38], [40], [43], [54]. Indeed, the fastest reported LAs are
the discretized pursuit and maximum likelihood and Bayesian estimator
algorithms [2], [40], [43].

A fundamental contribution of this paper is the analysis
of stochastic learning systems using the concepts of time
reversibility. Since this is crucial to this paper, this phenomenon is briefly surveyed here. However, in order to fully
comprehend this contribution, it is necessary for the reader
6 Put in a nutshell, in this paper, we aim to design a novel sequential (as
opposed to parallel) hierarchical SPL solution.
7 It was shown in [16] that the strategy can only track λ∗ under certain
conditions relative to the frequency of change in λ∗ and the length of an
epoch.
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to understand the mathematical tools used in the prior art, as
opposed to those which we propose.
A. Prior and New Mathematical Tools Used
1) Mathematical tools used in the prior art: The informed
reader will observe that all the existing algorithms in
stochastic learning and LA work with the concept of
small-step processes. The reason for this is the most
difficult part in the design and analysis of LA consists of the formal proofs of their convergence accuracies. The mathematical techniques used for the various families [fixed structure (FSSA), variable structure
(VSSA), discretized, etc.] are quite distinct. The proof
methodology for the family of FSSA is the simplest.
It quite simply involves formulating the Markov chain
for the LA, computing its equilibrium (or steady state)
probabilities, and then computing the asymptotic action
selection probabilities. In almost all these cases (except
for the rare exception of the Krinsky LA), the state
transitions are to neighboring states only. The proofs of
convergence for VSSA are more complex and involve
the theory of distance diminishing operators, and the
theory of regular functions, all of which are effective
by virtue of the small-step Markov processes involved.
In other words, the LA must move from a point in the
probability space to a point in its neighborhood for the
convergence to be true. The proofs for discretized LA
involve the asymptotic analysis of the Markov chain that
represents the LA in the discretized space, whence the
total probability of convergence to the various actions
is evaluated. But in this case too, the discretized LA
would move to a neighbor state so that the analysis of
the Markov chain is feasible. This condition of moving
to points close enough to the current probability vector
is also true for the convergence of the family of the so
called estimator algorithms.
2) Novel mathematical tools used: In this paper, we are attempting a completely new learning philosophy. Whenever we move within the probability space, we will
choose to move to a point that could be significantly
distant from the current point. This could, of course,
imply huge perturbations of the present solution. But
the amazing aspect of this is that since these large
perturbations are done in a controlled manner, one
can still obtain asymptotically-optimal convergence. The
really fascinating issue here is that the convergence is,
indeed, an order of magnitude faster than what one
would obtain using a small-step paradigm. The reason
for this enhanced speed is probably because of the
fact that by making huge perturbations, the LM is able
to quickly explore unexplored areas of the probability
space, and discard the less crucial areas of the space
without wasting too much time on them, thus resolving
the exploitation versus exploration paradox.
From this perspective, this paper attempts to extend the
horizon of methods that can be used to analyze LA. Indeed,
this is the first reported use of time reversibility in the analysis
of stochastic learning. The LA extensions of the scheme
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are currently being investigated, and we believe, hold vast
potential.
The question of interest is really one of knowing how
these huge perturbations are to be made. If these are done
in an uncontrolled manner, it could lead to nothing more
than a Monte-Carlo-type random sampling algorithm. But
we advocate making these large perturbations based on an
intelligent partitioning of the probability space by mapping
it onto a binary tree. We motivate this by stating that we
shall devise a counterpart tree-based search technique to solve
the SPL problem. The rationale of the solution is to take
advantage of the tree structure of the search space in order
to enhance the search speed. This would enable the LM to
quickly explore the search space and hopefully, focus its
visits on the region that contains λ∗ . More philosophically, we
resolve this within the SPL framework by proposing a merging
of two completely disjoint fields in computer science—those
of stochastic optimization and data structures.
B. Time Reversibility
Certain specific Markov chains have the property that the
process behaves in just the same way regardless of whether
time is measured forward or backward. Kelly [18] made an
analogy saying that if we take a film of such a process and then
run the film backward, the resulting process will be statistically
indistinguishable from the original process. This property is
described formally in the following definition.
Definition 1: A stochastic process X(t) is time reversible if
a sequence of states (X(t1 ), X(t2 ), . . . , X(tn )) has the same distribution as the reversed sequence (X(tn ), X(tn−1 ), . . . , X(t1 ))
ⵧ
for all t1 , t2 , . . . , tn .
Consider a stationary Ergodic Markov chain (that is,
a Markov chain that has been in operation for a long
time) having transition probabilities Mst and stationary probabilities P {πs }. Suppose that starting at some time we
trace the sequence of states going backward in time. That
is, starting at time t, consider the sequence of states
Xt , Xt−1 , Xt−2 , . . . X0 , It turns out that this sequence of
states is itself a Markov chain with transition probabilities
Qst = ( P{πt }/P{πs } ) ∗ Mts . If Qst = Mst for all s, t, then
the Markov chain is said to be time reversible. Note that the
condition for time reversibility, namely, Qst = Mst , can also
be expressed as
P {πs } Mst = P {πt } Mts

for all s = t .

(1)

The condition in the above equation can be stated as follows.
For all states s and t, the rate at which the process goes from
s to t (namely P{πs } Mst ) is equal to the rate at which the
process goes from t to s (namely, P{πt } Mts ). It is worth
noting that this is an obvious necessary condition for time
reversibility since a transition from s to t going backward in
time is equivalent to a transition from t to s going forward in
time. Thus, if πm = s and πm−1 = t, then a transition from s
to t is observed if we are looking backward in time, and one
from t to s is observed if we are looking forward in time.
The following theorem adapted from Ross and used universally [17], [18], [51] gives the necessary/sufficient condition
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for a finite ergodic Markov chain to be time reversible. Its
proof is found in [51, p. 143].
Theorem 1: A finite ergodic Markov chain for which
Mst = 0 whenever Mts = 0 is time reversible if and only if
starting in state s, any path back to s has the same probability
as the reversed path. That is, if
Ms,s1 Ms1 ,s2 . . . Msk ,s = Ms,sk Msk ,sk−1 . . . Ms1 ,s
for all states s, s1 , . . . , sk .

ⵧ
Using the above theorem, we state the result that any tree
structure associated with a finite stationary Markov process is
time reversible. This follows from the avenue that a Markov
chain resulting from the transition operations on any tree
structure is time reversible. In fact, this result is not totally
new. Kelly [18, p. 9] proved the following lemma. Although
the lemma and its proof are fairly deep, one can get an
intuitive sense for why it is true by observing that the shortest
path between the nodes of a tree (say from A to B and
from B to A) pass through a common ancestor, rendering
the process of moving from A to B and from B to A time
reversible.
Lemma 1: (Adapted from Kelly [18].) If the graph G associated with a stationary Markov process is a tree, then the
process is time reversible.
ⵧ
Although Kelly reported this result, he did not demonstrate
how to associate a tree with a stationary Markov chain.
In this paper, we shall give a formal definition for one
such tree structure by organizing the points on the line
along a tree, and prove the corresponding theorem regarding
its time reversibility. The application of time reversibility
in the domain of self-organizing lists has been reported
elsewhere [44].

IV. Solution: Merging Field of Binary
Search and SPL
In our proposed solution, the space of the search is arranged
in the form of a binary tree with depth D = log2 (N),
where N is the resolution of the algorithm. The LM searches
for the optimal value λ∗ by orchestrating a controlled RW
on a tree.
A. Definitions
Construction of Hierarchy. Let  = [σ, γ) be the current
search interval containing λ∗ whose left and right (smaller and
greater) boundaries on the real line are σ and γ, respectively.
Without loss of generality we assume that σ = 0 and γ = 1.
The search space is constructed as follows: First of all, the
hierarchy is organized as a complete binary tree with maximal
depth D. To each node in the hierarchy we associate an
interval. For convenience, we will use the same notation as
in [12] and index the nodes using both their depth in the tree
and their relative order with respect to the nodes located at
the same the depth.
Root Node. The hierarchy root (at depth 0), which we call
S{0,1} , is assigned the interval  = {0,1} = [0, 1). This interval

is partitioned into two disjoint equi-sized8 intervals {1,1} and
{1,2} , such that 1,1 = [0, 1/2) and 1,2 = [1/2, 1). Note that
1/2 = mid({0,1} ), where mid({0,1} ) denotes the midpoint of
{0,1} . We shall simultaneously use the notation9 and refer to
the interval {1,1} as the Left Child of the root and to {1,2}
as its Right Child.
Nodes at Depth d. Node j ∈ {1, ..., 2d } at depth d,
called S{d,j} , where 0 < d < D, is assigned the interval
{d,j} = [σ{d,j} , γ{d,j} ) which is partitioned into two disjoint
equi-sized intervals {d+1,2j−1} and {d+1,2j} . Following the
same previously alluded to nomenclature, {d+1,2j−1} is the
Left Child of {d,j} and {d+1,2j} is its Right Child.
Nodes at Depth D. At depth D, which represents the
maximal depth of the tree, the nodes do not have children.
In fact, when the search interval is at least as small as
the required resolution of estimation, we cannot perform
additional partitioning. Observe that by virtue of the equipartitioning property, for a given node j at depth d attached to
the respective interval {d,j} , we can deduce the values of the
left and right boundaries of the interval: σ{d,j} = (j − 1)( 21 )d
and γd,j = j( 21 )d , for j ∈ {1, ..., 2d } where 0 ≤ d ≤ D.
Convention Regarding the Root’s Notation. Since a level
of value “−1” is nonexistent, we use a boundary notation and
denote the Parent of {0,1} to be {0,1} itself. The same applies
to the root node. In other words, Parent({0,1} )={0,1} .
Convention Regarding the Leaves’ Notation. In a same vein,
since level D + 1 is nonexistent, we use the convention that
Right Child of a leaf node is the same as the leaf node in
question itself. Similarly, the Left Child of a leaf node is the
leaf node itself. Formally, we say that
Left Child (S{D,j} ) = Right Child(S{D,j} ) = S{D,j}
for j ∈ {1, ..., 2D }.
Target Node. We define the target node as the leaf node
whose associated interval contains λ∗ .
Nontarget Node. These are the leaf nodes whose corresponding assigned intervals do not contain λ∗ .
Resolution. We refer to the scheme’s resolution to denote
the number of leaf nodes that the scheme has, i.e, N = 2D .
Whenever the learner is at a certain node in the tree, we
propose to use the mid-point of the interval itself as an estimate
of the unknown λ∗ . By virtue of the equi-partitioning of the
intervals at each level of the tree, whenever the LM is at a node
of a certain depth d in the tree, the estimate of λ∗ will take a
discretized value that is a multiple of ( 21 )d+1 . More precisely,
whenever the LM is at a leaf node, the estimate of λ∗ will take
a discretized value among the following N discretized values:
{mid({D,1} ), mid({D,2} ), . . . , mid({D,N} }
 
 D+1  D+1
 D+1 
1 D+1
1
1
1
=
.
,3
,5
, . . ., (2N − 1)
2
2
2
2
8 The equi-partitioning is really not a restriction. This can be easily generalized.
9 For the rest of the paper, to prevent confusion, since the intervals and their
values are interchangeable, we refer to Parent, Left Child, and Right Child
of an interval {i,j} as the interval associated to the respective Parent, Left
Child, and Right Child of the node S{i,j} , respectively.
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Using some simple algebraic manipulations, these discretized values can be expressed as


1
2
3
N −1
N
− δN , − δN , − δN , . . . ,
− δ N , − δN
N
N
N
N
N
where
1
.
2N
The reader must note that, at the leaf nodes, the possible
values that the estimate of λ∗ can take are equi-spaced with a
fixed step size N1 . He will thus see that such a discretization
is distinct from the discretization used in discretized LA and
in the original SPL solution [36] since the values 0 and 1 are
not included.
The same explanation applies at intermediate nodes at any
level d; in such cases our estimate of λ∗ is also a discretized
value but from a different set of Nd = 2d discretized possible
values. Thus, whenever LM is at a certain node of depth d
where 0 ≤ d ≤ D, the estimate of λ∗ will take a discretized
value from among the Nd following discretized values:

mid({d,1} ), mid({d,2} ), . . . , mid({d,Nd }


1
2
3
Nd −1
Nd
=
−δNd ,
−δNd ,
−δNd , . . . ,
−δNd ,
−δNd
Nd
Nd
Nd
Nd
Nd
δN =

where
δNd =

1
.
2Nd

The reader should note that the term resolution itself is relative. It becomes finer at deeper levels of the tree’s hierarchy.
B. Structure of Search Space and Responses from 
We intend to organize the search space in the form of
a complete binary tree, where each node corresponds to an
interval range. Initially, and at every step, we guess the
midpoint of the given interval to be our estimate of the
unknown λ∗ . The LM searches for the optimal value λ∗ by
operating a random walk on the tree, moving from one tree
node to another.
As shown in Fig. 1, where the unit interval is partitioned into
eight subintervals, each node in the tree is associated with an
interval; e.g., the root is associated with the interval [0, 1). This
interval is partitioned into two disjoint equi-sized intervals.
In this setting, the left child of the root is associated with
[0, 1/2), the right child with [1/2, 1), and so on. As alluded
to previously, we use as an estimate of the unknown λ∗ , the
middle point of the interval associated with the node where
the LM resides.
At any given time instance, the LM finds itself at a node
S{d,j} in the tree, where j ∈ {1, . . . , 2d } and 0 ≤ d ≤ D.
It then attempts to infer the next promising search interval
that is likely to contain λ∗ by making a sequence of informed
guesses. Observe though that for each guess, the environment
 (Oracle) essentially informs the LM, possibly erroneously
(i.e., with probability p), which way it should move to reach
the unknown point. Let {d,j} be the interval that is associated
with the node where the LM resides at the current time
instant. The informed guesses correspond to a sampling at
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the boundary points of the interval {d,j} , and at the midpoint
of the interval: mid({d,j} ).
In this sense, the set of sampled points is expressed as a
→
vector −
x = [x1 , x2 , x3 ], where
 d
 d+1
1
1
x1 =σ{d,j} = (j − 1)
, x2 =mid({d,j} ) = (2j − 1)
2
2
 d
1
and x3 = γ{d,j} = j
.
2
The corresponding response of the environment  can be
−
→
formulated as a tuple
= [ 1 , 2 , 3 ].
k
, for k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, is a random variable that can take either
the value Left or Right. We will use L to imply a region to
the Left of the respective sampled point, and R to imply a
point to the Right of the respective sampled point. Since the
environment  is assumed faulty, we suppose that it suggests
the correct direction with a probability p. Therefore, k , for
k ∈ {1, 2, 3} can be formally defined based to whether λ∗ is
larger than or smaller than xk .
If λ∗ < xk

L with probability p
k
=
R with probability (1 − p).
If λ∗ ≥ xk
k


L
=
R

with probability (1 − p)
with probability p.

Therefore, considering the three distinct sampling positions,
the environment  responds with one of the 23 possible
results: {[L, L, L], [L, L, R], [L, R, L], [L, R, R], [R, L,
L], [R, L, R], [R, R, L], [R, R, R]}.
−
→
Remark 1: As in [41], the environment’s feedback
=
1
2
3
[ , , ] will be reckoned to be inconsistent if
1) i = Left and j = Right where i < j. In other
words, the environment contradicts itself by suggesting
that λ∗ is less than xi while being bigger than xj . Since
xi < xj for i < j, by virtue of the construction of
the partitioning, the feedback should, indeed, be deemed
to be inconsistent since there is no real number λ∗
that simultaneously satisfies the pair of contradictory
inequalities, namely, λ∗ ≤ xi < xj and at the same time
xi < xj ≤ λ∗ .
Therefore, [L, R, R], [L, L, R], [R, L, R], and [L, R, L] are
considered inconsistent.
C. Mapping Responses to Transitions
The estimated value for λ∗ is the midpoint of the interval
associated with the current node in which the LM resides.
The crucial issue that we address in this section is that of
determining how to change our current guess λ of the unknown
λ∗ based on the faulty nature of the response from the Oracle.
From this perspective, we seek a procedure that decides the
next LMs search interval, which ultimately boils downs to
designing a set of rules that control the LMs moves in such
a way that it advances toward the next promising node in the
tree (i.e., the one associated with an interval that is likely to
contain the unknown λ∗ ).
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Fig. 1. Search space is organized as a tree. Each node S{i,j} in the tree is associated with an interval {i,j} = [σ{i,j} , γ{i,j} ). This interval is sampled at σ{i,j} ,
γ{i,j} , and mid({i,j} ), producing one of the eight possible responses: {[L, L, L], [L, L, R], [L, R, L], [L, R, R], [R, L, L], [R, L, R], [R, R, L], [R, R, R]}.
TABLE I
Decision Table to Choose the Next Search Interval Based on
the Response Vector [ 1 , 2 , 3 ], When the Current Search
Interval Is {i,j}

Based on these responses, we propose that the LM move
to another (nonneighbor) node, either to the current node’s
parent, or to one of its children (Left Child/Right Child). The
rules for moving in the tree are summarized in Table I.
The reader should observe that we are explicitly making use
of the Oracle’s feedback in Table I—even if it is inconsistent.
The reason why we have opted to include the inconsistent
feedback in the table is to remain consistent with the original
SPL algorithm by allowing movements at each time instant
in the search space and suppressing self loops in intermediate
nodes at the next time instant. In fact, in the original SPL
solution, the LM always makes a step (forward or backward)
and never stays at an intermediate node. The same design
principles were applied for the HSSL where the LM moves
to explore another node in the tree even when the feedback is
inconsistent.10
10 At this juncture, we should mention that we foresee a strong analogy
between deciphering the faulty responses of the Oracle and the theory of
error-correcting codes [26], where, in the latter field, the possible transmitted
message is inferred from its noisy version by analyzing/comparing it with
a set of codewords [26]. A transmission error is detected if the received
message does not match any codeword. Such a study, which incorporates
error-correcting Codes into the HSSL, is beyond the scope of this paper. It is
currently being investigated.

We also mention, in passing, that preliminary analytical and
empirical results are available for the case when the LM only
makes use of the Oracle’s consistent feedback and ignores
inconsistent feedback. However, in the interest of brevity, these
results are not included in this paper.
Notice that although the above transition rules catalogued in
Table I are deterministic, because the environment is assumed
faulty, the state transitions of the underlying Markov chain
are stochastic. Further, observe that we propose two types of
random walk transitions in the tree.
1) Reverse transitions: Transitions of this type correspond
to a movement to a lower level in the hierarchy. This
happens when the LM moves to the immediate Parent,
implying a larger search interval, which, in turn, allows
the LM to escape from getting trapped in a wrong
subtree, i.e., one not containing λ∗ .
2) Top-down transitions: Transitions of this type correspond to a movement to a deeper level in the hierarchy.
Whenever the LM performs a transition to a deeper level
in the hierarchy by choosing a Child node, the search
space shrinks, and will, hopefully, concentrate on one of
the contiguous intervals at the next level of the tree that
contains λ∗ .
The overall scheme is given in Algorithm 1 titled Algorithm
HSSL.
Observe that the algorithm does not have an explicit
terminating condition because being ergodic, it effectively
Repeats ForEver. This is because, while the algorithm aims
at converging to the optimal value of λ∗ if the environment
is stationary, it must also possess the ability to migrate from
the point it has converged to and move toward a new value
of λ∗ if the environment is nonstationary. We also observe
that when one examines the algorithm, one sees that we can
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm HSSL

Input:
N = 2D scheme resolution, p .
Output: λ(n): time dependent estimate of λ∗
Begin Algorithm HSSL
1:  = [σ, γ) /*Initial Search Interval*/
2: CurrentSearchInterval = 
3: for Every time instant n do
4:
λ(n) = mid(CurrentSearchInterval)
5:
Get σ, γ: the boundary points of CurrentSearch
Interval
−
→
= [ 1 , 2 , 3 ] – Responses to the sampled points
6:
[σ, mid(CurrentSearchInterval), γ].
7:
CurrentSearchInterval=NextSearchInterval(CurrentSear
−
→
chInterval, )
/*Apply the Decision Table I to recursively choose the
next search Interval*/
8: end for
End Algorithm HSSL
−
→
Procedure NextSearchInterval(SearchInterval, )
−
→
Input:
SearchInterval,
: Corresponding vector of responses from the environment.
Output: The new search interval to be processed.
Begin Procedure NextSearchInterval
1: Implement the Decision Table: Table I.
End Procedure NextSearchInterval
guarantee convergence to the desired resolution whenever we
reach a leaf node. However, the scheme does converge at every
non-leaf node too, albeit to a coarser resolution, namely to the
resolution dictated by the subtree rooted at that particular node.
This concludes the description of our learning algorithm.
We now investigate its convergence properties.
D. Analysis of Solution
In this section, we shall prove that the HSSL solution
is asymptotically optimal. We shall show that, eventually,
based on an informed series of guesses, the LM will be able
to concentrate its moves within nodes in the tree that are
associated with small intervals containing the optimal value
λ∗ , and that this will be true if p is larger than the conjugate
of the golden ratio.11
With regard to the proof, we submit the following remarks
regarding the transition probabilities and the condition of
optimality.
1) The Golden Ratio: We denote by
the quantity described√as the conjugate of the golden ratio, [24], where
= 5−1
≈ 0.61803. We emphasize that the fact
2
that the optimality condition involves
is not really a
limitation. To clarify this, suppose that the environment
is informative, but its effectiveness p is less than .
The constraint that p is less than
can be countered
by applying a majority voting algorithm. If p is known
to the LM, this reduces to determining the minimum
11 Throughout

this section, we shall use that notation that q = 1 − p.
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number of queries that one has to ask of the Oracle to
ensure that the probability that the majority of responses
being correct is larger than . It should be obvious to
the reader that a similar reasoning can be applied if p is
unknown to the LM, and we only know a lower bound
pmin of p such that pmin > 0.5. We will not elaborate
on these ideas here.
It is also worth noting that the golden ratio and its
conjugate are encountered in nature as well, as in many
other mathematical and art-related problems [24].
2) The Transition Probabilities: Before we proceed, it is
necessary for us to obtain the transition probabilities
of the underlying Markov chain. We have to do this
for every single transition, and this is, indeed, a rather
laborious process. But to demonstrate how this is done,
we shall show how they can be derived for a specific
node in the tree. The transitions for the rest of the nodes
will be merely written down and the underlying algebra
will be omitted in the interest of avoiding repetition.
We denote ∗ to be the correct response obtained from
a nonfaulty environment (i.e., an environment for which
p = 1). We now consider the case displayed in in the example
illustrated in Fig. 2, where node S{3,7} is the target node. Thus,
in this particular example, λ∗ ∈ [6/8, 7/8). Consider now the
transitions at node S{1,2} . Its associated interval, [1/2, 1), is
→
sampled at the points −
x = [1, 3/4, 1]. Taking into account
∗
that λ ∈ [6/8, 7/8), one can easily see that ∗ = [R, R, L].
We now apply the rules for moving within the tree as
summarized in Table I. Using these we will be able to derive
the transition probabilities for moving to the parent node, right
child node and left child nodes, respectively
p{1,2},{0,1} = Pr(

= [R, R, R] ∨ [L, R, R] ∨ [L, L, R]
∗

∨[L, L, L]|
= Pr(

= [R, R, L])
= [R, R, R]| ∗ = [R, R, L]) + Pr(

= [L, R, R]|

∗

= [R, R, L])
+Pr( = [L, L, R]| ∗ = [R, R, L]) + Pr(
= [L, L, L]| ∗ = [R, R, L])

= p2 q + q2 p + q3 + pq2 = pq(p + q)
+q2 (p + q) = pq + q2
= q(p + q) = q
p{1,2},{2,4} = Pr(
= Pr(

= [R, R, L] ∨ [L, R, L]| ∗ = [R, R, L])
= [R, R, L]| ∗ = [R, R, L])

+Pr( = [L, R, L]|
= p3 + qp2

∗

= [R, R, L])

= p2 (p + q)
= p2
p{1,2},{2,3} = Pr(
= Pr(

= [R, L, R] ∨ [R, L, L]| ∗ = [R, R, L])
= [R, L, R]| ∗ = [R, R, L])

+Pr( = [R, L, L]|
= pq2 + p2 q

∗

= [R, R, L])

= pq(p + q)
= pq.
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These are precisely the expressions that we will encounter
later.
Theorem 2: The parameter learning algorithm specified by
Algorithm 1 and the rules summarized in Table I are asymptotically optimal if p is larger than the conjugate of the
golden ratio. Thus, we formally affirm that if p >
:
LimN→∞ Limn→∞ E[λ(n)] → λ∗ .
Proof: Our intention is to prove that as N is increased indefinitely (or equivalently D increased indefinitely),
LimN→∞ Limn→∞ E[λ(n)] → λ∗ whenever p >
. We
shall prove this by analyzing the properties of the underlying
Markov chain which is specified by the rules in Table I.
Let H be the corresponding transition matrix formed by
the rules in Table I. Clearly, H represents a single closed
communicating class whose periodicity is unity. The chain is
ergodic, and the limiting probability vector is given by the
eigenvector of H T corresponding to eigenvalue unity.
Let this vector be
= [π{0,1} , π{1,1} , π{1,2} , . . . , π{D,1} ,
satisfies
π{D,2} , . . . , π{D,2D } ]. Then,
HT

=

.

(2)

Since the tree is a complete binary tree, in total, the tree
consists of 2D+1 − 1 nodes (since 2D+1 − 1 = 1 + 2 + ... + 2D ).
We shall now specify the elements of the transition matrix,
H. For each node in the tree, we shall derive the expression
for the transition probabilities12 to the next states (nodes). To
achieve this task, we distinguish three cases, namely, whether
the considered node is a root node, intermediate node or a leaf
node.
a) Transitions at the root node: Consider the root node
S{0,1} . For the reflexive transition (from the root node to the
root node itself), we have
p{0,1},{0,1} = 1 − p2 − pq = q.
Concerning the transitions to the children nodes, two cases
emerge based on the relative positions of λ∗ when compared
to mid({0,1} ).
1) If 0 ≤ λ∗ < 21 , then
p{0,1},{1,1} = p2
p{0,1},{1,2} = pq.
2) If 21 ≤ λ∗ < 1, then
p{0,1},{1,1} = pq
p{0,1},{1,2} = p2 .
b) Transitions at intermediate nodes: Consider an intermediate node S{d,j} , i.e, node j ∈ {1, . . . , 2d } at depth d where
0 < d < D. In order to specify the transitions probabilities at
an intermediate node, we have to consider the following three
cases.
/ {d,j} , then
1) If λ∗ ∈
p{d,j},{d−1, j/2 } = p2 + q2
p{d,j},{d+1,2j−1} = pq
p{d,j},{d+1,2j} = pq.
2) If σ{d,j} ≤ λ∗ < mid({d,j} ), then
p{d,j},{d−1, j/2 } = pq + q2 = q
12 As mentioned in the preface to the theorem, we shall not derive each
of the transition probabilities. Rather we shall use the same arguments used
there and merely write out the relevant expressions.

Fig. 2. Transition matrix H of the Markov chain formed by the rules in
Table I, specified as a tree for the partitions described in Fig. 1.

p{d,j},{d+1,2j−1} = p2
p{d,j},{d+1,2j} = pq.
3) If mid({d,j} ) ≤ λ∗ < γ{d,j} , then
p{d,j},{d−1, j/2 } = pq + q2 = q
p{d,j},{d+1,2j−1} = pq
p{d,j},{d+1,2j} = p2 .
c) Transitions at the leaf nodes: The transitions probabilities at a leaf node depend on whether it is a target node or a
nontarget node. We consider each of these cases individually.
1) For a nontarget leaf node
p{D,j},{D,j} = 1 − (p2 + q2 )
p{D,j},{D−1, j/2 } = p2 + q2 .
2) For the target node
p{D,i},{D,i} = p
p{D,i},{D−1, i/2 } = q.
For the sake of clarity, we present a graphical example for
the case when the depth of the tree is 3. Fig. 2 specifies the
transition matrix of the associated Markov chain when node
S{3,7} is the target leaf node.
The main idea of proof is to demonstrate that the limiting
probability increases geometrically with the state indices along
the shortest path to the target node. As a consequence of this,
the limiting probability can be shown to be concentrated within
an arbitrarily small interval around λ∗ , simply by increasing
the size of the tree.
We remind the reader that the target node, is the leaf node
(at depth D), where the value λ∗ is contained in its associated
interval. Let i∗D be the relative index of the target node among
the leaf nodes which are, in turn, located at level D.
Let Q{0,1},{D,i∗D } denote the shortest path in the balanced tree
from the root node S{0,1} to the target node S{D,i∗D } .
Q{0,1},{D,i∗D } is composed of the sequence of the
indexes of the nodes leading to the target node S{D,i∗D }
when starting from the root S{0,1} . Thus Q{0,1},{D,i∗D } =
[{0, 1}, {1, i∗1 }, . . . , {l, i∗d }, . . . , {D, i∗D }] where i∗d is the
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relative index of the node at depth d that belongs to the
optimal path Q{0,1},{D,i∗D } . Equivalently, S{l,i∗d } is the node at
depth d (0 ≤ d ≤ D) that is on the path that starts from the
root node and that leads to the target node. Clearly, i∗0 = 1.
Let S{D,j} be a nontarget leaf node. Also, let Q{D,j},{D,i∗D } be
the shortest path in the tree that connects the nontarget node
S{D,j} to the target node S{D,i∗D } .
Following the tree structure of the search space, the path
Q{D,j},{D,i∗D } is clearly composed by the concatenation of the
two following subpaths.
1) A subpath that originates from the nontarget node S{D,j}
and that does not intersect with the path Q{0,1},{D,i∗D } .
2) A second subpath that intersects with Q{0,1},{D,i∗D } (or
more exactly a subpath of Q{0,1},{D,i∗D } ). Let S{k,i∗k } be
the node whose index comes first in the ordered list of
node indexes forming this subpath (i.e., the head of the
sequence).
Therefore, Q{D,j},{D,i∗D } can be seen as the concatenation of
Q{D,j},{k,i∗k } and Q{k,i∗k },{D,i∗D } .
Informally speaking, moving along Q{D,j},{D,i∗D } involves
performing a series of reverse transitions from the nontarget
leaf node to the first node whose associated interval contains
λ∗ , which has the effect of increasing the length of search
space interval by a factor of two at each step, and then
performing top-down transitions in the direction of the target
leaf node, which, in turn, shrinks the length of the search
interval by a factor two at each step, until the target node is
attained.
Let us first study the transitions along the reverse path
Q{D,j},{k,i∗k } . Examining the balance (equilibrium) equation of
the Markov chain at the nontarget leaf node S{D,j} gives
π{D,i} = (1 − p2 − q2 )π{D,i} + pqπ{D−1,

i/2 } .

We now observe that the Markov chain is time reversible
[18]. We thus resort to the time reversibility property in order
to deduce the following equation:
π{d−1,

i/2 }

=

p2 + q2
π{d,i}
pq

(3)

where d denotes any given level in the tree such that
k ≤ d ≤ D.
Similarly, we consider the transitions along the path
Q{k,i∗k },{D,i∗D } . Examining the balance (equilibrium) equation of
the Markov chain at the nontarget node S{D,i∗D } gives
π{D,i∗D } = (1 − pq − q2 )π{D,i∗D } + p2 π{D−1,

i∗D /2 } .

Hence, we deduce that
π{D,i∗D } =

p2
π{D−1,
q

i∗D /2 } .

By making use of the time reversibility property of the
Markov chain, we can easily deduce that along the top-down
path Q{k,i∗k },{D,i∗D } , for k ≤ d ≤ D
p2
π{d,i∗d } =
π{d−1, i∗d /2 } .
(4)
q
2

2

+q
We define z1 as z1 = p pq
. Clearly, the latter quantity, z1 ,
is always greater than 1 for any value of p since we know
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that p2 + q2 > pq. In the same manner, we denote by z2 the
2
quantity pq . The inequality z2 > 1 is equivalent to p2 > q,
which reduces to the constraint that p must be greater than
the golden ratio.
With these balance (equilibrium) equations in place, we are
ready to deduce the relationship that relates the stationary
probability of the target node to the stationary probability of
any nontarget node. Combining (3) and (4), and applying the
reasoning behind the recurrence relationships we see that
π{D,i∗D } = zD−k π{D,j}
where z = z1 z2 . Note that since we have z1 , z2 > 1, then
z > 1.
To finalize the proof, we consider the equilibrium (asymptotic) value of E[λ(n)] for any finite depth D. To do this,
we invoke arguments similar to those used in [36]. Since
z > 1, the limiting probabilities
increases geometrically
with the state indices, along the shortest path to the target node,
until its reaches its maximum at π{D,i∗D } . Since zD increases
exponentially and we are speaking about the mean of an
increasing geometric progression, most of the mass will be
concentrated among an arbitrarily small number of states close
to the target node S{D,i∗D } .
Thus, as N goes to infinity the mean of E[λ(∞)] will
be centered within a small interval {D,i∗D } and will thus be
arbitrarily close to λ∗ . Hence the theorem.
Remark 2: One would have thought that as in the original
solution to the SPL, the condition p > 0.5, that renders the
environment to be informative, would have been sufficient for
the convergence. But it appears as if this is the price that we
have to pay. By making moves to non-neighbor points we
can improve the convergence speed of the algorithm. But this
comes with a small price, i.e., the condition for convergence
becomes p > 0.61803 instead of p > 0.5. It is surely a
conundrum as to why this golden ratio conjugate appears in
the picture mysteriously, but, as we see, that is exactly how
the mathematics ultimately works out. However, as explained
in the opening paragraph of Section IV-D, this is really not a
handicap.

V. Advantages Over State-of-Art Solutions
Based on the above, we can record the drawbacks of the
prior art which we have remedied here.
1) One primary drawback of the state-of-the-art solutions
to the SPL problem reported in [36], [41], and [42], and
that we have remedied, is that the steps are always very
conservative. If the step size is increased, the scheme
converges faster, but the accuracy is correspondingly
decreased, and vice versa. As the next section demonstrates, this paper has solved the SPL by proposing
a solution that is an order of magnitude faster than
the state-of-the-art, and this is done by incorporating
completely different techniques, namely those similar
to those used by Bentley and Yao [9] (which can be
perceived as an expandable binary search) in solving
deterministic point location. One can easily see that
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generalizing the results of [9] for a stochastic setting
is, indeed, far from trivial, which is why the reader will
observe that our solution is totally distinct.
The first inherent shortcoming of the two algorithms
proposed in [41] and [42] is that both work with the
premise that λ∗ is constant over time. In contrast, as
we will show presently, our proposed HSSL is able
to cope with nonstationary settings, i.e., where λ∗ is
time varying, without invoking an additional layer of
CPL-AdS [16].
The second shortcoming of the schemes presented in
[41] and [42] is that they required three (or d) LA
operating, as it were, in parallel. We have not required
such a parallelized mode of operation.
Another rather subtle issue that one encounters in the
two algorithms presented in [41] and [42] is that they
are error prone due to the fact that they rely on the
-optimal property of the individual LA. In fact, in
theory, at each epoch of the algorithms presented in [41]
and [42], one is required to run each individual LA for
an infinite number of iterations to ensure its convergence
with probability 1 to its optimal action.13 Therefore,
the smaller the number of iterations, the higher is the
probability by which it will converge to a wrong interval
and thus discard the interval of interest that contains λ∗ .
Hence, in order to increase the confidence of the search
procedure at each epoch, a considerable number of
iterations per epoch is required, resulting in a diminished
convergence speed. We have successfully eliminated this
feature.
As mentioned earlier, our hierarchical strategy, the
HSSL, is distinct from the one used in [3]–[5], [12], [28],
[30], [45], and [55] for LA, as is the modus operandus
of the analysis, i.e., the time reversibility of the Markov
chain.
VI. Simulation Results

The LM described in this paper was experimentally evaluated to verify the validity of our analytic results and to examine
its rate of convergence. To verify the power of the scheme
and to study its effectiveness for a variety of conditions, the
simulations were done for various values for p, the probability
of the Oracle correctly providing the feedback, and for various
values of the resolution parameter, N.
In each case, the value of the parameter λ∗ was assumed to
be unknown to the LM. The experimental results obtained are
truly conclusive. Although numerous experiments have been
conducted, in the interest of brevity we shall first merely report
the results obtained for one set of experiments involving the
unknown parameter λ∗ = 0.9123, which was the benchmark
environment reported in the prior art [36]. However, we shall
augment these with new results in which we are switching
to a diametrically opposite environment, i.e., one in which
λ∗ = 1 − 0.9123. The results clearly demonstrate the power
13 In

practice, as shown in the papers [41] and [42], this is really not an
issue if we permit the LA parameter to be small enough, and also let the
duration of the epoch to be sufficiently large.

TABLE II
Value of E[λ(∞)] for Different Values of p and Various
Resolutions, When the Value of λ∗ Is 0.9123

of our present strategy. We shall namely also show the results
when λ∗ is 0.22, 0.78, 0.35, and 0.07.

A. Empirical Verification of Optimality of HHSL Solution
In Table II we have recorded an empirical estimate of the
true value of E[λ(∞)] for various values of p and the tree
depth D = log2 (N) (i.e, resolution N = 2D ) when the value
of λ∗ was 0.9123. The values of p were 0.7, 0.85, and 0.95.
This estimate of the value of E[λ(∞)] was obtained using
simulation by running the learning scheme for 107 iterations.14
The reader should also observe that by invoking a significant number of iterations (as large as 107 ), the difference
between the analytical and experimental values of E[λ(∞)] is
unobservable. In the interest of simplicity, in this section, we
therefore kindly request the reader to permit us to marginally
abuse the notation and to refer to the experimental estimate of
E[λ(∞)] as the value of E[λ(∞)] itself.
In every case the convergence of E[λ(∞)] was remarkable.
For example, when p was as low as 0.7 and D was equal to
2, the value of E[λ(∞)] was as high as 0.727. It increased
to 0.867 when D = 4 (N = 16) and came to within 0.5%
of the true value. The results are more spectacular for more
informative Oracles, i.e., for larger values of p. Thus, when p
is 0.95, the value of E[λ(∞)] was as high as 0.866. The final
terminal value when D = 12 represented an error less than
0.0001% . The power of the scheme is obvious!
The optimality property was empirically confirmed through
the simulation, independent of whether the value of p was as
low as 0.7 or as high as 0.95, because E[λ(∞)] indefinitely
approaches the optimal value of λ∗ as we increased the
resolution. Note that for a depth D which equals 12, the final
terminal value represented an error less than 0.0005% for all
the values of p, i.e., p = 0.7, p = 0.85, and p = 0.95.
A similar plot of the asymptotic value of E[λ(∞)] as a
function of p is given in Fig. 3 for various resolutions, N.
The experiment demonstrates how E[λ(∞)] will change as the
14 The reader should note that one could alternatively manually compute the
stationary distribution equation by matrix inversion or by solving the system
of linear equations [given by (2)] without even doing the simulations. We have
opted to the latter because of the dimensionality of the transition matrices.
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Fig. 3. Plot of the asymptotic value of E[λ(∞)] with the effectiveness of
the environment, p, for various values of the resolution parameter N, when
λ∗ is 0.9123.

effectiveness,15 p, of the environment varied from p = 0.62 to
p = 1.
B. Comparison Under Dynamic Environments
We now report the results of the second set of experiments
in which we have attempted to catalogue the convergence of
E[λ(n)] with time, n.
In order to obtain an understanding as to how the scheme
converged with time, various simulations were conducted to
evaluate the performance of the algorithm under a variety of
constraints. In each simulation, 1000 parallel experiments were
conducted so that an accurate ensemble average of the results
could be obtained. Although numerous experiments have been
conducted, in the interest of brevity we shall merely report
the results obtained for a single set of experiments involving
the unknown parameter λ∗ switching periodically between the
values 0.9123 and 1 − 0.9123. We also compared our results
to the algorithm presented in [36].
In addition to comparing our new scheme to the original
SPL approach, we also compared our work to the morerecent technique that involved Window-based estimation for
nonstationary environments. Informally speaking, the estimate
obtained by such a Window-based approach is merely the
average of the time estimates of the SPL over a fixed-lengthed
time window. We have used a simple rule of thumb in all our
experiments, i.e., we have chosen the size of the window to be
1/10 of the length of the cycle that we are tracking, i.e, 1/10
of the the periodicity with which the environment switches.16
In every single experimental setting, we confirmed that our
HSSL solution outperformed both the original SPL solution
and the Window-based estimation solution. It also learned the
value of λ∗ much faster. The experimental results obtained are
again conclusive.
15 p

= 0.62 is an approximation of the conjugate of the golden ratio.
reader must observe that in doing this, we have given the Windowbased approach the advantage of having some knowledge of the periodicity
of the switching environment!
16 The
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Since there is no a priori information about the value of λ∗ ,
at time instant 0, we initialized the LM of the original SPL
scheme to the position N2 (N is assumed to be even), while
the initial position of the LM for the HSSL algorithm was
merely the root node of the tree. In order to understand the
effect of the resolution on the rate of convergence, we report
the number of iterations required for the ensemble average to
reach a value that is 95% close to the optimal value λ∗ .
In our simulations, to obtain a 95% confidence level, we
observed that the largest confidence interval was of the order
of 0.06. This implies that the simulation results have also a
very small variance. Since this confidence interval is too small
to be visualized, we have opted to not include in the following
graphs. Instead, we have rather chosen to report the instantaneous variances of the ensemble. These variance dynamics are
only submitted for the experiments corresponding to Figs. 4
and 6, and are omitted for the rest of the experiments in the
interest of space.
In the first set of experiments, we fixed p to be 0.8. The
plots of the corresponding results are shown in Figs. 4 and 6.
In Fig. 4, the resolution N was equal to 256 while λ∗ switched
every 400th iteration. In Fig. 6, the resolution N was equal to
be 1, 024 while λ∗ switched every 1, 500th iterations.
From Fig. 4, where we have recorded the results of the first
400 iterations, we experimentally found that it took only 30
time instants for the HSSL solution to reach 95% of λ∗ , while
the original SPL solution and the Window-based estimate solution required 180 and 200 iterations, respectively. Therefore,
in the very first window itself, the HSSL approach provided
a superiority of an order of magnitude (6 times faster) than
the original SPL solution. After the first environment switch,
i.e., between time instants 400 and 800, we observed that the
convergence speed of both algorithms decreased slightly. In
fact, 95% of λ∗ was attained within 45 iterations in the case of
the HSSL paradigm, while the original SPL solution took 350
iterations. Comparing the results of the first 400 iterations with
that of the subsequent windows, we conclude that although the
final steady-state probabilities are independent of the starting
state, in reality, the time that the LM takes to converge to λ∗
is dependent on the location of the starting point. From this
perspective, while the starting state of LM in the first window
is N2 , in the second window, the starting point is the state to
which it has converged in the first window. We believe that this
is the explanation for the latter decrease in the convergence
speeds.
Fig. 5 illustrates the evolution, over time, of the variance
of the ensemble corresponding to the experimental settings
of Fig. 4. The reader should note that the latter quantity
is actually an estimate of Var(λ(n)). It is also pertinent to
mention the following remarks. From the figure, we observe
that during environment switches (or more precisely, at the
time instances immediately subsequent to an environment
switch), the variance of ensemble for the HSSL solution
increased compared to the variance of both the SPL and
Window-based estimate. One should also observe the peaks
of the variances in Fig. 5 around time instances 400, 800, and
1, 200. We believe that this increase merely reflects the large
steps that the LM of the HSSL takes to adapt to the change
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Fig. 4. Case where λ∗ switches between the values 0.9123 and
1.0–0.9123 every 400th iteration for p = 0.8 and N = 256.

Fig. 6. Case where λ∗ switches between the values 0.9123 and
1.0–0.9123 every 1500th iterations for p = 0.8 and N = 1024.

Fig. 5. Estimate of the instantaneous variance when λ∗ switches between the
values 0.9123 and 1.0–0.9123 every 400th iteration for p = 0.8 and N = 256.

Fig. 7. Estimate of the instantaneous variance when λ∗ switches between
the values 0.9123 and 1.0–0.9123 every 1500th iteration for p = 0.8 and
N = 1024.

in the value of λ∗ , which is really, an intuitively appealing
result! For example, at the time instant 410 (following the
switch at 400), the variance of the ensemble for the HSSL
is 0.12572 while the SPL and Window-based estimate have
respective variance 2.3E − 4 and 1.56E − 5. Surprisingly
though, these are the only time instances where the HSSL has
higher variance than the SPL and the Window-based estimate.
In fact, except for the time instances immediately subsequent
to an environment switch, the HSSL was found to have a lower
variance for the ensemble. For example, at the time instant
180, we experimentally recorded that the HSSL possessed a
very low variance, i.e., 5.46E − 06, which is much smaller
than the variance of the SPL 2.96E − 04. To quote another
similar example, we mention that at the time instant 1, 580,
the variance of the ensemble for the HSSL was as low as
9.03E − 07 while the corresponding variance of the SPL was
many orders of magnitude larger, i.e., 2.5E−04. This confirms
that these peaks in the variance reflect the large steps that
the HSSL has to take in order to adapt to an environment
switch, while the low variance reflects the fact that the HSSL
is approaching λ∗ and that the learning mechanism is working
toward exhibiting less fluctuations by performing top-down
transitions in the direction of the target leaf node.
A general remark that we should make regarding comparing
the SPL to the Window-based estimate, is that most of the
time, the Window-based estimate had a lower instantaneous
variance than the SPL in all the experiments that we did.
We believe that this is due to the fact that the Window-based

estimate averages out the fluctuations of the estimates obtained
by the SPL, and that it therefore achieves a more accurate
estimate than the latter. However, on the other hand, we also
observed that the Window-based estimate it is less adaptive to
changes in λ∗ when compared to the SPL.
In Fig. 6, we increased the resolution N to 1, 024. As in
the previous case, from Fig. 6, we observed that, in the first
1500 iterations, it took approximately 50 iterations for our
HSSL solution to reach 95% of the optimal value λ∗ , while
the original SPL solution required 680 iterations. After the first
environment switch, i.e, between time instants 1500 and 3000,
we observed that the convergence speed again decreased. In
fact, it took approximately 75 iterations for our HSSL solution
to reach 95% of the optimal value λ∗ , while the original SPL
solution required 1380 iterations. Again, in these settings, the
HSSL approach provided an order of magnitude (18 times)
faster convergence than the original SPL solution. This, we
believe, is impressive. We further remark that, as we increased
the resolution N from 256 (see Fig. 4) to 1024 (see Fig. 6) for
the same value of p = 0.8, the convergence speed of the original SPL solution was significantly reduced while the speed of
the HSSL was less affected by this increase in the resolution.
In the second set of experiments, we report the results for
the values p = 0.95. The plots of the corresponding results
are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. In Fig. 8, the resolution N was
equal to 256 while λ∗ switched every 300th iteration. In Fig. 9,
the resolution N was equal to 1024 while λ∗ switched every
1200th iteration.
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Fig. 8. Case where λ∗ switches between the values 0.9123 and (1–0.9123)
every 300th iteration for p = 0.95 and N = 256.

Fig. 10. Case where λ∗ switches between the values 0.9123 and (1–0.9123)
every 100th iteration for p = 0.85 and N = 64.

Fig. 9. Case where λ∗ switches between the values 0.9123 and (1–0.9123)
every 1200th iteration for p = 0.95 and N = 1024.

Fig. 11. Case where λ∗ switches between the values 0.9123 and (1–0.9123)
every 50th iteration for p = 0.85 and N = 64.

From Fig. 8, in the first window of 300 iterations, we
experimentally found that it took only 14 time instants for
the HSSL solution to reach 95% of λ∗ , while the original
SPL solution needed 120 iterations. In the second window
between time instants 300 and 600, 95% of λ∗ was reached
within 19 iterations in the case of the HSSL, while the original
SPL solution took 220 iterations. Again, we see the HSSL’s
superiority.
In Fig. 9, we changed the resolution N to 1024. Similar to
the behavior shown in Fig. 8, one can observe from Fig. 9 that
in the first 1200 iterations, it took approximately ten iterations
for our HSSL solution to reach 95% of the optimal value
λ∗ , while the original SPL solution required 510 iterations, a
superiority of a factor of about 50. After the first environment
switch, i.e, between time instants 1200 and 2400, we again
observed that the convergence speed decreases. In fact, it took
approximately 14 iterations for our HSSL solution to reach
95% of the optimal value λ∗ , while the original SPL solution
took 920 iterations. Hence, in this window, the HSSL approach
is approximately 65 faster than the original SPL solution!
In addition, as we increased the resolution N from 256 (see
Fig. 8) to 1024 (see Fig. 9) for the same value of p = 0.95,
the convergence speed of the original SPL solution was more
drastically affected than that of the HSSL approach.
As can be expected, the results of the HSSL solution are
more spectacular for more informative Oracles, i.e., for larger

values of p. In fact, as we increased the effectiveness of the
environment p from p = 0.85 to p = 0.95 the convergence
rate of the HSSL increased even more.
In this third set of experience, we fixed the resolution
N = 64 and the effectiveness p = 0.85 while we varied
the periodicity with which λ∗ switched. Fig. 10 depicts the
case where the switch occurred every 100th iteration, while
Fig. 11 illustrates the case where the switch occurred every
50th iteration.
From Fig. 11, we observe that the original SPL solution
was able to converge to E[λ(∞)] in the first window, but it
was thereafter quite handicapped with regard to adapting to
the rapid switches in the nonstationary environment. Since the
changes in the value of λ∗ happened at a faster time scale
than the time required by the LM to converge to E[λ(∞)],
this scenario demonstrates the weakness of the original SPL.
Such observations are typical. The reader should note that in
the first set and second set of experiments (Figs. 4, 6, 8, and
9), we deliberately changed λ∗ at a slower time scale so that
we could observe the convergence of the original SPL in the
different windows, and we could thus quantify the required
number of iterations needed for it to converge.
C. Effect of Choice of λ∗ on Convergence Speed
The intent of this section is to demonstrate the power of the
HSSL when λ∗ is changed. Based on the theoretical results,
we do not expect any change of behavior for other values of
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Fig. 12. Effect of changing the value of λ∗ on the convergence speed of the HSSL and the original SPL in the cases where (a) λ∗ = 0.35. (b) λ∗ = 0.07.

λ∗ , and this section empirically shows that the performance
of the HSSL is in line with our expectations. Indeed, the
convergence of the scheme is not effected by the value of
λ∗ ; it can efficiently locate λ∗ whatever its value is.
In this experiment, our aim was to investigate the effect
of choosing a value of λ∗ different from the value that is
commonly used in the literature, i.e., 0.9123. Thus, in this
experiment, we chose four different values for λ∗ , namely
0.22, 0.78, 0.35, and 0.07. For both these experiments, we
fixed the resolution to be 512 and p to 0.85. In all brevity,
we observed that the convergence speed for the HSSL did not
depend on λ∗ but rather only on the number of levels in the
tree.
These findings bear similarity with the classical results
dealing with the access time complexity of ordered records
using a sequential access policy and a tree-based indexing
policy [23]. The only difference between these and our current
scenario is that we are dealing with stochastic responses from
the environment. When it concerns the SPL, we observe from
Fig. 12(a) and (b) that the more distant λ∗ is from the starting
point of the search 0.5, the more time it takes for the scheme
to converge. In fact, it take more time instances for the SPL to
converge to the optimal estimate when λ∗ = 0.07 than when
λ∗ = 0.35 since the distance between 0.5 and 0.07 is larger
than the distance between 0.5 and 0.35. However, when it
comes to the HSSL, we empirically verify from Fig. 12(a)
and (b) that the convergence speed is the same for both values
of λ∗ . This is also intuitively appealing.
Fig. 13 illustrates an intuitive property of both the HSSL
and SPL. In effect, the convergence speed is identical for any
two values λ∗ and 1−λ∗ because of the fact that the two points
are diametrically symmetric around the initial point 0.5. We,
therefore, conducted the experiments only for the case when
the values were smaller than 0.5. The experimental results for
values of λ∗ larger than 0.5 can simply be deduced by invoking
the property of symmetry, as we did in the case of Fig. 13.
D. Comparison With Tertiary Search
In this final experiment, our aim was to compare the HSSL
with results of the tertiary search strategy reported in [41]. In
order to make the comparison meaningful (since the HSSL is
not working with a parallelized scheme), we fixed the number

Fig. 13. Effect of changing the value of λ∗ on the convergence speed of
the HSSL and the original SPL in the case of two symmetrical values of λ∗
around 0.5, namely, (a) λ∗ = 0.22. (b) λ∗ = 0.78.

of epochs of the tertiary search [41] to be equal to the number
of levels in the tree structure of the HSSL.
Each epoch consisted of 50 iterations and the internal
parameter θ of the linear reward inaction (LRI) automata for
the tertiary search was fixed to be 0.8, a value that is known
to yield a good accuracy for the search. We fixed λ∗ = 0.9123
and we varied the efficiency of the environment as in the
experiments reported in [41] using the values of p = 0.7,
p = 0.85 and p = 0.95. The results obtained are depicted
in Fig. 14. Based on our rather extensive testing from which
Fig. 14(a)–(c) display representative results, we remark that
the HSSL is always faster than the tertiary search. The main
disadvantage of the tertiary search is that it runs in epochs,
implying that we can only obtain an estimate of λ∗ at the end
of the epoch. Thus, a more appropriate way to have plotted the
the results of the tertiary search for different time instances
would have been to use a staircase function with constant
values during the entirety of every single epoch (i.e, for an
epoch of length 50 time instants, the estimate of λ∗ is constant
between time instant 0 and 49 and so on). Such a display
would have demonstrated the even greater superiority of the
HSSL.
E. Measuring Rate of Convergence Using Hit Times
An alternative metric to quantify the rate of convergence
for the HSSL is to measure the hit time of the first visit to
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Fig. 14. Comparing the HSSL approach with the tertiary searching method for different experimental settings. (a) p = 0.7. (b) p = 0.85. (c) p = 0.95.

the target node.17 We now report the average hit time for an
ensemble of experiments as a measure of the scheme’s rate of
convergence. Since the SPL-based approach is also founded
on a Markov chain, it is also possible to quantify the hit time
for this approach. The hit time of the original SPL solution is
defined as the first visit to the node whose index s is such as
s/N ≤ λ < (s + 1)/N.
Note that the hit time is a random variable whose distribution is unknown. Hence, we can calculate the confidence
interval using Chebyshev’s inequality, which states that at least
100(1 − 1/k2 )% of the probability mass lies around the mean
μ and in the interval μ ± kσ where σ is standard deviation,
and k is a user-defined parameter that controls the size of
the confidence interval. For the 95% confidence interval, k
is approximately equal to 4.47. Using this formulation, the
confidence interval is given by: [μ − 4.47σ, μ + 4.47σ]. In our
experiments, as in the previous cases, we fixed the resolution
N to be 256, and λ∗ to 0.9123 and examined the evolution of
the average hit time as a function of the parameter, p. Again,
the number of experiments in the ensemble was set to be 1000,
and the initial state of the LM corresponded to an estimate
equal to 0.5 (i.e., the initial state for the LM modeling the
HSSL was the root node, while initial state for LM modeling
the original SPL was N/2).
As expected, when p = 1, the search was deterministic and
the hit time for the HSSL corresponded to the depth of the
tree, namely 8, while the hit time for the SPL was 105 since
0.5 + 105/256 ≤ λ∗ < 0.5 + 106/256. The reader should note
that, given any value of p, these two values, 8 and 105, present
17 We are grateful to the anonymous referee who suggested this comparison
metric as well as that of deriving the confidence intervals in this section using
Chebyshev’s inequality.

Fig. 15. Average hit time of the HSSL as a function of p with a corresponding 95% confidence interval for λ∗ = 0.9123 and N = 256.

a lower bound on the respective hit times of the HSSL and
SPL approaches. The knowledge of these lower bounds for
the hit times permitted us to reduce the size of the confidence
interval. In fact, the confidence interval can be rewritten as
[max(μ − 4.47σ, 8), μ + 4.47σ] for the HSSL and [max(μ −
4.47σ, 105), μ+4.47σ] for the original SPL. Fig. 15 reports the
average hit time of the HSSL approach, while Fig. 16 reports
the results for the SPL solution.
From both these figures, we see that the HSSL had a
significantly superior rate of convergence. For example, when
p = 0.8, the average hit time of the HSSL was 20.4 while the
corresponding quantity for the original SPL was 174.16. For
p = 0.65, the average hit time for the HSSL was 83 while
the hit time for the original SPL was 348.5. We also remark
that for both schemes, the confidence interval increases as p
decreases. In addition, one can observe that the confidence
interval of the SPL is much larger than the confidence interval
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Fig. 16. Average hit time of the SPL as a function of p with a corresponding
95% confidence interval for λ∗ = 0.9123 and N = 256.

of the HSSL for different values of p which, in turn, reflects
a lower variance for the hit time of the HSSL. For example,
when p = 0.62, the confidence interval of the HSSL was
approximately [8, 360], while the confidence interval for the
original SPL was approximately [105, 797].

VII. Conclusion
The HSSL problem involves a Learning Machine (LM) that
attempts to learn a parameter λ∗ within a closed interval. For
each guess, the environment essentially informs the mechanism with three possible responses, each possibly erroneous
(i.e., with probability p), which way it should move to reach
the unknown point. Thus, unlike the deterministic expandable
binary search strategy of [9], we consider the fascinating case
where the response of the environment is assumed to be faulty.
We have presented a solution that involves discretizing the
space into a complete binary tree and performing a controlled
random walk on this space. The solution we have presented
has been both analytically analyzed and simulated, with extremely interesting results. Apart from formally analyzing the
HSSL algorithm, we have also experimentally demonstrated
its superiority over the state-of-the-art. From this perspective,
our approach is shown to provide orders of magnitude faster
convergence than the traditional SPL solution [36] when tested
in nonstationary environments where λ∗ changes over time.
To summarize, this paper presents a set of novel contributions18 listed below.
1) With regard to the design of discretized parameter
schemes, we submit that a fundamental contribution of
this paper is the manner in which we have designed
the discretized search space, by structuring it as a
binary tree. Our SPL solution invokes a merging of two
completely disjoint fields in computer science, those of
stochastic optimization and data structures.
2) We have also proposed a new scheme for operating
on this discretized space. Traditional approaches for
discretization work by restricting the corresponding parameter to be one of finite number of values in the
interval [0, 1], and by then performing a uni-dimensional
18 We are grateful to one of the referees of the paper who recommended
cataloging the list of contributions in this concluding section.

controlled random walk on the discretized space, where
the transitions only occur between neighbor nodes, i.e,
to the left or to the right. We propose that the scheme
be permitted to migrate (i.e., resort to an enhanced
exploration domain) to nonneighbor values in the search
space, where the latter are governed by the underlying
data structure.
3) With regard to discretization, we have also proposed
a new concept of resolution. In traditional discrete
schemes, the convergence speed is decreased as the
resolution N increases, while the accuracy increases, and
vice versa. Instead, as per our new philosophy in which
the parameter space is structured as a binary tree, briefly,
we associate a resolution to each level of the tree, and
this resolution becomes finer at deeper levels of the tree.
Empirical results show that there is a significant merit in
our proposed tree-based discretization philosophy when
it is compared to the traditional discretization model.
4) It goes without saying that the paper presents a significant contribution to the set of solutions to the SPL
problem. Extensive simulations results confirm that our
scheme outperforms the state-of-the art schemes by
orders of magnitude. In addition, simulations results
show that our scheme possesses an excellent ability to
cope with nonstationary environments.
5) A rather fundamental contribution of this paper is the
analytical solution of the Markov chain for this novel
hierarchical learning paradigm. The earlier solutions to
traditional discretized learning paradigms involve the
closed-form analysis of uni-dimensional random walks,
where the transitions are primarily only to neighbor
states. In this paper, the random walk is performed,
instead, on a balanced tree, which renders the problem
more complex. We report the first analytical results for
the HSSL and prove that the HSSL is asymptotically
optimal. We believe that the analysis of the scheme we
report here is a contribution in its own right, to the field
of LA and to the theory of Markov chains.
6) Finally, and most importantly, the results obtained are
extremely fascinating, as this is the first reported use of
time reversibility in the analysis of stochastic learning.
The LA extensions of the scheme are currently being
investigated, and we believe, that they hold vast potential. It would truly be very intriguing if we could design
large-step (as opposed to small-step) -optimal LA based
on these principles.
As a future work, we propose to investigate the use of
the HSSL solution to solve practical stochastic optimization
problems. The generalization of the HSSL procedure proposed
in this paper to a search space structured as a general tree (i.e,
not necessarily binary) is an open research question. Moreover,
we are currently investigating the potential of making use of
the discretization philosophy introduced here to improve the
convergence speed of LA algorithms, and in analyzing the
HSSL scheme when operating in the meta-level nonstationarity
environment studied in [39]. We would also like to compare
the HSSL with autoregressive parameter identification filters
as described in [25].
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Abstract
Reinforcement learning has shown to be profoundly successful at learning optimal policies for simulated environments using distributed training with extensive compute capacity. Model-free reinforcement learning uses the notion of
trial and error, where the error is a vital part of learning the agent to behave
optimally. In mission-critical, real-world environments, there is little tolerance
for failure and can cause damaging effects on humans and equipment. In these
environments, current state-of-the-art reinforcement learning is not sufficient to
learn optimal control policies safely.
On the other hand, model-based reinforcement learning tries to encode environment transition dynamics into a predictive model. The transition dynamics
describes the mapping from one state to another, conditioned on an action. If
this model is accurate enough, the predictive model is sufficient to train agents
for optimal behaviour in real environments.
The paper presents the Dreaming Variational Autoencoder (DVAE) for learning good policies safely with significantly lower risk of catastrophes occurring
during training. The algorithm combine variational autoencoders, risk-directed
exploration, and curiosity to train deep-q networks inside “dream” states. We
introduce a novel environment, ASRS-Lab, for research in the safe learning of
autonomous vehicles in grid-based warehousing. The work shows that the proposed algorithm has better sample efficiency with similar performance to novel
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model-free deep reinforcement learning algorithms while maintaining safety during training.
Keywords: Deep Reinforcement Learning, Model-based Reinforcement
Learning, Reinforcement Learning, Neural Networks, Variational Autoencoder,
Markov Decision Processes, Exploration, Artificial Intelligence, Safe
Reinforcement Learning

1. Introduction
Reinforcement learning has recently demonstrated a high potential to
learn efficient strategies in environments where there are noisy or incomplete
data [1]. We find these achievements in many domains, such as robotics [2],
5

wireless networking [3], and game-playing [4]. The common denominator between these domains is that they can be computer-simulated with significant
resemblance to real-world environments. For this reason, reinforcement learning algorithms train at accelerated rates without the risk of compromising the
safety of real-world systems [5].

10

The goal of reinforcement learning algorithms is to learn a policy (or behavior) that stimulates optimal actions based on sensory input and feedback from
an environment. A policy is a parameterized model that is constructed in (exact) tabular form or using an (approximation) neural network with algorithms
such as gradient descent [6]. The algorithm performs an iterative process of

15

(sampling) exploration, exploitation, and (learning) policy updates that moves
the policy in the direction of the desired behavior. Exploration is commonly
performed using a separate policy, such as a (random sampling) Gaussian distribution. It is crucial that the algorithm balance exploration and exploitation
with schemes such as -greedy [7] so that the policy updated towards a gener-

20

alization of the whole environment.
The problems of guaranteed safety during reinforcement learning are many.
(1) It requires a tremendous amount of sampling to learn a good policy [8]. (2)
Stable and safe policies are challenging to achieve in non-deterministic and even

2

deterministic, for fast-changing environments [9]. (3) Conventional model-free
25

exploration methods are not safe in mission-critical environments. (4) Reinforcement learning methods depend on negative feedback to avoid catastrophic
states and should be avoided for mission-critical systems [10]. Most reinforcement learning techniques are not designed for safe learning, and therefore, few
solutions exist for mission-critical real-world environments [11].

30

Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems (ASRS) are a modern
method of performing warehouse logistics where the system is partially or fully
automated [12]. In industry, including ASRS, it is common to rely on complex
expert systems to perform tasks such as control, storage, retrieval, and scheduling. If-else statements and traditional pathfinding algorithms drive these tasks.

35

The benefit of expert systems is that it is trivial to model operative safety bounds
that limit the system from entering catastrophic states. The downside is that
expert systems do not adapt to changes automatically, and requires extensive
testing if the environment is modified [13]. While it may be possible and perhaps
trivial to construct safe routines with an expert system, it is inconceivable to
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expect optimal behavior due to the complexity of most real-world environments
[14]. Reinforcement learning is perhaps the most promising approach to solve
these problems because it can generalize well across many domains [4], and is
designed to work in noisy environments with partial state-space visibility [15].
We propose The Dreaming Variational Autoencoder (DVAE), an algorithm

45

for safer learning in real-world environments. DVAE is an improved version
of previous work in [16] that emphasize on more reliable learning in missioncritical environments. The algorithm tries to address the problems (1, 2, 3, 4)
that concern safe and sample efficient reinforcement learning. The algorithm
does not require direct access to the real-world environment or prior knowledge

50

to learn a stable policy. It is, however, possible to inject prior knowledge of
catastrophic states to strengthen safer learning.
The key contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• DVAE, a predictive model for n-state predictions,
3

• safety constrains using a constrained MDP scheme,
55

• safe exploration through risk-directed exploration and curiosity,
• ASRS-Lab for industry near testing of proposed approach,
• and analysis of empirical results.
The organization of the paper follows. Section 2 outlines progress in
the field, including automated storage and retrieval systems, model-based re-
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inforcement learning, and safe reinforcement learning. Section 3 presents the
theoretical background for the proposed algorithm. Section 4 details the DVAE
algorithm thoroughly and discuss the convergence guarantee for the algorithm.
Section 5 introduces The ASRS-Lab, an industry-near learning environment that
simulates real-world ASRS systems. The results are presented in Section 6 and
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shows that the algorithm act safer than model-free reinforcement learning. The
paper is finally summarized in Section 7 and propose a roadmap for future work
in the field of safe reinforcement learning.

2. Related Work
Recently, advancements in reinforcement learning have more frequent and in70

cluded substantial performance improvements in numerous domains [17]. Many
aspects play a role, but notwithstanding increased publicity, which attracts new
institutions to work with reinforcement learning. This section presents work
that relates to reinforcement learning in industry-near environments and research that attempts to address safety in these domains.
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2.1. Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning has previously been applied in industry-near environments, and perhaps the most widespread application is autonomous vehicles.
The proposed method in this paper uses an auxiliary policy to label data for
supervised training. With only 12 hours of labeled data, [18] showed that a

4
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performant policy is learned using a direct perception approach with convolutional neural networks. This approach is much like a variational autoencoder
that simplifies the perception of the world significantly. This simplifaction of
the input significantly speeds up inference, which enables the system to issue
control commands more frequently. Many other significant contributions in au-
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tonomous vehicle control directly relate to control in ASRS environments, such
as [19, 20, 21].
2.2. Model-based RL
In model-based reinforcement learning, the goal is to learn state-transitions
based on observations from the environment, the predictive model. If the pre-
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dictive model is stable, with low variance and improves monotonically during
training, it is, to some degree, possible to learn model-free agents to act optimally in environments that have never been observed directly.
Perhaps the most sophisticated algorithm for model-based reinforcement
learning is the Model-based policy optimisation (MBPO) algorithm, proposed
by Janner et al. [22] The authors empirically show that MBPO performs significantly better in continuous control tasks compared to previous methods. MBPO
proves to be monotonically improving given that the following bounds hold:
η[π] ≥ η̂[π] − C
where η[π] denotes the returns in the real environment under a policy whereas
η̂[π] denotes the returns in the predicted model under policy π. Furthermore,
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the authors show that as long as they can improve the C, the performance will
increase monotonically [22].
Gregor et al.

proposed a scheme to train expressive generative models

to learn belief-states of complex 3D environments with little prior knowledge.
Their method was effective in predicting multiple steps into the future (over100

shooting) and significantly improve sample efficiency. In the experiments, the
authors illustrated model-free policy training in several environments, including

5

DeepMind Lab. However, the authors found it difficult to use their predictive
model in model-free agents directly. [23]
Neural Differential Information Gain Optimisation (NDIGO) algorithm by
105

Azar et al. is a self-supervised exploration model that learns a world model
representation from noisy data. The primary features of NDIGO are its robustness to noise due to their method to cancel out negative loss and to give
positive learning more value. The authors show in their maze environment that
the model successfully converges towards an optimal world model even when

110

introducing noise. The author claims that the algorithm outperforms previous
state-of-the-art, being the Recurrent World Model from. [24]
The Dreaming Variational Autoencoder (DVAE) is an end-to-end solution
for prediction the probable future state p(ŝt+1 |st , at . The authors showed that
the algorithm successfully predicted next state in non-continuous environments

115

and could with some error predict future states in continuous state-space environments such as the Deep Line Wars environment. In the experiments, the
authors used DQN, PPO, and TRPO using an artificial buffer to feed states to
the algorithms. In all cases, the DVAE algorithm was able to create buffers that
were accurate enough to learn a near-optimal policy. [16]
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The algorithm VMAV-C is a combination of VAE and attention-based value
function (AVF), and mixture density network recurrent neural network (MDNRNN) from [25]. This modification to the original World Models algorithm
improved performance in the Cart Pole environment. They used the on-policy
algorithm PPO to learn the optimal policy from the latent representation of the
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state-space [26].
Deep Planning Network (PlaNet) is a model-based agent that interpret the
pixels of a state to learn a predictive model of an environment. The environment
dynamics are stored into latent-space, where the agent sample actions based on
the learned representation. The proposed algorithm showed significantly better

130

sample efficiency compared to model-free algorithms such as A3C [27].
In Recurrent World Models Facilitate Policy Evolution, a novel architecture
for training RL algorithms using variational autoencoders. This paper showed
6

that agents could successfully learn the environment dynamics and use this
as an exploration technique requiring no interaction with the target domain.
135

The architecture is mainly three components; vision, controller, and model, the
vision model is a variational autoencoder that outputs a latent-space variable of
an observation. The latent-space variable is processed in the model and is fed
into the controller for action decisions. Their algorithms show state-of-the-art
performance in self-supervised generative modelling for reinforcement learning
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agents. [25]
Chua et al.

proposed Probabilistic Ensembles with Trajectory Sampling

(PETS). The algorithm uses an ensemble of bootstrap neural networks to learn
a dynamics model of the environment over future states. The algorithm then
uses this model to predict the best action for future states. The authors show
145

that the algorithm significantly lowers sampling requirements for environments
such as half-cheetah compared to SAC and PPO. [28]
DARLA is an architecture for modelling the environment using β-VAE [29].
The trained model was used to learn the optimal policy of the environment
using algorithms such as DQN [4], A3C, and Episodic Control [30]. DARLA is
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to the best of our knowledge, the first algorithm to introduce learning without
access to the ground-truth environment during training.
For further details on model-based RL, we refer the reader to [31].
2.3. Safe Reinforcement Learning
A majority of established systems in the industry, an expert system already
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acts as the controller for the environment. In real-world environments, the
need for safe and stable learning is critical so that existing routines are not
interrupted.
Similar to the proposed algorithm, [32] assumes a predictive model that
learns the dynamics of the environment. The authors propose that the pol-
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icy should be limited to a safe-zone, called the Region Of Attraction (ROA).
Everything within the bounds of the ROA is considered “safe states” that the
policy can visit, and during training, the ROA gradually expands by carefully
7

exploring unknown states. The algorithm shrinks the ROA to ensure stability
if the feedback indicates movement towards catastrophic states.
165

The proposed algorithm encode the observations as latent embeddings using
a variational autoencoder (VAE) similar to the View model in [25]. In the world
model approach, the authors define three components. The (VAE) view encodes
observations to a compact latent embedding. The model (MDM-RNN)1 is the
predictive model used to learn the (predictive model) world model. Finally,
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the (C) controller is a general framework that enable model-free algorithms to
interact with the world model.
3. Background
The optimization problem is modeled as Markov Decision Processes (MDP).
The MDP consists of the tuple (S, A, R, P, γ) where S is the set of possible states,
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A is the set of possible actions, R : S × A × S → R is the reward function,
P : S × A × S → [0, 1] is the transition probability function (where P (s0 |s, a)

denotes the probability of transitioning to next state s0 given that the agent takes
action a in state s), and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor for future rewards.

A policy, denoted π in deep RL, is a stochastic, parameterized model that
180

maps together (input) observations and (output) actions. to form behavior.
The goal of the reinforcement learning agent is to select actions in a way that
maximizes future rewards [6].
Gt =

T
X

0

γ t −t rt0

(1)

t0 =t

Equation 1 denotes the discounted cumulative future rewards, often referred to
as the discounted return in literature [6]. We assume that if the policy adjust
185

its parameters to find actions towards maximizing the return, the policy will
ultimately converge optimally.
π ∗ = arg max V π (s) ∀s ∈ S
π

1 Mixture

Density Network combined with a Recurrent Neural Networks.

8

(2)

Equation 2 denotes the optimal policy, and is a policy that yields the highest
attainable state-value V π (s) for all states while under the control of the policy
π [4]. The state-value function, denoted
V π (s) = Eπ [Gt |St = s] = Eπ [Rt+1 + γV π (St+1 )|St = s]
190

(3)

quantify how good it is for a agent to be in a certain state. Furthermore, the
state-action function indicates how good it is for the agent to take any possible
action being in state s [4], where
V ∗ (s) = max Q∗ (s, a) ∀s ∈ S
a∈A

(4)

describes the relationship between the state-value and state-action function. As
long as the agent pick actions that maximizes the Q-values, the state-value is
195

also optimal [6]. Therefore,
π ∗ = arg max Q∗ (s) ∀s ∈ S
a∈A

(5)

the optimal policy is found at the point where the agent always makes actions
that maximize the Q-value.
To find the optimal policy in traditional RL, the algorithm learns according to an optimization criterion. This optimization criterion varies with differ200

ent algorithms, but is commonly implemented to minimize time or to maximize
reward. The return maximization criterion is commonly used in Q-Learning,
where

Qπ (st , at ) ← Qπ (st , at ) + α[rt+1 + γ max Qπ (st+1 , a) − Qπ (st , at )]2
a∈A

(6)

backpropagates the Q-estimate of the following state to the former state.
It becomes evident that there is no safety guarantee in the traditional
205

view of reinforcement learning. The primary focus is for the agent to find the
2 The

equation illustrates the Q-Learning algorithm without any extensions and without

deep learning considerations.

9

policy that maximizes some feedback signal, and through dynamic programming, monte-carlo methods, or temporal-difference, find a way to learn by trial
and error. For mission-critical environments, reinforcement learning is insufficient, and therefore, we seek a method to learn good policies while reducing the
210

number of catastrophic states.
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Figure 1: Illustration of a MDP where actions are made according to a policy. The colors are
in the view of the policy where green is safety, red is danger, gray is non-terminal states and
orange is actions in a stochastic environment. On the left, the policy follows traditional RL
optimization where trial and error occurs in order to map recognize bad states. On the right,
the policy has some notion of danger (red area) for actions leading to states with negative
feedback.

Figure 1 illustrates a stochastic MDP in the view of a traditional RL agent
(left) and an agent that is safety-aware (right). The MDP considers statespace S = {s0 . . . s9 } and an action-space A = {a0 . . . a2 } controlled with the
probabilistic policy π(a|s), with the probability of transitioning to the next
215

state P (s0 |s, a) (stochastic transition). The traditional model-free RL agent
must explore to learn a policy that would keep a distance from catastrophic
states. This means that the agent would eventually take action a0 in state s0
and enter state s1 , which leads to a catastrophic outcome. The motivation for

10

Policy-space Π

Constrained policy space Γ

Figure 2: The policy-space (blue) Π and the subset of policies (red) Γ ⊆ Π, where each policy
π ∈ Γ must satisfy the constraints ci ∈ C.

a safer learning system becomes evident, and the idea is to find a method to
220

define good (green) and bad (red) state-space regions before exploration.
3.1. Safe Policy Selection
Risk is a function that indicates the danger of making an action under
the policy π(a|s) [33]. It is founded on the uncertainty associated with future
events and is inevitable since the consequences of actions are unknown at the
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time when an action is made[34]. There are numerous definitions of the term
risk, namely Risk-Sensitive Criterion [35], Worst Case Criterion [36], and Constrained Criterion [37]. A policy that disregards risk evaluation is risk-neutral,
and the learning objective is to maximize the expectation of the return,
max Eπ (G) = max Eπ (
π∈Π

π∈Π

T
X

0

γ t −t rt0 )

(7)

t0 =t

where it becomes apparent that Equation 7 is the same objective as Equation
230

1. This gives motivation for modification of the objective function so that the
policy is risk-aware when maximizing the return.
The Constrained Criterion is an appealing approach as it extends the
standard MDP framework described as the tuple (S, A, R, P, γ, C), where C is
a set of constraints applied to the policy. The goal of the constraint set is to,
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with high probability, eliminate policies such as the unsafe example in Figure
1, similar to the work in [32]3 . The general form of the constrained criterion is
3 Equation

3 leading up to Algorithm 1 use constraints similar to the proposed approach

11

defined,
max Eπ (G) subject to ci ∈ C, ci = {hi R αi }
π∈Π

(8)

where ci is the ith constraint in the set C that must be satisfied by the policy
π. Additionally, hi is a function related to the return G that is an upper or
240

lower bound to the threshold value αi . Consider all constraints satisfied, then
the policy-space is reduced to a subset Γ ⊆ Π, and the policy exists only within
this subset π ∈ Γ. The idea is that the constraints lead to a significantly smaller
policy-space, where it is more likely that a safe solution is found, seen in Figure
2. Following that the algorithm pick policies only from the safe subset Γ, the
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objective function can be written as
max Eπ (G)
π∈Γ

(9)

which is the standard notion of expected return from Equation 1, but with
respect to the safe policy subset Γ.
Constraint Selection is a delicate user-defined process, which largely depends on a specific problem [35]. It is possible to form constraints from any met250

ric originating from the MDP. Our approach attempts to use a general approach
for safe policy updates across various domains. In the proposed algorithm, only
a single constraint is formed using the error (uncertainty) of a predictive model
[38]. The α parameter acts a threshold for how much risk we allow when evaluating a policy. Higher the value, the constraint is more restrictive, and for lower
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values, more permissive [39].
3.2. Safe Exploration
Policies with a constrained criterion do not guarantee safety in the short
term because it is difficult to initially choose parameters within the subset of
safe policies Γ. Therefore, we also consider safer exploration as a means to
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guide the agent towards making safe actions in the short term.
here.
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Risk-directed Exploration uses a notion risk to determine in which direction the agent should explore. We refer the reader to [40] for an in-depth
definition. There are several ways to define risk, such as keeping below a variance
threshold [41], but our approach uses normalized expected return with weighted
265

sum entropy [40, 42].
The risk of taking an action in a particular state is given by,
Risk(s, a) = R(s, a) = wH(s, a) − (1 − w)

E[G]
max |E[G]|

(10)

a∈A

where H is the policy entropy, and the second term describes how good the
action is for the particular state. The weight w ∈ [0 . . . 1] determines the balance
between entropy and return where higher values of w indicates more risk due
270

to less deterministic behavior. The utility function is then updated as follows

U tilityrisk (s, a) = Uri (s, a) = αR(s, a) + (1 − α)π(a|s).

(11)

where α ∈ [0 . . . 1] controls the risk-awareness of the agent. At α = 0, the agent
does not perform risk-directed exploration, but considers safety more as α → 1.
The risk function R(s, a) outputs a vector describing the risk of each action in
the action space. The risk vector is then added to the probabilities, or state275

action values for current state (π(a|s)). The updated utility function Uri (s, a)
ensures that sampling is performed in favor of safe and conservative (less exploratory) actions, depending on the weight parameter w, and risk aversion
parameter α [40].
3.3. Safe predictive model
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In model-based reinforcement learning, the goal is to efficiently learn a predictive model that accurately learns the environment dynamics to predict future
states given the current state and action[27]. During the learning of a predictive
model, explorative agents are frequently used. However, in a real-world environment where catastrophic states exist, it is little room for errors. However, these
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environments are often eligible for the deployment of expert systems. Therefore,

13

it is possible to collect observations, with a sub-optimal agent for a user-specified
amount of time. The collected observations significantly increase the accuracy
of the predictive model, which enables the use of the concept curiosity [43] to
create constraints to increase safety. Curiosity-driven exploration is composed of
290

two rewards, an extrinsic (the environment) and an intrinsic (curiosity) reward
where the agent is encouraged to enter unexplored states. For this work, we
negate this effect and encourage the agent to stay in states where the predictive model has low uncertainty. For each evaluation using the predictive model,
we can calculate the error, which is the difference between the predicted state
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and the actual state (the state observed by the agent). For predicted states
with high error, the model knows little about the consequences of doing the
action, indicating that the action will lead to a catastrophic state. Curiosity
is the mean squared error of the predicted future state features M̂(st+1
ˆ |st , at )
and the ground truth future state M(st+1 |st , at ; P ) where
Cu (M, M̂) =
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1
||M̂(st+1
ˆ |st , at ) − M(st+1 |st , at ; P )||22
2

(12)

defines the curiosity vector. In curiosity-driven exploration, the goal is to pursue
states that maximize curiosity, but for safe exploration, we aim to minimize Cu
for actions with high uncertainty. In our approach, the weighted curiosity vector
is added to the action probability distribution such that
U (s, a) = Uri+Cu (s, a) = Uri + αCu

(13)

where α is the risk-aversion parameter previously defined in Equation 11.
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The updated utility is then compatible with Q-Learning updates using neural
network function approximator with weight θ ad the Q-Network. The network
is trained by sequentially minimizing the loss function Li (θi ) where i denotes
the iteration, such that,


2
Li (θi ) = Es,a∼p(·) (yi − Q(s, a; θi )) ,

(14)

where yi = Es0 ∼E [U + γ maxa0 Q(s0 , a0 ; θi−1 )|s, a] is the target for iteration i and
p(s, a) is the behavior distribution[44]. Finally, the standard differentiated loss,
14

w.r.t to the weights θ is denoted,
∇θi Li (θi ) = Es,a∼p(·);s0 ∼E



U + γ max
Q(s0 , a0 ; θi−1 )
a0


− Q(s, a; θi ) ∇θi Q(s, a; θi ) [44], (15)

where U is the modified reward from Equation 13.
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4. Safe Dreaming
This paper aims to increase the safety of agents that act in environments with
catastrophic state outcomes. The Dreaming Variational Autoencoder (DVAE)
is a model-based reinforcement learning approach for safe and efficient learning. A predictive model learns the dynamics of the environment and acts as
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a safety precaution as the agent learn fully offline from the real environment.
Additionally, the algorithm models the problem as a constrained MDP with a
combination of risk-directed exploration and negated curiosity. The algorithm
performs learning three steps, predictive model learning, RL training, and transition to the real environment, and is described as follows.
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A predictive model learns the transition dynamics of the real environment. To learn these transitions, the model gathers experience through observation of an expert system. An expert system quite regularly in use already;
hence, minimal effort is required to train the predictive model. Also, the expert
system already makes safe decisions because of hand-crafted features but often
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operate at a sub-optimal performance. Therefore, a reinforcement learning algorithm is well suited for decision making in industry-near environments, as it
can improve performance and safety with the learning guidance of a predictive
model.
Training model-free RL algorithms using the learned predictive model
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is safe and efficient in terms of sampling efficiency. Deep Q-Learning from [44]
is well suited because it converge with off-policy data. A combination of the
DVAE algorithm and model-free reinforcement learning ensure that learning

15

Real Environment

Sensor Model

Prediction Model

Expert System

Intelligent Agent

Figure 3: Isolation of the real environment. The general idea of DVAE is to isolate
the agent training to reduce the risk of catastrophic behavior in the real environment. The
predictive model observes the sensors of the real environment and estimates its transition
function. The intelligent agent uses the predictive model to train in an off-line setting, without
the risk of making mistakes in the real world. After training, the algorithm is deployed to the
real environment, with significantly less chance of entering catastrophic states.

is performed safely without the risk of entering catastrophic states or cause
damage to the real-world environment.
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Training duration depends on the problem, and should, therefore, rely on
some mechanic to determine the learning stopping criteria. As the algorithm
learns an optimal policy for the predictive model, it gradually transitions to
make actions in the real environment based on the rate it enters catastrophic
states. At such a time, when the agent interacts directly with the real environ-
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ment, it is possible to enter catastrophic states. The algorithm adds a negated
curiosity bonus to reduce the exploration of state-space regions with high uncertainty. This way, the fully deployed algorithm will behave cautiously when
the movement towards novel states appears, or if the environment is changed
dynamically.
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The training procedure illustrated in Figure 3 works as follows. (1) The
predictive model observes and learns the real environment using a sensor model.
The same sensor model is the interface that the expert system uses for making
actions. (2) The intelligent agent (i.e., a reinforcement learning agent) interact
with the predictive model and improve its policy. (3) At the point where the
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intelligent agent is sufficiently trained, it can replace existing expert systems

16

with comparable performance. (4) If desirable, the intelligent agent can train
further in the real-world environment.
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Figure 4: Prediction of future states. For each time-step, the agent observes a state
from the environment or the predictive model. The agent makes an action that results in a
transition to the next state with the corresponding reward. M denotes the predictive model
where ŝ and r̂ is the predicted state and reward.

The execution graph of DVAE is shown in Figure 4 and works as follows
. The policy π(a|s) predicts the best action a for the observed state s. The first
355

action is sent to the real environment to produce initial state st = s0 . The
initial state st and initial action at is processed by the predictive model M
and outputs predicted future state ŝt+1 and reward r̂t+1 . The reward is used
for policy updates during training and the state is additionally used for further
action prediction. The policy predicts a ŝt+1 and is sent to the predictive model,
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now to predict the two-step predicted state ŝt+2 . The procedure continues until
the algorithm meets the stopping criteria.
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Figure 5: Architecture overview of DVAE. The architecture of the proposed predictive
model. The predictive model M takes action and action a and state s as input to the encoder.
The input to the encoder is transformed to the embedding zt and is stored in the replay-buffer
RB. The t-encoder (temporal-encoder) retrieve Zt ⊆ RB (size determined by hyperparameter) to learn the transition dynamics ht w.r.t time. The ŝ−decoder and r̂ −decoder decodes ht
into a predicted future state and reward, which is fed into the policy for decision making and
training. The dotted lines illustrate the standard reinforcement learning interaction between
agent and environment [45] which the algorithm use after training is done.

A detailed illustration of the DVAE-archticture is shown in Figure
5 illustrates including the encoder, decoder, policy, and environment. Initially,
the interaction is between the predictive model M and the policy π(s|a). The
365

encoder takes a state st and predicted action at as input and outputs the embedding zt . A embedding is a compression of the input and leads to faster
training, and often better performance. Considering that the replay-buffer RB
holds millions of embedding, the memory footprint is significantly reduced. The
replay-buffer generates sequential batches of embeddings that is input to the
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Figure 6: Detailed architecture for DVAE. The algorithm is modular so that compatible
algorithms and schemes is usable depending on the problem.
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t-encoder enct .
The s-encoder is responsible for transforming raw input data into a meaningful and compact feature embedding. DVAE uses a variational autoencoder
primarily for this task, but other methods are also applicable, such as generative adversarial networks (GAN). Depending on the environment and the input
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data, it is possible to visualise the embedding zx ∈ Z by manually altering its
values. In Figure 7, we illustrate this with a (green) agent in an empty gridworld. The embedding layer consists of two neurons where the first and second
neuron learns the vertical and horizontal location, respectively.
The t-encoder learns the time dependency between states, or in MDP
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terms, the transition function T : S ×A → S. The t-encoder model computes the

π
future state embedding zt+1
based on a batch of previous embeddings from the
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Embedding 1

Embedding 2
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Embedding 3
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Figure 7: Learned features of the encoder. The table illustrates a two-parameter embedding of a grid-world environment where the learned embedding refer to the location of the
player. The idea is that the state information, a n × m grid is compressed significantly and
can be retrieved by decoding the embedding.

view Ztπ = {zt−n . . . zt }π . The π denotes the policy which DVAE operates under.
In DVAE, long short-term memory (LSTM) performed best when learning the
future state embedding.
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The control policy π(s|a) is responsible for interaction with the environment and the predictive model (s-encoder and t-encoder). The control is
the primary model for making actions that are safe and progress the learning
in the right direction. In DVAE, we consider Deep Q-Networks (DQN) using
a constrained optimization criterion and for exploration, risk-directed
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exploration and negated curiosity. The negated curiosity act as the constrained criterion for the MDP. The input to the algorithm is a raw-state,
commonly a high-dimensional data structure that is difficult to interpret spatial
information. The benefit of the DVAE architecture is that the t-model finds
an embedding that can represent the state with the order of magnitudes less
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complexity. The DVAE algorithm also enables initial training fully off-line in a
dream version of the real environment.
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Algorithm 1 DVAE with Deep Q-Learning
1:
2:

Initialize policy πθ (st |at )

Initialize predictive model Mψ (ŝ0 , r̂0 |s, aπ )

3:

Initialize encoder enc(zt |st , at )

4:

Initialize replay-buffer RB(Zt |{zt . . . zt+n })

5:

Initialize t-encoder enct (ht |Zt ),
ŝ-decoder decs (ŝt |ht ),
r̂-decoder decr (r̂t |ht )
. Training of the predictive model

6:

while predictive model needs training; episode = 1, E do

7:

Make decisions using predefined expert system policy

8:

Store transition (st , at , rt , st+1 ) in buffer D

9:

Train predictive model Mψ on data batch d ⊆ D using M LE loss
. Training of the Deep Q-Network (or similar RL algorithm)

10:

for episode = 1, E do

11:

Sample initial state s0 from D

12:

Predict action using policy π(a|s; θ)

13:

Predict future state using the predictive model Mψ where,

14:

Encode input state and action to embedding enc(zt |st , at )

15:

Store zt in RB and form sequential subset of n-elements Zt ⊆ RB

16:

Encode sequence of embeddings w.r.t time enct (ht |Zt )

Decode future state and reward encs+r (ŝ0 , r̂0 |ht )

17:

Update policy πθ with pairs of (ŝt , at , r̂t , ŝt+1 )πθ according to Equation

18:

15
Definition of the DVAE algorithm, seen in Algorithm 1 has the following procedure. (Line 1-5) The πθ , predictive model Mψ with corresponding
encoder enc(zt |st , at ), replay-buffer RB(Zt |{zt . . . zt+n }) t-encoder enct (ht |Zt ),
400

ŝ-decoder decs (ŝt |ht ) where each component is a function approximator, is initialized with random weights.
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(Line 6) starts the training procedure of the predictive model for E episodes.
(Line 7-8) A expert system algorithm makes decisions and is recorded into
buffer D. This step is primarily for observation of the environment to learn the
405

sensor model transition dynamics.(Line 9) initiates training of the predictive
model using mini-batch stochastic gradient descent with M LE-loss.
(Line 10) initiates a for loop of E episodes to train the reinforcement learning algorithm using the learned predictive model from the procedure in line 6-9.
Line 11-12 is similar to the standard reinforcement learning loop, but instead
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of making actions in the real environment, the decision is sent to the predictive
model Mψ . (Line 13) the predictive model outputs the estimated future state
from the agent decision with the following steps. (Line 14) encode current
state st and action at into the embedding zt . (Line 15) The embedding is
stored in the replay buffer and is retrieved in batches of n-elements to form
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Zt . (Line 16) encode the sequential batch of embeddings to capture transition
dynamics between states, yielding ht . (Line 17) The decŝ+r̂ decoder outputs
the predicted future state and the corresponding reward. Finally, using the predicted values, the reinforcement learning policy is updated using Equation 15
(Line 18), similar to [44]. The process is repeated separately for the predictive
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model and the reinforcement learning algorithm until reaching an acceptable
convergence threshold.
4.1. Exploration and policy update constraints
There are significant improvements to the exploration and policy update
for finding safe policies in DVAE. During sampling, the policy uses risk-directed
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exploration bonus [40]. This is added to the probability distribution over actions
before sampling is performed, as described in Section 3. The policy updates
are constrained to a set of criterion defined as follows. During the learning of
the predictive model, feedback is received from the real-world environment. All
actions are bound to some feedback even though only 1 of these are received
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depending on which action the agent performed. In our model, we assume that
all actions that were not chosen by the agent are considered unsafe. This way,
23

the algorithm gradually maps the unsafe policy space, as illustrated in Figure 1.
It is important to note that this mapping does not influence the choices of the
agent when learning the predictive model. When the agent revisits a state, it is
435

possible that the agent selects another action, and this will label the state safe.
Depending on how much the expert system behaviour is observered, the better
understanding the predictive model gets, as well as the state-risk mapping of
the state-space.
4.2. Analysis of convergence guarantees
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The Dreaming Variational Autoencoder combines several approaches that in
previous work has shown to have convergence properties. The algorithm model
the problem as an MDP, which is proven to have convergence properties in
several works [46, 47, 48, 49]. The markov property is especially interesting and
the proof is detailed well in [50]. The DVAE algorithm use constrained MDP,
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and is proved to have convergence properties for the discounted case used in
this work [51].
Tabular Q-Learning is known to converge as time goes towards T , but deep
learning variants, specifically neural network estimated Deep Q-Networks has
primarily empirical success. There are efforts such as [52] that proves theoretical
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convergence for simplified DQN, but nevertheless, no proof for the general case.
In regards to using neural network estimators for the predictive model, the
proposed approach is based primarily on empirical observations. DVAE use
similar approach to [38, 25, 27] where the predictive model encoder construct a
variational bound on the data log-likelihood:
4

lnMd (s1 : T ) = ln

Z Y
T

M (st |st−d )M (st |sot )ds1:T
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(16)
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where so denote unprocessed states. We refer the reader to [27] for the derivation. The curiosity bonus used in the proposed algorithm is shown to work well
empirically, but there is to the best of our knowledge, no proof of convergence.
Through trial and error, the proposed algorithm is found to converge emprically,
but theoretical convergence remain future work.
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5. The ASRS Lab
Safety during learning in RL has been a less prevalent priority in recent
years compared to improve the performance of existing non-safe algorithms. We
argue that this may be due to the high cost of physical systems to experiment
on and that the RL research community primarily use games as a benchmark
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tool which naturally encourage to maximise the agent performance by trial and
error. In this section, we propose the Automated Storage and Retrieval System
Lab (ASRS-Lab), a flexible and industry-near environment for reinforcement
learning research. The ASRS-Lab environment focuses on how RL algorithms
can learn good policies with minimal negative feedback and enable auxiliary
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policies to create a predictive model that can be used for safe off-line training
of reinforcement learning algorithms.
5.1. Motivation
It is well known that the training of algorithms in real-world environments
is complicated for several quintessential reasons which causes non-deterministic
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side-effects. First, in real-world environments, there is no option to accelerate
the sampling speed to increase training speed since the training speed depends
on real-world time. Second, reinforcement learning is built on trial and error,
which is not applicable for many mission-critical systems as an error can have
catastrophic consequences . Third, in real-world environments, there are ad-
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ditional uncertainty factors that can alter the state-space. Most RL algorithms
can adapt sufficiently to slight changes, but with the risk of policy collapse for
drastic changes. Fourth, a system which in simulation is deterministic will because of the side-effects mentioned above, in a real-world environment become
25

stochastic. All of these factors cause challenges to guarantee safety during
485

training in real-world environments.
5.2. Implementation
With safe reinforcement learning in mind, the ASRS-Lab is implemented
with flexible options for state, action, and reward-representations. There are
many categories of ASRS systems in the real-world, and to build an environ-
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ment flexible enough to accommodate all requirements for all systems was unfeasible. However, the ASRS-Lab could successfully reconstruct shuttle-based,
aisle-based and grid-based warehouses. For this paper, we consider the gridbased architecture.
Figure 8 illustrates the observable state-space from a two-dimensional point
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of view. In a simple cube-based ASRS system, the environment consists of
(B) passive and (C) active delivery-points, (D) pickup-points, and (F) taxis.
The goal of the environment is to find a positive terminal state using minimal
time with a limited set of actions. One episode of the environment is defined
as follows. The (taxi) agent starts at an arbitrary position on the plane. At
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the same time, the agent receives a retrieve order from the ASRS scheduling
system. This order describes a target location for goods to be retrieved. The
agent must now reach the target location in minimal time using its controls.
Considering that there are many other agents on the plane, the control task is
challenging to learn because each action has a significant risk of collision with
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other agents, as well as the outer bounds of the grid system. When an agent
enters a target position, it is rewarded and is assigned a delivery task from
the scheduling system. The agent must now move to the designated location
described by the delivery task. When the agent reaches its destination, a large
reward is given.
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A taxi can move using a discrete or a continuous controller. In the
discrete mode, the agent can increase and decrease thrust, and move in either
direction, including the diagonals. For the continuous mode, all of these actions
are floating-point numbers between (off) 0 and (on) 1, giving a significantly
26

Figure 8: Visual observation of the ASRS-Lab environment using cube-based ASRS configuration.
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harder action-space to learn. The simulator also features continuous mode for
515

the state-space, where actions are performed asynchronously to the game loop.
The environment supports custom modules for mechanisms such as the scheduling system, agent controllers and fitness scoring.
5.3. Benefits
A notable benefit of the ASRS-Lab is that it can accurately model real-world
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warehouse environments at high speed. The ASRS-Lab environment runs an
order of magnitudes faster on a single high-end processing unit compared to
real-world systems. The performance is measured by comparing the number of
actions a taxi performs in the real environment versus the virtual environment.
The environment can be distributed on many processing units to increase the
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performance further. In our benchmarks, the simulator was able to collect 1
million samples per second during the training of deep learning models using
high-performance computing (HPC).
6. Results
In state-of-the-art model-free reinforcement learning algorithms, it is com-
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mon to perform a (random) gaussian-based exploration method to map the
return to states. These algorithms are excellent at finding an average point
on the optimization plane that generalizes well across multiple domains. The
issue, however, is that there are no guarantees that the learned policy avoids
catastrophic states. In this section, we show that DVAE is capable of learning
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an accurate predictive model for model-free algorithms and learn good policies
while behaving safely during exploration. We apply the proposed constrained
criterion to the policy updates and use risk-directed exploration to enforce safer
actions as described in Section 3. DVAE is integrated with Deep Q-Network
(DQN) [53] and compared against DQN (Rainbow) and Proximal Policy Op-
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timization (PPO). The algorithm is tested across various environments, including Atari 2600 [54], Deep RTS [55], Deep Line Wars [56], and the industry-near
environment, ASRS-Lab [31].
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6.1. Predictive Model
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(b) Decoder output after training. The de-

(a) Average predictive model M loss.

coder output of the predictive model after 5 hours
of training without speed acceleration.

Figure 9

The prediction model’s objective is to learn environment dynamics and fea545

tures so that it can accurately mimic the environment behavior. Figure 9a
illustrates the average loss for all tested environments. The trend is for the
loss to start high, and quickly reduce to only minor weight adjustments during
training. These minor weight adjustments play a significant role in learning
accurate embeddings, as illustrated by Figure 9b
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A way to measure the accuracy of the predictive model is to investigate
the cumulative prediction error. Figure 10 illustrates this cumulative prediction
error for all tested environments. The experiments show that the prediction
error tends towards exponential growth when the predictive model makes predictions for longer time horizons. As seen in Table 1, the predictive model has
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an error of 284 (the decoded state is 284 × 284) for the Deep RTS environment
at predictions done for 100 timesteps in the future. This means that every
pixel in the predicted state is incorrect, and hence, difficult to use for training
model-free algorithms.
It is sensible to limit the prediction horizon for environments that
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are too advanced or difficult to extract the dynamics from . The downside of
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Figure 10: Cumulative Prediction Error The y-axis shows the pixel error where each
whole number represent a 2-dimensional error. For example, an error of 32 means that 32 ×
32 pixels has incorrect values. The x-axis is how many predictions in the future is made
without interaction with the real environment (how many states in the future has the algorithm
“dreamed”).
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Table 1: Exponential cumulative prediction error. Depending on the environment, the
cumulative prediction error increase exponentially for all environments. The table shows that
the exponential growth are consistently less extreme for simple environments. The numbers
in the header presents the state n-th in the future.

Environment

10

25

50

75

100

ASRS-Lab-11x11

0.34

2.08

7.47

14.91

25.10

ASRS-Lab-21x21

0.36

1.91

7.53

16.62

28.75

ASRS-Lab-41x41

0.43

2.98

10.50

25.06

43.02

Acrobot-v1

0.42

2.04

9.15

19.56

34.86

BeamRider-ramNoFrameskip-v4

1.77

9.33

33.99

75.94

135.49

Breakout-ramNoFrameskip-v4

1.52

7.20

28.84

67.37

110.48

CartPole-v0

0.31

1.52

6.13

13.62

22.58

CartPole-v1

0.35

1.50

6.66

14.53

26.01

DeepLineWars

0.54

3.81

13.73

29.41

50.58

DeepRTS-1v1

2.72

16.29

65.98

143.02

255.99

DeepRTS-GoldCollect

0.69

4.55

19.75

46.17

78.00

MountainCar-v0

0.65

3.66

15.31

30.73

49.95

Qbert-ramNoFrameskip-v4

0.77

4.20

18.23

38.69

63.38

SpaceInvaders-ramNoFrameskip-v4

1.04

4.98

21.96

53.11

89.28
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limiting the prediction horizon is that the algorithm is not able to train fully
offline. However, the algorithm reduces the volume of real training data needed
to converge model-free approaches by magnitudes successfully.
The predictive model successfully learns several environments suffi565

ciently, including ASRS-Lab-21x21, CartPole and Deep Line Wars. It is likely
that tuning the α, w, and learning-rate would improve accuracy for other environments, but parameters remain problem specific, and must be carefully
tuned.
6.2. Agent Failure Rate
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The failure rate is measured by counting the number of negative rewards
the agent receives during an episode while training. The environment has a
negative reward for catastrophic states and positive on the contrary. Recall that
the algorithm should interpret the MDP with constraints and label catastrophic
states accordingly, see Figure 1.
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Figure 11 illustrates the failure-rate for DVAE with three hyperparameter configurations, α = 0.99, w = 0.01, α = 0.7, w = 0.3, α = 0.5, w = 0.5.
Recall that higher α and lower w values accounts for safe-aware behavior. Safer
configuration of DVAE is clearly impacts the rate of which the algorithm makes
mistakes.
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The algorithm do not always learn good policies, such as in the
DeepRTS environment. The reason is perhaps that the reward function does not
represent the goal, and further investigations discovered that this is the case for
DeepRTS. For the DeepRTSGold environment DVAEoutperformed PPO and
DQN significantly
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DVAE increases safety significantly for the majority of environments
tested in this paper. The results from Figure 11 shows a consistent decrease
in failures when increasing the safety-awareness sensitivity using the α and w
hyperparameter. Benefits of increasing the safety-awareness is increased action
safety, but at the cost of slower convergence or local minima problems.
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Figure 11: Agent failure rate. We evaluate the rate of which an agent fails during trials
across various environments where the x-axis illustrates the episode number, and the y-axis
the rate in percentage. Each environment is averaged over 100 trials for 1000 episodes4 . We
compare three safety configurations of DVAE against DQN [44] and PPO [57]
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Figure 12: Behavioral agent performance. DVAE shows good performance when accumulating reward (y-axis) during training for 1 million timesteps (x-axis). The experiment
was averaged across 100 runs and due to execution time, limited to only a subset of the
environments
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6.3. Agent performance
DVAE has comparable performance to DQN and PPO in terms of accumulating reward during training. Figure 12 shows the performance after the
DVAE algorithm is pretrained on the predictive model. We perform these tests
on DeepLineWars, DeepRTSGold, Acrobot, CartPole and ARS-Lab-41x41. The
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figure clearly shows that DVAEsuccessfully trains the algorithm to a sufficient
behavior level, and are able to improve further when training on the real environment.
DVAE is not always stable when training in complex envrionments, as
seen in the DeepLineWars plot. Out of 100 trials, the DVAEconfiguration using
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α = 0.7 and α = 0.5 diverged, and hence, was stopped before reaching 1 million
timesteps.
The pretraining was done using a horizon of 40 frames for 2 million
timesteps. In practice, this only results in 50000 timesteps in the real environment, resulting in magnitudes lower risk of failures.
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Sensitivity to hyperparamters are, however a significant issue that limits the algorithm from functioning well throughout all tests, without extensive
tuning.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
The Dreaming Variational Autoencoder increases safety

610

during

training of reinforcement learning agents. Section 6 shows that,
1. Agents has signifcantly lower failure-rate when pretraining using the predictive model
2. Has similar performance, in terms of accumulative reward, to state-of-theart algorithms, including DQN and PPO.
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3. Can predict longer time-horizons with usable training quality, However,
the prediction error grows exponentially.
Despite that DVAE is less stable than model-free approaches and is, which is
the biggest challenge of using a dream model for safety critical tasks, the sample
efficiency is significantly improved. As is common in many other models, the
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proposed algorithm requires significant hyperparamter tuning to function well,
and it is could be difficult to find general parameters that work across many
environments. However, we found that α = 0.99, w = 0.01, α = 0.7, w = 0.3,
and α = 0.5, w = 0.5 to perform best during the experiments.
The most considerable achievement is that DVAE improves sample ef-
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ficiency significantly when using the predictive model when pretraining the
agent. The algorithm can predict future-state sequences of up to 100 frames
with a accuracy sufficient for pretraining. This reduces the need for interacting with the real environment, and hence defeat the potential risk of entering
catastrophic states.
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Continued research of this work is dedicated to better combine proximal
policy optimization with the presented methods for safe reinforcement learning.
In the DVAE t-model, we would like to investigate if temporal convolutional
networks [58] could further improve the performance of learning the predictive
35

model. Also, we hope to experiment with the recent vector quantized variational
635

autoencoder [59] for more accurate latent space (embedding) encoding. While
this paper contributes new findings in safe reinforcement learning, it is still room
for improvements, in which we hope to contribute more in the future.
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Abstract. Predicting and mitigating demand peaks in electrical networks has become a prevalent research topic. Demand peaks pose a particular challenge to energy companies because these are diﬃcult to foresee
and require the net to support abnormally high consumption levels. In
smart energy grids, time-diﬀerentiated pricing policies that increase the
energy cost for the consumers during peak periods, and load balancing
are examples of simple techniques for peak regulation. In this paper, we
tackle the task of predicting power peaks prior to their actual occurrence
in the context of a pilot Norwegian smart grid network.
While most legacy studies formulate the problem as time-series-based
estimation problem, we take a radically diﬀerent approach and map it
to a classical pattern recognition problem using a simple but subtle formulations. Among the key ﬁndings of this study is the ability of the
algorithms to accurately detect 80% of energy consumption peaks up to
one week ahead of time. Further, diﬀerent classiﬁcation methods have
been rigorously tested and applied on real-life data from a Norwegian
smart grid pilot project.
Keywords: Peak Prediction, Energy Consumption, Classiﬁcation.

1

Introduction

Changes in the consumers electrical power consumption inﬂuences demand peaks,
which are diﬃcult to predict due to their seemingly random occurrence. This is because consumption peaks are consequences of aggregated and collective behaviour
of several customers, and are inﬂuenced by many external factors. A simple example of typical consumer’s behavioral inﬂuence is when people turn on their heater
when the weather is cold. When multiple consumers do this at the same time it,
which is natural since a drop in temperature aﬀects them all, the aggregated behavior causes a peak in the overall electrical consumption. However, since there
are many factors other than temperature that inﬂuences a user electrical consumption, it is far from trivial to foresee what the consumption will be and in turn predict high loads.
Both consumption peaks and peak supplies cause challenges for electrical service providers because they need to design their grid for the maximum potential
L. Iliadis et al. (Eds.): AIAI 2014, IFIP AICT 436, pp. 265–275, 2014.
c IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 2014
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load. This is crucial since energy scarcity has severe consequences such as power
outages. An alternative approach to over dimensioning electrical grids for the
absolute maximum potential consumption peaks is evening out the peaks with
peak controlling methods. The diﬃculty lies in that to control consumption,
smart grid systems need know peaks prior to their occurrence, and there is no
existing method that can accurately do so. There is however no doubt that the
existence of such a method would help power companies, such as Agder Energy,
to design intelligent strategies for reducing the overall consumption. The overall
impact of successful peak prediction is enabling for electrical grids with less load
and in turn collectively less energy usage.
This paper addresses predicting electrical power consumption peaks in small
communities where there are no external data available, such as weather predictions or detailed customer data. This contributes to a crucial part of larger smart
grid energy system which performs load balancing and avoids energy over-supply
to keep grid voltage at an acceptable level. The peak prediction algorithms are
meant to be used in a smart grid installation to: (1) Automatically turn oﬀ
smart electrical appliances. (2) Automatically ask consumer power cells to be
turned on. (3) Carry out local level load balancing. Hence, a potential peak at
one customer household will avoid contributing to an overall demand peak in
the system. This is a realistic scenario and such algorithms are planned to be
part of Smart Village neighbourhood in Arendal, Norway.
This is particularly diﬃcult as peaks are inﬂuenced by complex behaviour
and typically occur in abnormal situations. Further, since this is planned to
be installed in a new Smart Village neighbourhood, there is no external data
available. We do not have access to other data such customer behavior, and
since this is a small relatively secluded area weather reports is expected to have
an equal impact on all customers and is therefore not particularly valuable1 . The
latter is diﬀerent most approaches in the literature [1].
Our main contributions in this paper are: In contrast to most other approaches, mapping peak detection into a two-labelled classiﬁcation problem using
statistical terms. We further test it out with data from a real Norwegian pilot
smart grid project, and are able to get results in line with state-of-the-art with
relatively simple classiﬁcation algorithms.
This paper is organised as following. Section 2 formally deﬁnes the problem
to be solved as a two-labelled classiﬁcation problem. Section 3 continues with
the most relevant development in the area from two research areas: peak prediction/detection and rare item classiﬁcation. The data used in these experiments
are described in section 4 and the methods used for peak predictions are described in section 5. Section 6 continues with the results and ﬁndings from these
methods. Finally, conclusion and future work is outlined in section 7.

1

The authors acknowledge that a change in temperature will inﬂuence electricity
usage and in turn yield peaks. However, if there is an over all energy usage increase
for all customers, techniques such as local load balancing will have limited value.

Pattern Recognition for Peak Prediction
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Problem Setting

The goal of this research is to predict load peaks prior to their occurrence.
Formally, given a time sequence t let p(ti , n) be a statistical function asserting
whether ti is a peak where ti ∈ t and n tells the extremity of the peak as
following:
⎧
peak if ti > μ + n ∗ σ
⎪
⎨
(1)
p(ti , n) = not peak otherwise
⎪
⎩

where μ and σ are the arithmetic average and standard deviation of t, and n is a
number deﬁned as the extremity of the peak. Thus, a value is deﬁned as a peak
if it has a value more than n times the standard deviation above the mean value.
Is it possible to predict the output from p(ti , n) using only part of the sequence
occurring prior to ti (t<i ∈ t)? Hence, the peak detection problem is deducted
to a standard two-labelled classiﬁcation problem. This is less trivial than most
two-labelled classiﬁcation problems because the peaks are rare and “abnormal”.
Rare abnormalities are particularly hard to predict.
In layman’s terms: Is it possible to predict future load peaks using only past
data on electrical consumptions?2

3

State-of-the-Art

This section presents the most relevant research in the area of peak prediction.
Section 3.1 presents the research on prediction electrical loads, and section 3.2
presents research on classiﬁcations when there is a skewed division of labelled
data — i.e. classiﬁcation when the positive labels are so few that it has a significant negative impact on the classiﬁcation results.
3.1

Electrical Consumption Prediction

Many methods for load forecasting is available in the literature [1, 3–5]. Common
for many of these is a reliance on some sort of third-party data for predictions
and/or try to predict the actual power load. There are obvious similarities between peak prediction and load forecasting, but the objective is notably diﬀerent.
A common approach is to use linear regression models in combination with
other factors such as heat data. This is shown very useful to predict short-term
peak loads [6, 7] and annual loads[8]. This research uses various functional linear
regression models and support vector regression for the actual prediction, and
clusters the data and assign one regression model per cluster.
Another common approach of load forecasting is to ﬁnd a similar day based
on the available data, such as weather reports, and assume that similar days
2

Note that is very diﬀerent from the seemingly similar peak detection (positive outlier
detection). For outlier detection it is possible calculate whether ti is an outlier using
ti itself.[2]
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have similar loads. Most relevant for this work is hierarchical two-step classiﬁers
used for short-term load forecasting [9] which ﬁrst predicts the “type of day”
then an hourly forecast.
Some work exists without reliance on third party data with the assumption
that the data has some internal structure than can be learnt.3 Perhaps most
well known is the use of evolutionary algorithms and fuzzy logic approach to
predict hourly peaks from one to seven days ahead [10],wavelet transformation
techniques to accurately forecast power consumptions about 4 hours ahead of
time [11] and short-term predictions using exponential smoothing methods[12].
Further, other machine learning techniques been attempted such as non-linear
curve-ﬁtting [13, 14] and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [15, 16]. .
3.2

Rare Item Classification

Rare item classiﬁcation is a ﬁeld within pattern recognition where the majority
of the data is impertinent, typically the normal situation, and consequently the
interesting data appears much rarer. Often times even the labels to be classiﬁed
are not known in advance. Further, there is an imbalance in the data available
for training (a priori). Exhaustive labelling is commonly required to build up
a proper training database. Both labelling and corresponding classiﬁcation is
inevitably costly. Much research exists on this, but, to the best of our knowledge,
none of these directly address the peak prediction problem.
An eﬀective technique when working with rare item classiﬁcation is combination methods, such as hierarchical classiﬁers with more than one classiﬁcation
technique [17, 18]. Generally this means organising local classiﬁers in an hierarchical structure and deﬁning rules giving a global consensus. Based on techniques
such as majority voting, the classiﬁers yields signiﬁcantly better results for rare
item classiﬁcation than comparable algorithms, even with a ﬂat structure [19].
Others use clever re-sampling, such as random under- and oversampling [17].

4

Data with Electrical Consumption Peaks

The data used in this project is from a summer cabin area in Hvaler, Norway for
six weeks in mid 2012 [20]. In total there are more than 7900 installations with
varying degree of activity — making the data very vacillated. From each installation, accumulated hourly energy consumptions (kWh) was collected throughout
the six weeks.
An examples of electrical consumption for one installation is presented in
Figure 1(b). This shows averaged values of 7 days — displaying some clear
trends: A rise and fall of the consumption with its highest around Norwegian
dinner time and lowest at night, repeated nightly.
Figure 1(a) shows an example of consumption with peaks for a speciﬁc 24
hour period. The threshold level, n, for the peak data in Figure 1(a) is set to 2
3

This is the same assumption we have in this paper.
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05-03 04:00 - 05:00

05-03 01:00 - 02:00

05-02 22:00 - 23:00

1,5

(b) Consumption averaged per 7 days

Fig. 1. Consumption patterns and peaks

yielding two peaks: around 05-03 22:00 and 05-04 16:00. Overall, by varying n
in the equation 1, the percentage of peaks varies from 15% for n = 1 down to
0.8% for n = 3.

5

Approach

This sections presents approaches for to predict p(ti , n). The ﬁrst approach is a
straightforward solution introduced for comparison purposes. This is continued
with standard classiﬁcation techniques inspired by similar work on load forecasting [6, 15, 16, 21]. Lastly, we present hierarchical classiﬁcation solutions inspired
by techniques in the literature on rate item classiﬁcation[17–19]. All classiﬁers
aim at predicting p (t<i , n) as close to p(ti , n) as possible.
Majority voting(cm ):Firstly, a simple majority voting classiﬁer was implemented that counts the number of peaks in the training data and checks is
there are more peaks the previous day than could be expected based on simple
statistics.
Consistent Peaks.(cc ):Secondly, another classiﬁer was implemented that always predict the peak equal to the previous peak value as following:
cc (t<i , d, n) = p (t<i , n) = p(ti−d , n).

(2)

where ti is the data to predict and d is how many hours in advance ti is.
SVM(cl ,cp ):The purpose of the SVM is to create a function, linear(cl ) or
polynomial(cp ), that separates data that results in peaks from the data that does
not. Upon predicting p(ti , n) the vector space consists of a deﬁned number of
points prior to ti ∈ t, namely t<i . Each individual point in t<i is then a separate
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dimension. Two variants of SVM are implemented; The linear SVM approach is
deﬁned as cl (t<i , d, n), while the polynomial is deﬁned as cp (t<i , d, n),
GMM(cg ):GMM is a classiﬁer known for handling outliers well [22]. It has, to
the best of our knowledge, not been used for load or peak prediction previously.
It has however been used for many other classiﬁcation applications with success,
and is specially suited for rare item classiﬁcation. Similar, to the SVM classiﬁers,
when classiﬁcation of ti with GMM we populate the vector space with points
prior to ti (t<i ). This classiﬁer is deﬁned as cg (t<i , n).
Two variants of hierarchical classiﬁers are presented: Hierarchical and Hierarchical with Consistent Peaks. They both use a ﬂat approach similar to variants
in the literature [19] — namely straightforward combinations of the other classiﬁers.
Hierarchical (ch1 ): The hierarchical classiﬁer is simply a combination of the
linear SVM and GMM similar to the common practice in the literature as
following:[23, 24].4
ch1 (t<i , d, n) = cl (t<i d, , n) | cg (t<i d, n)

(3)

Hierarchical with Consistent Peaks (ch2 ): An additional classiﬁer was created utilizing the data from the consistent peaks (see equation 2). This extends
equation 3 as following.
ch2 (t<i , d, n) = cl (t<i , d, n) | cg (t<i , d, n) | cc (t<i , d, n)

6

(4)

Experiments

This section presents empirical results from running the predictive algorithms
introduced in section 5. In line with common practice in the ﬁeld [10], we present
predictions starting from one hour into the future and up to 7 days (168 hours).
Section 6.1 presents a comparative experiments when n set to 1 — predicting
moderate peaks. Additionally, section 6.2 shows the behaviour when varying n
— making the peaks to detect more extreme — inﬂuences the algorithms.
All results presented in this chapter use a vector size of 24.5
Further, several metrics exists to evaluate information retrieval approaches.
This paper promotes classiﬁcation methods that favour false positives over false
negatives. This is because a false positive, predicting a peak that is not present,
has signiﬁcantly less consequences than not predicting peaks which are present.
Thus, high recall is much more sought after than high precision.
4
5

Note that the decision rule is simpler than most other setups.
Several experiments were carried out with various vector sizes concluding with a
vector size of 24 units. These results are not crucial to the understanding of the
approach and therefore omitted.
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Predicting Small Consumption Peaks

1.2

1.2

This section presents peak predictions with n in equation in p(ti , n) (equation
1) set to 1. This is the most straightforward approach where peaks are deﬁned
as simple values larger than the standard deviation.
Figure 2(a) and 2(b) show the recall and precision of the applied algorithms.
These ﬁgures all show predictions 1 to 168 (7 days) into the future with n set to
1. This means that each time instance in the data, the algorithms try to predict
from 1 to 168 hours ahead of time and the average is shown in the graph.
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Fig. 2. Recall and precision for predicting 1 to 168 hours into the future with n set
to 1

All pattern recognition algorithms, SVM, GMM and Hierarchical has a decrease in recall as the t increases. This means that, in line with intuition, the
diﬃculty increases the further into the future the algorithm try to predict peaks.
However, when t reaches 24 the quality of the measure increases. Hence, it is
easier to predict 24 hours into the future than it is to predict other values.
This suggests that people behave similarly in 24 hour cyclic intervals (cook dinner, eat, sleep at roughly the same intervals). This is supported by “Consistent
peaks”-classiﬁer is surprisingly accurate.
The ﬁgure shows that the hierarchical classiﬁers have an excellent recall (Figure 2(a)). Thus, these algorithms are able to detect about 80% of the peaks in
the data. Further, the recall decreases as t increases for all algorithms. Hence,
prediction becomes more diﬃcult the further into the future the algorithms aim
at predict. This is however less true for hierarchical classiﬁers and GMM than
for comparative algorithms.
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(b) n set to 3 yielding 7 614 peaks

Fig. 3. Recall predicting 1 to 168 hours into the future varying n

On the other hand, the hierarchical classiﬁers have a low precision (Figure
2(b)). The algorithms have many false positives (close to 80%). We can say
that an hierarchical classiﬁer is able to predict 80% of the peaks, and whenever
it predicts a peak it is a 20% chance that it is an actual peak. Keep in mind
that the objective of the algorithms is to favor false positives compared to false
negatives false negatives having less impact in electrical power grids.
6.2

Predicting Larger Consumption Peaks

This section presents results upon varying n in p(ti , n) (equation 1). By increasing n the peaks become more extreme and (presumably) more diﬃcult to
predict.
Figure 3(a) and 3(b) show recall over time when n is set to 2 and 3. This is
same setup as shown in ﬁgure 2(a) with n set to 1, but the behaviour is notably
diﬀerent. First and foremost, all classiﬁers have a decreased recall. Most notably,
the SVM classiﬁers drop fast to a recall close to 0. In this scenario, SVM is only
able to predict close to 24 hours into the future, and not very well. Consequently,
the hierarchical classiﬁers are only slightly better than GMM — which means
than SVM does not contribute much in an increased recall in the hierarchical
classiﬁers.
The trend in Figure 2(a) (n=1) and 3(a) (n=2) is continued in ﬁgure 3(b)
(n=3), but is more extreme. The SVM classiﬁers more quickly drops to 0 and
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the diﬀerence between the hierarchical and GMM classiﬁers are much less. Still,
the best algorithms are able to reach a recall more than 70%. 6
Another trend which is more visible is that the results are more chaotic which
may be caused by only some of these extreme peaks are predictable, while others are not. With peaks as n increase this becomes more apparent in the data
rendering more challenging results.
A conclusion to be drawn from this is that an increase in the extremities of the
peaks makes the classiﬁcation more diﬃcult. However, GMM and corresponding
hierarchical classiﬁers are still able to detect more than 70% of the peaks. All
other classiﬁers fall short with a recall close to 0.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper deals with predicting electrical consumption peaks as input to load
balancing and/or smart pricing strategies. This is done in a completely new way
by mapping the prediction activities into a two-labelled classiﬁcation problem.
Further, in contrast to most existing approaches, the features are based solely on
previous consumptions, avoiding reliance on third party data for the predictions.
Several classiﬁcation algorithms are implemented and successfully applied on
real-life data from a Norwegian smart-grid pilot project. The most promising
results are produced by a simple hierarchical classiﬁer combining linear support
vector machines, Gaussian mixture models and deterministic assumption of consistent peaks. This solution is able to detect 80% of consumption peaks up to one
week ahead of time. This promising result shows the usefulness of our approach.
This paper is part of an ongoing research project aiming at a developing smart
energy housing technology with peak prediction as an essential component. We
plan to carry out the following research: Comparison with additional classiﬁers,
such as graph based classiﬁcation approaches and more advanced hierarchical
classiﬁers. We also plan to include weather information data as commonly done
in the literature in order to improve the prediction results. Most importantly,
this work is planned to be used in the scheduled Smart Village Skarpnes with
40 passive houses.
Acknowledgements. This project is partially funded by Agder Regional Research Fund with the project “Grid Operation and Distributed Energy Storage:
Potential for improved grid-operation eﬃciency” and the Norwegian Research
Council funded project “Electricity Usage in Smart Village Skarpnes”. These
projects are carried out together with University of Agder, Teknova, Agder Energi Nett and Eltek. Data is collected through the external DeVID project.7

6

7

The trend continues when increasing n even further. This is deliberately left out of
the paper since this does not contribute to further insight of the algorithms.
http://www.sintef.no/Projectweb/DeVID/Prosjektpartnere/
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Industrial cooling systems consume large quantities of energy with highly variable power demand. To
reduce environmental impact and overall energy consumption, and to stabilize the power requirements,
it is recommended to recover surplus heat, store energy, and integrate renewable energy production. To
control these operations continuously in a complex energy system, an intelligent energy management
system can be employed using operational data and machine learning. In this work, we have developed
an artiﬁcial neural network based technique for modelling operational CO2 refrigerant based industrial
cooling systems for embedding in an overall energy management system. The operating temperature and
pressure measurements, as well as the operating frequency of compressors, are used in developing
operational model of the cooling system, which outputs electrical consumption and refrigerant mass
ﬂow without the need for additional physical measurements. The presented model is superior to a
generalized theoretical model, as it learns from data that includes individual compressor type characteristics. The results show that the presented approach is relatively precise with a Mean Average Percentage Error (MAPE) as low as 5%, using low resolution and asynchronous data from a case study
system. The developed model is also tested in a laboratory setting, where MAPE is shown to be as low as
1.8%.
© 2020 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction
The building and construction sector, including energy intensive
food distribution warehouses, is responsible for almost 40% of total
emissions related to energy and process (IEA, 2019a). Within the
built environment, cooling demand is continually increasing as the
weather grows warmer and a larger part of the worlds population
and industrial enterprises gain access to air conditioning equipment and cooled building space (IEA, 2019b). The environmental
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impact of this trend can mainly be alleviated through a two-fold
focus on energy efﬁcient operation (Li et al., 2020; Zhu et al.,
2019) and use of increasingly viable environmentally friendly refrigerants, such as carbon dioxide (CO2), in the Cooling Systems (CS)
(Mohammadi and McGowan, 2019; Sarkar et al., 2004; Neksa,
2002; Neksa et al., 1998).
Typically, in warehouses and distribution centers, comprehensive CSs are responsible for a big portion of the building’s energy
use. CS performance will also be affected by changes in the operational environment, including weather conditions, logistical operations, and workforce behavior (Chua et al., 2010; Sarkar et al.,
2004). These effects are enhanced when dealing with environmentally friendly refrigerants, such as CO2, that recently have seen
an increase in utility due to environmental concerns (Schmidt et al.,
2019). A cost efﬁcient way to reduce environmental impact in the
existing CSs is through energy efﬁcient operation. This can be
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achieved in several ways, depending on the existing energy system
design, such as optimized interaction with a Thermal Energy Stor
age (TES) (Sirokỳ
et al., 2011), surplus heat recovery (Chua et al.,
2010) and optimized time-of-use with simultaneous access to
local renewable energy resources (Wu and Wang, 2018; Kow et al.,
2018). Implementing an Intelligent Energy Management System
(IEMS) allows the building operator to automate the process of
continuously choosing actions with the highest cost-reduction or
energy-savings potential (T et al., 2018; Venayagamoorthy et al.,
2016; Wen et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2011). The
IEMS takes advantage of the shift from Human-to-Machine to
Machine-to-Machine communication, with access to large quantities of data through Internet/Intelligence of Things (IoT) components, and can incorporate the latest developments within Artiﬁcial
Intelligence (AI) for prediction and control purposes (Hakimi and
Hasankhani, 2020; Wu and Wang, 2018; Manic et al., 2016). The
IEMS can handle various tasks, such as optimized utilization of
energy storage options to reduce overall CS energy consumption

(Sirokỳ
et al., 2011). TES systems can be used to enhance the CS
performance by exploiting available heating and cooling capacity
for optimum operation of energy storage during high-performance
operating conditions. In a CS, the most important energy efﬁciency
measure is the Coefﬁcient of Performance (COP). The COP is a ratio
of the useful thermal energy provided compared to the electrical
work required. To determine the thermal component of this ratio in
direct expansion systems that use the refrigerant for cooling energy
distribution, we need an accurate measure of refrigerant ﬂow.
Installing ﬂow measuring equipment in existing CO2 refrigerant,
direct expansion CSs is a costly and complicated operation. The
complexity and risk increases when the CS operates on multiple
temperature levels with separate distribution systems. The most
logical option for performance evaluation then becomes a theoretical
calculation based on available operational data. In Zou and Xie
(2017), a simpliﬁed model for COP modelling of a water source
heat pump is suggested. Sun et al. (2017) proposes a general simulation model based on graph theory that utilizes accurate mathematical models of individual components, such as the Li (2013)
suggested approach to variable speed compressors, to model
refrigerant ﬂow. Kim et al. (2018) conducted a case study of variable
refrigerant ﬂow simulation, tailored for building energy modelling,
where the focus was calibration of a CS model to the U.S. DOE’s
EnergyPlus software. Zhu et al. (2013) proposes a generic model for
variable refrigerant ﬂow in air conditioning systems with multiple
evaporators intended for simulation of performance and control
analysis. None of the aforementioned studies propose models for
multi-stage compression CS. Adaptation and implementation of the
proposed methods would also require quite extensive knowledge of
refrigeration technology and speciﬁc system design. Future IEMS
systems might be dependant upon a realistic simulated environment
to enable training of sophisticated Reinforcement Learning agents
(Schrittwieser et al., 2019; Silver et al., 2018) that can adapt to and
learn from operational data. A robust method that allows for cost
effective, real-world implementation in complex, industrial scale,
CO2 direct expansion CS is needed. Since industrial scale CSs have to
be speciﬁcally designed and built for each use case, a general
calculation will be quite inaccurate. Intellectual Property (IP) rights
tied to the individual components in the CS can also restrict options
for full access to precise performance data. Some industrial CS suppliers provide access to web-based software designed for product
selection and simple, static performance calculation, but the details
necessary to build a more robust theoretical calculation model are
not shared. An open, accurate, scalable, and reliable method for
theoretical COP calculation is therefore needed.
Within the ﬁeld of AI, an Artiﬁcial Neural Network (ANN) is a
particularly powerful tool for hidden function approximation.

ANNs trained on limited experimental data were successfully used
for COP calculation in Esen et al., 2008. In Opalic et al. (2019) we
showed that ANNs trained to model the electrical power utilized by
Bitzer, a widely utilized compressor manufacturer, 4CSL12K compressors give highly accurate results, with an MSE of 0.08%, when
compared to results attained from Bitzer software.
In this paper, we expand our scope by using ANNs to model all
Bitzer compressors in a large and fully operational CO2-based CS. To
further examine the usefulness and real-world application of this
approach, we compare electrical power measurements of a case
study CS to the summed calculations of an ensemble of ANNs that
each model a compressor type featured in the CS. We also verify our
method by comparing our calculations to measurements from a
comparable laboratory CS. We train the ANNs using available data
collected from the compressor manufacturer’s web-based software.
The ANN training algorithm adjusts the weighting of the input
parameters, as well as the weighted connections between neurons,
to expertly ﬁt the labelled training data. After we deﬁne the
appropriate input and output parameters, our approach only requires limited knowledge of refrigeration technology and system
design to be implemented in an operational setting. In CSs with
access to a limited amount of desired performance measures, our
approach can be used to supplement and enhance the value of the
existing data. In such installations, the overlap between measurements and calculations can also be used to discover inconsistencies
between theoretical and actual performance. To the best of our
knowledge, our approach to linking theory and practice in multistage, CO2 refrigeration technology using ANNs has not been
attempted before. The proposed method is both practically feasible
and useful in evaluating the energy performance of CO2-based
cooling installations. Owners and operators can use our ANN model
ensemble approach for quality assurance of CO2-based CSs.
We have designed our approach to:
 independently model the parts of the CS that interact with the
TES at any given time, such that we can use the efﬁciency of this
isolated part of the CS as input to an algorithm that optimizes
the use of the TES;
 have a more accurate performance measure than what is
currently available;
 create a data set that enables the development of CS future
performance prediction models by applying our method to
historical CS data;
 be able to calculate historical values of available excess heat,
whereas what is currently known is only the amount of heat
that was reclaimed and used;
 investigate to what extent ANNs can model complex scenarios
consisting of several cooling compressors in a multi-stage CS e
especially including transcritical conditions for CO2.
We organize this article in the following manner. Section 2 describes the components of a real-world advanced warehouse and
logistical center that includes a case study cooling system, as well as
the data collection process for model development. We present our
CS model ANN architecture in Section 3. Section 4 is our discussion
of results and implementation. Lastly, we present our conclusions
and suggest future research efforts in Section 5.
2. System structure and conﬁguration
We based our work on information and data collected from a
warehouse and food distribution center near Stavanger in Norway,
completed in the fall of 2017. The main component of the warehouse energy system is an industrial CO2 refrigerant CS consisting
of three separate cooling plants circulating liquid CO2 to
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evaporators in the frozen and chilled food storages. The CS also
produces chilled water for cooling of the remaining building areas,
including food storage, ofﬁce space, and support areas. The architecture of the case-study cooling plant examined in this study is
shown in Fig. 2. An additional back-up and peak-load cooling machine also provides chilled water for ventilation and server cooling.
CS surplus heat is recovered and utilized to heat tap water, to keep
the ground beneath the frozen storage frost-free and to supply the
non-cooled areas of the building with heating energy when
needed. If there is insufﬁcient excess heat available, the operating
pressure of the CS is increased to satisfy the heating demand, up to
a predeﬁned maximum pressure level. Recovered heat can also be
stored in a TES for future use, mainly to reduce the need for the
electrical boiler at peak heating demand.
The warehouse also exhibits a considerable photovoltaic (PV)
power generation plant, a lithium-ion battery system (LBS), and a
buried and insulated 300 m3 ﬁrewater tank connected to a heat
exchanger that is utilized as a TES. An electrical boiler is employed
for back-up and peak demand heating. Table 1 contains a list of the
operational temperature range in the various warehouse areas,
whereas Fig. 1 and Table 2 visualizes and lists the main components
of the warehouse energy system. The PV plant supplies A/C power
directly to the main switchboard. If demand is sufﬁcient, all the PV
energy is utilized in the building. Otherwise, energy is stored in the
LBS, converted to thermal energy and stored in the TES or exported
to the main grid. In addition to storing surplus solar energy, the LBS
is used for power peak reduction. Thermal energy in the form of
chilled or heated water can be stored in the TES, represented by the
purple arrow in Fig. 1. The IEMS tasked to control the energy storage
systems applies proven machine learning algorithms to predict PV
power generation, as well as the future demand for thermal and
electrical energy. An optimization algorithm then employs the
predictions to calculate the most cost-effective hourly schedule for
charging and discharging.
The IEMS controls the TES in two separate seasonal modes of
operation, Heat Energy Storage (HES) and Cold Energy Storage
(CES). It employs CES mode from around March to November, and
HES for the remainder of the year. Natural reduction of the cooling
demand occurs as outside temperature decreases towards the
winter season. As a result, surplus heat available for recovery is no
longer able to sustain the warehouse’s overall demand for heating.
However, by storing heating energy reclaimed from the CS in
advance, the load on the electric boiler can be severely reduced,
which in turn reduces the consumption of energy and the cost of
peak power.
In CES mode, the IEMS attempts to balance two main strategies:
1. Storing surplus electricity generated by the PV installation in the
CES through energy conversion.
2. Producing and storing chilled water at high COP conditions.
When the IEMS applies strategy number one, the CS converts
surplus electricity to chilled water for storage in the CES at a
temperature range between 7  C and 15  C. In the evening, when
the natural reduction of power output from the PV-plant occurs,
the IEMS may choose to discharge the CES and thereby reducing

Table 1
Warehouse dimensions and temperatures.
Area

Size

Operating temperature

Dry storage, ofﬁce space, etc.
Frozen
Chilled
Chilled distribution

19 000 m2
3000 m2
3500 m2
3500 m2

18e22  C
20  C
0e4  C
0e4  C
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power requirements for the CS. The second strategy involves
optimizing the production of cooling energy by decoupling it from
the consumption through the CES. The IEMS optimization algorithm accomplishes this through the utilization of cooling demand
predictions, weather predictions, and table base COP values.
The IEMS currently uses a simpliﬁed approach with a provided
table of COP values to evaluate performance at given ambient
temperature and operating conditions. Future COP values can then
be estimated using weather predictions. The COP table is a rough
metric that does not supply the optimization algorithm with
quantitative input, such as expected cooling production at the
separate CS stages and total available excess heat. Also, the Building
Management System (BMS) provides a general CO2 CS model that
calculates all the necessary parameters, but with unsatisfactory
accuracy.
We, therefore, suggest an ANN approach to calculate
compressor mass ﬂow and electricity consumption. Calculating
cooling capacity instead of mass ﬂow would be preferable. However, due to unavailability of cooling capacity data for all the
compressors, we use mass ﬂow as an alternative approach. We have
developed models for all the compressors in the cooling system.
Two models have been developed for each transcritical compressor
so that we use separate models of the same compressor for calculations in the subcritical and transcritical operational modes. The
compressors are semi-hermetic reciprocating compressors manufactured by Bitzer GmbH, with one frequency-controlled
compressor at each stage. Fig. 2 shows the placement of all the
compressors in a simpliﬁed cooling system architecture. There are
two pressure stages of compression as well as parallel compressors
to handle ﬂash gas in the receiver and chilled water production. The
compressors for the frozen storage areas are displayed in the bottom left, with the cold storage compressors in the top left and the
parallel compressors in the top right. Fig. 2 also displays mass ﬂow
direction and the most crucial CS components. It can be noted that
the CO2 based cooling system is a highly complex part of the energy
system in the considered technologically advanced warehouse.
Fig. 2 is an element of Fig. 1.
The website of the manufacturer was used to collect data
(Bitzer-GmbH, 2019). Theoretical values for cooling capacity (Q),
_ which
electrical power (P), electrical current (I) or mass ﬂow (m),
can all be substituted for the parameter y in Eqs. (1) and (2), can
then be separately calculated by using the appropriate constants ci ;
ci21; 2; ::10 in the following polynomials (according to EN
12900:2013), for subcritical pressure conditions

ysc ¼

c1 þ c2 to þ c3 tc þ c4 to2 þ c5 to tc þ c6 tc2 þ c7 to3 þ
c8 tc to2 þ c9 to tc2 þ c10 tc3 ;

(1)

and, for transcritical pressure

ytc ¼

c1 þ c2 to þ c3 pHP þ c4 to2 þ c5 to pHP þ c6 p2HP þ
c7 to3 þ c8 pHP to2 þ c9 to p2HP þ c10 p3HP :

(2)

In Eqs. (1) and (2), to ( C) is representing temperature of evaporation and tc ( C) is the condensation temperature, whereas
pHP ½bar is the discharge pressure of the compressors at transcritical
operating conditions where pHP > 73:77½bar. The constants c1
through c10 depend on suction gas temperature (SGT,  C) and
compressor operating frequency (CF, Hz) for subcritical operating
conditions, while gas cooler outlet temperature (GOT,  C) must also
be selected for transcritical operation. Separate and independent
sets of constants are used to calculate Q (kWthermal ), P (kW), I (A) or
m_ (kg/h) when used with Eqs. (1) and (2). Constants for P and m_
were collected in 5 steps for SGT and GOT within each compressors
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Fig. 1. The warehouse energy system.

deﬁned operational range, and 5 Hz steps for CF between 70 and
30 Hz. P and m_ example values were then calculated and labelled
appropriately using integers for to, tc and pHP , resulting in data sets
ranging from approximately 10 000 to 100 000 training examples
for each compressor model.
Finally, we can determine cooling production, available excess
heat, and the COP of any part of the system through calculations.
For example, m_ can be used to calculate cooling load with the
enthalpy difference equation

Qc ¼

m_ Dhc
;
3600

(3)

where Dhc (kJ/kg) is the speciﬁc enthalpy difference of the refrigerant between the outlet and inlet of a speciﬁc evaporation stage.
Pressure and temperature of the subcooled liquid refrigerant before
the expansion device (evaporator inlet conditions), along with the
pressure and temperature of the superheated gas (evaporator
outlet conditions), are measured. Speciﬁc enthalpy at the inlet and
outlet of the evaporation stage is therefore known and can be used
to calculate the speciﬁc enthalpy difference. We can then calculate
the COPc of a single, or multiple, compressor(s) using Eq. (4)

COPc ¼

Qc
:
P

(4)

3. ANN approach design and conﬁguration
We chose the appropriate ANN design for compressor modelling
by analyzing the Bitzer software and the available data. Clearly, in
Eqs. (1) and (2), we can observe the characteristics of a polynomial
function. Even though the relationship between the input variables
and the constants ci , ci21; 2; ::10 are unknown, Eqs. (1) and (2)
provide important information which we consider an indication
of the hidden function we are attempting to approximate with
ANNs.
In the considered ANN approach design and conﬁguration, the
patterns are discovered by such a function via training the ANN
employing a hyperbolic tangent (tanh) activation function (Opalic
et al., 2019; Cybenko, 1989). We, therefore, use the most suited
neural network architecture found in (Opalic et al., 2019), namely
using one hidden layer (HL) containing 45 neurons. Fully connected
ANNs are conﬁgured to calculate P and m_ by feed-forwarding input
data through the neurons in the HL as shown in Fig. 3. We have
trained compressor models for subcritical operating conditions
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Fig. 2. On-site cooling plant architecture.

Table 2
Components’ speciﬁcations.
Component

Capacity

Unit of measurement

PV - photovoltaic power generation
LBS - lithium-ion battery system
TES - thermal energy storage
CS - cooling system

1000
460/200
300/300
1140

[kWp]
[kWh/kW]
[m3/kWthermal ]
[kWthermal ]

with data sets generated with Eq. (1), while Eq. (2) was utilized to
generate the data sets for the transcritical operation model training.
The Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) has been applied to
update the weights of the neural networks during training. The
training continued until model learning converged by using the
early-stop method in the Keras (Chollet et al., 2015) programming
library, with the “patience” parameter set to 150 epochs.
We set the training optimizer to update the trainable parameters after each training batch, consisting of 100 training examples.
We have used Mean Squared Error (MSE) as the loss function while

Fig. 3. ANN model architectures: a) Subcritical operation, b) Transcritical operation, c) Subcritical and frequency controlled, d) Transcritical and frequency controlled.
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MSE and Mean Average Percentage Error (MAPE) were used as
model accuracy metrics.
The models are programmed using Python 3.6 and Keras
(Chollet et al., 2015). We divided the data sets into training and
validation data through randomization and a factor of 0.9 to 0.1,
respectively. We normalized the input values by mean (m) subtraction and adjusting for variance (s2 ). The resulting values of m
and s2 calculated on the training data set fXi g were then employed
to also adjust the validation data set.
We ﬁnally assembled the individually trained models in accordance with the design of the case-study CS shown in Fig. 2. Operational data from the cooling system was gathered in order to
compare the aggregated output of the ANN models for running
compressors to the metered power input. In addition to to , tc , PHP ,
SGT, CF and GOT, compressor operating status for each compressor
was collected. For every timestep, our algorithm utilizes the operational data to determine which compressors are operational, the
CF of the frequency controlled compressors, and whether the CS
pressure level exceeds the transcritical threshold. The data for the
active compressors, in the appropriate operational mode, is then
selected and sorted into the format shown in Fig. 3, and fed into the
input layers of the selected models. The resulting model output is
ﬁnally summed for each separate stage of compression and
compared to the metered power input to the CS.
However, none of the data is temporally synchronized.
Accordingly, the raw data had to be processed and aligned in order
for comparisons to be made. The data processing introduces an
error source that has to be taken into account when observing the
results. Also, a third-party BMS, utilizing serial bus communication
for data gathering, is responsible for collecting the power measurements and operational data from the cooling system. The BMS
only timestamps the data when it is received. There is no timestamp for when the data was requested or when the cooling system
controller received the request (the actual time of measurement).
This lack of clarity adds another layer of uncertainty to the temporal
accuracy and integrity of the raw data. By request, the BMS operator
increased the frequency of data collection in June 2019 in order to
increase input data quality.
An analysis of the raw data also shows that even when
measured power input drops to zero, the BMS will still show active
compressors, and accordingly, the models will predict the individual compressor power usage. Therefore, we have removed all
data points with a power measurement of zero in the data cleaning
process.
An alternative research approach would have been to structure
the training data so that a single model could be used to predict the
aggregated output. We only brieﬂy considered this alternative as
such an approach would have included removing known information and system boundaries from the training process only to
have the information, hopefully, relearned by the single model.
Also, we would have removed the advantage in our chosen
approach of being able to model separate stages in the cooling
system, while transfer learning by reusing already trained
compressor models in other cooling systems would have been
more difﬁcult.
There is no ﬂow measuring equipment in the case-study CS that
can be used to verify the accuracy of the aggregated model.
Therefore, we also tested our method with data from an ongoing
experiment at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU) laboratory CS. The NTNU CS has a very similar design to the
case-study CS, while also measuring the ﬂow of CO2 through each
compressor stage and the individual electrical power input of each
compressor. The compressors in the NTNU CS parallel stage, consisting of a Bitzer 2KTE-7Ke40S (Inverter driven), Bitzer 2KTE7Ke40S (set to ﬁxed speed) and Bitzer 4JTC-15Ke40S (ﬁxed speed),

were modeled using our previously described ANN conﬁguration
approach. Part of the pressure and temperature sensors in the
NTNU CS are connected to Danfoss controllers which sample and
log the data in 5-s intervals. Mass ﬂow meters, temperature sensors, and active power consumption meters for the compressors are
connected to National Instruments Hardware, and the data is logged by LabVIEW software with a sampling time of 1 s. LabVIEW
software also handles information coming from the inverters (frequency, power, etc.), connected by Modbus, with a 5 s sampling
time. NTNU researchers ﬁnally synchronize all the data in MATLAB
with in-house software.
4. Results and implementation plan
4.1. Results analysis
In this paper, we attempt to model the compressors in an
operational, industrial CS using ANNs. We trained the ANNs with
data generated by calculating power input and mass ﬂow of Bitzer
CO2 CS compressors using polynomials, subject to openly available
constants, for subcritical and transcritical conditions. The difference between training and validation error, as shown in Table 3, is
minimal in all cases. Therefore, we could likely have used a more
signiﬁcant part of the data sets for training without risk of overﬁtting. Table 3 lists the training and validation MSE results for each
compressor model. Table 3 shows that the models are highly accurate when compared to training and validation data sets generated with Eqs. (1) and (2) and can therefore be expected to give very
similar results to the hidden ground-truth theoretical models.
Table 4 shows results for aggregated model output compared to
metered power input to the case study CS every month from
January 2019 to July 2019. We observe an increase in aggregated
model predictive accuracy compared to power measurements in
June and July, which is likely due to the increased data collection
frequency implemented in the BMS. Figs. 4 and 5 show monthly
plots for the worst (April) and best (July) months. Making any visual
distinction between these months is difﬁcult, but an apparent trend
in both months is that the largest discrepancies between predicted
and actual power input exists in the lower spectrum of power usage. Sudden drops in measured power input, not reﬂected in the CS
BMS data, is a probable cause of this trend. It is therefore likely that
there is an error in the raw CS data connected to sudden drops in
power input, perhaps due to sudden switches between compressors or a rapid decrease in cooling demand when local evaporator
set-point temperature conditions are met. We ﬁnd further evidence
of this when examining the differences between MSE and MAPE in
TC or SC operation during warmer or colder months. Table 4 shows

Table 3
Training and validation MSE for all models. Separate models for frequency controlled
(FC) compressors and transcritical (TC) operation.
Compressor model

Training MSE

Validation MSE

Bitzer
Bitzer
Bitzer
Bitzer
Bitzer
Bitzer
Bitzer
Bitzer
Bitzer
Bitzer
Bitzer
Bitzer
Bitzer
Bitzer

2,97E-05
2,37E-05
3,90E-05
7,79E-06
1,84E-05
6,20E-06
6,76E-05
2,68E-05
1,28E-05
1,54E-05
1,87E-05
2,34E-05
2,19E-05
7,26E-06

2,48E-05
1,60E-05
3,17E-05
4,57E-06
2,01E-05
2,89E-06
6,50E-05
1,74E-05
7,85E-06
1,09E-05
1,34E-05
1,82E-05
1,54E-05
6,91E-06

4CSL12K
4CSL12K FC
4CTC30K
4CTC30 K TC
4DTC25K
4DTC25 K TC
4FTC30K
4FTC30K FC
4FTC30K FC TC
4FTC30 K TC
4JTC15K
4JTC15K FC
4JTC15K FC TC
4JTC15 K TC
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Table 4
Monthly MSE and MAPE comparison from January 2019 to July 2019. Separate columns for subcritical (SC) and transcritical (TC) operating conditions.
Month

MSE

MSE TC

MSE SC

MAPE

MAPE TC

MAPE SC

January
February
March
April
May
June
July

112.3
102.8
90.7
145.7
88.0
44.2
38.8

120.7
106.9
112.0
187.9
130.9
34.6
31.1

104.1
101.7
85.4
136.3
79.7
45.5
42.6

15.8%
15.4%
14.7%
18.3%
16.3%
12.0%
10.1%

14.9%
12.4%
13.8%
18.7%
18.3%
6.1%
5.8%

16.7%
16.2%
14.9%
18.2%
15.9%
12.8%
12.3%

that the MSE and MAPE in transcritical operating conditions are
higher than in subcritical operation for January through May, while
the opposite is true in June and July. Since heat is reclaimed from
the CS and used for heating purposes, pressure is increased in the
winter months when the heating distribution system requests
more energy concurrently with or caused by drops in cooling demand. Inversely, during the summer months, pressure increases are
usually caused by an increase in ambient temperature and cooling
demand. Therefore, the conditions likely to cause the most significant discrepancies occur most often in TC operation in the colder
parts of the year and SC operation during the summer, possibly
leading to the observable differences in TC and SC MSE and MAPE in
Table 4.
Since the monthly plots are quite hard to read due to a large
number of data points, we include plots of a single random day in
April and July in Figs. 6 and 7. These plots show the importance of
the increased quality of the aggregated model input data. Fig. 6
indicates a temporal displacement between the aggregated model
output and the power measurements when compared to Fig. 7.
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Due to the jitters in time for the input data, the model output
and the power measurements are not precisely temporally aligned.
To illustrate and compare the results accordingly, we introduced an
offset t in the time domain to align the two data series. In more
detail, we shift PðtÞ by t2½ 10; 10 to ﬁnd the maximum output of
P
maxt MðtÞPðt þ tÞ. In this way, we can probably achieve a more
t
appropriate
time alignment.
The maximum was found at t ¼  2. Adjusting accordingly
reduces the MSE in April from 145.7 to 50.5 and the MAPE from
18.3% to 10.1%. For 2019-04-10 in Fig. 6 the MSE was reduced from
133.3 to 29.4 and MAPE from 12.8% to 5.5%, results shown in Fig. 8.
We also compare our aggregated model to BMS calculations.
BMS calculation parameters were ﬁrst adjusted to maximize accuracy on 2019-08-22. Results for 2019-08-22 to 2019-08-26 are
plotted in Fig. 9. Aggregated model calculation MSE on this sample
is 41.7, while the MSE for the BMS calculation is 206.2. Similarly, our
model calculation MAPE is 8.5% compared to 20.1% for the BMS
calculation.
Finally, we use data, collected through sensor networks, from an
ongoing NTNU CS experiment to validate our approach in a laboratory setting. Measurements of power and ﬂow in the ongoing
experiment are compared to the outputs of our aggregated ANN
model. The NTNU experiment was conducted in transcritical
operating conditions, with pressure ranging from 74.9 bar to
98.3 bar. Results are plotted in Figs. 10 and 11. We obtain a MAPE of
3.13% when comparing the output from the ANNs with measurements from the power meters, whereas using measurements from
the inverter for the frequency controlled compressor reduces MAPE
to 1.87%. Measurements from the power meters includes the power
consumption of the inverter as well as power conversion losses. The
increased accuracy, when using measurements in the inverter,

Fig. 4. April 2019 - Aggregated model output compared with metered power input to CS.

Fig. 5. July 2019 - Aggregated model output compared with metered power input to CS.
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Fig. 6. 2019-04-10, 24 h - Aggregated model output compared with metered power input to CS.

Fig. 7. 2019-07-16, 24 h - Aggregated model output compared with metered power input to CS.

Fig. 8. 2019-04-10, 24 h - Aggregated model output compared with metered power input to CS, adjusted for t ¼  2.

Fig. 9. 2019-08-22 to 2019-08-26 - Aggregated model output compared with metered power input to CS and BMS calculated values.
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Fig. 10. 2019-08-25 - Aggregated model power calculation compared with metered power input (inverter) at the NTNU laboratory CS.

Fig. 11. 2019-08-25 - Aggregated model ﬂow output compared with measured ﬂow at the NTNU laboratory CS.

suggests that the aforementioned losses are not included in the
Bitzer software (Bitzer-GmbH, 2019) calculations. The result for the
ANN ﬂow output compared to NTNU CS measurements is 1.76%
MAPE. These results show that the presented method is accurate,
when given synchronized data with a low sampling time period.
Our results also suggest that the underlying ground truth mathematical function for each compressor type could possibly be unknown to the compressor manufacturer. The form that the available
data is given in, combined our highly accurate results in a laboratory setting, suggest that the values for the constants could be
based on empirical testing of each compressor. If this is the case,
our approach could also be a useful way for the compressor
manufacturer to easily encode all their laboratory data in neural
networks that can be employed in their own calculation software.
4.2. Implementation in the operational setting
Industrial CSs are very power intensive and produce large
amounts of surplus heat that is often discarded. In the case study
warehouse, excess heat from the CS can be effectively used or
stored in the TES to reduce the need for additional heating supplied
by the electrical boiler, as described in Fig. 1. Chilled water can be
produced and stored in the TES during periods of favorable CS
operating conditions and low energy prices, or access to surplus
solar energy that would otherwise be exported to the main grid at a
severely reduced energy price. The IEMS can facilitate energy
management and reduction of the operational demands in an
intelligent way to reduce energy cost and environmental impact. To
optimize CS and TES interaction, the time-varying performance of
the CS is required. The presented ANN model is currently being
implemented and conﬁgured to supply the IEMS with compressor

power consumption and refrigerant mass ﬂow. Our software has
been installed at a dedicated local server and communicates
directly with the BMS through an Application Programming Interface (API) developed by the BMS provider, utilizing the JSON-RPC
2.0 protocol. The IEMS then collects live data as needed from the
BMS through a local gateway setup.
Historical data generated with our ANN ensemble has also been
supplied to the IEMS provider to allow development of predictive
models of CS performance. The performance prediction model is
developed with machine learning tools and will be utilized as input
to the IEMS optimization algorithm. The output of the presented
aggregated ANN model will improve the performance of the smart
warehouse IEMS by increasing the quality of its necessary input
data. The energy management system operator will also use these
measures for quality assurance and performance evaluation
through visualization in the Building Energy Management System.
5. Conclusions
Industrial cooling systems are responsible for a considerable
amount of the buildings total energy use and environmental impact.
To reduce energy consumption and conserve the environment, it is
recommended to recover and store surplus heat, and optimize system operation for utilizing it in coordination with intermittent
renewable energy production. These tasks have to be managed
intelligently in a complex energy system with dynamic operation of
various sub-systems/components. In this work, we have presented
ANN model of an operational CO2-based industrial cooling subsystem of a complex warehouse energy system. The operating
temperature and pressure measurements, as well as the operating
frequency of frequency-controlled compressors, are used in
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developing the operational model. The output of the model is electrical consumption and refrigerant mass ﬂow for the compression
process. The presented technique is relatively superior to a general
theoretical model, both in terms of accuracy, ﬂexibility, cost effectiveness, and implementability in the real-world application.
The developed model has MAPE in the range of 5%e12% in the
operational case-study cooling system. The presented results also
indicate that the accuracy can be drastically improved with
increased quality of data collection frequency in the operational
measurement, supported by a MAPE of 1.87% and 1.76% in a comparable laboratory CS, for power and ﬂow respectively. The accuracy of the presented ANN ﬂow calculations is promising from a
practical standpoint, and can be implemented through Machine-toMachine communication using IoT related devices.
The developed modelling of the cooling system is currently
being implemented in the case study energy system (Fig. 1). The
energy system operator has already noticed improvement in the
performance calculation accuracy. The energy system operator will
also use these embedded measures for quality assurance and performance evaluation of the building energy management system.
Implementation of our approach in current, and future RL, IEMS
solutions should be explored. Additional training of the developed
models, based on increasing amounts of operational data, could
also be further examined.
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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Humanitarian aid workers who try to provide aid to the most vulnerable populations in the Middle East or Africa are risking their
own lives and safety to help others. The current lack of a collaborative real-time information system to predict threats prevents
responders and local partners from developing a shared understanding of potentially threatening situations, causing increased
response times and leading to inadequate protection. To solve this
problem, this paper presents a threat detection and decision support
system that combines knowledge and information from a network
of responders with automated and modular threat detection. The
system consists of three parts. It first collects textual information,
ranging from social media, and online news reports to reports and
text messages from a decentralized network of humanitarian staff.
Second, the system uses deep neural network techniques to automatically detects a threat or incident and provide information
including location, threat category, and casualties. Third, given
the type of threat and the information extracted by the NER, a
feedforward network proposes a mitigation plan based on humanitarian standard operating procedures. The classified information is
rapidly redistributed to potentially affected humanitarian workers
at any level. The system testing results show a high precision of
0.91 and 0.98 as well as an F-measure of 0.87 and 0.88 in detecting
the threats and decision support respectively. We thus combine the
collaborative intelligence of a decentralized network of aid workers
with the power of deep neural networks.

Humanitarian disasters, conflict, threat detection, decentralized
decision support, deep learning, neural network
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1

INTRODUCTION

The enduring humanitarian crises in the Middle East, the unrelenting high levels of violence in Afghanistan, and the new outbursts
of violence in Sub-Saharan Africa have turned the provision of aid
into these countries a continuous risk for humanitarian aid workers.
Despite the availability of tracking and monitoring technologies
[15], and the increasing efforts of humanitarian organizations to
protect their staff, the number of humanitarian workers that fall
victim to violence remains at a high level. To recognize and respond
to threats, aid workers need timely information that allows them to
understand their situation, and react to a very volatile situation. Yet,
data collection, processing, and decision-making in humanitarian
organizations is often focused on strategic decisions at headquarters level, leading to delays, bottlenecks and putting the safety of
operational aid workers at risk. What is missing is thus a decentralized system that enables data collection from various sources;
rapid information processing and sharing of threat information.
In this paper, we make headway in bridging this gap between
operational field workers and the strategic level by making threat
information accessible to decision-makers in the field. We introduce a deep neural network solution designed for threat detection
and decision support in conflict zones. The fact that deep neural
networks can be trained one layer at a time enables the modular
building of threat detectors and a decision support platform. This
feature allows us to propose a threat detection and decision support system that feeds on the different types of textual information
that typically will need to be triangulated (in term of comparing
different information for the purpose of fact checking) and processed manually, including social media, news reports, and most
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importantly reports from humanitarian aid workers in the field. Our
system is composed of four layers. The first layer is a named entity
recognition layer. It is trained to extract metadata (including the
location, target, attacker, casualties ) from the textual information
it receives. The second layer is a work embedding layer. It codes
the text into a vector (the text presenting syntactical similarities
will have closer vectors in term of cosine similarity). The third layer
combines the embedding and the extracted metadata to deduce a
probability distribution over types of threats. Finally, the fourth
layer proposes mitigation and protective measures on the bases
of type of incident (i.e. threat type and extracted metadata) and
set of applied Standard Operational Procedures (SOPs) adopted by
humanitarian organizations.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 System requirements
The persisting trend is that violence against aid workers is increasing globally. To mitigate this problem, humanitarian organizations
often transfer risks to local partners and operate remotely from
neighboring countries or regions. However, this means that information sharing and analysis is directed “upwards" to enable
planning and coordination at a regional level. In highly volatile and
risky environments, such as those driven by warfare and continuously shifting lines with limited access and resources, feedback to
operational responders is provided too late, and too little [7][1][6].
In response to delays within official reporting channels, alternative and social networks have been established to share important
information via tools that are known and easily usable, such as
WhatsApp. This implies that information is lost to actors who do
not have access to the network and that there is no standard on how
to process information, thus leaving room for rumors, misreporting
and judgemental biases [5]. In such an environment characterized
by time pressure, mis-trust, complexity and uncertainty, the information acquired by team members must be easy to understand,
reliable, secure, fast to process and must include clear cues that
trigger action [17]. Moreover, the information should be efficiently
shared within the team such that the team can collectively make
decisions on the basis of better situation awareness. Furthermore,
the process of obtaining and sharing information in aid networks
always entails a delicate balance between information richness and
information centralization [16].
Our work is embedded in the European Research Project iTRACK,
which aims to create an integrated monitoring and tracking system
that improves the safety of humanitarian aid workers in high-risk
and fragile areas. All information about the system architecture, the
individual components and the tests and validations are available
on www.itrack-project.eu.

2.2 Artificial intelligence for threat detection
To extract threat-related messages from information channels such
as social media, news and threat reports, machine learning techniques are increasingly suggested [8]. Supervised and unsupervised
learning are the primary investigated approaches. In supervised
approaches, the goal is to classify the information available, such as
social media messages, on the basis of the crisis event it describes.
Within a crisis, supervised learning techniques are also used to
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classify social media messages into event. To achieve this classification, the algorithm learns a predictive function that classifies
any new unknown message as part of one of the events. A number
of approaches have been investigated including Naïve Bayes, support vector machine (SVM) [18], random forests [9], and logistic
regression [2]. Some researchers focus on only analyzing tweets
containing certain keywords [8] to replace manual labeling for
training. As an example, SVM was used to classify tweets related
to earthquakes and landslides [12, 14]. Unsupervised methods are
used to identify patterns in unlabeled data. They are most useful
when the exactly information to look for is unknown. An example is
grouping tweets into stories (clusters of tweets) after a keyword filter [13]. This method reduces the number of social media messages
to be handled by humans. Another application identifies events
related to public and safety by using a spatio-temporal clustering
approach [4]. In addition to strictly clustering elements into groups,
soft clusters allow items to belong simultaneously to several clusters
with variant degrees [10].
Despite the aforementioned advances in social media classification, there still is a gap to fill to address specific requirement
of humanitarian aid workers operating in conflict zones. First, detecting the type of event is insufficient. In certain event, more
information need to be presented to the aid worker in a precise
and brief manner. This information includes the location, target,
attacker and casualties in case of a terrorist attack for example. Second, the classification framework need to be scalable enough to be
applied for different data sources. In addition to social media, these
data sources might include news feeds, and internal data sources
to the humanitarian organization. Finally, beyond the detection
and classification of an event, a mitigation plan needs to be quickly
available to support the humanitarian aid worker in their decision
making process at the presence of a threat.

3

SYSTEM DESIGN

To meet the requirements for humanitarian conflicts, we designed
a threat detection and decision support system, see Figure 1.
Twitter

1.0

2.0

SocialSense

Threat detection

News feed

Messaging app
Threat

4.0
3.0
Mitigation plan

Decision

Dashboard

Decision support

Figure 1: Flow diagram for TD and DS
This system consists of three main parts: SocialSense, threat detection (TD) & decision support (DS), and a dashboard. SocialSense
collects information from social media (twitter), RSS news feed, and
messages shared between personnel through the secure iTRACK
messaging app. It delivers this information in a unified payload
to the TD and DS system. The TD and DS detects, which of the
received pieces of information indicate a threat, and recommends
mitigation plans. Furthermore, it communicates discovered threats
to humanitarian staff at coordination and operational levels through
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a monitoring dashboard. This design enables decentralized information sharing for rapid response and avoids the information clutters
or standstills described in Section 2.1.

4

THREAT DETECTION MODEL

The TD module detects threat patterns in textual data. A threat
pattern is based on features found within the data that correlate
with a threat. Examples of these features include specific words and
combination of words that typically describe a threat.

shorter than the distance between words with dissimilar meanings.
We define meaning by similar context: we assume that words used
in the same context have a similar meaning. To model the first
constraint, the method uses a denoising autoencoder, and to model
the second constraint, it introduce a context encoder which tries
to predict a word in the message on the basis of the surrounding
words following the continuous bag of word method. The vector
representation of the message will then be updated on the basis of
the words contained in the messages and their semantics.

4.4

4.1 Framework
To extract threat patterns, the development framework is composed
of three essential functions:
• A named entity recognizer (NER) which extracts metadata
(threat attributes) from the text it receives. This attributes
includes location, target, attacker, and number of victims.
• A word embedding that transforms the text into a vector. Reports belonging to the same threat will have a short distance
between their vectors embedding.
• A neural-network-based detection layer that combines the
coded text and the threat attributes to produce the probability of a threat. The decision layer produces a probability
distribution over type of threats.

4.2 Named entity recognizer
The NER uses a maximum entropy classifier [3], which is a statistical
classifier, to identify named entities by looking at each word in a
sentence and deciding whether it is the start of a named entity, the
continuation of an already started entity, or not part of any known
name. By combining these predictions, the classifier is used to
identify a sequence of words that make up a name. In the context of a
threat to humanitarian aid workers, we want to identify the received
(potentially threat related) text contains the target, the attacker, the
location, and the number of killed, injured, and kidnapped people.
The algorithm can be explained by the following example. Suppose
that this component receives a text that contains details about
an attack on an aid convoy, and we want to extract the name of
the attacker from the message. Let Y be the set of all the possible
words in the message. The algorithm is a process that finds which
word y ∈ Y is the attacker influenced by a contextual information x
surrounding the words. Our approach is bases on maximum entropy
that constructs a stochastic model that accurately represents the
behavior of the random process, i.e., it estimates the conditional
probability of given a context x.

4.3 Word embedding

Detection layer

An additional feedforward neural network takes the output of the
threat attributes and the message coding and outputs the probability
of the message as a specific threat or not a threat.
o = p(threat |(a, C(m)))

(1)

where a is the threat attributes, and C(m) is the last layer vector
representation of the previous network. Hence, the overall output
is the probability of the message being related to a specific threat
given the threat attributes and the message encoding.

5

DECISION SUPPORT MODEL

The DS component proposes mitigation and protective measures
on the basis of threats (and their attributes) predicted in Section
4. When a new threat is detected, the DS component receives this
threat from the TD module (see Figure 1) and then uses a neural
network to suggest an action plan (decision) to mitigate the incident.
The DS component is composed of a two layer deep neural network
that takes as input the type of the detected threat represented by
o (calculated in Section 4), and the threat attributes a extracted by
the NER and produces a probability distribution over mitigation
plans m = (mitiдation 1 , ..., mitiдationq ):
m = σ (bd + Ud tanh(dd + Hd (o, a))).

(2)

The neural network contains hd hidden units, bd is the output
layer biases (q elements), Ud is the output to hidden layer weights
(q × hd matrix), dd is the input layer biases |(o, a)| elements), and
Hd is hidden to input layer weights (hd × |(o, a)| matrix). The neural
network is trained using stochastic gradient decent to minimize
the cross-entropy loss function over the training data:
L=

1
p(mitiдationi )loд(mi ).
q i

(3)

The mitigation plan with the highest probability giving the input
of the network will be recommended as the plan to follow. The
whole model (TD and DS) forms a deep neural network in which
each layer is trained to perform a specific task and calculate features
to feed to the next layer.

The embedding sub-part of TD transforms a message to a vector that
captures the semantics of the message. The coding method is based
on the by work done by [11] on word embedding. The objective
is to find a function F that maps words into real vector space and
obeys two constraints. The first constraint is that the distance (in
terms of cosine similarity) in real vector space between the mapping
of a word and its non-standard versions must be shorter than the
distance between that word and non-standard versions of other
words. The second constraint is that the distance in real vector
space between the mapping of words with similar meanings must be

6

CASE STUDY SET-UP

We illustrate and model our approach by using the example of
threat prediction in the Middle East. In the following, we describe
the underlying data and sources.
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Table 1: Performance of the NER
Target

Attacker

Location

Number of killed

Number of injured

Number of kidnaps

0.80
0.62
0.70

0.86
0.82
0.84

0.91
0.87
0.89

0.76
0.72
0.62

0.80
0.71
0.75

0.74
0.61
0.66

Precision
Recall
F-measure

6.1 Threat Detection
The Global Terrorism Database contains over 4,000,000 news articles and 25,000 news sources were reviewed to collect incident
reports from 1998 to 2016. These reports are used to train and test
the TD component. However, we did not use all 170,000 incidents
as our dataset; we filtered the incident connected to humanitarian
workers in the MENA region, which amounts to 12,000 incidents.
We also added to the data another 4,000 articles not related to the
threats and we grouped them in a category named “others." We
divided the data into training and test sets (70% for training, 30%
for validation). The information in the Global Terrorism Database
is used to train and test the NER to identify a threat and classify the
nature of the threat. To this end, we annotated every occurrence of
a location (names of countries and cities), target, attacker, and number of killed, injured, and kidnapped (number and written form) in
every article in the dataset.
For the massages shared between personnel, we have collected
693 different massages from the iTRACK messaging app during the
initial exercises/testings of the iTRACK system. The messages were
labelled to the appropriate type of threat or the “others" category.
Similar to previous data, the messages were divided into training
and validation sets (70% for training, 30% for validation)

6.2 Decision support
For mitigation planning and recommendations, we created a digital
repository based on a set of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
adopted by humanitarian organizations operating in unstable and
high-risk areas. The SOPs were extracted from the existing documents from UN agencies and humanitarian organizations, such
as the United Nations Department of Safety and Security 1 or best
practices and guidelines available on the European Inter Agency
Security Forum 2 . For an overview of all considered SOPs and the
underlying methodology, see the iTRACK project deliverable3 . We
created a dataset that assigns the appropriate SOPs to each threat
in the dataset used for TD on the basis types of threat type, context,
impact, and attack. Similar to TD, the DS dataset was divided into
training and validation sets (70% for training, 30% for validation) to
train and evaluate the DS.

6.3 Results
Our model is evaluated by precision (ratio of true threats detected),
recall (ratio of detected threats that are actually true), and F-measure
(harmonic mean between precision and recall).The NER is evaluated on the basis of its accuracy in detecting the annotated name
1 https://training.dss.un.org/

2 https://www.eisf.eu/resources-library/

3 https://www.itrack-project.eu/page/media_items/d2.6---policies-for-contingency-

planning-and-case-brief35.php
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in the test set. Table 1 shows that on average, 80% of the threat attributes from the NER extracts are correct. However, the low recall
of 0.7 indicates that the information retrieval is far from complete,
and 30% of the threat attributes in the test data are not retrieved.
Furthermore, Table 2 shows that the TD component can achieve
a high F-measure on both the data from the news report and the
messaging app. The threat attributes are used as supporting information for the final layer of the TD component. When these
pieces of information (especially the number of injured, killed, and
kidnapped) are detected, they will help a great deal in positioning
the message in the write category. However, when this information
is not available or incorrect, the model can still classify the article
correctly by encoding the message.
Table 2: Performance of the TD and DS
TD on news reports

TD on messages

DS

0.91
0.84
0.87

0.94
0.92
0.93

0.98
0.80
0.88

Precision
Recall
F-measure

The DS component shows a very high precision of 0.98, but a
much lower recall of 0.80 (a difference of 0.18). The high precision
is evidence that all decisions presented are correct, but the smaller
recall indicates that many correct decisions are not presented by the
system. Given that the DS bases its decision not only on the type
of threat but also on the threat attributes, the output depends on
the threat attributes. In many situations, the location of the threat
influences the correct mitigation approach, e.g., a threat in Iraq
will require different mitigation measures than a threat in Egypt.
The dynamic nature of threat detection and mitigation hinders the
development of a complete automated DS system.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a tool for supporting collaborative threat
detection and decision support system that aims for enhancing
safety and security of operational conditions in high-risk areas. The
proposed solution is a combination of different artificial intelligence
techniques and data classification. The tool testing results showed
high precision in identifying threats from textual messages and in
proposing the most relevant decisions to mitigate that threat. The
proposed tool is a step forward to close an existing information gap
between strategic and operational/field levels in the humanitarian
aid operations by facilitating decision making. It also serves as a
decentralized information and decision support system platform
for automatically informing humanitarian workers regardless of
their rank about a threat and the ways to deal with the threat.
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